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ABSTRACT
A systemic functional analysis of the oral pedagogical discourse and board
texts of secondary school mathematics lessons differentiated on the basis of
school sector, gender and social class is completed through the development
of a computer program to handle the linguistic analysis and the construction
of a Hallidayan systemic framework for mathematical symbolism and visual
depiction. The new frameworks allow for investigation of the unique
contributions of language, mathematical symbolism and visual display in
the construction of meaning in mathematical texts and the process of
semiotic metaphor which occurs in movements between these codes. The
systemic analysis of the classroom discourse is situated within a Foucauldian
perspective of power, knowledge and truth in mathematics, mathematics
education and wider discursive practices involving the private and state
school sectors.
The analysis of linguistic patterns, register selections and genres of four Year
Ten secondary school mathematics lessons reveals that in private elite single
sex schools the male students demonstrate the greatest participation and
access to the discourse of mathematics while the female s tudents participate
in interpersonal patterns of deference which do not resonate with the tenor
dimensions of mathematics. The monofunctional tendency orientated
towards interpersonal meaning in the lesson of the working class students at
a government school indicates that the social goal of the lesson is primarily
directed towards maintaining tenor relations through covert manipulation
as opposed to learning mathematics. The limited functionality of practical
lessons in mathematics is also demonstrated as a shift from everyday
discourse to mathematical discourse does not occur. Mathematical
pedagOgical discourse is characterised by a dense texture which arises in part
from the strategies by which meaning is encoded in mathematical
symbolism. As opposed to the lexical density and grammatical intricacy of
written and spoken language respectively, mathematical symbolism realises
grammatical density whereby multiple levels of clausal rankshift preserve
the nuclear configurations of Operative processes and participants which
describe relations of parts to the whole and continuous patterns of variation.
In addition, inherent difficulties in mathematical pedagogical discourse arise
from long implication chains of reasoning and dependence on multiple
semiotic resources with the latter resulting in referential complexity and
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multisemiotic intertwining of lexical and participant chains and strings. The
results of the analysis, interpreted through Bernstein's theory of pedagogical
practices and coding orientations and Halliday's formulations of spoken and
written language, reveal that the semantic orientation of working class
students does not accord with that realised in mathematics.
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CHAPTER!

Mathematics and Mathematics Education
"It seems to me ... that the real political task in a society such as ours is
to criticize the working of institutions which appear to be both neutral
and independent; to criticize them in such a manner that the pOlitical
violence that has always exercised itself obscurely through them will
be unmasked, so that one can fight them"
Foucault cited in Rabinow (1984, p. 6)

1.1

Introduction

In this study I critically examine the discourse of secondary school
mathematics classrooms with a view to investigating the following: firstly,
the nature of the oral discourse and written mathematical texts in lessons
differentiated on the basis of school sector, social class and gender; secondly,
the co-deployment of the semiotic codes of language, mathematical
symbolism and visual display in the construction of mathematical
knowledge; thirdly, the dialectical relations between the discourses of
mathematics education and the construction/reconstruction of the social
subject according to social class and gender; and fourthly, the operation of
power in the production of knowledge and truth in mathematics and
mathematics education and the maintenance of an educational and political
hegemony in Australia. Following the perspective of systemic functional
linguistics, the underlying assumption behind this endeavour is that
language and other semiotic codes function not only to construct particular
views of reality but also to act upon people differentially. As a consequence I
analyse discourse as the substance of naturalisation processes which underlie
the operation of power in society.
Lemke (1995) directly points to the pain inflicted on others through the
operation of power. If the goals of political action aimed at diminishing
these effects and balancing existing inequalities are to be realised, a social
theory which situates instances of concrete practices with respect to wider
society is required. Following the notion of complexity, the theory must also
give an account of the actual workings of the system through which the
present condition may be understood as a consequence of both the dynamic
and the past states. Within this model, prediction and action become
possible.

1

CHAP1ER 1: Mathematics and Mathematics Education
Lemke (1995) similarly describes an adequate social theory of discourse as
being necessarily "dynamic, critical and unitary" (p. 20). That is, the theory
must be dynamic in the sense that the role of discourse is active in
reconfirming and re.enacting existing social relationships as well as renegotiating for change. The theory must be critical to account for
naturalisation processes immanent in the operation of power which serves
the interests of dominant groups. Lastly the theory must also connect
individual events with larger patterns that persist across events. Lemke
(1995) discusses the work of Bakhtin (1935 / 1981; 1953/ 1986), Bernstein (1971;
1973; 1977; 1990), Halliday (1976 for example; 1978; 1985a), Foucault (1970;
1972; 1975; 1979/1991; 1980b; 1985; 1986) and Bourdieu (1977; 199Oa; 199Ob;
1991) in surveying contributions to such a social theory of discourse.
While at a nascent stage, I believe the latest developments in systemic
functional linguistics (Martin, 1992 for example) are leading to a unified
social theory satisfying these requirements. Halliday's comprehensive
deScriptions of the systems of the English language arise from a social
perspective of language and his model therefore incorporates perspectives
related to larger social theories. As I discuss in Chapter 2~ Martin's (1992)
communicative plane of ideology is proposed to link individual texts with
the macrosocial world through notions of heteroglossia, intertextuality and
naturalisation processes while the planes of genre and register are situated at
the levels of the context of culture and situation respectively. In Chapter 3, I
describe Hallidayan systemic functional grammar and the prototype
computer program which has been developed in this study. This framework
and methodology support the analysis of four mathematics lessons in
Chap~ 5 to 8. I therefore use systemic functional linguistics as developed
by Hallid,ay and extended by Martin as the base theoretical framework while
simultaneo~sly incorporating the ideas of Foucault, Bernstein, Bourdieu,
Lemke (1990,,< 1988a; 1995; forthcoming), Walkerdine (1984; 1988; 1989) and
Kenway (1987; ~990).
In this chapter, following Foucault's aim of making intelligible the
'objective condition' of our social present through enquiry into the past,. I
attempt to situate ~urrent practices in mathematics and mathematics
education and, more specifically, link the concrete classroom practices
analysed in this study to a wider discursive field. Foucault's method
basically entails the analysis of sanctioned forms of discourse in relation to
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their material and historical conditions of possibility and their governing
systems of order, appropriation and exclusion (Rabinow, 1984). Through
Foucault's formulations and the contributions of Walkerdine and Kenway, I
discuss the operation of power in constituting knowledge and truth with
respect to mathematics and mathematics education, the mechanisms of
disciplinary technology in contemporary educational practices, the role of
the human sciences in the objectification of the subject and the
legitimisation of changes in mathematics education, and the nature of the
discursive practices which function to maintain an educational hegemony
in Australia.
One of the reported difficulties with Foucault's work is that he does not
engage in linguistic analysis and as a consequence there are problems in
applying Foucault's general principles to specific relations between texts
(Fairclough, 1992; Lemke, 1995). Given their common roots, which
diachronic investigations would mostly likely reveal, my premise is that
Foucault's major constructs of discourse, knowledge, power and the subject
may be articulated within systemic functional lingUistics. To a certain
extent, this has already been achieved. For example, Foucault's notion of the
discontinuity of discourse formations has been illustrated by Halliday's
(1993a) analyses of transformations in language to realise a scientific view of
the world. Further to this, Halliday and Martin's (1993) linguistic analyses of
texts allow interpretation of the nature of constructed reality in
contemporary discourses of science. Lemke (1990b; 1995) links these
discourses to operation of power in technical discourse in contemporary
SOciety. In addition, although not systemic, Kenway's (1987; 1990)
Foucauldian analyses of media texts expose the discursive strategies through
which an educational hegemony in Australia is maintained.
In locating Foucault's constructs at the communication planes of ideology,
genre and register in the systemic model, I believe that his principles may be
used to supplement the existing linguistic analysis of texts. In the ~nsuing
discussion, in addition to investigating the discursive practices in
mathematics and mathematics education, I therefore attempt to link several
of Foucault's notions with those developed in systemic linguistics. Given
that the base structure of language is now comprehensively described in
systemic linguistics, theories such as Foucault's become increasingly
important for the investigation of the superstructure. That is, individual
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instances of discourse must be understood as part of a wider discursive
practice. As I discuss in Chapter 2, Martin (1992) incorporates this dimension
in the systemic model as the 'dynamic' view of ideology.
In terms of this study, one major problem is that Foucault has not

investigated the growth of mathematics or the physical sciences. At this
stage I can therefore only hypothesise loose formulations of the functioning
and nature of the discipline of mathematics. However, Foucault's
conceptions as to the emergence and form of the human sciences (The Order
of Things), sexuality (The History of Sexuality: Volume 1) and pedagogical
practices (Discipline and Punish) allow direct interpretation of current
practices in mathematics classrooms.
1.2

The Discourse of Mathematics

In this section I discuss the major theoretical constructs which Foucault
developed over the duration of his enquiries into the role of discourse in the
production of knowledge and truth for the operation of power. I then apply
these constructs in an examination of the discourse of mathematics.
1.21

Foucault's Knowledge and Mathematics

The assertion that truth and knowledge are encased in relations of power
developed as a consequence of Foucault's early work in The Order of Things
and The Archaeology of Knowledge. Foucault's focus is the study of those
forms of knowledge and rationality which have functioned in the
production of 'truth' via effective oral and written discourses. For Foucault,
truth is fabricated through the articulation of knowledge on power and
power on knowledge (Foucault, 1980b; Rabinow, 1984). In systemic
linguistics, the correlative notion is that of naturalisation processes whereby
dominant discourses function to construe reality in such a way that it seems
inconceivable that things could be otherwise.
Foucault dismisses traditional boundaries which neatly divide different
types of discourse into diSciplines such as science, literature, philosophy,
religion and politics, for if these boundaries are maintained it is impossible
to investigate the invisible network of rules and conditions which function
to regulate the production of knowledge. That is, in his archaeological
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approach to discourse, Foucault removes the notion of discrete areas of
discursive activity to expose the dynamic of the intertextual relations which
systematically determines the limits of discourse across areas that are not
typically perceived as being related. Foucault thus proposed the idea of a
'discursive formation l • This is a system for the dispersion of statements
based upon regularity in terms of the choice of objects, the types of
statements and the concepts or thematic choices they entail. Statements here
are to be understood as functional units which operate according to rules
which Foucault calls the 'rules of formation'. These are the conditions
which govern the existence, co-existence, maintenance, modification and
disappearance of elements in a given discursive division. These rules are
not fixed, but rather are specific to historical conditions which determine
"what it is possible to known (McHou! & Grace, 1993, p. 38).
Underlying these formulations is the observation that "one cannot speak of
anything at any time" (Foucault, 1972, p. 44). Prom the point of view of
systemic linguistics, this observation may be extended to "one carmot speak
in any way of anything at any time" for although problematic in terms of
absolute description, the discursive formation is the sum of crossdisciplinary genres that are linked by one or more register selections of field,
tenor and mode. The rules of formation located at the level of ideology
determine not only the inclusion and exclusion of particular genres, but also
function to regulate both the combinations of the register selections of the
genres and the form in which they are realised.
Foucault's concern is not the internal constitution of the 'truth' of the object
of discourse, but rather the specificity of the discursive relations. Similarly
systemic linguistics is not concerned with truth but rather with the srrategies
by which reality is constructed and people are acted upon. In a Sense, both
Foucault and systemic linguists are concerned with the limits of discourse
and the group of rules that are immanent in a practice and define its
specificity. As Macey (1993) explains:
The object of Foucault's analysis exists at the level of discourse and
not at the level of empirical phenomena. Discourse is not to be
interpreted in such a way as to reveal a history of the referent - of, that
is, an object existing outside or prior to discourse. Archaeology is not
concerned with physical objects, but with the discursive process which
makes it possible to speak about objects ... (p. 202)
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Foucault labels the laws which operate behind diverse statements as
'enunciative modalities'. These laws include the personage who has been
accorded the right to speak, the institutional sites from which the discourse
is made and from which it derives its legitimate source and point of
application, and the various positions of the subject defined by the particular
situation. As Foucault explains, from this vantage point the regulation of
enunciations can in no way be explained through recourse to a psychological
subjectivity. Similarly systemic linguistics is not based on a mentalist
perspective which incorporates the notion of subjectivity. The 'enunciative
modalities' of the gerues constituting the discourse formations are largely
discernible from the tenor relations as formulated in systemic linguistics.
Indeed, as I discuss in Chapter 2, one of the strengths of the model is this
ability to account for interpersonal meaning and the subsequent power
relations realised through patterns of dominance and deference. These
patterns help to build a collective picture of the relations which constitute a
discourse formation.
Foucault labels as 'discourse strategies' the theories or themes of discourses
which give rise to certain organisations of concepts, regroupings of objects
and types of enunciations. The strategic choices of a discursive formation
make it essentially incomplete in terms of all possibilities. The selective
nature of dominant discourses has been widely recognised in systemic
linguistics (Halliday, 1978; Lemke, 1995; Martin, 1992 for example). In
Chapter 2 I illustrate this phenomenon in connection with classroom
discourse where only certain clusters of register variables realise the context
of the situation. Indeed, Martin (1992) raises the question of semiotic
subversion which involves filling in these disjunctions which he defines as
"ideologically motivated gaps in the ways in which field, mode and tenor
combine" (p. 588). At this stage systemic analyses usefully characterise the
nature of the disjunctions. The formulation of the rules and discursive
strategies may be inferred from these descriptions and Foucault's
formulations.
Foucault (1972) defines knowledge as the group of elements formed in a
regular manner by a discursive practice, which includes not only what is
fixed as true, but all the accompanying practices which function to
coordinate and subordinate statements and define the possibilities of use. As
Foucault sums up, "there is no knowledge without a particular discursive
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practice; and any discursive practice may be defined by the knowledge that it
forms" (Foucault 1972, p. 183).
.
Foucault's interest in power later led to the 'genealogicar approach where
events and discourses are distinguished and the networks and levels to
which they belong are differentiated and reconstituted along the lines
whereby they engender one another in the production of knowledge and
truth. This entailed dispensing with the constituent object of discourse and
recourse to analysis in terms of relations of force, strategic developments and
tactics where the "move is in general to show that 'historical truths' rest on
complex, contingent and fragile ground" (Marshall, 1990, p. 19). As
exemplified in Discipline and Punish, Foucault's genealogy takes into
account subjugated and neglected knowledges in the reconstruction of
events and thus disrupts historical form by concentrating on historical
objects which are usually outside the province of historical enquiry.
Foucault's original archaeological approach differs from this later
genealogical approach in that the former is not explicitly embedded in social
processes. This assumption is inherent, however, in all Foucault's
theoretical constructs. Because Foucault's early work is useful in positioning
mathematics and those human sciences which gave rise to studies in
education, I will briefly review the results of these early investigations.
In The Order of Things, Foucault was concerned with the history of the
sciences. He defines the total set of relations which give rise to
epistemological figures, sciences and formalised systems as the analyses of
the 'episteme'. Foucault (1970) shows how a discontinuity in the field of
knowledge from the classical age to modernity occurred in the late
eighteenth century in Europe with the resultant emergence of the human
sciences and an epistemological rearrangement of the field of the empirical
sciences. In what follows I seek to explain the role of mathematics in this
rearrangement before sketching elements of the historical conditions which
surrounded the establishment of mathematical discourse as tntth.
Foucault demonstrates through analysis of the theory of representation and
the theories of language, natural orders and wealth and value that an
underlying coherence initially existed in the Classical episteme. This was
primarily a relation to a knowledge of order which involved the allotting of
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a sign to both simple and complex representations. This allowed a system of
identities and differences to be manifested. As Macey (1993) comments:
The episteme of the classical age can be schematically described as
being governed by an articulated system of mathesis (a general,
mathematical science of order), a taxinomia (a classification which
operates at a more empirical level) and genetic analysis (p. 167).
Foucault's (1970) archaeological analysis revealed that the positivity of the
Classical episteme was dissolved towards the end of the eighteenth century
with the reinstatement of status of the concepts of 'labour', 'organism' and
'grammatical systems'. The new requirement was that these concepts
provide the laws of production, life and language. The new concerns of
invisible forces, origins and causality which consequently arose meant that
the space of representation, order and difference was abandoned. Man thus
appeared in the ambiguous position as an object of knowledge and a subject
that knows, thus paving the way for the emergence of the human sciences.
The consequences of this epistemological transformation were the
emergence of philology, economics and biology and the linking of empirical
domains with reflections on subjectivity, the human being and finitude.
The emergence of the human sciences is further examined below in section
1.31, "The Location of the Human Sciences".
Foucault's formulation means that changes in the limits, forms, codes and
laws of possibility of discourse formations occurred. We may ask what gave
rise to the new discursive rules in which a mathematical science of order,
empirical classification and genetic analysis were replaced with a concern for
"hidden forces developed on the basis of their primitive and inaccessible
nucleus, origin, causality and history" (Foucault, 1970, p. 252). I suggest that
the new rules arose with the functional success of mathematics in describing
nature and, as a direct consequence, inscribing 'truth' within a new domain
of meaning. Man's goal of "studying and mastering nature" (Kline, 1972b, p.
214) underwent a huge perturbation in that mathematics became the tool
through which description was made possible.
The nature of the transformations which occurred in the discourse
formation containing the field of mathematics in the seventeenth century
and their relation to events in the following century are critical to my
arguments. As I discuss in Chapter 4, Galileo's (1564-1642) plan for studying
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nature through quantitative mathematical description (Kline, 1972b)
directed Descartes' (1596-1650) explorations in mathematics and science. In
linking the curve and mathematical symbolism in Cartesian geometry, I
believe that Descartes finally succeeded in firmly establishing effective
descriptions of continuous patterns of variation.
Descartes' contribution to mathematics proper did not offer new
truths but rather a powerful methodology which we now call analytic
geometry... From the technical standpoint, analytic geometry
revolutionised mathematical methodology (Kline, 1980, p. 44)
As I discuss in Chapter 4, the description of continuous patterns of
covariation is described by Lemke (forthcoming) as the dimension of
mathematics which outstrips the potential of language. In other words, I
believe that a powerful new means of describing relations in the physical
world were realised through the development and linking of the semiotic
codes of mathematical symbolism and visual display. This ' means that the
Classical episteme based on notions of order and systems of identities and
differences was superseded by continuous descriptions of patterns of
covariation through the new semiotic constructions made possible with
developments in the grammar of mathematical symbolism and visual
display. The success of these mathematical descriptions meant that a science
of order could be abandoned and a science of variation instituted. As a direct
result of these changes, the underlying 'hidden forces developed on the basis
of their primitive and inaccessible nucleus, origin, causality and history'
became the focus of concern.
I propose that the utility of the extension of the meaning potential of
language through the semiotic of mathematical symbolism and visual
display and its success in describing relations reverberated across all
discourse formations. In considering the m ovements in the seventeenth
century which contributed to the splitting of the episteme in the late
eighteenth century, I therefore examine the rules of discursive practice
which formed Descartes' discourse in an attempt to unravel contemporary
practices. For at its inception in the seventeenth century, the intersecting
discourses of mathematics and religion naturalised the power of
mathematics through explicit association with the notions of 'God', 'the
universe', 'truth' and 'reason'. Although reason may have evolved to
eclipse God, the rules of the discourse formation continue to function to
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construe the indubitability and truth of mathematics despite contrary
assertions among some sections of the inner circle of rna thema ticians. I
therefore briefly examine the historical conditions which gave rise to the
notion of mathematics as truth and the nature of the discursive practices
which function to sustain this myth. I first need to clarify Foucault's
conceptions of the relations between truth, power and knowledge.
1.22

Foucault's Power/Knowledge and Mathematics

Foucault (1980b) refutes the traditional political, juridical and economic
conceptions of power together with their associated mechanisms of ideology,
repression and oppression. In the first instance, Foucault claims the notion
of ideology seems inadequate as "it stands in virtual opposition to
something else which is supposed to count as truth" (Foucault, 198Ob, p. 118).
The problem for Foucault is Itseeing historically how the effects of truth are
produced within discourses which are neither true nor false" (p. 118). Also
the concept of ideology presupposes something of the order of the subject
endowed with a consciousness that can be seized upon. Rather, Foucault
proposes to dispense with this constituent subject and arrive at an analysis
which can account for this constitution within a historical framework As I
outline in Chapter 2, Foucault's criticisms of the concept of ideology do not
apply to the version of ideology proposed in systemic linguistics.
Repression as an effect of power is considered by Foucault as being not only
inadequate but potentially dangerous. In this restricted view, power is
negatively identified with prohibition and identified as working only
through modes of censorship, exclusion and repression.
What makes power good, what makes it accepted is simply the fact
that it doesn't weigh on us a force that says no, but that it traverses
and produces things, it induces pleasure, forms of knowledge,
produces discourse. It needs to be considered as a productive network
". much more than a negative instance whose function is repression
(Foucaul~ 1980b, p. 119)
Foucault (1980a) similarly argues in The History of Sexuality: Volume 1 that
the popular repressive hypothesis of sexuality masks the fact that in reality,
the discourse surrounding sexuality allows a whole series of interventions,
tactical and positive inventions of surveillance, circulation and control. In
Chapter 9, these arguments are discussed in relation to the analyses of the
10
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discourse of mathematics classrooms differentiated on the basis of biological
sex. As will be seen, sex plays an important role in the discursive practices of
mathematics education.
Foucault (1980b) also refuses to see the phenomena of power as dependent
upon State apparatuses. Foucault considers that this would mean that
power is essentially considered as being repressive if one were to consider,
for example, the juridical system, the police and army. Foucault (1980b)
instead considers that the mechanisms of power extend beyond the limits of
the State. That is, the State is superstructural in relation to a whole series of
power networks that invest the lives of individuals. Foucault agrees that
these networks stand in relationship with a kind of 'meta-power' which is
structured essentially around a certain number of prohibitive functions, but
this 'meta-power' can only take hold and secW'e its footing where it is rooted
in a whole series of multiple and indefinite power relations that supply its
necessary base.
Foucault's basic contention is that power is strong because nit induces
pleasure, forms knowledge, produces discourse [my emphasis]" (Foucault,
198Ob, p. 119). This view does not hold that power has a need for certain
forms of knowledge, but rather that the exercise of power itself creates and
causes to emerge new objects of knowledge and accumulates new bodies of
information. As the exercise of power continually creates knowledge,
conversely knowledge constantly reduces effects of power. There is thus a
constant articulation of power on knowledge and knowledge on power.
These concepts of power and knowledge are integral to the understanding of
the nature of Foucault's 'truth'.
According to Foucault, each society has its 'general politics' of truth or a
'regime of truth'. That is, each society accepts particular types of discourses
with accompanying techniques and procedures as functioning as true.
Foucault (1980b) characterises the political economy of truth in Western
culture as based on scientific discourse. OW' insatiable appetite for 'truth' is
clearly spelt out by Foucault:
'Truth' is centred on the form of scientific discourse and the
institutions which produce it; it is subject to constant economic and
political incitement (the demand for truth, as much for economic
production as for political power); it is the object, under diverse forms,
of immense diffusion and consumption (circulating through
11
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apparatuses of education and information whose extent is relatively
broad in the social body, not withstanding strict limitations); it is
produced and transmitted under the control, dominant if not
exclusive, of a few great political and economic apparatuses
(university, army, writing, media); lastly, it is the issue of a whole
political debate and social confrontation ('ideological' struggles) (p.
131-132)
'Truth' then is to be understood as "a system of ordered procedures for the
production, regulation, distribution, circulation and operation of
statements" (p. 132). Truth is the effect of power which produces and
sustains it.
Historically, mathematics holds a central position in the pursuit of truth.
We may note, however that there is now considerable evidence that the
struggle to prove mathematical knowledge as certain, indubitable and free of
any possible doubt has proved unsuccessful (Grabiner, 1986; Hersh, 1986;
Kitcher, 1983; Kline, 1980; Lakatos, 1986; Tiles, 1991; Tymoczko, 1994). The
attempts which have been made to secure the 'foundations' of mathematics
include logicism (Platonism), intuitionism and formalism which have
resulted in failure through Russell's paradox, overt rejection by
mathematicians and Kurt Godel's famous incompleteness theorem
respectively (Hersh, 1994).
As a result of these failures and the sceptical cast of postmodem thought,
increasingly mathematics is being viewed as a social and cultural practice
(d'Ambrosio, 1994; Grabiner, 1986; Wilder, 1981; Wilder, 1986) which
evolves over time and as a consequence, is subject to the same revolutions
and paradigmatic shifts as Kuhn (1970) outlined for scientific practice. In
other words, instead of being held apart, in certain spheres mathematics is
now being viewed as a body of knowledge which shares commonalities with
other disciplines. As I later demonstrate through the analysis of classroom
discourse, so far this movement has had little or no impact on the larger
discourse formation of mathematics education.
Although I have listed the major attempts to prove the necessary truth of
mathematics, the important issue is not these attempts and the consequent
failures, but rather why this activity was undertaken at all. Why was
mathematics held to be and still largely is held to be truth? Further to this,
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given that it has not been established as such, why continue as if it had? For
as Kline (1980) comments:
One would think that the present quandary concerning correct
mathematics, which school of thought is soundest, and the multiple
directions mathematics can pursue even within anyone school of
thought, would give pure mathematicians pause and move them to
concentrate on foundational problems before creating new
mathematics that may indeed prove to be logically incorrect. How
then can they proceed so blithely to produce new results in areas of
mathematics that are not applied (p. 334)
Kline gives the reasons for mathematicians proceeding 'so blithely' as
ignorance or a preference to take an aloof attitude towards what is
characterised as "philosophical (as opposed to purely mathematical)" (p. 334).
Further to this, those that do devote themselves to foundational problems
are "often regarded as outside the pale of mathematics proper" (p. 335). The
privileged position of mathematics is thus protected by ~ the discursive
practice of the enclave while the impenetrability of the discourse ensures
minimal interference from the outside.
While admitting to the fallibility of mathematics, Kline (1980) nevertheless
stalls on the notion of 'reason' .
... the attempt to establish a universally acceptable, logically sound
body of mathematics has failed. Mathematics is a human activity and
is subject to all the foibles and frailties of humans. Any formal, logical
account is a pseudo-mathematics, a fiction, even a legend, despite the
element of reason [my emphasis] (Kline, 1980, p. 331)
Reason has been the subject of many investigations as outlined by Gellner
(1992). Gellner, however, cites Descartes' following dictum "as good a brief
summary as we can desire" regarding the "affirmation of the sovereignty of
Reason" (p. 1).
"We ought never to allow ourselves to be persuaded of the truth of
anything unless on the evidence of our reason"
Descartes (1637/1985) cited in Gellner (1992, p. 1)
As Gellner (1992) explains, Descartes was concerned with Ittbought and the
pursuit of truth" (p. 7). From his observations of 'savages' and 'barbarians',
Descartes believed error in the form of illusion to be the result of "the shared
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assumptions of an entire sOciety, built into its way of life and sustained by it"
(Gellner, 1992, p. 2). As Gellner states, Descartes' pursuit of truth required
liberation from culture and custom through the path of 'Reason' which is
formulated as profoundly individualistic.
... one can ... construct a world on foundations that are not only
rational, but wholly one's own. It is the use of foundations laid by
others which leads to error. The rational is the private, and perhaps
the private is also to be the rational (GeOner, 1992, p. 3)
In addition to being individualistic, Gellner characterises Descartes'
'liberation-seeking, culture defying rationalism' as both classicist and
bourgeois. Classicist in the sense that rather than "slowly matured sets of
practices, institutions and structures" (p. 4), Descartes preferred dear and
deliberate planning which proceeds in an orderly fashion from simple to
complex so that nothing is omitted. Bourgeois in the sense, for example,
that rules of comportment outlaw haste, confusion and "impulsiveness.
Descartes is thus "the outstanding practitioner and preacher of a cognitive
Possessive Individualism" (Gellner, 1992, pp. 5-6). Amongst others, this
conflates with. themes inherent in the discourse formations of contemporary
education and, in particular, mathematics education.
Descartes' contributions formed part of a discourse formation which
functioned through religious direction. This was inevitable given that at
that time religious discourse formed the 'regime of truth' as demonstrated
by the example of Galileo. That is, in working to establish that the earth
moved around the sun rather than being located at the centre of the
universe, the theories of Copernicus (1473-1543) and Kepler (1571-1630)
"denied one of the prevailing doctrines of Christianity" that "man was at the
centre of the universe" (Kline, 1980, p. 40). The Roman Catholic church later
condemned Copernicus' work in 1616 and because of his support of this
theory, Galileo (1564-1642) was forced by the Inquisition to deny his views
and was placed under house arrest for the rest of his life. God was initially
an active player in terms of mathematics, truth, reason, knowledge and
power. Descartes seemed acutely aware of this fact.
I counted as the most certain the truths which I conceived dearly as
regards figures, numbers, and other matters which pertain to
arithmetic and geometry, and, in genera] to pure and abstract
mathematics. Only the mathematicians contrived to reach certainty
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and evidence since they started from what is easiest and simplest. The
concepts and truths of mathematics do not come from the senses.
They are innate in our minds from birth and are placed there by God...
Descartes (1641) cited in Kline (1980, p. 42)
Descartes believed that God designed the world mathematically and that
these laws were accessible through reflection.
... certain laws which God has so established in nature and of notions
which he has impressed in our souls, that once we have reflected
sufficiently upon them, we can no longer doubt their being accurately
observed in all that exists or happens in the world ... Descartes (1937)
cited in Kline (1980, p. 43)
In terms of creating the objects of discourse, Descartes considered that "the
most fundamental and reliable properties of matter" were tlshape, extension
and motion in space and time, all of which are mathematically describable tl
(Kline, 1980, p. 44). As Kline states, tastes, smells, colours and qualities of
sounds were relegated to secondary qualities.
Here Descartes adopted an older Greek doctrine, Demoncritus's
doctrine of primary and secondary qualities. The primary qualities,
matter and motion, exist in the physical world; the secondary
qualities, taste, smell, colour, warmth, and the pleasantness or
harshness of sounds, are only effects which the primary qualities
introduce in the sense organs of human beings by the impact of
external atoms on these organs. The real world is the totality of
mathematically expressible motions of objects in space and time and
the entire universe is a great, harmonious, and mathematically
designed machine (Kline, 1980, p. 44)
The valeur of the objective physical material world is thus created while the
'subjective' human world of qualitative assessment, feeling, emotion and
interpersonal meaning is devalued. And the tool of description already is
the evolving semiotic of mathematical symbolism and visual display.
To study the physical world Descartes wished to employ only
mathematics, for he said in the Discourse, tlof all those who have
hitherto sought for truth in the Sciences, it has been the
mathematicians alone who have been able to succeed in making any
demonstrations, that is to say, producing reasons which are evident
and certain" (Kline, 1980, p. 43)
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The differing valeur accorded the 'physical world' and the 'subjective world'
are captured in the range of systems and paradigmatic choices which
evolved from language in mathematical symbolism. While the nature of
mathematical semiotic constructions provides the focus of Chapter 4, at this
stage we may note the circularity that exists between the nature of semiotic
construal in mathematics and the perpetuation of the notion of
mathematics as truth. That is, in the evolution of mathematical symbolism
from language, only certain dimensions of meaning were included from the
meaning potential of language. For example, systems realising interpersonal
meaning were streamlined to include the few paradigmatic options which
realised. maximal modality and power dominating relations. In addition, as
mathematics is largely concerned with forms of description as opposed to
explanation, it is perceived as relatively stable compared to science, for
example. Further to this, mathematical discourse is largely independent of
immediate context which in turn contributes to its aura of absoluteness.
This context independence is further explored in Chapter 9. ~ And because of
the impenetrability of the discourse which results from its construction by
the semiotic codes of symbolism, language and stylised visual display,
attempts to locate mathematics as a disclU'Sive activity are limited.
So we have the intersection of the operation of power through knowledge
and truth in mathematics where a valeur has been attached to a
circumscribed range of activities which involve a restricted range of
meanings.
Sanctified as pure through its connections with God,
mathematics rose to an elevated pOSition as the pinnacle of human
reasoning. The deceptive and unsavoury realm of human being was
supposedly erased in the symbolisation and visualisation of restricted
meanings. Here was truth and beauty and God. However, mathematics
promised mastery and control of the material world, a success which in the
seventeenth and eighteen centuries began to outsmp the more limited
power of religion. The notion of God was sufficient to control man but the
new formulations in mathematics promised in addition control of the
physical world. Mathematics and science thus developed under the banner
of the dominant discourse of religion until the movement became powerful
enough to establish a discourse formation in its own right. Religion stayed
with man, the very object which mathematics and the physical sciences
discarded.
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In stripping away notions of reason, truth, purity and beauty, the ascent of
mathematics can be explained by its utility in describing relations in the
physical world and, later, dimensions of the social world and man. In the
next section, I discuss Foucault's conceptions of the operation of power
through the constitution of the modem subject, a discourse legitimised by
mathematical and scientific reasoning. For as Durkheim has argued, "in the
sphere of knowledge, the aspiration of Reason to transcend society was but a
hidden pursuit of social ends" (Gellner, 1992, p. 90). And given the
impenetrability of the discourse to the uninitiated, the position is secure.
Not surprisingly too, the utility of mathematics and science in modern
capitalism mean that these disciplines occupy a prominent position in the
education system. Educational success in science and mathematics is
rewarded as none other. And as I demonstrate in Chapters 5 to 8, the
disparate positionings of subjects according to gender and social class in
relation to the discourses of mathematics are evident in the discourse
analysis of classroom lessons. The discourse of mathematics remains the
discourse of the powerful.
1.3

The Discourse of Mathematics Education and Research

Foucault's conceptions of the role of social sciences in modem society bear
directly on the discursive practices of mathematics education in terms of
both research and practices in educational institutions. His theory of the
creation of the modern subject in the social sciences and disciplinary
technology as the new regime of power is highly relevant here as a means of
contextualising the rationality which gives rise to the lessons analysed in
this study.
Although Foucault's work has impacted on a wide range of disciplines
including sociology, history, psychology, philosophy, politics, linguistics,
cultural studies and literary theory, it is only in recent times that education
has entered into the arena. In a collection of such studies, Ball (1990)
indicates that the concern centres around educational practices and its interrelationships with politics, economics, and history in the formation and
constitution of human beings as subjects. In a survey of educational
research, Marshall (1990) comments, however, that Foucault has largely been
ignored by educationalists. With minor exceptions such as Walkerdine
(1984; 1986; 1988; 1989), references are made to Foucault in work by
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educationalists interested in questions of social control and the exercise of
power but these are "generally passing references to his analysis of power"
(p.12).

I have chosen to tread carefully around the one reference to Foucault's work
that relates specifically to mathematics education, McBride's (1989) A
Foucauldian analysis of mathematical disCQuTse. My reason is that McBride
mistakenly accepts the discursively constructed notions of masculinity and
femininity as real: "'Masculine' refers to a cognitive style, not a biological
category. Traits of this cognitive style are objectivity, separation, control of
knower over nature, and a strictly intellectual way of knowing that denies
other ways of knowing" (p. 40). I see such formulations as one of the
problems that I am attempting to address in this study.
1.31

The Location of the Human Sciences

Foucault (1970) writes that from the nineteenth century, the field of the
modern episteme became fragmented, or rather exploded in three
dimensions. The first is the mathematical and physical sciences, for which
order was perceived to be deductive and linear links of evident or verified
propositions. The second dimension is the sciences such as language, life
and the production and distribution of wealth that proceed by relating
discontinuous but analogous elements in such a way that causal and
structural constants between them are established. The third dimension is
that of philosophical reflection. According to Foucault, unlike all other
disciplines, the human sciences are not located on the planes formed by
these axes, but rather in the space of the volume which is so defined. It is
this location and not 'the nature of man' which explains the instability of
the human sciences.
What explains the difficulty of the 'human sciences', their
precariousness, their uncertainty as sciences, their dangerous
familiarity with philosophy, their ill-defined reliance on other
domains of knowledge, their perpetually secondary and derived
character, and also their claim to universality is not, as is often stated,
the extreme density of their object; it is not the metaphysical status or
the inerasable transcendence of this man they speak of, but rather the
complexity of the epistemological configuration in which they find
themselves placed, their constant relation to the three dimensions
that give them their space (Foucault 1970, p. 348)
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Two problems that Foucault (1970) discusses are the positivity of the human
sciences and their relation to representation. By positivity, Foucault is
referring to "the concepts around which they are organised, the type of
rationality to which they refer and by means of which they constitute
themselves as knowledge" (p. 356). Foucault proposes that constituent
models borrowed from the three domains of biology, economics and the
study of language account for the 'categories' in the area of knowledge
specific to the human sciences. One consequence of this formulation is that
the human sciences "find themselves treating as object what is in fact the
condition of their possibility" (Foucault, 1970, p. 364). In this way, they
"proceed from what is representation to that which renders representation
possible, but which is still representation" (Foucault, 1970, p. 364). As a
consequence, unlike other sciences, they seek not so much to generalise
themselves or make themselves more precise as to be constantly
demystifying themselves.
Foucault raises the point that just as a re-arrangement in knowledge allowed
the figure of man to appear, it is also possible that some unknown event
may cause this same figure to disappear. In support of this thesis, Foucault
cites the existence of 'counter-sciences' of psychoanalysis, ethnology and
linguistics which no longer speak of man. In terms of systemic functional
linguistics, this is certaiuly true.
The instability and yet 'utility' of the social sciences is reflected in approaches
to mathematics education. These approaches have been variously used to
legitimise changes in mathematics curriculum, changes ultimately based on
political agendas. To demonstrate this, I will compare the school
mathematics reform movement of the 1980s with that of the late 19505,
1%O's and 1970s. I will, however, first elaborate on Foucault's conception of
the product of the social sciences, the 'modern subject' with its
accompanying 'disciplinary technology' and locate these constructs with
respect to educational practices. My reasons for incorporating the latter
dimension of Foucault's work is that although contemporary schooling is
largely accepted as an inevitable 'rite of passage' in our culture, it is
nevertheless difficult to contextualise concrete classroom practices and
explain the sense of unease which accompanies and in some cases
dominates our perception of these experiences. Foucault's perspective
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provides a new lens for viewing these practices which we so much take for
granted as a natural and necessary part of our life.
1.32

Disciplinary Teclmology and the Objectification of the Subject

The object around which Foucault's genealogical approach has focussed is
that of 'the 'modem subject' as constituted by the social sciences and social
practices. Foucault's preoccupation with the problem of the subject can be
explained by his concern that so much importance in Western culture has
been socially, politically, economically, legally, philosophically and
scientifically placed on this object. Foucault thus sought to create a history of
the different modes in which human beings are made into subjects.
Although this history is not recounted in detail here, the major import of
this dimension of Foucault's work relates to the objectification of the subject
as a major field for the operation of power through its consequent fixing of
the individual through the production of knowledge and truth. For
Foucault, 'subject' means both being tied to someone else by control and
dependence and being tied to one's own identity by a conscience or self
knowledge. 'Subject' thus carries the twin meaning of an active knowing
subject and of an object being acted upon, the product of discourse.
Foucault (1979/1991) traces the evolution of the objectified subject through
an archaeological analysis of the shift in teclmologies of power in Europe
from the middle of the sixteenth century. The first shift was from political
reflection of the nature of the state to a broad concern with forms of human
activity which included the consideration of how to introduce economy and
order through all aspects of social life. This resulted in the rise and growth
of centralised state administrative apparatuses to cope with the new concern
the fostering of life, growth and care of the population, As Foucault
comments: "The art of government and empirical knowledge of the state's
resources and conditions - its statistics - together formed the major
components of a new political rationality ,.. a rationality from which we
have not yet emerged" (Rabinow, 1984, p. 16)
Foucault distinguished between two distinct poles of concern that developed
with this new rationality, One dimension was a totalising form concerned
with the human species, its various activities and organisation, while the
other was an individualising form where the human body itself became an
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object of concern. By this, Foucault was not referring to a biological
dimension, but rather the body as an object to be manipulated and
controlled.
The new set of operations and procedures which came together around the
objectification of the body was labelled as 'disciplinary technology' by
Foucault. Through the play of spatial distribution, the coding of activities
and time intervals and the detailed specification of body movements, these
procedures create an individuality out of the bodies that they control.
Poucault thus develops his power-knowledge formulation through the
notion of a 'disciplinary regime of power'. The techniques constituting this
disciplinary technology playa ai.tical role in the operation of power, for they
determine not only whether a person is governable and likely to lead a
docile, useful and practical life, but also because they identify the 'true' self
whereby that person becomes classified as an object for others in various
ways and is tied to the 'true' self as a subjected or politically dominated
being. Such descriptions in part permit the individual to be dominated
through classifications such as homosexual, hyperactive, introverted and so
forth. However, for Foucault, there is no real 'man'. In particular,
autonomous man is a construction of post-Enlightenment and humanist
thought.
A~

the requirement of the new disciplinary regime of power was to regulate
all facets of life, there existed a need "to qualify, measure, appraise and
hierarchise" (Rabinow, 1984, p. 20). The logic of 'normalisation' involved
therefore distributing individuals around a 'norm' according to a system of
finely graduated and measurable intervals. The power of the state is thus
embedded in the ability to produce an increaSingly totalising web of control
through the increasing objectification and specification of the individual. In
this way power and knowledge are linked in the production of an objective
'truth' about individuals.

Foucault (1979/1991) claims that this growth and infiltration of disciplinary
power throughout society was derived from the use of three simple
instruments: hierarchical observation, normalising judgment and their
combination in a procedure that is specific to it, the examination. These
instruments are perfected in contemporary educational practices. Teacher
and student alike are coerced through obselVation. Normalising judgement
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means that natures and abilities are measured quantitatively, thus allowing
the hierarchisation of individuals. This distribution of individuals
according to ranks or grades has a double role. It hierarchises qualities, skills
and aptitudes while at the same time punishing and rewarding according to
that rank. In a ,sense, the power of normalisation imposes homogeneity
while at the same time allowing the placement of individuals within the
social body according to the rank obtained. It also defines the 'abnormal'
through the imposition of limits of difference.

Hierarchical observation and normalising judgement culminate in the third
technique, the highly ritualised practice of the education system, the
examination. According to '-Foucault (1979/1991) this 'slender technique'
introduced a whole mechanism that linked a certain type of formation of
knowledge to a certain form of exercise of power in several ways. Firstly,
disciplinary power imposes upon those whom it subjects a principle of
compulsory visibility, and it is this visibility that maintains a subjected
individual in his subjection. The examination was, for Foucault, the
ceremony by which this disciplinary power held visible subjects in a
mechanism of objectification. "The examination transformed the economy
of visibility into the exercise of power" (Foucault, 1979/1991, p. 187). The
modern age entered . into the space of the infinite examination and
compulsory objectification. The emphasis of the school as an apparatus for
continuous examination has long been documented.
Many years ago we wanted to have examinati!Jns for the sake of
schools and universities; now . we seem to have schools and
universities simply and solely for the sake of examinations (Muller,
1888, p. 640)
Foucault asks if the birth of the human sciences can be found in the 'ignoble
archives' where lie the first procedures of writing and registration resulting
from the examination. For Foucault, "the modern play of coercion over
bodies, gestures and behaviour" (Foucault, 1979/1991, p. 191) began in the
form of the examination. The examination with all its documentation
makes each individual a 'case'; "he may be described, judged, measured and
compared with others" (Foucault, 1979/1991, p. 191). In this way, "it is also
the individual who has to be trained or corrected, classified, normalized,
excluded, etc" (p. 191).
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Foucault (1984) isolates three modes of objectification of the subject in
disciplinary technology and each of these underpins classroom practices.
Foucault emphasises that although these modes of objectification are
analytically distinguishable, in practice they overlap with one another. The
first mode involves 'dividing practices' which categorise, distribute and
manipulate individuals from an initially undifferentiated mass. "In this
process of social objectification and categorization, human beings are given
both a social and personal identity" (Rabinow, 1984, p. 8). These dividing
practices underpin educational practices where groups of students are
streamed into groups through formulations of measures of intelligence,
ability and scholarship. '. The use of entry criteria legitimise access to
discourses whereby dominant groups are credentialised in the right to speak.
The second mode of objectification of the subject is that of 'scientific
classification' which arise from the modes of enquiry that try to give
themselves the status of sciences. Examples include the objectivising of 'the
productive subject' in economics or 'the speaking subject' in philology and
linguistics (Rabinow, 1984). In the discourse of mathematics, such a subject
is ellipsed. 'No subject' is indeed a choice and the subsequent absence of
participants in mathematics is crucial. This specific lack of agency is
instrumental for the operation of power in mathematics. The discourse
involves anonymous or absent beings whose actions and authority are
impossible to question. In the discourse of mathematics classrooms,
however, the teacher as the speaker derives power from possession of
mathematical knowledge. Further to this, the interplay between the
'dividing practices' and scientific classification result in classifications of
mathematics students which operate essentially as techniques of
domination.
The third mode is that of 'subjectification', an active self formation whereby
a human being turns him or her self into a subject (Rabinow, 1984).
Foucault's genealogy reveals that this takes place through a variety of
operations on people's bodies, souls, thoughts and conduct. These
operations often entail a process of self understanding usually mediated by
an external authority figure such as the psychoanalyst, confessor and as in
the case of this study, the teacher (Rabinow, 1984).
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Subjectification continued to be Foucault's central concern as illustrated in
the last of his works on the history of sexuality. In The History of Sexuality:
Volume 1 Foucault shows that there was a huge proliferation of scientific
discourses about sex as it was seen to hold the key to self understanding. For
Foucault sexuality was thus a mode of self·knowledge for a 'technology of
the self'. This technology operated as "procedwes which were proposed or
prescribed for individuals in order to fix, maintain or transform their
identity in accordance with a certain number of goals" (Macey, 1993, p. 417).
In other words, power operates in the 'science of sexuality' through the
construction of knowledge and truth of one's sexual self and sexual
relations. One's complex experience of sex cojoins a field of study, a
collection of rules which differentiate and attach a valeur to types of
behaviour, and creates a mode of relation between the individual and
him/herself.
Foucault's views on sexuality bear specifically on the promotion of single sex
private schools which I discuss in section 1.4, "The Discourse of an
Educational Hegemony". My analyses of lessons in Chapters 5 and 6 reveal
the flourishing state of differing gender constructions in such schools. As I
argue in Chapter 9, segregation based on biological sex functions to 'put sex'
into the discourses of education. The science of sexuality as a means of
fixing truth is pervasive in educational discursive practices. More generally,
however, I believe that students differentially constitute themselves as
subjects, others and the reality of classroom practices according to their
'habitus' as defined by Bourdieu (1977; 199Oa; 1991). Bourdieu discusses the
habitus as producing sets of dispositions.
The structures constitutive of a particular environment (e.g. the
material conditions of existence characteristic of a class condition)
produce the habitus, systems of durable, transposable dispositions,
structured structwes predisposed to function as structuring structures,
that is, as principles of the generation and structuring of practices and
representations which can be objectively "regulated" and "regular"
without in any way being the product of obedience to rules,
objectively adapted to their goals without presupposing a conscious
aiming at ends or an express mastery of the operations necessary to
attain them and, being all this, collectively orchestrated without being
the product of the orchestrating action of a conductor (Bourdieu, 1977,
p.72)
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As Thompson explains in his introduction to Bourdieu's Language and
Symbolic Power, the set of dispositions inculcated through the habitus
determine the actions and reactions of subjects. These dispositions are
"inculcated, structured, durable, generative and transposable" (p. 12). That is,
the dispositions are 'inculcated' through early childhood experiences,
'structured' as a reflection of the social conditions in which they were
acquired, 'durable' as ingrained in that they endure a life history, and
'generative and transposable' in that they are capable of generating other
practices in fields in which they originated. I therefore relate the differential
construction of reality and consequent subject positions revealed in the
discourse analyses of the mathematics lessons to Bourdieu's notion of the
habitus through Bernstein's theory of coding orientations in my concluding
remarks in Chapter 9.
Foucault's ideas allow the functions of educational institutions to be viewed
nakedly, for it is in schools that the truth of the individual is largely
constructed for the operation of power through the techniques of its
disciplinary technology. As Foucault comments:
The individual is no doubt the fictitious atom of an 'ideological'
representation of society; but he is also a reality fabricated by this
specific technology of power that I have called 'discipline'. We must
cease once and for all to describe the effects of power in negative
termsi it 'excludes', it 'represses', it 'censors', it 'abstracts', it 'masks', it
'conceals'. In fact, powel: produces; it produces reality; it produces
domains of objects and rituals of truth. The individual and the
knowledge that may be gained of him belong to this production
(Foucault, 1979/1991, p. 194)
As Marshall (1990) makes clear, Foucault's conceptions show that
contemporary practices in education are not "rational, humane or developed
as we might think" (p. 25). I do not find this surprising, as in my experience
pain is evident in both student commentaries and adult recollections of
school experience. Foucault's conceptions help illuminate the reasons why
this is so and why 'learning' becomes abhorrent to so many.
1.33

Power IKnowledge and Mathematics Education

The educational sciences function to produce knowledge and truths which
are used to legitimise changes in mathematics curricula and teaching
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practices. In this section I briefly review changes in mathematics education
since the 19508 and the educational paradigms which have been called upon
to produce the necessary objects of discourse. This section thus serves to
situate current thinking about the teaching of mathematics and to locate this
study with respect to research in mathematics education.
In his comparison of two secondary school mathematics reform
movements, the 'New Mathematics' movement in the 1950s, 60s and early
70s and the 'Mathematics as Problem Solving' movement in the 1980s,
Pitman (1989) ties change directly to political, economic and social factors.
Before examining Pitman's (1989) instructive comparisons of the two reform
movements, however, I would like to contextualise Australian mathematics
education.
Clearly mathematics education in Australia was initially the product of the
colonising power England (Blakers, 1978; Clements, 1989; Clements,
Grimison, & Ellerton, 1989; Mossenson, 1972 for example). Clements et aI.
(1989) claim that the type of mathematics taught in Australian institutions
and the way it was taught was "the result of conscious decisions by colonial
administrators to attempt to replicate the mathematics curricula and
teaching methods that were most prevalent in England" (p. 51). Further to
this, decisions regarding the practice of mathematics in Australian schools in
the twentieth century were still strongly influenced by developments in
England and other overseas influences. Blakers (1978) went as far as to assert
that not only mathematics education reforms were based on overseas
influences, but also Australian criticisms of changes followed overseas
rhetoric. Clements et al. (1989) believe, however, that in the last twenty
years n Australian mathematics educators have had the confidence to initiate
significant new programs based on ideas which focus on the needs of
Australian children, rather than to follow, as a matter of course, the patterns
of overseas reforms" (p. 68). This view conflicts with my analysis of the
major changes to the curriculum of lower secondary school mathematics in
government schools in Western Australia in the late 1980s (O'Halloran,
1991) which clearly demonstrate the importation of American curriculum
legitimised through the psycholOgical theories of the American Jerome
Bruner. This same curriculum was at that same time under intense
criticism from American researchers (McKnight, Crosswhite, Dossey, Kifer,
Swafford, Travers, et aI., 1987).
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In the view of Chomsky (1993), in the post World War II era the United
States of America has been the global power in the continuation of a 'World
Order' initiated some five hundred years ago with the colonial explorers. In
relation to changes to mathematics education policy in Australia since the
late 1940s, in the same vein I perceive the interests of United States as the
dominant influence. Pitman's (1989) comparisons of the two reform
movements of secondary school mathematics support this proposal.
During the 1980s, 'Mathematics as Problem Solving' movement gathered
worldwide momentum. This problem solving approach was evident in the
new mathematics courses in Western Australian schools which were
introduced with the Unit Curriculum for Years 8 to 10 in 1989 and the new
upper school mathematics courses for Years 11 to 12 in 1992. The
Mathematics as Problem Solving movement aimed at transforming school
mathematics in ways that were as profound as those seen during the New
Mathematics reforms of the late 1950s to early 70s. Pibnan (1989) outlines
the following sources as responsible for creating change:
(a) the subject content itself, (b) the impact of technologies on
mathematics and its applications, and (c) arguments associated with
the economic restructuring of the preceding decade and a half (p. 101)
Pitman (1989) argues that an important legacy of this reform movement was
"'t hat what was defined as 'mathematics' and 'doing mathematics' became
tied directly to .e conomic, political and social factorsn (p. 101). As seen in
section 1.4, Kenway's (1987; 1990) analyses explicitly support this claim with
respect to reform movements in the 1980s in Australia. I believe that
covertly this has always been the case.
Pitman's (1989) formulation of the characteristics of each of the reform
movements (pp. 101-102) in, for example, Australia, the United States and
the United Kingdom, are summarised in Table 1.1 below. In comparing
these reforms, we may see that the motivation for each change was provided
by American political interests and rested on the desires of those who
benefited from modem capitalism.
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Table 1.1

Comparisons of school mathematics reform movements
New Mathematks
Late 1950s to early 1970s

Problem Solving Mathematics
1980s

Influence

The reforms were international ;n The reforms were international and
occurred more or less simultaneously
effect

Historical
Location

The re forms occurred at time of The reforms occurred following a
intense military .nd scientific concern that school mathematics was
competition be tween the United oot producing citizens who were able
Sta tes of Ame rica and the Soviet to app ly necessary mathematical
Union. The launching of the Soviet skills in the workplace
satellite Sputnik 1 caused an intense
reaction in the United States where
mathematics and science reform was
sup p orted through
Defense
! rectucation} Act

•

Reformers

The mathematical content .nd The most vocal advocates of the
approach were d efined
by reforms were outside the ranks of
professiona l mathematicians. The professional
.nd academic
France based grou p known .s mathematicians
Bourbakis ts wos instrumental ;n
redefining the nature of mathematics
and the rapid disse mination of that
redefinition. The translation of this
re-inte rpretation of math ematics
into schools w", mediated by
educators who tied the formalism of
the Bourbakist view of mathematics
to theories of child learning,
particularly those of Jean Piaget and
Jerome Bruner

="""
Formation

The discourse of reform wos The discourse of reform was now
embedded ;n the language of e mbedded ;n the langu age of
military power and the struggle economic war with Asian countries
between ideologies

Nature of
Mathematica l
Activ ity

Mathematics wos seen
.n
indiv idualistic enterprise ;n that
individual expertise wos to be
created to -add ress the research
problems
a s sociated
wit h
main taini ng mil i ta ry-scientific
pa r ity 0< s uperiority ove r the
Communist bloc

Mathematics was now held to be nonindividualistic, with the capacity to
work in a group being seen as an
integral part of doing mathematics

Focus of

The

The focus of mathematics was now to
be problem solving with emphasis
being placed on manipulating data to
reach reasonable solutions

Mathematics

"

form of mathematical
knowledge was strictly forma l and
based on the axiomatic structures of
formal logic
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As Pitman (1989) explains:
The reform of the 1980s took place in the context of political pressures
arising out of the demands of the industrial and commercial sectors of
"advanced" societies at a time of international restructuring. The
New Mathematics reforms, on the other hand, took place within a
context of political pressure based on the relation between scientific
expertise and military capabilities, at a time of rapidly changing
military and strategic balances. Politically, then, there was a shift from
power based upon military supremacy to power based on economic
success (p. 102)
Pitman (1989) argues that the rationality behind the first set of changes
associated with the 'New Mathematics' was supported through the
psychological theories of developmental psychologists, namely Jean Piaget,.
Jerome Bruner and Zoltan Dienes. The formal nature of mathematics as
perpetuated by the New Mathematics movement was readily tied to
assumptions about forms of logic constructed by children (Pibnan, 1989). For
reasons [ investigate, the second set of changes associated with the
'Mathematics as Problem Solving' movement is more problematic in terms
of theory.
Walkerdine (1984; 1986; 1988; 1989) adopls a Foucauldian approach to the
work of Piaget to determine the effects of developmental psychology. She
argues that Piaget's genetic epistemology of children's thinking provided
'scientific truths' which became a powerful tool in pedagogic practices
especially in early education and mathematics education. Walkerdine
focuses on the construction and normalisation of 'the developing child' and
the 'child centred' pedagogical practices built around this subject.
Central to Walkerdine's (1984) arguments are Foucault's notions of the
diSciplinary technology and the shift to covert forms of regulation.
Walkerdine (1988) refers to changes in mathematics education (Howson,
1978) as emphasising "children as individuals, guiding their responses to
everyday experiences and constructive play, and fostering the development
of appropriate mental structures" (p. 8). She argues that the new practices
were "premised upon a set of discourses concerning the 'nature of children'l!
(p. 7). Although based on a rhetoric of freedom through a natural sequence
of development, Walkerdine demonstrates that these practices produced
regulation of what natural child development meant.
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... that is, they created a regime of truth within which readings were
made and therefore what counted as correct was both made possible
and validated. This took place within a specific set of historical
conditions when the concern about producing a self regulated citizen
was paramount within the technologies and apparatuses which made
up the practices of government and administration (Walkerdine,
1988, p. 7)
Walkerdine (1988) situates Piagefs work as being developed in the context of
evolutionary biology in which the view is held that organisms adapt to the
environment. Piaget was against the popularisation of Darwinism which
supported the notion of the inevitability of war and of competition.
Walkerdine (1988) comments' that his project was therefore directed towards
"the triumph of reason over emotion through stressing the naturally
adaptive processes of organisms" (p. 5). This position explains Piaget's and
contemporary liberal progressive thinkers' stress on natural reason.
The means of 'government by reason' was felt to be assured through the
production of natural reason. Walkerdine (1988), however, questions "the
confident assurance of mastery over the physical world, the idea of
independent autonomy, of rational government, and all that goes with it"
(p. 6) Following Foucault, Walkerdine (1984; 1988; 1989) demonstrates
through the examination of pre-school and early school mathematics, that
'natural reasoning' is itself a truth produced in the regulation of children.
Logico-mathematical structures are the structures of rational thought.
To develop 'mathematical concepts' in children carries the supreme
task of creating reasoners and all that entails. By focussing on
mathematics, then, I am able to prise apart both the current
psychological and pedagogical 'truths' about children's learning and
to suggest other possible 'readings'. I will argue that mastery is a
fiction shakily and scarcely achieved, and then only at great cost. The
easy assertion of the government of reason covers over both its
sociality and the unconscious lurking beneath (Walkerdine, 1988, p. 6)
Pitman maintains that, while the New Maths movements were made
simpler as "the formal nature of mathematics was readily wedded to
prevailing theories on how children developed mathematical concepts",
Mathematics as Problem Solving lacked "theoretical coherence" (p. 104).
The radically new understanding of mathematics was based on the notion
that "genuine mathematical endeavour had, of necessity, to be associated
with active, real-life problem solving" (p. 106). Mathematics as formal logic
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was replaced with mathematics as manipulating data to reach decisions.
That is, there was a movement from mathematics as content to mathematics
as process. The movement thus involved . the redefinition of mathematics
as an empirical, laboratory science in contrast to the theoretical and abstract
orientation of the New Mathematics reform. The changes were tied to the
use of computers for analysing large data bases and the problems of "changes
in method of production arising from the introduction of new technologies"
and the "redefinition of required work skills", "the loss of old industries and
creation of new ones, as a consequence of the restructuring of international
trade and commercial activities" (Pitman, 1989, p. 106). The 'mastery of
reason' is perhaps being replaced with the 'application of reason'. Pitman
(1989) states that "No longer are children to be merely regarded as empty
vessels to be filled with mathematical jargon, skills and logic" (p. 116). I
believe instead they are considered as vessels used to arrive at 'rational'
conclusions which support control and mastery of the physical and social
world for the minority. The rationality behind these activities is directly
related to the aims of capitalism and, as I discuss in Section 1.4, is the
commonsense of those who stand to gain.
Pitman (1989) states "the concepts of mathematical problem solving and
real-life mathematics were never well defined" and the "concepts have
proved to be particularly elusive" (p. 113). The problem may be explained
thus: instead of mathematics being conceptualised as a body of knowledge
and students as objects of knowledge, the emphasis has switched to
mathematics as a 'process' and students as 'active participants'. I believe
that corresponding epistemological shifts in the social sciences have been
made in attempts to legitimise this new approach. These may be described
by Romberg's (1992) synthesis of the paradigms which have informed
educational research. These include the 'empirical-analytic', 'symbolic' and
'critical' paradigms with the latest shifts in mathematics education
representing a shift from the former to the latter in efforts to support the
movements in mathematics curriculum reform.
While the empirical-analytic paradigm originating in positivism supported
cognitive based approaches to mathematics education, the goal of the
symbolic paradigm variously called the hermeneutic, interpretive or
phenomenological approach "is to understand how humans relate to the
social world they have created" and is "based on a belief that social life is
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created and sustained through symbolic interactions and patterns of
conduct" (Romberg, 1992, p. 55). Attention has thus shifted from "the
invariant nature of behaviour" expressed in the law-like generalisations of
the empirical analytical view to "the field of human action, intent and
communication" where discourse rather than behaviour is the issuell (p. 55).
In education, Romberg states that this translates "into the belief that
knowledge is situational and personal, that pupils learn by construction as a
consequence of experiences, that the job of teaching is to create instructional
experiences for students and to neg,o tiate with intersubjective
understandings gained from those experiences" (p. 55). He therefore argues
that the basis for the organisation and technology of the classroom and
school is to provide rich and meaningful experiences. In mathematics
education, I propose that this paradigm has resulted in research perspectives
variously called 'constructivism' and 'social constructivism' (Davis, Maher,
& Noddings, 1990; Noddings, 1990; von Glasersfeld, 1987; von Glasersfeld,
1989; Wheatley, 1989 for example). This accords with the view of
mathematics as a problem solving activity which is conducted in a
collaborative fashion.
According to Romberg, the goal of a critical research paradigm is "to
demystify the patterns of knowledge and social conditions that restrict our
practical activities" and the basic assumption is that "humans, through
thought and action, can improve the social world in which they live" (p. 55).
The impact on educational thought is that "knowledge is gained by
reflection on how humans can improve social conditions, that pupils learn
through reflection and action, and that the job of teaching is to have
students reflect on the social world in which they live and initiate actions to
challenge current practices" (p. 55). Although I locate this study in the
critical paradigm, I disagree with the formulation which Romberg presents.
The challenge to current practices does not come from 'reflection' but,
rather, from an understanding of the naturalisation processes through
which people are acted upon and reality is constructed. Social action
involves understanding the operation of power in society and its constituent
production of truth and knowledge.
The problem with the symbolic movement and, to a lesser extent, the critical
research movement, is that, while they give support to the new views of
mathematics, they do not rest on a strong theoretical platform which
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unequivocally states the means by which students 'construct' knowledge or
'reflect' on that knowledge. The perpetuators of the new paradigms have
little knowledge of theories of language. This is no doubt the result of the
division between diSciplines and the fact that practitioners in mathematics
education are immersed in or have emerged from the analytic-empiric
paradigm with its dependence on cognitive science. As a consequence, the
contemporary rhetoric of mathematics education echoes new sentiments
which have a hollow ring given the lack of a coherent theoretical
framework.
Support for the new 'problem solving approach' to
mathematics is troubled with the lack of closure around truth.
Meanwhile the rhetoric of the symbolists strongly supports the notion that
students must learn to 'appreciate' and derive 'pleasure' from doing
mathematics. This discourse seems to have survived the child-centred
pedagogical theories accompanying the 'mathematics as content' paradigm.
According to Walkerdine, (1984; 1988; 1989), immanent in this discourse is
the 'joy of discovery' and the 'power and beauty of mathematics'. In
questioning the so called 'pleasure' which accompanies mathematical
activity, Walkerdine (1988) locates its centre in the "powers of control of a
rationally ordered universe" and powers of "self control" (p. 190).
Walkerdine believes the price of this 'pleasure' is suppression of emotion
and all that lies outside the realm of the rational. Walkerdine (19~) argues
that "the power afforded by the mastery of this discourse is fictional, but that
its effects are real and material" (p. 186). As I demonstrate in this study,
those rewards are reserved for the few.
The analysis of ,the mathematics lesson in the private elite male school in
Chapter 5 reveals the extremes to which emotion is relegated a backstage
position. The students learn to remove feeling when making 'rational'
decisions based on 'truth'. Significantly, there is both a wider range and a
relatively higher emphasis on interpersonal meaning in the lessons
involving female and working class students as described in Chapters 6 to 8.
This observation becomes a focal point in my subsequent discussions on
access to and participation in the discourses of mathematics.
Despite the rhetoric of the pragmatic purposes of mathematics education.. the
main agenda of secondary schools has always been to prepare students for
the university-entrance mathematics examinations, and other courses such
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as 'business' and 'practical' mathematics have always been of secondary
importance (Ellerton & Clements, 1988; Pitman, 1989). In opposition to the
tension created by these different mathematics courses, the 'mathematics for
all' slogan was heard in different parts of the world (d'Ambrosio, 1985). This
movement called for mathematics courses that were suitable for all students.
The content would be the same, but the depth of investigations carried out
by students would vary according to their abilities and their mathematical
readiness.
I suggest that instead of differential courses being offered in all secondary

schools in Australia, the trend is becoming one where differential courses
are being offered in different institutions. In making this claim, I am
referring to the operation of hegemony through the private and public
educational institutions. As I demonstrate in the next section, the rhetoric
associated with the 1980s Mathematics as Problem Solving movement with
its emphasis on slogans and the instrumental approach to mathematics is
part of a larger discursive practice in which educational privilege for the
minority has been extended in Australia in the 19805 and consolidated in the
1990s.
1.4

The Discourse of an Educational Hegemony

The following citations from the 1993 National Report on Australia's Higher
Education Sector legitimise and naturalise the differing role of the private
and public educational institutions.
Somewhat startling is the actual fall in the higher education
participation rates of those completing Year 12 at public schools. At
the begirming of the 1980s, 45 percent of Year Twelve public school
completers went on to higher education; at the end of the 19805, 39
percent. The corresponding sectors show an increase from 52 per cent
to 54 percent for the Catholic schools and an increase from 64 percent
to 71 per cent for the private schools. In a period of expansion, when
nearly all the indicators of participation are positive, it appears that
the role of public schools may be changing [my emphasis)
(Department of Employmen~ Education and Training, 1993, pp. 203)
The role of the elite private schools in providing university entrance is
overt.
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The non-Catholic private school sector (henceforth simply referred to
as private schools) although accounting for about 10 percent of all
school students, contributes around three times that proportion of
university entrants (Department of Employment, Education and
Training, 1993, pp. 202-203)
The reason is made clear.
... hence while the proportion of public school students staying on to
Year 12 has certainly increased, this does not necessarily mean that
their families have a strong commitment to higher education [my
emphasis] (Department of Employment Education and Training, 1993,
p.203)
In a manner analogous to Chomsky's investigations of media constructions
in the United States, Kenway (1987; 1990) provides a fascinating analysis of
how the above views have come to function as acceptable truth in Australia.
Kenway outlines the strategies through which "the 'Educational Right' and
the private school lobby have all but colonised popular thinking and
government policy on education in Australia" (Kenway, 1990, p. 167). Her
analyses indicates how "the discourse of this loosely linked, but mutually
beneficial political amalgam serves the interest of educational and social
privilege" (Kenway, 1990, p. 167). Further to this, she links their discourse
with that of the 'New Right''' whose agenda dominates media discussions in
matters extending across all areas of political, economic and civic life in
Australia. Supported by the theory of Gramsci (1971) "who is much more
concerned with the ways in which society is structured in dominance t1
(Kenway, 1990, p. 167), Foucault's analysis of discourse and powerknowledge inform Kenway's analysis of the discursive ensemble under
scrutiny.

.. Kenway (1990) explains that the New Right . ... demonstrates a ready capacity for
developing political rhetoric which both produces and taps contemporary popular con~rns
and discontents .... [the New Right includes 1highly visible judges of normality who tend to be
'corporate chiefs· ... whose ideas are developed and clarified by a range of corporate.
sponsored 'think tanks'. These include the Institute of Public Affairs, the Centre for
Independent Studies, Australian Institute for Public Policy, and the National Civic Council
consisting mainly of the Catholic right. These think tanks are composed of academics,
business people, former public servants and politicians. New Right thinking is promulgated
by such journals as the IPA Review, Quadrant, and Newsweekly (Nee), by sympathetic
journalists, and by The Australian newspaper and The Bulletin magazine. Aaron's (1987)
study shows the way in which the think tanks, their journals, their journalists and these two
major outlets are interconnected and operate a circuit of mutual citation and promotion (p. 168·
9)
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Although the scope of Kenway's analyses precludes detailed description in
this study, her arguments are important in terms of contexhlalising my
analyses of lessons in the different school sectors in addition to the rhetoric
accompanying the latest round of mathematics educational reforms.
Kenway dearly demonstrates that in the 1980s a regime of truth was
constructed in Australia whereby the private school sector was intensely
promoted amidst a crisis of legitimacy for public education. This was
accompanied by a shift in popular thinking and government policy in
education away from the social democratic settlement that characterised the
early 1970s towards an explicitly right wing position. I believe that this
position is now firmly entrenched in the 19905 as exemplified by the results
in the Federal election in which the conservative Liberal Party (LP) gained
power in March 1996 after thirteen years of government by the Australian
Labor Party (ALP). Kenway lists changes in the economy and the deepening
crisis of contemporary capitalism as the cause for this shift in the last decade.
The theoretical ideology of the New Right that has come to dominate
Australian thinking is a blend of conservatism and liberalism extending into
libertarianism.
. ,. the former manifests itself in concern for the preservation of
authority, traditional institutions, and values and in an expectation
that strong governments will exert appropriate control in this regard.
The latter, with emphasis on competition and self-reliance, are
opposed to any mechanisms that interfere with the 'freedom,
prosperity and progress' guaranteed by the market (Kenway, 1990, p.
169).
Within the New Right logic, the government is to ensure a free market
system which will operate efficiently as long as it is not interfered with.
Privatisation is a key concept and the central ethic is "possessive
individualism" in which "freedom is interpreted as the right to accumulate
private property and power unimpeded by the state" (Kenway, 1990, p. 169).
Privilege is equated with government power, not private wealth, and the
New Right presents itself as protecting the 'little people' from the public
sector, Within this logic, "the government's role is neither to promote
social justice nor to develop public monopolies" (Kenway, 1990, p. 169).
Broadly, for the New Right, "ethics are a private matter of individual choice,
and the state is not responsible for implementing the social conscience"
(Kenway, 1990, p. 170). In Australia, despite the social changes that have
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made public welfare a state concern, the libertarian stance is opposed to any
use of the state for egalitarian purposes.
Kenway argues that the strategies and effects of the New Right may best be
scrutinised through the close examination of critical historical incidents
rather than general educational struggles. She adds that education is an
important terrain upon which the New Right conducts its political work.
The critical incident that Kenway analyses occurred when Bob Hawke's
federal Australian Labor Party (ALP) returned to power in 1983 after nearly
eight years of conservative reign by the Liberal Party (LP) under Malcolm
Fraser. Historically the ALP has opposed the more obvious forms of
educational privilege and according to its restricted conception of social
justice has sought to promote equal access and opportunity. When Hawke's
government came to power, it was supposed that the movement to the
Right in education would be arrested.
In its 1983 Education (policy and funding) Guidelines to the Schools
Commission, among other things, Hawke's government announced that it
intended to reduce funds to Australia's best resourced private schools. In
this way the worst fears 'of the educationally and socially privileged were
confirmed. Further dismantling was predicted by the private school lobby
which included the Catholic system. Kenway explains that the proposed
changes to funding caused an intense media debate on educational issues.
A bitter, well-publicized debate between the supporters of private and
state schools ensued: the 'state aid war', as the media constantly called
it. On the surface,' each party sought merely to influence the 1984
Guidelines, which would influence funding policies for some time to
come. However, at the debate's centre were issues concerning the
relative place and impact of private and state schooling in Australian
society, the extent to and manner in which public money should
support private educational concerns, and, more broadly, the nature
and purpose of schooling and what and whose interests it should
serve (p. 171).
Given the force of the Right's attack, the government changed its stance to
that of neutral arbitrator and funding to the best resourced private schools
was not reduced. "Eventually, when the Guidelines for 1984 were
announced, it was clear that despite the 'educational consensus' that the
government claimed to have achieved, it had shown particular
receptiveness to the discourse of the Right and the private school lobby,
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adopting much of their language and concern" (Kenway, 1990, pp. 171·172).
The New Right was thus provided with an opportunity to defend and even
extend educational privilege. As I discuss in Chapter 9, this privilege
continues to be extended in the 199Os.
Although many reasons for the shift towards social privilege can be
identified, Kenway (1990) suggests that the Right displayed a particular
facility for ideological work. Following Foucault's conceptions of the
operation of power and knowledge through discursive practices, by
operating in the widest of discursive fields, the New Right "sought to
establish closure around certain key concepts to have its definitions of value
accepted as universally valid and its sectional interests defined as the general
interes~! (p. 172). In what follows, I briefly review these key concepts.
The discourse of the 'Educational Right', emphasising particularly its
articulation with that of the private school lobby, involves two strands of
thinking. The first strand concerns economics and the virtues of the market
and evils of state intervention, the promotion of the family and privacy in
education and the view that the state should assume greater responsibility
for ensuring that the needs of the workplace are met. The second strand is
concerned with the return of tradition,. authority and hierarchy in education.
Within the first strand, the Right forged a new ideology based on the
construction of an educational 'crisis' in the 1980s. The state education was
seen to have disintegrated, to be demoralised and as not catering to the
intellectual or employment needs of students nor to the needs of either the
workforce or society. It is unified in saying that "standards have declined so
alarmingly that students' and Australia's future is at risk" (Kenway, 1990, p.
187). The term 'standards' is the Educational Right's central slogan where
the popular expression 'declining standards in Australian schools' is aimed
only at the state school sector. Within the second strand of thinking of the
New Right, the private schools are brought forward as the exemplification of
the standards towards which state schools should strive. There is almost no
recognition of the differences between the state and private school sectors.
"The debate is on simple binary terms, the state schools on the negative pole
and the private schools at the positive" (Kenway, 1990, p. 187).
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Accompanying this rhetoric is the discourse of 'democracy' with the
concepts of 'rights', 'justice', 'liberty', 'diversity' and 'choice' in education
which is regarded as a family and not a state responsibility. "Private
schooling is seen to provide the means by which the family can accept
responsibility for the child's schooling by the mechanism of choicei families
are education consumers" (p. 195). This has become commonsense as seen
in the citation from the 1993 National Report on Australia's Higher
Education Sector, where the diminishing percent of students entering
tertiary institutions from state high schools reflects family commitment to
higher education. As Kenway comments; "Class antagonisms are dressed up
in a 'new' language of educational quality and democracy" (p. 187).
The Educational Right's solutions to the 'educational crisis' is a "return to
traditional form and content and/ or a closer correspondence between certain
sections of schooling and the workplace" (p. 194). Within this logic, it is
accepted that the private schools exemplify the best in education and their
'excellence' is believed to be a consequence of the free play of market forces.
The state should only intervene with monetary assistance to private schools
but otherwise leave them free to continue their excellent work The state
should, however, remedy the deficiencies of its own system to provide a
suitably prepared workforce for the changing demands of society. .
Kenway (1990) thus illuminates the major premises of the Educational
Right's discourse, showing how the interdiscursive practices of the private
school lobby group and the Educational Right operated in such a way as to
assist the private school lobby group in its political project with regard to
funding, and hence ultimately to assist the sectional interests that this lobby
and the Right serve. Further to this, Kenway discovers dear evidence that
the Right has taken on the role of policing the educational system. It has
constructed a regime of truth to establish definitions of what is 'normal,
moral and socially responsible' education. In conjunction with the media,
its program of sUlVeillance allows deviant practices to be identified in what
has become a program of moral technology. Kenway argues that in doing so,
it has constructed a common subject in all the private school clients while
creating at the same time creating a wider subjectivity for parents and voters.
As a consequence the "Right's ideological labours have achieved their ends,
and sectional interests have become universalised - defined as the interests
of the majority. This is precisely the action of hegemony" (p. 201)
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The Right made the newly deposed Federal ALP government docile with
respect to implementing social justice agendas. As Kenway (1990) explains
"This strategy clearly sought to revive modes of knowledge and schooling
which, historically, have classified and regulated populations in such a way
as to anticipate and to subsequently confirm class and gender identities" (pp.
197·198) Educational commonsense has moved to the Right with a
'revolution of decreasing expectation'. "With regard to social justice, less is
demanded and expected of the state's representative instihltions" (p. 202).
Kenway remarks that the cruel ironies of this discursive ensemble should
not go uIUloticed.
While on one hand the state is reviled as an intrusive restraint on
freedom, on the other it is seen to have been negligent in disciplining
the state school population and is called upon to reassert its
technologies of power so as to regulate schooling in appropriate ways
for the economy, capital and the class interests of the patrons of
expensive private schools (p. 202)
The Labor government had increasingly aligned its educational policies with
the New Right. The new "instrument,alist, interventionist and privatising
approach to education" is reflected in the "restructuring of the tertiary sector
already underway and the vision for national policies in Australian schools
on discipline and curriculum, with special attention paid to maths, science
and technology and the needs of employers" (p. 202). Kenway (1990) sees this
as a major triumph for the Educational Right "especially with their
technicist/instrumentalist wing" (p. 202). Apart from extra funding, the
private school sector, meanwhile, is being left alone to educate shldents to
pass the university entrance examinations.
Its 'policing' of the system through the intensive propounding of
educational and social 'truths' has had the desired effects. Schooling
and school knowledge, now harnessed securely to national economic
restoration, are to be reaffirmed in their selective and differentiating
functions. Yet we, the people, are assured that this is for the common
good (p. 202)
As Kenway (1990) comments, Foucault reminds us that knowledge is central
to power. A 'new politics of truth' means detaching "the power of truth
from the forms of hegemony, social, economic and cultural, within which it
operatesll (Rabinow, 1984, p. 75). As Foucault claims, the problem is one of
constihlting a new politics of truth.
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The problem is not changing people's consciousness or what's in their
heads, but the political, economic and institutional regime of the
production of truth. It is not a matter of emancipating truth from
every system of power (which would be chimera, for truth is already
power) but of detaching the power of truth from the forms of
hegemony, social, economic and cultural, within which it operates at
the present time. The political question, to sum up, is not error,
illusion, alienated consciousness or ideology, it is truth itself
(Foucault, 1980b, p. 133)
This chapter serves to outline the discursive superstructure in which the
concrete practices in secondary high school mathematics classrooms are
suspended. Firstly, this has entailed linking Foucault's theory of knowledge,
truth, power and the subject to the discourse of mathematics and
mathematics education. We may note that mathematics classrooms are
critical sites for the operation of power for it is here that students engage
with the thread which forms the web of codification in our society. As I
demonstrate in Chapters 5 to 8, the students are differentially entangled as a
result of that experience. Secondly, Kenway's use of Foucauldian concepts
uncovers the processes behind the protection and extension of an
educational hegemony in Australia in the 1980s which paved the way for the
commonsense of the 1990s. One aim of this study is to examine the nature
of the practices in private elite schools in order to explain why these
institutions are so vehemently protected. And as I demonstrate, in the
amassing of students from a particular habitus in single sex classrooms
where expulsion for non-compliance, non-conformity or failure is readily
undertaken, the pedagOgical practice and the consequent social goals of the
lessons differ dramatically from those of the state school which has a
working class student population. The nature of the differing constructions
of reality, in particular in terms of mathematics, self and interpersonal
relations, forms the major focus of enquiry in this study.
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Theoretical Dimensions of the Systemic Analysis
Chapter 2 is an overview of the theoretical framework of Hallidayan
systemic functional linguistics incorporating Martin's stratification of the
language content plane together with the communication planes of register,
genre and ideology. Following this, I describe the methodological and
theoretical dimensions of the discourse analysis undertaken in this study
with the descriptions at the language plane appearing in Chapter 3.
In addition to exploring the field of mathematical pedagogical discourse, this
study represents an extension of practical and theoretical research based on
systemic linguistics in several directions. Firstly, I have expanded current
research techniques through the development of a computer program to
handle large scale systemic analysis as fully described in Chapter 3. The
program allows a delicate analysis at all ranks and functions of texts that
otherwise would be limited by practical considerations. Secondly, the
economy in time and notation gained through the use of this program has
meant that entire lessons are analysed to capture global patterns of linguistic
choices. Using categorical descriptions of the field-structured microgenres
constituting mathematics lessons, I trace the dynamics of a lesson by
mapping the transitions of microgeneric states. In turn, the nature of the
linguistic patternings of selected microgenres is further described. Thirdly,
rather than looking at theoretical constructs such as genre and tenor as
consisting of individual dimensions, I have attempted to model these
constructs as the 'sum of the parts'.
This allows the differential
combinations of options to be positioned relative to each other in a three
dimensional space. Fourthly, the spoken discourse has been analysed in
conjunction with the multi-semiotic written texts produced in the lessons.
In Chapter 4, I propose a tentative framework for a systemic grammar of
mathematical symbolism and visual display and discuss codeployment of
these resources With language. In doing 50, I have extended Halliday's
TRANSITIVITY descriptive category of process type to include 'Operative
Processes'. Through these frameworks I examine the unique contributions
of each resource and the grammatical strategies through which meaning is
encoded. Lastly, at the level of ideology, I have substantiated conclusions
drawn from the linguistic analysis by contextualising the lessons with
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respective to school profiles constructed from performance in the 1995
Tertiary Entrance Examinations (TEE) and the Tertiary Entrance Scores
(TES). The data substantiates my claims of the differing social purpose of the
educational institutions involved in this study. In Chapter 1, I discussed
Foucault's formulations and Kenway's analyses which reveal how these
differences are sustained through the naturalisation processes of dominant
discourses operating as regimes of truth.
2.1

The Systemic Model of Language

The model of language adopted in this study is a systemic functional one as
developed by Halliday (1973; 1976; 1978; 1985a for example) and extended by
Hasan (1977; 1984; 1985a for example), Martin (1992 for example) and
researchers in the Department of Linguistics at the University of Sydney
(Matthiessen, 1992; Poynton, 1990; Ventola, 1987; Ventola, 1988 for example).
The extensions to Halliday's model as pursued by the Sydney school are
situated within the framework of critical linguistics (Fairclough, 1989;
Fairclough, 1992; Fowler, 1987; Fowler, Hodge, Kress, & Trew, 1979; Kress,
1985; Kress & Hodge, 1979; Kress & Hodge, 1988a; Kress & Hodge, 1988b for
example). The project of these groups is "orientated towards de-naturalising
hegemonic discourses and concomitantly, facilitating intervention in
political processes" (Martin, 1992, p. 2). The scope of this project extends to
the field of education (Christie, 1989; Christie, 1994; Halliday & Mart;n, 1993;
Lemke, 1990a; Painter & Martin, 1986; Rothery, 1990 for example). A-tMartin
(1992) comments, these political motivations accord with Hallidays 'vision
of linguistics as "an ideologically committed form of social action" (Halliday,
1985c, p. 5).
The fundamental assumption behind Hallidayan functional linguistics is
that language is a resource for meaning through choice. As Halliday (1985a)
explains, language has evolved to satisfy human needs and its organisation
is therefore not arbitrary, but rather functional with respect to those needs.
Halliday (1985a) states: "A functional grammar is essentially a 'natural'
grammar, in the sense that everything in it can be explained, ultimately, by
reference to how language is used" (p. xiii). That is, a text, any instance of
written or spoken language, does not unfold haphazardly in isolation, but
rather in some context of use. The choices in the text's patternings reflect
the uses that language is selVing in that particular instance.
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The underlying assumptions of systemic functional linguistics may be
contrasted to the basic tenets of formal linguistics, such as those influenced
by Chomsky, where language is conceptualised as a system of rules.
Descriptions in formal linguistics show "which sentences are in and which
are out" and explanations reveal "why the line between in and out falls
where it does in terms of an innate neurological speech organism" (Martin,
1992, p. 3). In opposition to this mentalist perspective, language is viewed as
a resource consisting of a network of relationships in functional linguistics.
Descriptions show "how these relationships are interrelated" and
explanations reveal "the connections between these relations and the use to
which language is put" (Martin, 1992, p. 3). Functional linguistics is thus
orientated to choice, "what speakers might and tend to do", as opposed to
restriction, "what speakers are neurologically required not to do" (Martin,
1992, p. 3-4). In the following section, the implications of these differing
views are discussed in relation to the function of language to act on others.
2.11

Halliday's Systemic Functional Grammar

Systemic functional grammar evolved from Firthian linguistics and
consequently is a type of system structure theory (Martin, 1992). Systemic
linguistics, however, gives priority to system and following Hjelmslev
(1961), paradigmatic relations are mapped onto the available options in the
system and syntagmatic relations are mapped on to actual choices. As
Martin (1992) states, "thus system is described in terms of paradigmatic
oppositions, process in terms of syntagmatic structure!! (p. 4). The concept of
realisation relates system and process in that realisation statements specify
the instantiation of the system in process and give the structural
arrangement of the selected options. Halliday does not privilege either
system or process: "I prefer to think of these [system and process] as a single
complex phenomenon: the 'system' only exists as potential for the process,
and the process is the actualisation of that potential. Since this is a language
potential, the 'process' takes the form of what we call a text" (1hibault, 1987,
p.603)
The systems for Halliday's lexicogrammar of English are organised according
to meaning. Halliday separates the two main types of meaning into the
'ideational' or reflective, and the 'interpersonal' or active. These two types
of meaning are called 'metafunctions' as they are manifestations of the two
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general purposes of language: "to understand the environment (ideational),
and (ii) to act on the others in it (interpersonal)" (Halliday, 1985a, p. xiii).
Halliday further separates the ideational metafunction into two
components, the 'experiential' and the 'logical'. These metafunctions are
respectively experience of and logical relations in the 'real world'. The third
metafunction is the enabling function of language, the 'textual' component
which organises language choices into coherent message forms.
The metafunctions are systematically encoded in the content plane of
language from both the point of view of system and structure. The major
systems of the lexicogrammar realising the metafunctions are given
according to rank in Table 3.1 in section 3.2, "The Lexicogrammatical and
Discourse Systems". The systemic model at the lexicogrammatical stratum is
based on a ranked constituent analysis in which each rank is composed from
units from the rank below. The ascending order of the ranks is word, word
group / plu-ase and clause / clause complex.
A t the clause rank, the basic unit in which the semantic features are
represented in the grammar, paradigmatic oppositions are organised
through the systems of TRANSmVITY for experiential meaning, MOOD for
interpersonal meaning and THEME for textual meaning. Given that all of
these systems operate relatively independently, it follows that each element
constituting the clause' (word, word group/phrase) is explained by its
function in each system. That is, each element of the clause is variably
described according to its TRANSITIVI1Y, MOOD and THEME functional
category. The systemic functional approach therefore means that although
the grammatical classes such as nouns, verbs, adjectives and so forth still
have a place, for example in the descriptions of grammatical metaphor
(Derewianka, 1995; Halliday, 1994), elements of language are described by
functional labels. That is, language is conceived as an "organic configuration
of functions" and "each part is interpreted as functional with respect to the
whole" (Halliday, 19850, p. xiv).
The options in each of these systems are described by paradigmatic
oppositions realised, in the case of interpersonal and textual meaning,
through syntagmatic structures of these ftmctional categories. Experiential
meaning, on the other hand, is represented as dusters of participant
functions as opposed to syntagmatic chains. The realisation of the logical
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metafunction is somewhat different from that of the other metafunctions as
its structural form is univariate as opposed to multivariate. Univariate
structures are "structures involving a single variable, which recurs one or
more times!! while multivariate structures lIinvolve more than one
variable, with each variable occurring only once" (Martin, 1992, p. 21).
Logical mea.p.ing is described by hypotactic and paratactic interdependency
relations at each rank of the grammar and by logico-semantic relations
between clauses involving the systems of PROJECTION and EXPANSION at
the rank of clause complex. These are univariate part/part relations as
opposed to multivariate part/ whole relations of the systems realising the
other three metafunctions. However, the forms of realisation of the
multivariate relations vary with metafunction. Following Halliday,
"experiential meanings predispose particulate forms of realisation,
interpersonal meanings prosodic ones and textual meanings periodic onesrt
which are likened to "particle, wave and field" respectively (Martin, 1992, p.
10).
At this stage I would like to note that metafunctional organisation results in
equal emphasis on the interpretation of the interpersonal as well as the
ideational and textual meanings. Poynton (1990) gives an illuminating
account of how the realm of interpersonal meaning, in terms of both tenor
and the expression of personal attitudes and feeling, has been consistently
marginalised in other linguistic theories and more broadly in western
culture.
Poynton lists cultural and ideological reasons for this
marginalisation as attitudes and beliefs about language including lithe
primacy of the referential within linguistics", "the negative value given to
the emotions, the realm of feeling, in contemporary western culture", "the
ideology of individualism" and "ideological aspects of western epistemology,
in particular the habit of dichotomising lt which has b_een "critiqued so
pungently by Derrida (1976; 1978) with its concomitant privileging of one
term and dismissal of the other" (Poynton, 1990, pp. 4-5).
With respect to language, this has resulted in arbitrary limits placed on
notions of 'language' as a human phenomenon and of 'linguistics' as the
study of that phenomenon. Poynton (1990) argues that "arbitrary separation
of the two faces of language - as code and as social practice, as system and as
process - has been fostered, with serious consequences for the adequacy of
accounts of the code itself, long the primary focus of attention within
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linguistics!! (p. 4). The resulting focus on system and referential meaning in
linguistics was not only perpetuated with Chomsky's reformulation of
Saussure's (1966) langue/parole as competence / performance, but further to
this, explicit emphasis was given to the cognitive domain (Chomsky, 1988).
Poynton (1990) argues the interpersonal and the social have been
marginalised in such a formulation:
What isn't understood is what has been lost by such an orientation,
i.e. a concern for not only the affective /expressive but also, ironically,
the very social as against individual orientation to language that was
one of the values of Saussure's langue / parole distinction. Langue was
what we all shared as speakers, where parole was the individual use of
that resource. What Chomsky does, with his cognitive orientation, is
to tie the notion of the system to the individual, albeit an individual
who embodies the specifically human cognitive capacities evolved by
the species. And to ensure, because of the hegemony of Chomskian
linguistics from the 19608, that when linguists wanted to get back to
the social (as increasingly they have from the 1970s), there is an inbuilt
hierarchy which gives priority to the cognitive and individual over
the interpersonal and social (p. 7)
Poynton (1990) further argues that behind this widespread cognitivelyorientated conception of language are "two pairs of ideological dichotomies
of profound importance to western epistemology: the dichotomy of
'objective' and 'subjective and that of 'reason' and 'emotion' "(p. ,9). As I
discussed in Chapter 1, in each case the first is highly valued and the second
is devalued. As Poynton points out, both have had obvious significance in
the development of the physical sciences in the west. but also adds that both
have been invoked in areas of social control. That is, the linked notions of
the objective and rational have "served the interests of western expansionist
capitalism" by "assuming the value of control (by force, by knowledge, by
language itself)" (p. 9) and devaluing the uses of language which are
predominantly orientated towards the interpersonal. There has been a
devaluation of talk "for talk's sake" as opposed to talk "for getting things
done" (p. 9). The latter dichotomy, as Poynton points out, is a false one: "talk
always is a mode of 'getting things done', a mode of action, where what 'gets
done' through the ongoing conduct of everyday social relations is the
production/ re-production of both social structure itself and of individual
social subjects, socially situated" (p. 9).
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Poynton (1990) lists people whose linguistic practices have been devalued by
such formulations as the so called 'primitive people' where the central role
of language lies in its interactiv~ role. In Australia, one such group is
Aboriginal people. In non-Aboriginal Australian society, Poynton lists
women and children whose selves and language have been devalued. For
children, the interpersonal is the earliest functions of language with the
representational becoming dominant much latter on in the development
towards maturity (Halliday, 1973). For women, competence in interactive
genres emphasising the interpersonal, is "what they have been expected to
demonstrate" while for men. linguistic competence "has been expected to be
in language as performance, as display, involving a significant focus on the
representational whether in the form of story telling or the presentation of
the 'facts'" (poynton, 1990, p. 10).
As Poynton (1990) mentions, the interpersonal is one of the earliest
functions of language. Given Halliday's (1975) formulation of the
developmental stages involved in learning adult language, the
interpersonal may be viewed as the gateway to learning. Halliday proposes
that children learn language in three phases. In the first phase a child can:
use language to satisfy his own material needs, in terms of goods and
services (instrumental); to exert control over the behaviour of others
(regulatory); to establish and maintain contact with those that matter
to him (interactional); and to express his own individuality and self
awareness (personal) (p. 39).
In the second phase, the child learns that the environment can be 'intruded
upon' and 'observed' at the same time. That is, the second phase involves
two language function types; the 'pragmatic' and 'mathetic' which
respectively provide the context for the interpersonal and experiential
systems of the grammar. Finally, in the third phase, the child enters into
adult language, a system that is multifunctional as previously described.
In the context of the classroom, theoretically at least, students are engaged in

expanding their meaning potential to include the field of mathematics. The
connections between interpersonal gateways to learning, semantic variation
across differential groups in society and participation in the discourses of
mathematics are discussed in Chapter 9. This is possible given the dialectic
systemic functional view in which attention is focussed both on system and
its instantiation in particular contexts and the relations between the two. In
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addition, the extensive categorical descriptive categories of interpersonal
systems realised by prosodic structures allow descriptions which are not
possible with other models of language.
2.12

Martin's Discourse Semantics

Halliday (1985a) is largely concerned with the lexicogrammar of the clause
and the clause complex. On the other hand, Martin's (1992) introduction to
discourse analysis is concerned with whole text structure. TIlls work follows
from Halliday and Hasan's (1976) systemic analysis of textual cohesion in
which the basic opposition is between structural (grammatical) and nonstructural cohesive devices. Martin (1992), however, organises his divisions
stratally; "as an opposition between grammar and semantics (between clause
orientated and text orientated resources for meaning)" (p. 1). In doing so,
Martin establishes a separate discourse semantics stratum in the language
content plane to complement Halliday'S lexicogrammar. Martin's proposals
lead to a language plane which consists of a content plane with two strata,
discourse semantics and lexicogrammar, and an expression plane of
phonology and graphology.

Martin's arguments for stratification of the content plane (Martin, 1992, pp.
14-21) are based on the following limitations of the lexicogrammar. Firstly,
semantic motifs cannot be generalised because of diverse structural
realisations, secondly the multiple levels of semantic layers resulting from
grammatical metaphor cannot be fully accounted for, and thirdly,
generalisation across structural and non-structural textual relations such as
those found in cohesion is not possible. Martin (1992) is concerned with
overcoming these limitations and capturing semantic interdependencies in
the whole text which are otherwise only partially accounted for.
The semantic stratum is more abstract than the lexicogrammar and the
systems are composed of larger units which Martin argues, differ in structure
from those found elsewhere.
Although multivariate and covariate
structures exist, Martin classifies the principl.e discourse semantic structures
as covariate following Lemke (1985). "Covariate structures are those in
which a semantic interdependency is constructed between items (which may
or may not be grammaticalised) and in which dependent items have the
potential to themselves be depended on" (p. 25). These type of structures are
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open ended in so far as the issue is not one of constituency, but rather
interdependency.
Following Martin 's arguments surrounding the limitations of the
lexicogrammar and the differing structures of the discourse systems, I adopt
the notion of a stratified content language plane in this study. In addition, I
have also followed Martin's model of context as outlined below.

2.13

Language, Context, Culture and Ideology

Systemic functional linguistics views language as a social semiotic. That is,
language is a system of meanings that construe the 'reality' of a culture
(Halliday, 1978). As I discuss in Chapter 4, other semiotic systems are
instrumental in this process, for example, visual forms such as painting,
architecture and sculpture (O'Toole, 1990; O'Toole, 1992; O'Toole, 1994;
O'Toole, 1995), visual images (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1990; Lemke, 1992i
Lemke, forthcoming), mathematics (Lemke, forthcoming) and music (van
Leeuwen, 1988).
The 'reality' of a culture, however, largely derives from the different orders
of 'realitY construed by language. In systemic linguistics, the components of
this reality are described metafunctionally: the ideational metafunction
construes 'natural reality', the interpersonal metafunction construes
'intersubjective reality' and the textual metafunction construes 'semiotic
reality' (Halliday, 1974; Matthiessen, 1991). This construal is referred to as
the intrinsic functional organisation of language which is modelled as
interacting with the organisation of social context in what Halliday (1985b)
terms as language's extrinsic functionality. In other words, language is
viewed as construing social context with the net conglomeration resulting in
the 'reality' of a culture. Conversely, the social context construes language
use. Martin (1993a) describes the relationship between language and social
context as one of 'mutual engendering'. That is, instances of language use,
collectively called texts, are social processes which are analysed as
manifesting the culture they in large construct (Martin, 1992).
In systemic linguistics, the analysis of text becomes "the analysis of semantic
choice in context" (Martin, 1992, p. 404) where context is conceived as
consisting of the context of the situation and the context of culture.
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Halliday's interpretation (Halliday, 1978; Halliday, 1985b) of register is the
meanings at risk in a context of situation. These meanings consist of three
dimensions: field, tenor and mode, which reflect metafunctional diversity by
realising experiential, interpersonal and textual meanings respectively.
FmLD - the social action: 'what is actually taking place'
refers to what is happening, to the nature of the social action that is
taking place: what is it that the participants are engaged in, and which
the language figures as some essential component (Halliday, 1985b, p.
12).
TENOR the role structure: 'who is taking part'
refers to who is taking part, to the nature of the participants, their
statuses and roles: what kind of role relationship obtain among the
participants, including pennanent and temporary relationships of one
kind or another, both the types of speech role that they are taking on
in the dialogue and the whole duster of socially significant
relationships in which they are involved (Halliday, 1985b, p. 12).
p

MODE - the symbolic organisation: 'what role language is playing'
refers to what part language is playing, what is it that the participants
are expecting the language to do for them in the situation: the
symbolic organisation of the text, the status that it has, and its
function in the context, including the channel (is it written or spoken
or some combination of the two?) and also the rhetorical mode, what
is being achieved by the text in terms of such categories as persuasive,
expository, didactic, and the like (Halliday, 1985b, p. 12).
FollOwing Martin (1992), context is viewed as a semiotic system manifested
in whole or part through language. The levels of semiosis articulated by this
process of realisation are referred to as 'communication planes'. The
difference between language and context as semiotic systems is that
language, following Hjelmslev, is a 'denotative' semiotic system whereas
context is a 'connotative' semiotic system. Language is a denotative semiotic
as it has its own means of organising expression through phonology and
graphology. On the other hand, context is a connotative semiotic as there is
no means of expression in that same plane, and thus it depends on other
semiotic planes for realisation (Ventola, 1987).
For Martin (1992), the context of a text consists of two communication
planes; register at the level of context of situation, and genre at the level of
the context of culture. Register is the semiotic system constituted by
contextual variables of field, tenor and mode which work together to
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achieve a text's goal. These goals are defined in terms of social processes at
the level of genre. Text structure is therefore generated at the level of genre
through preselections of options for the three register variables of field,
tenor and mode. Genre networks are formulated on the basis of similarities
and differences between text structures which thereby define text types.
Register and genre are viewed as being "stacked up against language"
(Martin, 1985, p. 249) whereby language functions as the expression plane for
register and in turn, register functions as the expression plane for genre.
To account for cultural diversity, as realised through differential
positionings in texts, referred to as heteroglossia and dialogism following
Bakhtin (1935/1981; 1953/1986), Martin (1992) introduces ideology as a fourth
communication plane. As Martin (1992) explains: "Access to genre, register
and language as semiotic resources is mediated through discourses of
ethnicity, class, generation and gender" (p. 495). Given this unequal
distribution of meaning potential, discourses are in a constant process of
negotiation, and this is manifest in all text. The ideology communication
plane allows interpretation of this phenomenon. Ideology has genre, and
hence register and language as its expression plane.
Martin's (1992) conceptualisation of language and its semiotic environment
means that the relevant oppositions in terms of levels and units are as
follows; phonology is associated with syllables and phonemes',
lexicogrammar with the clause, discourse semantics with an exchange or
'paragraph', register with a stage in a transaction, genre with the whole text
and ideology with discourses manifested across a range of texts.
In summary, the metafunctional interpretation of language, the dialectic
view of text and context conceptualised through the notion of
communication planes, the extensions of structure extended to include
particulate, prosodic and periodic structures and the comprehensive
paradigmatic descriptive categories and syntagmatic structures of the systems
at the language plane provides a comprehensive theoretical framework for
linguistic analysis.
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2.2

Ideology, Genre and Register and Mathematics Lessons

I describe the dimensions of the systemic analysis undertaken in this study
in the remaining sections of this chapter and in Chapter 3. The theoretical
frameworks for the communication planes of ideology, genre and register
are considered here while the language stratum is considered separately in
Chapter 3. The reason for separating the theoretical dimensions of the
analysis is that descriptions of the systems of the language plane are
supplemented with the description of the computer program which was
developed for systemic analysis at this stratum.
221

Ideology

Systemic linguistics supports the communicative plane of ideology (Hasan,
1986; Lemke, 1990b; Lemke, 1995; Martin, 1986; Trew, 1979 for example)
through several features of its framework.
Firstly, the systemic
interpretation of language and context is multistructural and polysystemic.
As Martin (1992) states:
System/ structure theory has been re-involved in the description on a
number of different levels - rank, stratum and plane. most of which
involve metafunctional diversity and so can be analysed
simultaneously as particle, wave and prosody; in addition synoptic
and dynamic perspectives on text as system and text as process have
been introduced (Martin, 1992, p. 574).
As texts are interpreted in a multi-dimensional semiotic space, the analysis
may be related to meanings that may have been made along any
complementary lines of agnation. This allows the selections which have
been made effectively to be placed alongside all other possibilities, thus
revealing the ideological positioning of the choices that have been made.
Secondly, from the work of Bakhtin (1935/ 1981; 1953/ 1986), the notion of
intertextuality has been developed in systemic linguistics to deal with the
inter-relationships between the variable positionings realised in text
through the pioneering work of Lemke (1988a for example). Bakhtin's
notions of heteroglossia, which highlight the heterogeneous nature of
speech communities, and dialogisID, the texture resulting from
heterogeneous voices conversing in a text, are now explained in systemic
linguistics through the development of register and genre as social semiotic
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systems. 'Fashions of meaning' Of, in Bernstein's terms, divergent speech
codes, are accounted for at this level. As Martin (1992) explains, from a
synoptic perspective, "ideology is the system of coding orientations
constituting a culture" (p. 507). From this vantage point and in accordance
with Foucault's formulations, systemic linguistics provides an account of
how one text relates to another and how one text relates to all texts that may
have been (Martin, 1992).
The concluding section of the analysis of each mathematics lesson in
Chapters 5 to 8 involves discussion of the ideology realised in the texts
through the choices made in the semiotic systems of language, register and
genre planes. This analysis is supported through profiles of the school
drawn from Secondary Education Authority (SEA) data on Year 12 student
performance in mathematics in the Tertiary Entrance Examinations (TEE).
The distribution of Tertiary Entrance Scores (TES) for students in each school
appears in Chapter 9 where the final discussions of the contrastive
ideological positionings realised in each lesson are found.
Following the notion of systemic linguists as a form of social action, the
communicative plane of ideology was also introduced to support
intervention in what Martin views as one of the central concerns in Marxist
theory. I have inserted square brackets to capture Martin's (1992)
reconceptualisation of this concern in systemic terms: "the dialectic between
base [language] and [sociosemantic] superstructure [connotative semiotics]
that facilitates and at the same time frustrates social change" (p. 575). That is,
although the unequal distribution of the meaning potential of a culture
according to discourses of class, gender, .ethnicity and generation causes
tensions which may erupt, the distribution of power remains largely stable.
An explanation for this stability is that it is read as natural. Therefore,
systemicists and critical linguists are specifically concerned with
deconstructing this naturalisation process. As Martin (1992) explains,
although this project is now possible with the latest developments in
systemic linguistics, the path is as yet incomplete: "What is missing is a
deeper understanding of facilitation - the realisation process whereby choices
configure across levels in ways which are hard to dissociate ... the way in
which these fashions of meaning resonate across systems and are
inhospitable to change" (Martin, 1992, p. 587). As I have argued in Chapter 1,
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Foucault's theoretical constructs contribute to an understanding of this
dimension.
Martin's concerns are situated within the dynamic view of ideology which is
"concerned with the redistribution of power - with semiotic evolution".
(Martin, 1992, p. 507). These concerns prOvide the impetus for this study.
2.22 Genres
Genre is defined as "a staged, goal orientated social process realised through
register" (Martin, 1992, p. 505). Text structure, referred to as schematic
structure in Martin's model, is generated at the level of genre and generic
choices are realised through selection of field, tenor and mode options.
Following Martin (1992), the text sequence is classified as 'field-structured' or
'genre-structured', with the former a function of time and place and the
latter a function of semantic space. In this study, both types of texts are
found. The mathematics lessons are conceptualised as field-structured
genres consisting of sequences of field-structured microgenres, while the
written mathematical texts produced in the lesson are conceived as genrestructured texts. Following Cluistie (1994), a series of classroom lessons
realises the genre-structured 'curriculum macrogenre'.
I would like to note that although genre networks are formulated on the
basis of similarities and differences in text structure, description of the lesson
genres and the m~crogenres based on structural features has not been
attempted in this study. The structural sequence of a curriculum
macrogenre is, however, proposed as a sequence of lesson genres. The
lesson genres are distinguished on the basis of general descriptions while
actual text structure is described as a sequence of microgenres. The forty six
microgenres of the mathematics classroom proposed in this study are
classified according to specific configurations of field, tenor and mode
choices. These are grouped into categories of Pre-Lesson, Preliminary, Main
Lesson or Closing microgenres. Given the complexity and number of
choices, no attempt has been made to model the dynamic potential of the
lesson genres on the basis of structure generated by sequences of
microgenres, nor to model the structure potential of each microgenre.
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2.221 Curriculum Macrogenre and Lesson Genres
Following Christie's (1994) work on the pedagogic discourse of primary
school science, curriculum specifications of mathematical topics detailed by
the Ministry of Education (Western Australia) are classified as curriculum
macrogelU'es. The field-structured sequence of classroom lessons realises a
curriculum macrogenre. Christie (1994) proposes that the structure of the
macrogelU'es for upper primary school science may be represented by the
following sequence:
Curriculum Initiation" Curriculum Collaboration" Curriculum Closure,
"where Curriculum Initiation represents the opening gelU'e in which broad
pedagogical tasks are established with respect to a particular field of scientific
knowledge" (p. 13), Curriculum Collaboration represents the genre where
"work on the task proceeds" (p. 13), and Curriculum Closure represents the
"final genre in which the task is completed" (p. 14).
Christie (1994) diagrammatically represents the layered patterns of the
realisation of the curriculum macrogenre. This is displayed through the
sequence of genres (for example, the first genre is the Curriculum Initiation),
the elements of schematic structure of each of the three genres (in the case of
Curriculum Initiation, the schematic structure is Task Orientation"Task
Specification"Task Conference) and the phases within each element of the
schematic structure (for example, in the case of Task Orientation, the phases
are the Prelude, the Expose and the Consolidation.
As Christie
acknowledges, the method of analysis of phase follows Gregory and
Malcolm's (1981) analysis of children's talk.
Christie's (1994) analyses of sequential lessons realising one science
macrogelU'e demonstrate how the nature of the pedagogic discourse changes
fundamentally throughout the initial, middle and final stages. There was a
"marked movement from explicit teacher direction in the introductory
genre" to the middle stage in which "the students assumed a great deal of
control" through conferring and performing their tasks, to the final stage "in
which the students produced texts - oral and written - largely independent of
the teacher" (p. 13). Christie's (1994) valuable work thus illuminates the
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pitfalls of analysing lessons in isolation without due consideration to the

stage reached in the macrogenre.
A variation of Christie's (1994) conceptual framework is adopted in this
study. I propose a sequentially structured curriculum macrogenre, but, as
previously mentioned, a fixed schematic structure of the lesson genres
constituting each stage of the macrogenre is not given. Instead, I give an
inventory of microgenres realising mathematics lessons and actual text
structure is described by the sequence of these microgenres realising the
lesson.
The proposed sequence of lesson genres constituting mathematics
macrogenre is based on observation and experience rather than actual data
analyses. However, I believe that the required data analyses are now
possible, given the analytical framework for the analysis of mathematics
lessons developed in this study. The following sequence for the curriculum
macrogerue for mathematics is proposed:
(Curriculum Initiation)"" [" Curriculum Development·
Curriculum
Application"")"" 11 (Curriculum Review)"" 11 Curriculum Evaluation""
1\

Key:
()

,

[]'

the sequence
the stage is optional
the stage is recursive
the sequence is recursive

The lesson genres realising each stage of the curriculum macrogenre are
given in Table 2.1 The Curriculum Initiation or Curriculum Development
stage is the opening lesson in which the new topic begins. Unless this is a
Review Lesson of content which has been previously taught, the stage is
Curriculum Development consisting of Theory, Theory/ Practice, Practice
and Practical Lessons. In these lessons, the teacher develops the
mathematical concepts (Theory) usually through board work, and the
students are given the opportunity to complete practice examples (Practice).
Usually, this occurs in one lesson, the Theory I Practice Lesson. In some
cases, the teacher may spend the entire lesson developing the theory
realising a Theory Lesson, or, conversely, the lesson may be devoted to
student practice of work covered in the previous lesson realising a Practice
Lesson. Other lessons include Practical Lessons in which students engage in
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Table 21

The stages of the curriculum macrogenre and the constituent
lesson genres
STAGES

Curriculum Initiation
Curriculum Development

Curriculum Application

Curriculum Review
Curriculum Evaluation

LESSON GENRE
Review Lesson
Theory Lesson
Theory/Practice Lesson
Practice Lesson
Practical Lesson
I (Review Lesson)
Theory Applications Lesson
Theory /Practice Applications Lesson
Practice Applications Lesson
Practical Applications Lesson
(Review Lesson)
Unit Review Lesson
Test/ Examination
Test/Examination FOllowup

a practical activity. There may be an optional Review Lesson of the material
taught in this stage. The Curriculum Application stage consists of Theory
Applications, Theory IPractice Applications, Practice Applications and
Practical Applications Lessons. These lessons are similar to those found in
the Curriculum Development stage, but consist of practical applications and
problem solving using the mathematical tools developed in the previous
lessons. As this stage, there may be also be an optional Review Lesson. The
sequence is recursive in that one curriculum macrogenre may be realised
through multiple sequences of Curriculum Development followed by
Curriculum Application. The review stage consists of a Unit Review Lesson
which followed by Curriculum Evaluation realised by class tests or
examinations.
This curriculum macrogenre structure may be contrasted to Christie1s (1994)
formulation of the primary school science macrogenre. Apart from Practical
Lessons and Theory Lessons, I propose that the mathematics lessons tend to
be more homogeneous throughout the entire sequence of the macrogenre
with the shifts in the nature of the pedagogic discourse occurring in a single
lesson as opposed to across the whole sequence of lessons. That is, in a
single lesson, shifts are made from initial teacher control of the discourse to
phases where the students are in control of the learning when, for example,
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completing assigned exercises. One explanation is the practical orientation
of the science classroom, particularly in primary school, as opposed to the
theoretical orientation of secondary high school mathematics.
2.222 The Microgemes Constituting the Lesson Geme
In his seminal work on science classrooms, Lemke (1990a) captures the

recurring patterns of behaviour of the teacher and students through the
notion of Activity Types (Appendix A, pp. 215 - 218). Lemke's notion of
activity types corresponds to what is formulated here as the lesson
microgenres: "The structure of a text is the result of the structured social
practices that create that text. In this sense we may consider a text structure
to be a special case of an ACTIVITY SlRUCTURE' (Lemke, 1988b, p. 158).
Further to this, Lemke states that !!GENRE in the sense of 'generic structure
potential' [(Hasan, 1985a)] ... corresponds exactly to the specification of a
completable activity structure, though there are differences of perspective"
(Lemke, 1988b, p. 161). This is not to be confused with Martin's (1992) notion
of an 'activity sequence' which is used to define field at the communicative
plane of register: "Halliday's notion of a field will be developed here by
defining fields as sets of activity sequences orientated to some global
institutional purpose!! (p. 292). This means that Lemke's notion of an
Activity Type may be rethought as a microgenre in much the same way that
Ventola (1987) considers service encounters to be genres, while Martin's
activity sequences are located with respect to the communicative plane of
register and as such are conceptually different
In his descriptive categories of 'Pre-Lesson Activities', 'Getting Started
Activities', 'Preliminary Activities', 'Diagnostic Activity', 'Main Lesson
Activities' and 'Interpolated Activities', Lemke (1990a) further differentiates
between structural Activity Types and functional Activity Types. The
structural Activities describe the "sequence of actions that are expected to
happen in a particular context" while the functional Activities describe "the
functions that these patterns pedorm in the classroom!! (Lemke, 1988b, p.
49). Lemke includes in his descriptive categories examples such as
'Dialogue' and 'Monologue' as structural and 'Review' and 'Going Over the
Homework' as a functional. Although Lemke's (1990a) descriptive
categories of Activity Types provide the point of departure for my
descriptions of the microgenres of a mathematics classroom, given Martin's
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theoretical conception of genre, all the descriptive categories in this study are
functional categories. I have thus located the equivalent of Lemke's (1990a)
structural Activity Types at the level of discourse structures in the language
plane, specifically as Exchange structures (Martin, 1992).

With Lemke's (1990a) formulations in mind, I have divided the
microgenres of the mathematics classroom into seven main categories: 'PreLesson Genres', 'Interpolated Disruptive Genres', 'Interpolated Genres',
'Preliminary Genres', 'Preliminary/Main Lesson Genres', 'Main Lesson
Genres', and an 'End of Lesson Genre'. The Pre-Lesson Genres occur directly
after the teacher and students enter the room. These microgenres realise
teacher and student preparation for lesson and involve informal
conversations. In the Preliminary Genres, a common focus of attention is
established before the teacher introduces the major content of the lesson. In
the Main Lesson Genres, the teacher introduces the new content of the
lesson either directly or through review of work that has been previously
taught. Selected microgenres function as both Preliminary Genres and
Main Lesson Genres. The End of Lesson Genre realises the closure of the
lesson. The Interpolated Disruptive Genres may occur at any stage of the
lesson and essentially disrupt the genre-in-progress. These may be
distinguished from Interpolated Genres which also disrupt the genre-inprogress by a stronger emphasis on tenor relations. The relation between the
curriculum macrogenre, the lesson genres and the miaogenres is displayed
in Figure 2.1.
The general descriptions of the microgenres in each of these categories
together with register selections for field, tenor and mode are given in
Appendix 1. Following Poynton (1984; 1985; 1990) tenor is divided into three
dimensions of power, contact and affective involvement. Although not
explicitly repeated in each case, the tenor selection for contact in each of the
microgenres is 'involved' with the system selections of 'regular' and 'work'
based on Martin's network (see Figure 2.7 in section 2.231, "Tenor").
Indelicate dimensions of power and affect are given in each description.
Following Martin (1992), the selections for mode are differentiated on the
basis of two criteria. The first category is the speaking and writing focus,
'aural' and 'visual', with more delicate categories respectively of the turn
structure, 'restricted' or 'controlled', and orientation, 'public' or 'private'.
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The second criterion is the r,?le language is playing in the social interaction,
that is, whether the language accompanies or constitutes the social process.
If the former, further degrees of delicacy are 'participation' or 'commentary'
and, if the latter, 'reconstruction' or 'construction'. The systems diagram
describing these options and more delicate graduations are given in Figure
2.10 and Figure 2.11 in section 2.232, "Mode". As the written genres of the
mathematics lessons involve several semiotic codes, the visual mode is
classified as multi-semiotic if the field involves mathematical content.
The relative positionings of the microgenres according to their register
configurations are given in a three dimensional space in Figure 2.2. As the
categories for the field selections are discrete, the positionings along the
FIELD axis are arbitrary and do not represent scaled magnitudes. The tenor
and mode positions, however, reflect respectively the degree of the equal
and unequal power relations and the degree to which language is
constitutive or ancillary in spoken and written modes. The height of the
vertical bars for each cluster of genres therefore corresponds to the expected
magnitude of the equal or unequal power relations as reflected in the
TENOR axis value. Other dimensions of tenor, namely contact and affect,
are not represented in this display for several reasons. Firstly, as I hope will
become apparent in subsequent chapters, there exists a special emphasis on
power relations in classroom discourse. In addition, the measure of
reciprocity is more accessible and generalisable in these synoptic descriptions
as compared to affect. Amplification, realising the prosodic realisation of
affect, traverses all microgenres in a way that shows diversity and
unpredictability. For this reason, no attempt has been made to build in
expected measures of realisation of affect in the representation, though
certain microgenres, for example, Lecture, Teacher Disciplinary Interruption,
Student Disruptions are likely to show, for example, high values of negative
affect. Also, the realisation of contact is held to be theoretically constant in
classroom relations although in practice, realisation reflects diversity.
This representation is somewhat 'loose' as demonstrated by the presence of
circles at the base of the vertical bars to represent slippages that may occur
with respect to field or mode positionings. For example, Teacher Side Play
(TSP) and Teacher Narrative (TN), located on the far right hand side of the
diagram, may involve one of the other field selections. The possible
involvement of one of the other fields specified on the FIELD axis is
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CHAPTER 2: Theoretical Dimensions of the Systemic Analysis
indicated by the horizontal line parallel to the FIELD axis which passes
through the circle at the base of the vertical line. Given the complexity of
the classroom context, I believe that any representation which attempts to
capture combinatorial possibilities at this level of delicacy must necessarily
allow for slippage.
The three dimensional representation of microgenre locations is useful for
several reasons. Firstly, it gives a general overview of the micro-generic
types realising a mathematics lesson. As may be seen in Figure 2.2, the
microgenres fall predominantly in the quadrant which has a field associated
with mathematics, unequal tenor relations and spoken mode. Apart from
the Pre-Lesson genres, it follows that microgenres falling outside this range
have a special significance when they occur. For example, the genres
realiSing the field of student behaviour, such as the Lecture and Teacher
Disciplinary Interruption, and those concerned with efforts to destabilise the
unequal tenor relations, such as Student Disruptions, Confrontations and
Disorientation, have special significance in the context of a lesson. Given
the configuration as presented in Figure 23, the excitement generated by the
unfolding of such microgenres is more understandable.
Secondly, I use the representation to focus the data analysis in specific
directions. That is, global summaries of linguistic patterns are given for the
whole mathematics lesson, but further to this, selected micro-generic types
are analysed in more detail. For example, the microgenres realising the field
of mathematics and those involving the variations in tenor relations are of
primary interest in this study.
Thirdly, the representation is used to map prosodic and periodic patternings
in the text. For example, the peaks of prosodic realisation of interpersonal
meaning are mapped through the whole text by looking at the occurrence of
those genres which realise extreme values in terms of power. This is
interwoven with other prosodic patterns of the tenor dimensions of affect
and contact realised through discourse semantics and lexicogrammatical
patterns as given in Table 2.2 and Figure 2.8 in section 2.231, "Tenor".
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2.223 The Dynamic Unfolding of the Lesson Genres
Caution has been urged (Lemke, 1988b; Martin, 1985; Martin, 1992 for
example) against the bias towards synoptic as opposed to dynamic forms of
generic representations and interpretations. This results in the separation of
order and sequence in structure potentials "in a way that choices leading to a
particular text structure bear no direct temporal relation to the unfolding of
that text in real time" (Martin, 1992, p. 553). Instead, Martin suggests that
generic structures display a number of features such as variable sequential
realisation of elements, iteration and systemic suspension. Ventola (1987;
1988 for example) developed a flowchart notation for expressing genre as a
dynamic potential from which schematic structures may be derived and
Fawcett, van der Mije and van Wissen (1988) build temporal progression
into their exchange network
As previously mentioned, given the complexity of the classroom and the
small number of analysed lessons, dynamic potentials of lesson genres are
not given. However, the unfolding of actual texts is displayed dynamically
in clause time. In this way, the synoptic description of the microgenres for
the analysis of lessons is used to dynamically represent the unfolding of an
actual text.
For illustrative purposes, a graph of simulated data is given in Figure 2.3. As
time is measured by clauses, this text consists of three htuldred clauses. The
microgenres have been plotted according to number as listed in Figure 2.4.
Although not relevant intra-categorically, the ascending numbers reflect the
sequential progressions inter-categorically which would be expected in
lessons with the exception of the interpolated genres which may occur at any
stage. That is, Pre-Lesson Genres (1-4), Preliminary Genres (16-22),
Preliminary/Main Lesson Genres (23-32), Main Lesson Genres (33-45) and
End of Lesson Genre (46). The lower numbering of the Interpolated
Disruptive Genres (5-11), represents more severe disruptions to the flow of
the lesson and consequently sequenced before the Interpolated Genres (1215).
As can be seen from Figure 2.3, with the exception of 'Clause 0', the Prelesson genres (1. Teacher Preparation, 2. Settling Into Work, 3. Student
Conversations and 4. Teacher Conversation), and selected Interpolated
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genres (14. Teacher-Student Private Interactions and 15. Student-Student
Private Interactions) are differentially plotted with unconnected and unfilled
circular points as opposed to connected and filled circles marking the
unfolding of the other gerues. The reason for this differential treabnent is
that often the individual occurrences of these genres are difficult to capture
and display. More importantly, however, these gerues do not create a
common focus in the lesson and often occur simultaneously with a central
genre-in-progress. This constantly occurs in the case of Interpolated Genres
realising private interactions. The presence of the Teacher DiSciplinary
Interruption, however, signifies that the genre-in-progress is interrupted, in
some cases, by the occurrence of these peripheral microgenres.
The sequential unfolding of the microgenres realising the simulated lesson
can be summarised as follows. The Pre-Lesson Genres of Teacher
Preparation (1), Students Settling Into Work (2) and Student Conversations
(3) moves to the Preliminary Genre of Homework Collection (18). Around
the tenth clause, the Preliminary / Main Lesson Genre of Student Review
Task (24) commences. This is followed by Student Review Task Discussion
(25). Following this is Copying Notes (28) which is interrupted by a Teacher
Disciplinary Interruption (8) presumably caused by the Student-Student
Private Interaction (15) which occurs directly prior to this intervention.
Copying Notes (28) then continues and leads into a Board Demonstration
(34). This is followed by Seatwork (35). The teacher interrupts the Seatwork
with a Diagnostic Activity (23). This leads to Seatwork Discussion and then
back to Seatwork The last few clauses realise Closure (46).
The unfolding of a mathematics lesson would generally be expected to
follow a similar path through a selection of options in the sequentially
categorised microgenres as demonstrated in the simulated data. Not
surprisingly, however, this is not always the case as shown in subsequent
chapters. The advantage of this representation is that it gives the overall text
structure as a dynamic unfolding of micro-generic selections and provides a
picture of the movements within the lesson. These may be related to the
synoptic descriptions of v ariations and emphasis in register variables of
field, tenor and mode. This facilitates the mapping of the prosodic
realisation of interpersonal and culrrrinative realisation of textual meaning.
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The transitions between genres can be observed through genre transition
matrix representations as shown in Figure 2.5. The matrix gives the number
of transitions made from one particular micro-generic 'state' to another.
Given a large enough corpus, it would be meaningful to calculate the
probability of movement from one state to another. As the number of
lessons that have been analysed in this thesis is limited, this has not been
attempted as part of the data analysis. In terms of the simulated
demonstration data, the simplicity of the text results in a constant value of
'1' for each matrix entry. This result is not typical when one works with data
from classroom lessons.
2.224 Genre-structured Mathematical Texts
The mathematical texts which are constructed in a mathematics lesson are
genre-structured texts. That is, the texts are a function of semantic space as
opposed to microgenres of the lesson genre which are a function of time and
place. The activity of learning mathematics at secondary school is largely
realised through the microgenres of the lesson while measures of success are
graded through individually constructed generic mathematical texts. The
focus of mathematics lessons is therefore the production of mathematical
texts. The codeployment of mathematical symbolism, visual display and
language in the multi-semiotic written mathematical texts are discussed in
detail in Chapter 4, "Mathematical Texts".
2.23

Register Selections

Martin (1992) interprets the developments in register theory and context (pp.
497-501) as demonstrating "a gradual de-materialising and concomitant
semioticising of frameworks for relating language to situation" (p. 501).
This is evident in Martin's (1992) extensions to Halliday'S definition of
register. Halliday uses the term to refer to the meanings at risk in a given
situation type with language as context1s expression plane. The meanings at
risk are thus linguistic meanings, with shifts in register indicating a reordering of the probabilities at the semantic level. Field, tenor and mode are
considered to a level up from this as features of the context of situation
(Thibault, 1987). Martin (1992), however, views register as a semiotic system
constituted by the contextual variables of field, tenor and mode. Although
deSCriptions are indelicate at this early stage of development, register is
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conceived as semiotic system in its own right involving notions of system
and process. This may be contrasted to characterising the context of the
situation as the potential and with register as context's achtal. Martin's
(1992) definition of register is "the metafunctionally organised connotative
semiotic between language and genre" (p. 502). Register construes and is
construed by language with ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings
projected by the register variables of field, tenor and mode. These three
variables can then be viewed as working together to achieve a text's goals,
"where goals are defined in terms of the systems of social processes at the
level of genre" (pp. 502-503).
2.231 Tenor
"Tenor refers to the negotiation of social relationships among participants"
(Martin, 1992, p. 523). Tenor is the projection of interpersonal meaning
realised through discourse semantics and lexicogrammatical systems in the
language stratum. The systems at risk are given in section 3.22,
"Interpersonal Meaning".

Following Poynton (1984; 1985; 1990) and Martin (1992), tenor is mediated
along the three dimensions of power (Martin's status), contact and affect as
displayed in Figure 2.6. Status refers to "the relative position of the
interlocutors in a culture's social hierarchy", contact is "their degree of
institutional involvement with each other" and affect "has been included to
cover what Halliday (1978) refers to as the 'degree of emotional charge' in
the relationship between participants" (Martin, 1992, p. 525).
STATUS
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[ equal
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•
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•

'- proliferation
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distant

marked
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Figure 2.6

Three dimensions of tenor [adapted from Martin (1992), p. 526]
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For realisation of starus, the principle of reciprocity of choice is invoked.
Equal starus is realised through selections of the same kinds of options for
both interlocutors while unequal starus is realised through non-reciprocal
choices. There are also patterns of dominance and deference in which the
status of the speaker is reflected through the kinds of choices made. As
Martin (1992) states, there is "a symbolic relationship between position in the
social hierarchy and various linguistic systems, especially interpersonal
ones" (p. 528).
The contact, or degree of involvement, is equivalent to what Hasan (1985a
for example) describes as 'social distance', the frequency and range of
interaction. The principle of proliferation is used in which a high degree of
contact means a wider range of options are available, while a low degree of
contact means a smaller range of options. That is, the degree of contact
determines the predictability of the meanings at risk. The classification of
contact is given in Figure 27. Given that contact is described as 'involved',
'work' and 'regular' for the classroom lessons, a wide range of options are
realised in the classroom lessons.
family
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r
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goods & sel."Vlces

Lone-off
Figure 2.7

Tenor contact system [Martio (1992), p. 531]

The basic realisation principle of affect is amplification in which speakers
can vary the 'volume' from normal listening levels to peaks or surges.
Apart from iterative strategies in different grammatical structures,
dimensions of the expression plane, Itpitch, rate, loudness, vowel length,
aspiration and various paralinguistic features are stretchedlt (Martin, 1992, p.
534). In this study, however, phonological dimensions of the expression
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plane are not analysed. The realisation of affect is, however, captured
through lexical items and iterative grammatical structures. These are
categorised as realising graduations of positive and negative affect as given
in Figure 3.11 in section 3.22 , "Interpersonal Meaning".
Martin (1992) lists features of interaction patterns, discourse semantics, lexis,
grammar, and phonology which realise patterns of dominance and
deference in unequal status, involved and uninvolved contact and system
and process dimensions of affect. The realisation of tenor at the discourse
stratum is summarised from Martin (1992) in Table 2.2 while the lexical and
grammatical realisations of each of the tenor dimensions has been
represented in a three dimensional space Figure 2.8. The three dimensional
space is useful as it gives the positions which result from the sum of the
three tenor dimensions as opposed to single dimensioned analysis. This
may be used to differentially locate speakers in regards to their relative
positions as manifested through linguistic patterns.
Table 2.2

Aspects of the realisation of tenor - Interaction and discourse
semantics [adapted from Martin (1992), pp. 529-535]

Tenor Dimension

UNEQUAL

Realisation
dominate

Realisation
defer

STATUS

Discourse Semantics

negotiation:
primary
knower
initiating
challenging
(not anticipate)
tum controlling
initiate chains
initiate strings

primary
actor
responding
tracking
(anticipate]
turn respecting

Interaction patterns

interpersonal congruence

CONTACf
Discourse Semantics

involved
dialogue
homophoric
implicit conjunction
experiential metaphor
iteration

Interaction patterns

AFFECI
Discourse Semantics
Interaction patterns

system - iteration
no negotiation
challenging
1/2 person modal responsibility
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The locations of the teacher and students according to linguistically realised
tenor positions are conceptualised with respect to the location of
mathematical discourse as illustrated in Figure 2.9. The dashed box
represents permeable borders which capture the tenor options in the
discourses of mathematics. The mathematics tenor dimensions are located
as variable with respect to patterns of dominance and deference, 'involved'
with respect to contact and largely neutral in terms of affect. In view of the
context of the mathematics classroom, I propose that the lexical items of
mathematics, classified as technical, non-technical, semi-technical and
jargon described in section 3.24, "Experiential Meaning", realise power
positions in addition to the initial realisation of 'involved' contact.
2.232 Mode

Martin (1992) defines mode as referring "to the role language is playing in
realising social action" (po 508). As mode is the projection of textual
meaning, it is realised primarily through the textual metafunction in
language. This puts the major systems for textual meaning in the
lexicogrammatical system at risk and given mode's links with texture,
impacts on all systems at the level of discourse semantics. The discourse
semantics and grammatical systems are described in section 3.23, "Textual
Meaning". Further to this, Martin (1992) states that, given mode's links with
symbolic reality and consequently social reality, it is orientated to both
interpersonal and experiential meaning. Interpersonally, mode mediates
monologue and dialogue (that is, NEGOTIATION at the discourse semantics
stratum) and experientially, mode mediates contextual dependency or the
extent to which a text constructs or accompanies its field in terms of
reflection or action.
With respect to interpersonal meaning, the critical element is the way in
which the various channels of communication affect the kind of interaction
between speakers. Martin's system network for channels with a speaking
and writing focus is given in Figure 2.10. As can be seen, 'aural' and 'visual'
contact is classified as 'none', 'one-way' or 'two-way'. The dialogic
interactions in the classroom represent two way visual and aural contact
(that is, face-to-face interaction) with the majority of the genres involving
'restricted' and 'controlled' turns and 'quasi' monologue and dialogue. The
exceptions are Student-Student Private Interactions, Liminal Activities and
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dictaphone

Mode systems: speaking and writing [Martin (1992), p. 515)

Group Work which are lturn free l • As the mode is visual as well as aural,
attendant semiosis such as kinesics, proxemics and the social action in which
the interlocutors are engaged are brought into play. This increases the
potential for a text to depend on its material context with the result that the
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textual analysis in this study takes into account the visual input for both the
teacher and students.

For the classroom microgenres, two modes are often simultaneously
realised. For example, in Blackboard Demonstration, the teacher may be
writing on the board and simultaneously speaking. It is proposed that there
are constant shifts of primary focus between the two modes. That is, the
spoken discourse and the written blackboard work have intermittent roles as
the primary focus. The focus is established by the linguistic patterns and the
material context. If language and gestural choices Ipoint' to the written text
meta discursively through reference and lexical selections, then the
blackboard work is considered to be primary mode with the spoken mode
secondary. The meaning, however, is considered as the sum of the two
modes and often, the sum of the multiple semiotic codes of language,
mathematical symbolism and visual display.
This may be contrasted with the varying roles of language as action or
reflection in which "mode mediates the degree to which language is part of
or constitutive of what is going on" (Martin, 1992, p. 516). This is the link
with experiential meaning which Martin deals with through the notion of
activity sequences. Martin (1992) organises texts as being predOminantly
field~structured or predominantly genre-structured and then subclassified
according to how much of the social action is constructed by language. As
previously mentioned~ it is proposed that the genres of the mathematics
classroom are field-structured and consequently are classified according to
Martin's system for field-structured texts reproduced in Figure 2.11. H most
of the social action is realised nonverbally through activity sequences, then
accompanying text is classified as 'participation' Cancillary' or 'monitoring')
or 'commentary' Cco-observing' or 'relay'). Examples of these types of
microgenres are Teacher Preparation, Settling Into Work. Homework
Collection, Practical Activities and so forth. If the social action is realised
linguistically through activity sequences, then Martin classifies those as
'construction' ('fiction' or 'generalisation') or 'reconstruction' ('shared' or
'vicarious'). Examples of these types of genres are Teacher Disciplinary
Interruption, Teacher Summary, Teacher Review, Student Review Task
Discussion and so forth. The classifications for each microgenre are given in
Appendix 1.
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Mode: degrees of abstraction [Martin (1992), p. 520]

As the mathematical texts which the students are engaged in producing are
genre-structured texts, according to Martin's (1992) subclassifications of
'review' and 'theoretical', mathematical texts fall into predominantly in the
'theoretical' category "which are not organised around a sequence of events
in any respect" (p. 518).

2.233 Field
Field is lithe sets of activity sequences orientated to some global institutional
purpose" (Martin, 1992, p. 536). Field is contextual projection of experiential
meaning and so puts the corresponding lexicogrammatical and discourse
semantic systems of the language stratum at risk These systems are given in
section 3.24, 'Experiential Meaning". Martin (1992) sees Barthes' (1966)
articulation of sequence as a logical succession of nuclei as being equivalent
to the clause rank. nuclear structures which he conceptualises as realising the
activity sequences. Sequences also involve expectancy and risk and may be
named and are constituted by micro-sequences.
In this study, activity sequences realise the fields of the curriculum
macrogenre, the lesson genre and the microgenres. The activity sequences
realising the field of mathematics involve activities in, for instance, research
laboratories, private industry, universities and other educational
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CHAPTER 2: Theoretical Dimensions of the Systemic Analysis
institutions. The field of mathematics is conceptualised as constituting of
subfields as illustrated in Figure 2.12. The lists are non-exhaustive.
The field of high school mathematics involves student activity sequences
such as class attendance and homework and teacher activity sequences such
as teaching, marking, preparation and meetings. The common overlap, the
activity sequence of learning/ teaching in the mathematics classroom is
investigated in this study with the lesson conceived as a field-structured
genre consisting of field-structured microgemes where the field of each
microgenre is described in Appendix 1.
This completes my discussion of the dimensions of the analysis undertaken
at the levels of ideology, genre and register. In Chapter 3, I turn to the
language plane to discuss further dimensions of the analysis and the
computer program developed in this study.
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According to Martin (1992), the language content plane consists of the
discourse semantics and the lexicogrammatical stratum. Halliday's (1985a)
major lexicogrammatical systems and Martin's (1992) discourse systems
inform the systemic analysis undertaken in this study. The combination of
the intricacy of the systemic functional analysis, however, together with the
length of the classroom texts necessitated the development of this program
to handle the data analysis. The program, an extension package of the
programmable editor 'Emacs', is written in the programming language
'elisp'.

In this chapter I outline the structure and operation of the program together
with the systems which have been programmed. At this stage of
development, the program handles the major lexicogrammatical systems for
each metafunction and the discourse system for interpersonal meaning. The
potential exists, however, to extend the program's capabilities to cover all
systems in the language plane.
3.1

The Sbucture and Operation of the Program

The user interfaces with the program through three windows variously
dubbed 'the finder', 'the viewer' and 'the tables'. The finder contains the list
of clauses to be analysed as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The viewer contains the
analysis for each clause as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The tables window is
used to compile the requi~d dimensions of the analysis which have been
entered through the viewer. An example of the use of the tables is given in
Figure 3.3. The data is stored in a data base which the user does not directly
engage with. I have induded an example of data which has been stored in
the data base in Figure 3.4. The user may move freely between the finder,
viewer and tables through programmed key strokes or pull down menus.
The program also has a range of editing devices such as those found in word
processing programs.
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The program - The 'finder'
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Figure 3.4

The program - The data base

The major features of the finder have been marked through numbered
arrows in Figure 3.1. Arrow 1 indicates the number of the clause which is
automatically compiled by the program when the clauses are down loaded .
from a word processing document such as Microsoft Word. Arrow 2
indicates the speaker and Arrow 3 the projection. In the latter case of the
projection, I felt it necessary to distinguish who was involved in the
classroom interactions. If there is no star, this indicates the whole class and
teacher are involved, '''t" indicates the teacher is talking to one student but
so that the whole class may hear and II .... " indicates private interactions
either between the teacher and students or amongst the students. Arrow 4
indicates the clause. As there are over nine hundred clauses in this
particular lesson, Figure 3.1 only represents the first page of the finder.
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The program allows for manual alteration of the clauses. That is, new
clauses may be inserted and existing clauses deleted or altered. Contextual
information may also be inserted between the clauses. In Figure 3.1, "##la"
indicates that the teacher has written notes on the blackboard. A separate
drawing program contains the numbered sequences of these blackboard texts.
These texts, together with a computer printout of the actual board work
taken from the videotape, are analysed in conjunction with the classroom
discourse. The unnumbered "##" refer to actions and non-verbal behaviour
which occur in the lesson.
The major features of the viewer are similarly marked in Figure 3.2. The
viewer is the part of the program in which the user completes the clausal
analysis. As each clause has its own separate analysis, every clause is
represented in a separate viewer window. By double clicking on "... "
indicated by Arrow 1, and entering the desired clause number, the user may
nominate and move to any other viewer window. The nominated clause
will automatically appear in a new viewer in place of the current one.
Alternatively, pre-programmed keys allow movement between viewers
with two keys dedicated to moving back and forth one viewer at a time. In
Figure 3.2, Arrow 2 indicates the clause number, Arrow 3 the speaker and
Arrow 4 the projection. These appear automatically for the clause which is
currently being viewed.
The user moves around the viewer and other windows using the mouse or
pre-programmed keys which are located on the extreme right of the
keyboard. The keypad layout is reproduced in Figure 3.5. together with the
key strokes for the commands. That is, the keys labelled 2, 4, 6 and 8 allow
spatial movements down, left, up and to the right on the screen. Keys 1 and
7 allow the user to position at the top and the bottom of the window. Keys 3
and 9 allow movement between the previous and next clause and the key
"enter" allows movement between windows. As will be explained, data is
entered through key 5, "CHANGE SET". Through this centrally organised
layout for the pre-programmed key strokes, the user may operate the
program with maximal ease. Data is entered by the user's right hand which
is rarely required to leave this particular location on the keyboard.
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In Figure 3.2, the clause which is being analysed is indicated by Arrow 5.
Each word of the clause may have a functional label attached to it for
1HEME (Arrow 6, Th), MOOD (Arrow 7, MI), TRANSITIVITY (Arrow 8, TI)
with the ergative interpretation (Arrow 9, El), lexical description (Arrow 10,
ML, Lex 1) and grammatical metaphor (Arrow 11). The semicolon after
"Lext" indicates the end of
lexical item in the clause to which the label
has been attached. In Figure 3.2, "Lexl" is attached to "Neil". The rows are
labelled "M!", "Tl" and "El" as extra labels M2, T2 and E2 may be inserted
for analysis of ranked shifted clauses. Technically an unlimited number of
such extra keys may be inserted. Similarly, unrestricted options exist for
multiple selection of lexical items from the same clause. These are entered
as Lex2, Lex3 and so forth.

the

The programming strategy used to attach the functional labels to elements of
the clause involves numbering each word in the clause. When selected, the
functional label is allocated a number which identifies the word to which it
is attached. The actual number of each word in the clause and its
corresponding label is not visible to the user and only appears in the data
base as the cue to data structures. The use of numbering in the data structure
is illustrated in Figure 3.4, tiThe program - the data base".
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The horizontal spatial position of the cursor plays the crucial role of
prompting the appropriate cycle of pre-programmed system options to
appear at the bottom of the viewer by pressing key 5, "CHANGE SET". The
sequence of options for each system is not displayed in Figure 3.2, but these
options are listed in the systems networks in the appropriate sections in
section 3.2. The desired label is selected by first cycling through the system
options which have automatically appeared according to the row positions.
The user cycles through the options using the key strokes 4 and 6 to move to
the next or previous option in the sequence. When the cursor is positioned
on the desired option, pressing key 5 "CHANGE SEr' selects the required
option which is automatically inserted in the appropriate position in the
viewer. For example, in the Th row indicated by Arrow 6, "Voc" for
"Vocative" has been selected from the range of options which have been
programmed for the components of the Theme. These options include
abbreviated forms for structural Conjunction, Conjunctive Adjunct,
Continuative, Modal Adjunct, Finite and topic which once selected,
automatically have "THEME" placed underneath them. In this case, Voc
and THEME have been selected, inserted and attached to "Neil" by one key
stroke. The user can check that the label is correctly attached to nNeil"
through the matching vertical positions. The program automatically readjusts the matched positions of the components of the clause and
functional labels when a new functional label is attached. The selection
which has been made and inserted is automatically stored in the data base as
per assigned number for later retrieval.
In Figure 3.2, Arrows 12 to 16 indicate the 'downstairs' analysis resulting
from the functional labels which have been attached to each element of the
clause 'upstairs' in Arrow positions 6-10. Arrow 12, indicates the clause
category "el", Arrow 13 the textual metafunctional analysis "Tx" resulting
from THEME selections, Arrow 14 the interpersonal metafunctional analysis
"11" resulting from MOOD selections, and Arrow IS, the ideational
metafunctional analysis nIdI" from TRANSmVITY selections. Once again,
the option exists to add extra keys Id2 and Id3 and so on, for analysis of
rankshifted clauses. The logical metafunctional analysis resulting from
interdependency and logico-semantic relations between clauses is located at
Arrow lIb. Arrow 16 indicating "Lx1" is the analysis of the lexical item
nLexl". If there is more than one lexical item, then exh"a rows Lx2, Lx3 and
so forth are inserted.
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When the analysis for the clause is finished, the user moves on to the next
viewer and repeats the same procedure for the new clause. Any mistakes are
remedied by deleting the selection using the key llclear" on the key pad and
cycling through the options to reselect. Also, changes to any selection may
be handled manually with new entries typed in rather than inserted
automatically through the cycle options.

An example of the tables part of the program is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The
tables window is used to compile dimensions of the data which has been
stored in the data base from selections entered in the viewer. The required
dimensions of the table are controlled by the user and the program
automatically compiles the data according to the selection criteria V{hich the
user enters. In Figure 3.3, Arrow 1 indicates the first part of the selection
criteria. This involves selection of the clauses by number, by speaker, by
projection, by optionality in regards to the display of the clauses and by any
other special restrictions. If all clauses are required with no number
restrictions, the user ignores the columns indicated by Arrow 1. In the
example given in Figure 3.3, the criteria which have been selected include
the numbers of the clauses, with Arrow la indicating that clauses 140 to 150
have been selected, the speaker, with Arrow Ib indicating that the speaker is
the teacher, the projection, with Arrow lc indicating no stars and '''.''
projection, Arrow Id indicates that the clauses are to be displayed and as
indicated by Arrow Ie, the special restriction is that only clauses which
contain a mathematical lexical item are to be included in this particular table
analysis.
The second part of the selection criteria are displayed by Arrow 2. In this
part, the required dimensions of the 'upstairs' or 'downstairs' analysis from
the viewer are selected. In this example, the functional label "Process" has
been selected with the command to extract the element of the clause which
has this label attached. Technically there is no restriction on how many
dimensions may be compiled in anyone table. That is, the possibility exists
for multiple dimensions of the viewer analysis to be extracted
simultaneously and compiled. In practice, although the program 'wraps'
extra long tables, the user is limited by screen space and by the ,complexity of
the resulting table analysis.
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In the example given in Figure 3.3, Arrow 3 shows the table which has been
compiled according to the selection criteria. The first clause which contains a
mathematical register item is clause 140. The Process in this clause is a
'Relational, Possessive Attributive' realised by ,ull have" in the clause
"you'll have four of these x squareds".
Arrow 4 indicates the totals which are compiled automatically with the table.
In this particular example, there are eight Material Processes, two Operative
Processes and four Relational Processes (three Intensive / Attributive and one
Possessive/ Attributive). The category, 'Operative Processes' represents an
extension to Halliday's descriptive categories. This is discussed in Chapter 4,
"Mathematical Texts".
The tables part of the program is used repeatedly to extract different
dimensions of the data stored in the data base as illustrated in Figure 3.4.
The tables which are generated may be saved in a separate file and accessed
through converting the text file into a word processing document. I
followed this procedure to compile the summary tables of the data analysis
fOWld in Chapters 5 to 8 .
3.2

The Lexicogrammatical and Discourse Systems

In the following sections, I describe the dimensions of the discourse
semantics and lexicogrammatical analysis undertaken in the study. For each
lesson I give a global summarY of the main features of the text according to
the major lexicogrammatical patterns. This is followed by a more detailed
discourse and grammatical analysis of selected microgenres.
Following Halliday (1973; 1985a for example), the metafunctionally
organised lexicogrammatical systems are given in Table 3.1. Each one of
these dimensions is included in the analysis of the classroom texts.
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Table 3.1

Metafunctional organisation of lexicogrammatical systems
according to rank

Met.afunction

lexicogrammar

interpersonal

clause:
MOOD; ELLIPSIS; MODALIZATION; MODULATION
POLARI1Y; TAGGING; VOCATION
word group:
PERSON; ATIlTUDE (attitudinal modifiers, intensifiers);
COMMENT (comment adjuncts); LEXIS (expressive words, stylistic
organisation of vocabulary)

textual

clause:

THEME
clause & word group:
SUBSTITUTION; ELLIPSIS
word group: DEIXIS (nominal)
logical

clause complex:
LOGICO-SEMANTICS & INTERDEPENDENCY

experiential

clause:
TRANSITI~TY;AGENCY

word group:
TENSE; LEXIS (lexical 'content'); collocation

Martin (1992) proposes four central metafunctionally organised discourse
systems which constitute the discourse stratum. These are NEGOTIA nON,
IDENTIFICATION, CONJUNCTION & CONTINUITY and IDEATION
which realise respectively the interpersonal, textual, logical and experiential
metafunctions. The metafunctional organisation and structure of the
discourse systems according to strata in the content plane is reproduced in
Table 3.2.
In the following sections, in the system networks which describe
program options for these lexicogrammatical and discourse systems,
double star "...." indicates that the option is inserted automatically and
single star """ indicates a programmed option that may be selected in
cycle realising the system.
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Table 3.2

Metafunctional organisation of discourse systems and
structures [based on Martin (1992) p. 390]

Metafunction

DisroUlSe Systems

interpersonal

NEGOTIATION
(exchange rank including
SPEECH FUNCTION
at the move rank)

Lexicogrammar Systems

clause: MOOD; ELUPSIS;
MODALIZATION;
MODULATION pOLARITY;
TAGGING; VOCA nON

Structure: exchange structure
linking moves
textual

IDENTIFICATION
(phoricity, reference)

nominal group: DEIXIS;
pronouns; proper names;
comparison

Structure: reference chains
linking participants
clause complex:
CONJUNCTION &
CONTINUITY
LOGICO-SEMANTICS &
INTERDEPENDENcY
(based on classifications of
logico-semantic relations and
semantic relations respectively)

logical

Structure: conjunctive reticula
linking messages
experiential

IDEATION
(lexical relations)

Structure: lexical strings and
nuclear relations linking
message parts

3.21

clause: TRANSmVITY
(including lexis as delicate
grammar); group rank
experiential grammar;
collocation

Clausal structure and Rankshift

As shown in Figure 3.6, the clauses are initially classified as major or minor,
complete, ellipsed, abandoned or unknown. Following Halliday (1985a),
minor clauses are "clauses with no mood or transitivity structure, typically
functioning as calls, greetings and exclamations' (p. 63). As Eggins (1994)
comments, these clauses are "typically brief, but their brevity is not the result
of ellipsis" (p. 172). That is, minor clauses have never selected for Mood and
consequently caIUlot be tagged. On the other hand, major clauses have a
Mood component even though that Mood component may be ellipsed. In
these cases, the Subject and Finite are understood from the preceding
discourse. TIris classification is used to examine interpersonal meaning in
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terms of patterns of domination and deference as outlined in Table 2.2 and
Figure 2.8.
major""
{

minor""

complete"
ellipsed"
abandoned""
UnlcrlOwn"

phrase"
clause"

{
Figure 3.6

embedded' -{

{

_

phrase"
non·embedded"

The program - Clausal analysis

Clauses are further classified as to whether they contain rankshifted
elements or not.
Using Halliday's (1985a) ranks of words, word
groups/phrases and clauses/clause complexes, rankshifting is the process
whereby a clause or phrase comes to function as a constituent of a lower
rank. That is, embedded clauses and phrases function within the structure
of a word group which is itself a constituent of a clause. The embedded
element either functions as a Postmodifier in a nominal or adverbial group
or alternatively, as a Head of a nominal group. The latter case, the status of
the embedded element is a 'nominalisation'. This case is discussed in
section 3.27, "Grammatical Metaphor". It may be noted that although word
groups and phrases occupy the intermediate position on the rank scale,
Halliday distinguishes between the two. "A PHRASE is different from a
group in that, whereas a group is an expansion of a word, a phrase is a
contraction of clause" (p. 159). Halliday's (1985a) classification of
rankshifting (p. 220) thus covers clausal and phrasal elements.
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Rankshifting serves the important function of packing maximal
information into the clause. As Eggins (1994) states, "embedding is a way of
boosting the content of a clause, by exploiting the clause's potential to recycle
through the ranks" (p. 137). As mentioned above, when the embedded
element functions as a Head, it is classified as a case of nominalisation and is
thus a case of grammatical metaphor. This may serve important ideological
functions, as pointed out in Halliday and Martin (1993), it is less negotiable:
"you can argue with a clause but you can't argue with a nominal group" (p.
39). The functions of rankshifting are included in discussions of the analysis
of the classroom texts.
3.22

Interpersonal Meaning

NEGOTIA nON is concerned with the semantics of MOOD and as Martin
(1992) states, "Its basic concern will be to interpret MOOD from a discourse
perspective as a resource for negotiating meaning in dialogue" (p. 32).
Clauses selecting independently for MOOD are classified according to the
discourse semantics systems of SPEECH FUNCTION at the move rank and
NEGOTIA nON at the exchange structure rank. The notion of constituency
is involved as the exchange rank consists of sequences of moves. The
discourse rank scale originally proposed by Sinclair (1975) includes these two
ranks together with two higher ranks, the transaction and lesson. Within
the systemic framework,. these ranks are incorporated in the communication
plane of genre.

The system networks for MOOD, SPEECH FUNCTION and NEGOTIATION
which are programmed are given in Figure 3.7. The exchange structure is
based on Berry's (1981 for example) opposition between 'information' and
'goods and services' moves. Moves are classified as 'primary knower' and
'primary actor' moves, Kl and Al respectively, and 'secondary knower' and
'secondary actor' moves, K2 and A2 respectively. The primary knower is the
interlocutor who has the information which is being negotiated and the
primary actor is the participant who performs the action. The exchange
structure consists of obligatory moves, Kl and AI, realised by the primary
knower or actor. In addition, there are three optional moves. These are
'delaying moves', dKl and dAl, 'secondary knower' or 'secondary actor'
moves, K2 and A2, and 'followup' moves by the secondary knower or actor,
K2fand A2f.
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Berry's (1981) moves are developed from Halliday's (1985a, p. 69) SPEECH
FUNCTION classifications of initiating and responding to the giving and
demanding of goods and services (proposals respectively classified as Offer
and Acceptance or Rejection, Command and Undertaking or Refusal) and
information (propositions respectively classified as Statement and
Acknowledgment or Contradiction and Question and Answer or
Disclaimer). In the analysis, Martin's (1992) 'dynamic moves' have also
been included. These include requests and responses realising tracking
moves of Backchannel, Clarification, Replay, Chec~ Confirmation together
with Challenging moves. This means that dependency structures are
introduced to account for the tracking and challenging moves. The
attendant SPEECH FUNCTIONS of Call and Greeting have also been
included together with moves of Reacting.
Table 3.3

Move complex classifications according to LOGICO-SEMANTIC
and INTERDEPENDENCY relations
INTERDEPENDENCY

Move classification

HYPOTACTIC
Projection: idea, locution

K· x

Expansion: elaboration, extension and
enhancement

K-x or A-x

PARATACTIC

Projection: idea, locution

K-Continuation

Expansion: elaboration, extension and
enhancement

K-Continuation or A-Continuation
ora new
Dynamic Move

COHESION
K-Continuation or A-Continuation
ora new
Dynamic Move

internal and external

To incorporate Ventola 's (1987; 1988) 'complex moves', I have
supplemented categories of initiation, request, response and closure moves
with 'K-Continuation' and 'A-Continuation' and 'K-x' and 'A-x' moves.
These move complexes are based on Halliday's (1985a) logico-semantic
relation of expansion (elaboration, extension and enhancement) and
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projection (locution and idea) and interdependency relations (pp. 196-197) as
displayed in Table 3.3.
A continuation move realises a continuation of the same SPEECH
FUNCTION which was established in the previous move even though the
clause selects independently for MOOD. This is realised through paratactic
relations of interdependency between the two clauses. Marked options occur
when a paratactically related clause realises a new speech function in the
form of a dynamic move. An 'x' move realises a continuation of the same
SPEECH FUNCTION where the clause mayor may not select for MOOD as
occurs in hypotactically related finite and non-finite clauses respectively.
Halliday's (1985a) interpersonal system of MOOD is programmed according
to the system network given in Figure 3.8. Descriptions of the functional
categories of the MOOD and RESIDUE are given in Halliday (1985a, pp. 68100). In view of the direct link between descriptions of the MOOD structure
and the semantics of interpersonal meaning at the communication plane of
register, detailed descriptions are given in the textual analysis of the
classroom discourse.
As there is no biunique relation between the grammatical classes of MOOD,
(declarative, interrogative, imperative and exclamative) and the
classification of SPEECH FUNCTION, the co-text and context are taken into
consideration. That is, Halliday's (1985a, pp. 334-340) graduations in
probability and usuality (MODAUSA nON) and inclination, obligation and
potentiality (MODULAnON) are associated with propositions and proposals
respectively. Contextual variables at the plane of register, genre and ideology
are also relevant.
The programmed descriptive categories for MODALISATION and
MODULATION and the value and orientation of the selection are displayed
in Figure 3.9.
Incongruent realisations between MOOD selections and SPEECH
FUNCTION are induded in discussions of interpersonal metaphor in
section 3.27.
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The program - MOOD
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The program - MODALISATION and MODULATION

Interpersonal flavourings captured by Halliday'S (1985a, p. 82) categorical

descriptions of Mood Adjuncts are programmed as displayed in Figure 3.10.
In addition, interpersonal meaning in terms POLARITY is captured through
the oppositions of positive and negative.

probability"
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MOOD
ADJUNCT"

presumption""
inclination'"

time'"
degree'"

Figure 3.10 The program - Mood Adjuncts
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In line with Halliday's (1961) comment, "The grammarian's dream is ... to
turn the whole of linguistic form into grammar, hoping to show that lexis
can be defined as 'most delicate grammar" (po 267), I have attempted to
describe major lexical choices in the texts. I have not extended the "lexicogrammatical network in delicacy so as to turn it into a device for the
description and generation of units of form called 'lexical item tI' (Hasan,.
1987), but rather, I describe broadly the linguistic choices that mark the
discourse in either of tlrree ways. The first area of interest is field specific
lexical items construing the context of situation. That is, lexical items
realising for instance, the field of mathematics and education. Given the
context of the situation, the second area of interest is lexical items that are in
some fashion 'marked'. The relevant notion here is one of 'core
vocabulary' in which certain lexical items are more central, or 'unmarked',
than others in describing experiential or intersubjective reality. Although
not used in this study, Carter (1987) describes tests for coreness which
involve syntactic and semantic relations and neutrality. That is, the
coreness of lexical items is the extent to which they are "more tightly
integrated than others into the language system; that is, they occupy places in
a highly organised network of mostly structurally-semantic and syntactic
interrelations" and are n more discoursally neutral than others, that is,
generally they function in pragmatic contexts of language use as unmarked
and non-expressive" (p. 35). The third area which oveilaps with the notion
of markedness and coreness concerns specific functional components of
systemic grammar which realise interpersonal meaning. An example is
terms of address realised as Vocative in the interpersonal component of
TIffiME or as Vocative Adjunct in MOOD.

I do not attempt to classify items as core or non-core because of the
difficulties of working with an incomplete framework. However, I
developed the classificatory categories of the lexical items as displayed in
Figure 3.11. largely to capture interpersonal meaning following this notion
of coreness. As shown in Figure 3.11, lexical items are initially categorised as
'VAIUE'IY' or 'REGISTER', with the latter consisting of categories of words
that are specific to fields of interest in this study. The register specific items
largely realise experiential meaning and so are discussed in section 3.24.
However, we may note that through technical and non-technical
expressions, the lexis of register specific categories also realises interpersonal
meaning in terms of power.
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Figure 3.11 The program - Lexical categories
Initial categorisation for VARIETY is largely based on Partridge's studies of
colloquialisms, slang, vulgarism and cant (1935; 1949; 1972; 1980; 1984; 1989
for example). Apart from categorisations of 'dialect' covering lexis which is
specific to district or region in a country, a province or a state and 'archaic',
lexis reflecting usage of an earlier period, lexical items are categorised as
'standard' if they are not found in Partridge's dictionaries of slang. With
minor exceptions explained below, lexical items located in Partridge'S
dictionaries are classified as colloquial, slang, vulgarism or cant according to
their dictionary entry. As might be expected, definitions of these categories
vary according to source. McArthur (1992) for instance, defines 'colloquial'
as a "semi-technical term, sometime mildly pejorative, for informal speech
generally, and any expression that is typical of it, especially if it is regarded as
non- or substandard" (p. 232). Partridge (1980) adopts a slightly different
view in saying that colloquial language is "fitting enough in conversation
but hardly fitting in serious writings, speeches, sermons" (p. 115). Further to
this, Partridge (1949) adds that colloquial expressions "have nothing in
common with illiteracies on the one hand, nor with low language on the
other" but "extend to conversations in ordinary or domestic situations
where contextual features allow sketchy syntax" (p. 47).
McArthur (1992) defines slang as a "set of colloquial words and phrases
generally considered distinct from and socially lower than the standard
language. Slang is used to establish or reinforce social identity and
cohesiveness, especially within group or with a trend or fashion in society at
large" (p. 940). Although slang words have originated from some kind of
underworld, they also arise from the language of groups such as university
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students, sports fans, or enlisted personnel in the military. Halliday's (1978)
more radical view of 'antilanguages' as "modes of resistance" (p. 164) is
adopted in the analysis of the classroom discourse. Partridge's (1949) views
are less political; he comments that etymologically, slang is "language that is
slung about" (p. 47) and being tithe quintessence of colloquial speech"
(Partridge, 1935, p. 4), it tends to belong to spoken discourse. Further to this,
Partridge (1949) contextualises the invention and uses of slang as follows:

there are two chief reasons for the invention of slangy words and
phrases: 'the desire to secure increased vivacity and the desire to
secure increased sense of intimacy in the use of language,'.... almost
as often the reason is high spirits, the slang expression used 'just for
the fun of it'. Racy of the national soil and reflecting the
characteristics of a people, a city or a district, a profession or a trade, a
social class or a school, slang tends, in the main ... to be uncultured
rather than cultured, 'Anglo-Saxon' rather than Latin or Greek, direct
and simple rather than indirect and abstruse, abridged rather than
elaborated, common-sensible rather than metaphysical, comic rather
than serious, light rather than heavy; it tends to refer less to Nature
than to human nature, to be tolerant, and to lash or, at the least, laugh
at humbug, hypocrisy, pretentiousness (pp. 47-48)
In contrast, Partridge (1980) lists 'vulgarisms' as two kinds, illiteracies and

low language:
Dliteracies are .. words and phrases used only by the illiterate: that is,
they are words and phrases used incorrectly. Low language.. consists
of expressions avoided by the polite and the decent, at least in polite or
decent company. These expressions are not illiterate, they may even
be good English: but such good English as, by the association of ideas
and by social habit, has come to be avoided in polite company (p. 116)
In the classificatory system developed in this study, 'solecism' is used for
Partridge's first use of vulgarism. That is, a solecism is "a traditional term
for the violation of good grammar and manners, and any instance of this ..
the term has often been used in tandem with barbarism, the perceived
malcoinage and abuse of words" (McArthur, 1992, p. 949). The classification
of 'taboo' overlaps with vulgar, but is more extreme: taboo is "not to be
mentioned, because it is ineffably holy or unspeakably vulgar. The taboo is
enforced by religious or social convention rather than by statute" (McArthur,
1992, p. 1019).
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'Cant' refers to the language of the underworld. "Cant ... is the special
vocabulary - rather it is the set of interconnected vocabularies - of criminals
and tramps and beggars, of their hangers-on and associates, and of
racketeers" (Partridge, 1980, p. 115). As cant is often used to exclude or
mislead others, it is a temporary form of language that changes quickly.
When expressions are picked up by outsiders and expressions move into
general use, the group evolves new expressions.
Lexical items are further classified as 'fixed expressions' or 'variable
expressions'. Classifications for fixed expressions follow Carter (1987) and
Alexander (1984) where fixed 'discoursal expressions' are further subcategorised according to the dimensions displayed in Figure 3.11. Carter
(1987, p. 60) respectively gives the following examples for these subcategories of 'social formula ', 'structuring', 'conversational gambits',
'stylistic formulae' and 'stereotypes': "how do you do", connective devices
such as "once upon a time", "we'll now take questions from the floor",
"further to my letter of August 18" and "I thought you'd never ask",
According to Partridge (198O), catch phrases are difficult to define: "one is a
phrase to catch public fancy - for instance, a political or advertising slogan"
(p.I50). Partridge (1980) excludes such definitions: "Instead, a catch phrase is
roughly ... a unit of conversation; a phrase originating as a smart or forcible
or ironic repartee or comment and becoming an emotional counter with the
affective element gradually diminishing" (p. 150).
Following McArthur (1992), a 'cliche' is "usually a pejorative term for a
word or phrase regarded as having lost its freshness and vigour through
overuse (and therefore suggesting insincerity, lack of thought. or laziness on
the part of the user). Many idioms and stock expressions are commonly
called cliches" (p. 222). An idiom is an expression which is "unique to a
language, especially one whose sense is not predictable from the meanings
and arrangement of its elements" (p. 497). A 'proverb' is "a short traditional
saying of a didactic or advisory nature, in which a generalisation is given
specific, often metaphorical expressiont' (p. 818) and a 'quotation' or
allusions is the repetition of "a phrase, sentence or passage from a book
speech or other source" (p. 836).
l
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The above classifications are important in terms of situating the text
according to Bernstein's (1971; 1973; 1977; 1990) classifications of restricted
and elaborated codes. As a precursor to discussions in later chapters, it is
perhaps also worth noting Partridge's (1980) view of the hierarchical value
placed on these varieties:
In every civilised language, there is a hierarchy. That hierarch
consists, in English, of the following ranks, in ascending order of

dignity and respectability:
cant;
slang;
vulgarisms (in both senses);
colloquialisms;
Standard English, with its three ascending varieties:
Familiar English
ordinary Standard English
Literary English (pp. 114-115)

At this stage, I would like to emphasise that all that has been described here
are classificatory descriptions of the lexical items. There is no discussion as
to the ideology behind the values attached to these categories nor the
functions that these varieties of language serve especially in relation to that
framework and in the context of the classroom. These points are discussed
in relation to lexical choices of the classroom discourse.
Classifications of variable expressions include 'anaphoric nouns',
'attitudinal lexis', terms of 'address' and a floating category of 'other' as
illustrated in Figure 3.11. Following Francis, (1985) anaphoric nouns mark
the interlocutor's evaluation of preceding text. In this study, this category
was extended to include 'anaphoric-attributes'. As Francis, (1985) explains:
A-nouns are a group of nouns which, first and foremost, fall into a
certain semantic class: by virtue of their meaning they can be used
metadiscursively; they are nouns which can be used to talk about the
ongoing discourse. If it meets this requirement, any noun is
potentially an A-noun, but in order for it to be identified as such
within a discourse it must meet two further criteria. First it must
function as a proform and as such be an anaphorically cohesive
device, referring metadiscursively to a stretch of discourse preceding
it... Second it must also face forwards: it must be presented as the
given information in terms of which the new propositional content
of the clause or sentence in which it occurs is formulated (p. 3)
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In addition to anaphoric nouns and attributes which mark preceding
discourse in an interpersonally sensitive way revealing the speaker or
writer's positive or negative evaluation of the preceding discourse, other
lexical items are classified as attitudinal if they realise affect. As displayed in
Figure 3.11, these are cross~classified with AMPLIFICAnON to indicate if the
lexical item is a 'swealWord' or if it involves strategies of 'intensification' or
'iteration' which may result in 'hyperbole' or 'understatement'. Hyperbole
is "a rhetorical term for exaggeration or overstatement, usually deliberate
and not to be taken (too) literally" (McArthur, 1992, p. 491) while
understatement employs the opposite strategy for the same effect.

As displayed in Figure 3.11, interpersonal meaning is also realised through
VOCATION or address. Following Poynton (1990), names and non-names
are distinguished respectively as forms of real or nicknames together with
classifications of the types of non-names. As above, cross-classification with
AMPLIFICATION is possible.
The orientation realised by each lexical item is encoded as overt or covert as
displayed in Figure 3.11. Since evaluative expressions are common in
classroom discourse, overt categories realise outright expressions of positive
or negative attihlde which have been further sub-categorised as 'laudatory',
'derogatory', 'critical', 'condescending' and 'clined' .
A covert orientation is realised through euphemistic and dysphemic
expressions. McArthur's (1992) definition of euphemism is "use of a mild,
comforting or evasive expression that takes the place of one that is taboo,
negative, offensive or too direct" (p. 386). In their treatise on euphemism
and dysphemism, Allen and Burridge (1991) discuss sihlations where
euphemism is used: n A euphemism is used as an alternative to a
dispreferred expression, in order to avoid possible loss of face; either one's
own face or, through giving offence, that of the audience, or of some third
party" (p. 11). Allen and Burridge (1991) list the multiple ways in which
euphemism may be achieved:
through anti-thetical means, such as by circumlocution and
abbreviation, acronym or even complete omission and also by onefor-one substitution; by general-for-specific and part-for-whole
substitution ... ; by hyperbole and understatement; by the use of
learned terms or technical jargon instead of common terms, and by
the use of colloquial instead of formal terms (p. 14)
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Further to this, Allen and Burridge (1991) classify euphemisms as dysphemic
if the lexical expression replaces 'a less preferred expression' yet the meaning
is nevertheless negatively orientated. For example, Allen and Burridge
(1991, p. 30) list expressions for menstruation such as "have the curse",
"woman's complaint", "be feeling that way", "closed for repairs", and IIflying
the red flag" as dysphemic euphemisms in certain contexts and as straight
dysphemisms in others.
McArthur's (1992) definition of dysphemism is "use of a negative or
disparaging expression to describe something or someone" (p. 328) while
Allen and Burridge (1991) put it more forthrightly: "A dysphemism is an
expression with connotations that are offensive either about the denotatum
or to the audience, or both, and it is substituted for a neutral or euphemistic
expression for just that reason" (p. 26). In a similar fashion to further
classifications of euphemism, Allen and Burridge (1991, p. 30) recognise
euphemistic dysphemisms which occur in cases such as "shoot!", "shucks!"
in place of the swearword "shit!".
The covert orientations realised through euphemism and dysphemism
overlap with Halliday and Martin's notion of metaphor. This point is
addressed in section 3.27, "Grammatical Metaphor".
The structure of the lexical expression is categorised as 'clausal', 'nominal',
'verbal', 'preposition' or 'adverbial' word group, an 'attribute', 'polarity
adjunct', 'textual' or 'other' as illustrated in Figure 3.11. Following Halliday
(1985a, pp. 159-190), the relevant experiential or logical structural
components may be entered recursively for multiple components.
In combination with metaphorical realisations outlined in section 3.27, the
above descriptions of the realisation of interpersonal meaning is
comprehensive in so far as other descriptions, for example, Leech's (1975)
realisation of mood, emotion and attitude, are more than adequately
covered.
3.23

Textual Meaning

At the discourse semantics stratum, the system of IDENTIFICATION is used
to track participants realised by the DEIXIS of nominal groups. The basic
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opposition involves phoricity whereby information is recoverable from
context There are three types of phoricity: 'reminding' where "the identity
of the participant being realised is recoverable 'relevance' where "the
identity of one or more participants related to the participant being realised
I

is recoverable" and "redundancy" where tracking is not the issue, but rather

"signalling " that experiential meaning needs to be recovered from the
context" (Martin, 1992, p. 99-100). The laHer type of phoricity is realised
through substitution and ellipsis. Nominal groups may encode all three
types of phoricity.
The identity of the presumed participant may be rebieved from context in a
number of different ways (Halliday, 1985a, pp. 29()'295). These are described
by the types of phora given in Figure 3.12 which also includes 'bridging
reference' where the referent has to be inferentially derived from the context
rather than by direct reference, and the case of 'multiple reference' which
results in ambiguity.

multiple
no referent
(addition) -{ (ambiguous)

1

preceding
(anaphora)

single

referent -+

context
of culture
(homophora)

~

context
of situation

following

within
group
(esophora)

verbal

(endOPhOra)

beyond
group
(cataphora)

non~verbal

(exophora)

Figure 3.12 Retrieval network [based on Martin (1992), p. 126]

The reference system has oppositions of 'presenting' whereby the identity of
the participant is not recoverable from the context and is being presented as
new, and 'presuming' described by phoricity. Included in the system is
'comparison' whereby reference to the identity of related participants is
optional. Also there is 'generic' or 'specific' reference. "Generic reference is
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selected when the whole of some experiential class of participants is at stake
rather than a specific manifestation of that class" (Martin, 1992, p. 103).
The covariate s tructures resulting from phoric options are referred to as
reference chains which consist of the presumed and the presuming. The
d ependency structures model participant identification with dependency
arrows showing the presumed nominal group to be dependent on the
presuming one. In long texts, these are extended with presuming items
becoming presumed. These chains may be split and cojoined. As Martin
(1992) explains, "The basic descriptive strategy underlying chains formed in
this way is to take each phoric item back once to the item which last realised
or presumed the information that needs to be recovered" (p. 141). Upward
arrows are used for anaphoric reference, downward for cataphoric and cwve
arrows for exophoric or homophoric reference.
In the analysis, reference chains are only constructed for selected
microgenres. These are most typically those concerned with the field of
mathematics as in the case, for example, of Blackboard Demonstration and
Student Review Task Discussion. Reference plays an important role in
identifying the movements between the spoken and written discourse as the
primary focus.

Conjunction - structural'
textual

{

Conjunctive Adjunct'
Continative*

Vocative'

TIfEME"*

•

interpersonal

{

Modal Adjunct'
Finite*

ideational

~

Figure 3.13 The program - THEME
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At the lexicogrammatical stratum, textual meaning is realised through the
system THEME composed of two functional elements, the Theme and
Rheme. Following Halliday (1985a); liThe Theme is the element which
serves as the point of departure for the message; it is that with which the
clause is concerned" (p. 38). liThe remainder of the message, the part in
which the Theme is developed, is called ... the Rheme" (p. 38). The system
network for 1HEME is given in Figure 3.13.

3.24

Experiential Meaning

The basis for the discourse systems realising experiential meaning is lexis
(Martin, 1992). The lexicogrammatical classificatory categories of the lexical
items realising experiential meaning of interest in this study are included in
Figure 3.11. in section 3.22, "Interpersonal Meaning". These are register
specific items which include the lexis of the discourses of mathematics,
education, institutions, academia, youth culture or other fields variously
categorised as 'X-ese' if connected with a profession and 'other' for other
fields.
The register lexical items are categorised as 'technicar, 'non-technicar,
'semi-teclutical' and 'jargon'. With reference to mathematical lexical items,
the words were classified according to their dictionary entries and their
relations within their fields. That is, a technical classification is given if the
expression is contained in a dictionary of mathematics (Borowski &
Borwein, 1989), a semi-technical classification if the expression is contained
in a dictionary of school mathematics (Fyfield & Blane, 1992) but not in the
general dictionary of mathematics, non-technical if the expression is not
found in the mathematics dictionary yet there exists a corresponding
teclutical expression, and jargon if the lexical item is specific to mathematics
yet it does not enter into any specific taxonomic relations with other lexical
items and is generally not found in a dictionary of mathematics. There is a
need for this type of classificatory system since expressions in the discourses
of mathematics at high school function as types of fixed expressions which
mayor may not be found in the field of higher mathematics. These function
as either semi-technical terms or as jargon.
As Allen and Burridge (1991) report, there are wide ranging uses of the term
jargon which do not always coincide. In this classificatory system, jargon is
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not defined according to the common descriptions outlined by Halliday
(1993b), That is, jargon is not used pejoratively to mean "a battery of difficult
technical terms" where the implication is that "such terms are unnecessary
and the same meaning could have been conveyed without them, in the
every day language of commonsense" (Halliday, 1993b, p. 70). In this view
and its opposite extreme where the position is held that the subject, in this
case mathematics, cannot be separated from the language and the difficulties
of the language are caused by the subject matter, jargon is equally equated
with use of technical language. Halliday (1993b) adopts a position
somewhere in between, whereby using jargon, the writer or speaker "is
following a fashion by which he [sic) seeks (W\consciously, in all likelihood)
to give extra value to his discourse by marking it off as the discourse of an
intellectual elite" (p. 70). In other words, for Halliday, the term jargon refers
to the situations when "writers get locked into patterns of writing that are
unnecessarily complicated and express themselves in highly technical
wording even, in contexts where there is no motive for it "(p. 70). The
position adopted in this study is somewhat aligned with Halliday (1993b)
whereby in some cases, simpler expressions might have been used in place
of the jargon which has chosen. The end result is that the discourse is made
more difficult than it need be through the adoption of patterns of speaking
or writing involving expressions that serve no other purpose than marking
the discourse as specific to field of high school mathematics.
As field is conceptualised as sets of activity sequences, the lexical relations
underlying experiential meaning at the language plane are organised around
the three aspects of the contextual structure of the activity sequences which
Martin (1992) lists as:
i.

ii.
iii

taxonomies of actions, people, places, things and qualities
configurations of actions with people, places, things and
qualities and of people, places and things with qualities
(nuclear relations]
activity sequences of these configurations (p. 292)

The discourse unit underlying the lexical item and entering into cohesive
lexical relations is called the message part which is concerned with
taxonomic relations, nuclear relations or activity sequences. The discourse
structures realising lexical relations are covariate structures captured
through the construction of lexical strings.
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The two types of taxonomic relations are firstly, superordination involving
subclassification and secondly, composition involving part/whole relations.
The following is a summary of the types of taxonomic relations adapted
from Eggins (1994, pp. 101-102).
Table 3.4

Descriptions of taxonomic relations

TYPES OF TAXONOMIC RELATIONS

DESCRIPTION

Superordination
co-hyponomy

lexical items are both members of a
subordinate class

class-subclass

lexical items are related through
subclassification

contrast

lexical items encode a contrast relationship

similarity

lexical items encode similarity relationship

Lsynonymy

one lexical items is essentially a reinstatement
of the other

ii. repetition

the lexical item is repeated

Composition
meronymy

the lexical items are related as whole to part

or vice-versa
co-meronymy

both lexical items are related as parts of a
common whole

The second category of lexical relations involves nuclear relations. IINuclear
relations reflect the ways in which actions, people, place, things and qualities
configure as activities in activity sequences (Martin, 1992, p. 309). These
relations have previously been handled under collocation. Nuclear
relations are realised tlrrough configurations of Halliday's functional
categories of Process, Participant and Circumstances for 1RANSITIVITY, the
system realising experiential meaning at the lexicogrammatical stratum.
The following model of nudearity adopted in this study follows Martin
(1992, p. 319).
ll
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The final category of lexical relations is expectancy and implication relations
between activities in activity sequences. "These relations are based on the
way in which the nuclear configurations are recurrently sequences in a
given field l1 (Martin, 1992, p. 321). The relations are realised through
conjunctive relations, with implication relations typically involving
conditional, consequential relations. Of particular interest in this study are
the implication chains involved in the construction of mathematical
knowledge.

Following Halliday (1985a), at the lexicogrammatical stratum, experiential
meaning is realised through the system of TRANSITIVITY as illustrated in
Figure 3.14. The paradigmatic relations are programmed so that if a
particular process is selected, then the relevant participants appear in the
selection cycle. Also the ergative functional participants (Medium, Agent,
Beneficiary, Range) may be entered.
As displayed in Figure 3.14, I have extended Halliday's (1985a, p. 148)
descriptive categories to include 'Operative' processes. The arguments and
rationale for this extension are found in Chapter 4 which deals with the
grammar of mathematical symbolism.
3.25

Logical Meaning

Martin's (1992) discourse systems of CONJUNCTION and CONI1NUITY are
informed by Halliday's paradigm for clause complex relations described by
interdependency and logico-semantic relations.
Halliday's (1985a, p . 197) description of clause complex relations for
interdependency is based on tactic relations which are common to word,
group, phrase and clause complexes alike. Halliday (1985a) distinguishes
hypotaxis as a dependent modifying relation and parataxis as an
independent continuing relation. "The general term for the modifying
relation is HYPOTAXIS. Hypotaxis is the relation between a dependent
element and its dominant, the element on which it is dependent.
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Contrasting this is PARATAXIS, which is the relation between two elements
of equal status, one initiating and the other continuingll (p. 195).
As illustrated in Figure 3.15, clauses are described as independent or
dependent and the type of interdependency as paratactic, hypotactic or nonexistent. In addition, cohesive or intersentence logical relations are also
described based on Halliday (1985a, p. 1%) and Martin (1992, p. 179).
The second dimension of Halliday's (1985a) description is the logicosemantic relation described as either EXPANSION or PROJECTION (pp. 1%197). The categories of EXPANSION describe the relations whereby a
secondary clause expands the primary clause through Elaboration ( '=' ),
Extension ( '+') and Enhancement ( 'x'). Secondary clauses realising
Elaboration relations ('that is') function to restate, to further specify, to
further comment on or to exemplify the content of the primary clause.
Secondary clauses realising Extension ('and') add new elements to the
primary clause by giving exceptions or offering alternatives. Secondary
clauses realising Enhancement ('so', 'yet', 'then') serves to qualify the
primary clause with circumstantial features of time, place, cause or
condition.
PROJECTION describes the situation whereby the secondary clause is
projected through the primary clause as a locution or idea. Locution is the
realisation of the secondary clause as wording ( n ) while Idea realises the
secondary clause as an idea ( '). As illustrated in Figure 3.15, the type of
interdependency, paratactic or hypotactic, is cross referenced with the type of
logico-semantic relation. EXPANSION or PROJECTION.

While in this study the realisation of projection follows Halliday's (1985a)
deScriptive categories of Locution or Idea (p. 233), I have cross-classified the
realisatory categories of Halliday's (1985a) synoptic descriptive categories of
Elaboration, Extension and Enhancement (pp. 306-307) with Martin's (1992,
p. 179) descriptive categories as reproduced in Table 3.5. As can be seen,
Martin (1992) offers four main types of logical relations: additive,
comparative, temporal and consequential. One reason for adopting this
model is that, following Halliday and Hasan (1976), external and internal
relations are distinguished. This allows the nature of the conjunctive
relations to be separated into those which function in a rhetorical sense
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Table 3.5

Additive
addition

Classification of logico-semantic relations in English Text
[Martin, 1992, p. 179]
Distinctive
Internal 1

External/Internal: Paratactic 3
'Cohesive"2

Moreover

And

and

Hypotactic 4

besides

In addition

alternation
Comparative
similarity

contrast

Temporal
simultaneous

successive

condition

Alternatively

if not .•. then

Equally
That is

Likewise

so"Finite

like, as
as if, like when

On the other
hand

In contrast,
Instead

but

whereas,
except that

At the same time Meanwhile,
Throughout
Finally,
At first

Previously,
11lcreupon

To this end

To thls end

Then

Then,
Otherwise

and
meanwhile

while, when,

as long as

then

after, since,
now that

modu1ation
+ 50

so that, lest.
so as, in case

modality

if, even if,

HQ

urness

In conclusion
After all

Thererore,

because, as,

Foe

,ince

ooncession

Nevertheless
Admittedly

However,
Yet

manne,

In this way

1.
2.
3.
4.

but

although,
in spite of

and. thus

by, thereby

Examples of conjunctions which cannot be external are given where possible
(exceptions: in this way, then, to this end )
Examples of ~cohesjve' (i.e. intersentence) conjunctions limited to those which can
be clause complex initial.
Examples of para tactic oonjunctions limited to those which allow a branching
structure (i.e. ellipsis within the clause complex: John arrived but Mary didn't.)
Examples of hypotactic conjunctions limited. to those introducing clauses that can be
either Theme or Rhcme in the clause complex.
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compared to those which function in a more experiential sense as internal
or external respectively. As Martin (1992) states, the acceptance of this
distinction as fundamental has repercussions for his grammar-based
categories. As Martin (1992) also points out, this system is set up so that it
can be inter-related with other discourse systems. That is, the opposition of
similarity to difference reverberates with the system of NEGOTIATION
(comply, resist), IDENTIFICATION (semblance, difference) and IDEATION
(synonym, antonym).
Despite the above arguments, I felt it necessary, however, to extend Martin's
(1992) description to five categories by including an 'elucidative' category
which is basically Halliday'S (1985a) descriptive category for the realisation of
Elaboration. Given the educational context of the analysis, I felt it necessary
to extend Martin's level of delicacy in his categorisation of similarity to
distinguish between 'opposition' and 'clarification'. Martin's category of
similarity as presented in this analysis therefore includes realisations
through conjunctions as 'likewise', 'like', 'as' while the elucidative category
covers Halliday's (1985a, p. 306) realisations of Elaboration such as 'that is',
'in other words', 'for example' as opposition, and 'or', 'rather', 'anyway',
'actually', 'at least' as clarification.

The discourse system of CONTINUITY differs from CONJUNCTION in that
it is realised in the Rheme as opposed to textual Theme in the clause initial
position. In addition, following Martin (1992), other differences include,
firstly, that "five of the fundamental oppositions associated with
CONJUNCTION are not relevant", secondly, "messages so related can only
enter in to covariate semantic dependency: hypotactic and para tactic
dependencies are not available", thirdly "the internal/ external opposition is
not relevant", fourthly, it "cannot be implicit" and lastly, it "cannot be
realised metaphorically as a process" (p. 231).
The discourse semantic systems of CONJUNCTION are modelled through
covariate dependency structures called conjunctive reticula. Following
Martin 1992, these are organised by listing the clauses down the page and
modelling external relations on the right hand side and internal down the
left with external additive down the centre. Succeeding moves are shown to
be dependent on preceding ones by dependency arrows pointing upwards
towards the presumed message. Typically conjunctive relations are
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anaphoric but in the case of the forward relations, an arrow is placed as both
ends of the dependency line. Implicit conjunctions are shown where they
could have been made explicit in the discourse and are necessary for
interpretive purposes. Additive relations are not considered as implicit.

In the textual analysis, the systems of CONJUNCTION and CONTINUTIY
are used to describe the realisation of logical relations in selected
microgenres which involve the field of mathematics.
3.26

Texture

The discourse structures generated by Martin's four discourse systems
interact systematically with each other and the lexicogrammatical structures
resulting in the 'texture' of a text. The ways in which the discourse systems
co-operate with each other to make a text is not well understood and
remains at this stage an "urgent research goal" (Martin, 1992, p. 391).
Research on the interaction across strata (Halliday~ 1985a; Hasan, 1984 for
example), however, is more complete. Martin (1992) refers to the systematic
interaction between discoursal and grammatical structures as "interaction
patterns" (p. 392). Respectively, the intersection of lexical strings and
reference chains with (i) experiential grammatical functions ~s 'cohesive
harmony' (ii) Theme is 'method of development' and (iii) and with Subject
is 'modal responsibility' as illustrated in Table 3.6. As Martin explains, these
are dynamic processes as opposed to the synoptic systems of NEGOTIATION,
IDENTIFICATION, CONJUNCTION and IDEATION.
Although measures of coherence (Hasan, 1985b for example) are not given,
cohesive harmony is investigated through the interaction of reference
chains for people~ places and things and lexical strings for actions and
qualities. Following Hasan (1985b), relevant tokens are tokens which
participate in strings or chains while peripheral tokens are not involved in
such participation. Central tokens are relevant tokens which are involved
in interaction between strings and chains. The texture of the text is analysed
in terms of the presence of central tokens, relevant tokens and peripheral
tokens and breaks in continuity resulting in the abandonment of strings or
chains.
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Table 3.6

Some principle patterns of interaction across strata [Martin,
1992, p. 393)

Interaction Pattern

Discourse Semantics

Lexirogrammar

cohesive harmony

chains &: strings

experiential
functions

method of development

chains & strings

Theme

modal responsibility

chains &: strings

Subject

point

chains & s trings

Phonology

New

In particular, the method of development is examined in the microgenres
which realise the field of mathematics. Martin (1992) extends the notion of
Halliday's Theme as the point of departure of the message at the clause level
to include hyper-Theme at the level of the paragraph and macro-Theme at
the level of the text. That is, "a hyper-Theme is an introductory sentence or
group of sentences which is established to predict a particular pattern of
interaction among strings, chains and Theme selectiontl and a macro-Theme
is a "sentence or group of sentences (possibly a paragraph) which predicts a
set of hyper-Themes" (p. 437).
Although Martin is referring to compositional scaffolding in written texts,
the dynamic unfolding of classroom texts is in a sense pre-configured. The
predictive quality of macro-Theme and hyper-Themes is analysed in
conjunction with the use of marked Themes which are used to punctuate
the text as realised in spoken text. Following Nash's (1980) classifications of
rhetorical patterns in written prose, the method of development is classified
as "the Stack", "the Step", "the Chain" and "the Balance" (pp. 9-18). 'The
Stack' is realised through a macro-Theme and hyper-Theme followed by "a
Stack of amplifying comments which may possibly be rounded off by some
kind of summary formation" (Nash, 1980, p. 12). This summary is the
Macro-New which is the culmination of the hyper-New, the result of
experiential chains and strings realised through the New in what Martin
calls the 'point'. 'The Step' is a sequence of procedures where each Step is "a
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discrete unit" (p. 10) realising the steps of an activity sequence. 'The Chain'
is "a series of items each of which is related to its predecessor by means of
explicit verbalUnks" (p. 14). The resulting text is chain-like and appears to
be exploratory rather than predictive. 'The Balance' consists of shifts
"between proposition and counter-proposition with the apparent intention
of giving real weight to a discursive counterpoise and of inviting the
synthesis of conflicting claims in argument" (pp 15-16). In this type of
development, alternative paths are explored or in the context of the
classroom, predicted through exploratory gestures. The method of
development of the lesson genre and microgenre is described according to
these classifications or more typically, as the compoWlding of these devices.
Modal responsibility is realised through the Subject which is "the element
that is held responsible: in which is vested the success of the clause in
whatever is its particular speech function" (Halliday, 1985a. pp. 36-37). In the
analysis, the shifts of modal responsibility are investigated through the
extraction of the Subject of each clause. These shifts are examined in light of
the discourse structures of NEGOTIATION and the interplay of THEME,
embedding, taxis and MOOD.
In addition, the role of grammatical metaphor in creating texture is
examined in the analysis.
3.27

Grammatical Metaphor

For Halliday (1985a), metaphor is a "variation in the expression of
meanings" where "the variation is essentially in the grammatical forms
although often entailing some lexical variation as well" (p. 320). The typical
or unmarked form is referred to as the 'congruent' realisation and the other
forms which realise some transference of meaning as the 'metaphorical'
form. The presence of grammatical metaphor therefore necessitates more
than one level of interpretation, the metaphorical or literal meaning and the
congruent or transferred meaning. Martin (1993b) states: "the fact that we
have to read the clause on more than one level is critical - the metaphor
makes the clause mean what it does" (p. 237). If therefore an expression can
be unpacked to a congruent meaning, it is a case of grammatical metaphor.
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As Derewianka (1995) reports, although the notion of grammatical metaphor
is a relatively recent development of systemic theory, it has assumed a
central role. However, given the importance attached to the role of
grammatical metaphor, "it is a surprisingly untheorised notion",
surrounded by "a great deal of misinterpretation" and I1modelled in
inconsistent and contradictory ways" (p. 7). Although Derewianka's (1995)
attempts to trace the ways in which grammatical metaphor has been
characterised and to clarify disagreements in the literature is not be discussed
in detail here, the resulting taxonomy of types of grammatical metaphor
which she develops in that same study accords with Halliday's version
which I have adopted in this study. That is, shifts to 'thing', 'quality',
'process' and 'circumstance' are included.

Following Halliday (1985a; 1993b; 1994 for example), Martin (1992) and
Derewianka (1995) grammatical metaphor is organised metafunctionally.
There exist logical, experiential, interpersonal, and textual metaphors at the
discourse semantic and lexicogrammatical strata.
Examples of Halliday's (1994) grammatical metaphor are given in Table 3.7
according to rank and metafunction. I have also included a new case found
in mathematical discourse. This involves a process being realised by
circumstance as illustrated by 11 'h' [on 'r'] ". This type of metaphor is
discussed in Chapter 5 through the notion of semiotic metaphor which is
defined in Chapter 4 in section 4.31 and illustrated in the analyses of the
lessons in Chapters 5 to 8.
The majority of cases of grammatical metaphor involve the process of
'nominalisation' whereby a grammatical class or structure realising a
process, circumstance, quality or conjunction is turned into another
grammatical class, that of a nominal group realising a participant. Following
Halliday (1993a; 1993b; 1993 for example) nominalisation is conceived as "the
predominant semantic drift of grammatical metaphor in modern English"
(Martin, 1992, p. 406) which has largely resulted from changes in the English
language to realise a scientific view of the world. That is, "a new variety of
English" was created 'for a new kind of knowledge' (Halliday, 1993b, p. 81),
one in which the main concern was to establish causal relations. As
Halliday explains, the most effective way to construct logical arguments is to
establish steps within a single clause, with the two parts 'what was
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Table 3.7

Grammatical metaphor [based on Halliday (1994)]

RANK AND METAFUNCTION

GRAMMATICAL METAPHOR

Clause complex:
LOGICAL

----->

relator

entity
(nominal group)

Examples:

'0
if

beco>"",

----->

re lator

cause/proof
condition
reason
quality
(nominal group)

Examples:
then

su~~ent/follow
= u! "

'0

relator

----->

Examples:

procoss
(clause)

...n

follow

and

"''''''
romp",""",

'0

relato r

----->

Examples:
when
if

cin:wn>tan<e

(clause)
in times of/in .... times
under conditiorn of/under ... conditiorn

therefore

d~'"

Clause:
LOGICAL (internal relations)
EXPERIENIlAL and INTERPERSONAL

->

procoss
Examples:
~nI

auxiliary -

"""fann

·ro"",

willJgo~to

"phase
"modali

b'yto

can could / mav/will

-->

procoss
Examples:
~nI

.""".
.p"""

auxiliary •

entity
(nominal group)
transformation
proop<ct
allern~

possi ility, potential, tendency
quality
(nominal group)
increasing poverty

poverty i.s increaSing

"modality

was/used to
begin'"
mU'lt/ willlalways)

procoss

""

----->

pry:vious
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established' to 'what follows from it' reified as two 'things' or participants
realised through nominal group structures. These two participants could
then be connected with a process in a single clause. In addition to
nominalisation, the strategy of recursive modification of the nominal group
is employed in scientific discourse. These two devices are typical of
dominant written discourse in the twentieth century.
Instances of grammatical metaphor may be mapped through the following
systems network as adapted from Halliday (1994). The program allows the
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appropriate type of metaphor to be attached to any word or word group in
the clause and to be extracted through the 'tables' part of the program. Due
to the extensiveness of the analysis, however, this dimension is only
captured through descriptive examples in Chapters 5 to 8.
experiential'
I
-

'cal'"
<>gl

[ interpersonal""
textual""
relator"
circumstance""

circumstance""

process'

quality"

quality"
entity""
zero""

process""

entity"
-+ modifier""

---II'

process'"
[ entity"

Figure 3.16 The program - Grammatical metaphor
In addition, interpersonal metaphors occur in conjunction with the systems
of MODALISA nON, MODULA nON realised in MOOD. Following
Halliday (1985a), metaphors of modality and modulation are realised
through the use of modal auxiliaries (modal Finites) with high, median and
low values of probability and usuality, and obligation, inclination (p. 337)
and potentiality (p. 339) respectively. MODALTIY and MODULA nON vary
in orientation with respect to two criteria: firstly, objectivity and subjectivity,
and secondly, implicitness and explicitness. A subjective explicit orientation
is realised through a projecting clause; for example, 'I want you to go', while
an explicit objective orientation is realised through encoding of the
objectivity; for example, 'it is expected that you go'.

With an implicit realisation, the decision for objective or subjective
orientation is based on the MOOD TAG (see Halliday, 19850, p. 339). I take
the unmarked realisation for commands to have an implicit subjective
orientation, For example, 'come into my parlour, will you' realises an
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=

iJIlplicit subjective orientation with the MOOD TAG Finite 'will'. The
orientation changes to implicit objective with use of modal auxiliaries with
high values (,must', 'ought to', 'need to', 'has to', 'is to'). For example,
given an appropriate context, 'you need to go, don't you' is a command
realising an implicit objective orientation with the MOOD TAG Finite
'don't. The use of modal auxiliaries with median and low values results in
a subjective implicit orientation. For example, 'you will go, won't you' and
'he can go, can't he'. In relation to declaratives, the situation is somewhat
different. The unmarked form is objective implicit orientation; for example,
'the parlour is a good idea' is an objective implicit orientation through the
MOOD TAG Finite 'isn't it'. This changes to a subjective orientation with
the use of modal auxiliaries with low to median values (,will', 'would',
'shall', 'should', 'may', 'might', 'can', 'could'). For example, 'the parlour
could be a good idea, couldn't it' Therefore, future tense (will, shall, would
should) encodes a subjective implicit orientation.
Interpersonal metaphor realised through an incongruence between MOOD
and SPEECH FUNCTION is also documented. That is, the unmarked MOOD
rea1isations of the SPEECH FUNCTIONS are: statement realised by
indicative (Subject"Finite), question by interrogative (Finite"Subject),
command by imperative (no MOOD), and Offer by modalised interrogative
(Finite/modalised, Subject).
Metaphorical realisation of SPEECH
FUNCTIONS occurs with a marked realisation of MOOD. That is, for
example, for commands, the MOOD is imperative consisting of no MOOD
with implicit Subject 'you'. Marked forms of the imperative consist of
Finite or Subject. Metaphorical realisation of commands involve MOOD
syntagms of Finite"Subject (modulated interrogative) and Subject"Finite
(declarative). Incongruent realisations including use of MOOD TAGS are
included in the dimensions of the analysis and further located with respect
to their position in the exchange structure.
Martin (1992, p. 416) introduces textual metaphor orientated towards
organising text as "'material' social reality". Martin gives four types of
textual metaphor which contribute to this organisation of text firstly, 'metamessage relations' as found in Francis's (1985) anaphoric nouns (for
example, 'reason', 'example', 'point' and 'factor') secondly, 'text reference'
which identifies facts rather than participants (for example, 'this'), thirdly,
'negotiating texture' which can, for example exploit monologic text as
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dialogic (for example, 'let me begin by') and fourthly, internal conjunction
which orchestrates text organisation as opposed to field organisation (for
example, 'as a final point'). As Martin (1992) points out,. rather than being
orientated towards logical meaning as in the above cases, these same types of
textual metaphors may be orientated towards the interpersonal meaning.
For example, "That point is just silly' (Martin, 1992, p. 417) is a textual
metaphor of the type 'meta-message relation' which is orientated to
interpersonal meaning. Derewianka (1995), however, warns that the
functioning of a nominal element to "summarise or 'distil' a figure or
sequence of figures" does not necessary mean that "any instance of this type
is inherently metaphorical (p. 238). What needs also to be taken into
account is whether or not there is a change in the level of 'generalisation'
and 'abstraction' (p. 238). Ocrewianka (1995) reports Halliday'S view as:
tt

in principle there seems no reason why we shouldn't look at some of
the text structuring expressions in terms of metaphor, but feels that
'the prOblem is that you might find yourself arguing that the whole of
the textual metafunction is metaphorical anyway. That it's always so
to speak taking over resources that have been developed in other
metafunctions (p. 238)

Although there are problems which still need to be addressed in relation to
grammatical metaphor, Martin (1992) nevertheless sees its role as crucial in
creating texture.
The resources for weaving chains and strings through different
grammatical functions ... are important ones: but they provide only a
very partial picture of the way in which meanings are packaged for
grammatical realisation.
The real gatekeeper is grammatical
metaphor (p. 395)
Although Martin is referring to written language texts, given the abstract
nature of mathematics, pedagogical discourse of the mathematics classroom
must necessarily involve the use of grammatical metaphor both in terms of
explanation to build 'material' mathematical reality and in the development
of logical arguments realised through implication sequences. The use of
grammatical metaphor is therefore explored in some detail through selected
examples. Further to this, I introduce the notion of semiotic metaphor
which occurs in situations where movements between semiotic codes occur.
This new type of metaphor usefully characterises shifts which otherwise are
not accounted for.
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As well as cases of grammatical and semiotic metaphor, lexical metaphors
are also examined. Lexical metaphors are metaphors in the more classical
sense of the term where "a particular lexeme is said to have a 'literal' and a
'transferred' meaning" (Derewianka, 1995, p. 109).
In terms of
distinguishing grammatical and lexical metaphors, both have "a semantic
category which can be realised congruently or metaphorically" but with
grammatical metaphor, "what is varied is not the lexis but the grammar"
(Derewianka, 1995, p. 109).
In this study, experiential metaphors encoding marked realisations of
Process, Participant and Circumstance configurations in the system of
TRANSITIVITY are recorded. Such metaphors are marked by the addition
of congruent realisations encoded by the keys of TIa and Ela as indicated by
Arrows 2a and 2b in Figure 3.17.
Euphemisms and dysphemisms are interpersonal or experiential metaphors
as they function to replace one term with another thus adding another layer
of interpretation to the analysis. This 'covert' orientation largely occurs in
terms of address and selected fields such as those concerned with body
effluvia, sex, tabooed body parts, death, dying, disease and killing (Allen &
Burridge, 1991). Following Allen & Burridge, the use of covert lexis reveals
uses of language as a 'veil', 'shield' and 'weapon' and is thus largely
oriented to manipulation of others, or interpersonal meaning. The
occurrence of these types of lexical items are discussed in some detail in the
analysis.
This concludes my discussion of the dimensions of the analysis at the
language strahlln. Because of the sheer size of the data base, I have not been
able to include an accOWlt of the specific details of the analysis as recorded in
the viewer. Instead I provide extensive table summaries of the results in
Chapters 5 to 8 and Appendices 2(il), 3(il), 4(il) and 5(il). I also include a
selection of examples for illustrative purposes where appropriate.
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Mathematical Texts
The constituent codes of multi-semiotic texts of written mathematical
discourse are mathematical symbolism, visual display and language. In
order to participate in the discourses of mathematics, students must be able
to both penetrate and construct these mathematical texts. Further to this, the
texts play a central role since the measure of educational 'achievement' in
mathematics is largely derived from individually constructed mathematical
texts.
In this chapter I discuss the contributions of each semiotic code in realising
overall text meaning. My discussion stems from the premise that
mathematical texts are necessarily multi-semiotic as the systems specific to
each semiotic differentially construct 'reality'. That is, although s.e mantic
commonalities may OCCUI, semiotic modalities are "essentially
incommensurate" (Lemke, forthcoming, p. 23) in that the meanings realised
by one semiotic cannot be exactly replicated by another. In the special case of
the verbalisations of mathematical symbolic statements, it is possible to
move between language and mathematical symbolic codes in exact
translations. There is a price, however, attached to such translations. As I
demonstrate in this chapter, the semantics of the vyrbalised mathematical
symbolic statements may realise a shift in meaning as a result of the process
which I have called semiotic metaphor.

I believe the limits and nature of the meaning potential of each semiotic
code may be summarised as follows. As mathematical symbolism has been
developed for specific purposes, it has a limited functionality and
consequently requires embedding within language. Thus the context of the
mathematical descriptive statements is realised through language and in
certain cases, visual co~ponents of the text as exemplified, for example, in
journal articles, examination papers and mathematical textbooks.
Conversely, following Lemke (forthcoming), the mathematical symbolism
realises complete descriptions of continuous patterns of covariance or
'topological' meanings. As Lemke argues, these descriptions are not possible
with language which largely realises categorical or ttypographicar
descriptions. Thus the descriptive power of the symbolism outstrips the
potential of language in the fieJd of continuous covariation and descriptions
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of relations of parts to a whole. However, although the symbolism allows
complete descriptions, trends and patterns which are present in these
formulations are often difficult to discern. The visual display of symbolic
notation in the form of graphs and diagrams, however, allows these trends
and patterns to be revealed perceptually (Lemke, forthcoming) . However,
these visual patterns are only partial descriptions which are further limited
in terms of manipulative and calculatory power. Following Lemke
(forthcoming), the symbolism is thus more 'powerful' but less intuitive
than the visual displays.
I believe, however, that the descriptive power of mathematical notation did

not occur as an inherent consequence of the development of symbolism in
mathematics, but occurred with two interconnected paradigmatic shifts in
the discursive formation of mathematics. In one shift, mathematical
symbolism was linked to the description of curves. Up until this point,
although mathematical endeavours were concerned in a limited sense with
continuity, the real bridge to topological descriptions first occUlTed when
curves became describable in mathematical notation. The 'complete circle'
was drawn in that categorical descriptions of 'the real world' construed
through language were supplemented with continuous descriptions
through the link of symbolic notation to perceptual 'reality'. With this
advance, the power of the symbolism in realising patterns of covariation as
realised by continuous curves was bought to the fore through the
development of calculus.
The stimulus for these developments in mathematics did not arise in
isolation, however, but were the result of the second shift, a Iscientific
revolution' (Kuhn, 1970) in which quantitative mathematical deSCriptions
of the material world replaced physical explanations of phenomenon (Kline,
1972b; Kline, 1980; Wilder, 1981). Science was no longer to be based on
metaphysical, theological and mechanical explanations of the causes and
reasons for events in the material world. The new goal of science was to
seek mathematical formulas to describe phenomena independently of
explanations. In another words, mathematics became functional in solving
scientific problems involving continuous patterns in the 'real world'. The
impetus to link mathematical notation to continuous descriptions was born
of this revolutionary new world view of science. As a direct consequence,
the discursive formation of science and mathematics cOIillated in so much
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as scientific problems were mathematical problems.

Once this

amalgamation was achieved, scientific discourse continued as not only
descriptions but also as theories of these newly described patterns. As a
direct consequence, as I discuss in section 4.31, "The Contributions of
Mathematical Symbolism, Visual Display and Language", scientific theories
are created and directed by the view of the world constructed by
mathematical symbolic and visual systems.

In order to analyse mathematical texts. I propose a tentative systemic
framework of the grammar of mathematical symbolism and visual display

to supplement the analysis of the language components of the texts. This
work is inspired by O'Toole's (1994) extension of systemic functional
grammar of language to displayed art. Finally, I discuss the texture of the
mathematical text as created through the dynamic interweaving of
structures resulting from systemic choices both within and between each of
the constituent semiotic codes. These movements give rise to the process of
semiotic metaphor in mathematical texts.
4.1

Mathematical symbolism

Before presenting a tentative systemic framework for mathematical
symbolism, I briefly discuss the first semantic extensions of mathematical
symbolism which occurred with the development of numerical systems.
This diachronic perspective contextualises contemporary mathematical
notation. Further to this, I discuss the strategies by which the symbolism
achieved its clarity and unambiguity of expression through comparisons
with the grammar of language. As the systems of mathematical symbolism
are different to those realising the English language, this approach needs
some justification.
4.11

Justification of a Language Based Approach to Mathematical
Symbolism

In order to discuss the grammar of mathematical symbolism, I have
consistently drawn upon Halliday's (1985a) and Martin's (1992) descriptive
categories of systems in the English language. This interim strategy may be
conceived as a step towards constructing a comprehensive grammar of
mathematics as a lexicogrammatical system in its own right. My
justification for using specifically the categories of the English language for
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this discussion is that, as seen in Chapter 3, Halliday and Martin provide a
comprehensive description of English as compared to those available for

other natural languages. Moreover, the surrounding co-text of the
mathematical symbolism and the educational context in which I am
working involves the English language.
In addition to these justifications for the use of Halliday's descriptive
categories to discuss the grammar of mathematics, there are general
theoretical grounds for this language based approach. Firstly, students
construct reality and thus mathematical meaning through language. The
conceptualisation of the semantics and grammar of mathematical
symbolism with respect to language might be viewed as a bridge between the
two codes so that the dimensions of mathematical meaning may be located
with respect to everyday meaning. This conceptualisation may help to
demystify mathematics and so undermine its ideological status, which may
not always be productive for the majority of students.
Secondly, the unique relations between mathematical symbolism and
language are evidenced by the existence of unambiguous though
problematic mappings between the two codes. Although not providing a
one-te-one correspondence, there nevertheless exist acceptable wordings in
Given an
natural language for mathematical symbolic statements.
appropriate grammatical structure, what determines the 'correctness' or
acceptability of a wording is the result which is obtained when the reverse
procedure is performed. That is, the unique mathematical statement must

be unambiguously recoverable from that wording. This serves to highlight
an important difference between mathematics and other semiotic codes such
as art, sculpture, architecture (O'Toole, 1994) and, to a lesser degree, other
natural languages where such accurate mappings to and from language do
not exist. For instance, a painting is not unambiguously recoverable from
any combination of words. This may be contrasted to mathematical
diagrams and graphs where in a more restricted sense this is possible though
problematic.
Thirdly, any account of the contemporary semantics and grammar of
mathematics seen as distinct from language should be considered in an
historical context. Initially, mathematical texts were written in the prose
form of verbal 'rhetorical algebra'. This was later followed by abbreviations
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for recurring participants and operations in what has been called. 'syncopated
algebra'. In the last five hundred years, the use of variables and signs of
operation resulted in 'symbolic algebra' and hence the development of the
lexicogrammatical systems which are specific to mathematics. That is, the
contemporary form as we now know it grew directly out of the semantics
and grammar of natural languages. I will argue that with the symbolisation
of mathematics, certain dimensions of meaning within language had to be
put aside for the new lexicogrammatical systems to be viably implemented
and that as a direct result, mathematics requires embedding within language.
The symbolisation and new lexicogrammatical systems in mathematics
however, allowed continued semantic expansions which otherwise would
not have been possible. This means that as a semiotic system, mathematical
symbolism is not in the same 'category' as natural languages as it is not selfsustaining. Mathematical symbolism requires embedding or rather codeployment with language and visual display, with the former also acting as
the metalanguage of mathematics. This indicates that as a semiotic system,
mathematics lacks some requirement for autonomy. I argue that, because
mathematical symbolism developed directly from language for a range of
specific purposes, it never gained an overall functionality. This dimension
may be captured through the discussion of the restricted lexicogrammatical
selections from the English language which are symbolised in mathematics.
I would also like to note that my position on mathematical symbolic
discourse differs from Walkerdine (1988) and Chapman (1992). Central to
Walkerdine's argument of ,. the transformation from non-mathematical
discourse to mathematical discourse are the notions of metaphor and
metonymy where:
Metaphor is taken to describe the synchronic aspects of the code, its
immediate, coexistent, and vertical relationships.
Metonymy
represents the diachronic axis - the sequential, successive, and linearly
progressive relationships ... the placement of one word against
another in the flow of the spoken utterance provides the metonymic
axis, whereas the metaphoric axis is provided by the way in which
various elements in the sequence can be replaced by others and yet
held together by the same metonymic axis (p. 184)
Walkerdine's metaphor and metonymy are equivalent to the paradigmatic
and syntagmatic axes respectively in systemic functional linguistics.
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Walkerdine argues that the peculiarities of school mathematical discourse is
that formal statements "contain little or no metaphorical contentll
(Walkerdine, 1988, p. 184) More specifically:
If we take the following example: 2 + 3 = 5, there is no metaphoric
content The discourse operates in a way which is solely metonymic.
However, if we begin to include features from non-mathematical
discourse, metaphoric content begins to be introduced, and the
statement is transformed in various ways (p. 184)

Walkerdine thus argues that mathematical statements contain syntagmatic
structures which are not the result of selected options of the paradigmatic
choices which describe the system. By default, this implies that systems
realising the lexicogrammar of mathematical symbolism do not exist in
mathematical symbolism There somehow only exist sequential syntagmatic
structures of components which are not paradigmatic choices. The position
adopted in this study is diametrically opposed to such a formulation.
Mathematical symbolism is conceived as a semiotic code consisting of
systems which encode metafunctional diversity. That is, paradigmatic
relations are mapped onto the available options in the system and
syntagmatic relations are mapped on to actual choices. In response to
Walkerdine's example, one need only consider '2 - 3 = 5' to realise that there
is indeed paradigmatic choice in relation to, for example, the selection of the
mathematical arithmetical process.
Although the systems specific to mathematical symbolism are not
categorically described in this study, the following may be viewed as a first
step in that direction as the general features of the grammar of the
symbolism are outlined.
4.12

Diachronic Perspectives of Mathematical Symbolism

As a 'discipline', a body of social knowledge, the discourse of mathematics is
unique in its deliberate construction of a new semiotic code, mathematical
symbolism, to realise meaning. Other disciplines depend on language and
visual display, and in many instances, the symbolism and visual display
developed in mathematics.
I propose that the implicit grammar of the symbolism with its paradigmatic
and syntagmatic axes developed through the extension of the grammar of
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sensori-motor operations, visual display and language to a form which
exceeded the meaning potential of each of these resources while remaining
dependent on and embedded within the latter two. As with other
disciplines, however, the path to a 'unified r discipline of modern
mathematics reveals the discontinuous nature of mathematical knowledge
with shifts in both theoretical paradigms (AzzQnni, 1994; Grabiner, 1986;
Kline, 1980; Tiles, 1991; Wilder, 1981) and mathematical notation with the
latter comprehensively documented by Cajori (1927; 1952; 1974; 1991).
The following diachronic perspective on the development of the symbolism
sheds light on the nature of current day practices in mathematical discourse.
This diachronic perspective, revolving around the development of

numerical symbolic systems, is developed through discussions of the
metafunctional nature of mathematical symbolism.
4.121 The Development of Numerical Symbolic Systems
Recent accounts of the history of mathematics such as those provided by
Joseph (1991) challenge classical Eurocentric accounts of the historical
developments of mathematical ideas. The conbibution and transmission of
diverse cultural groups such as Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Indian, the Arab
world, Chinese are acknowledged together with developments in
independent traditions such as the Mayan in South America. lhis wider
perspective allows a closer inspection of the relations between culture, the
functions of the m athematical activities and the availability of material
resources as governing the nature of the constructed symbolic systems. Once
these were established, the available options within each mathematical
semiotic system in turn circumscribed mathematical developments within
that culture in a way that is reminiscent of covert grammatical categories
(Whorf, 1956) and grammatical 'conspiracies ' (Martin, 1988) within
language.
I propose that an extension of the meaning potential of language, visual
display and gesture first occurred in early civilisations as a result of the
introduction of numerical symbols. That this expansion occurred is
indisputable in the light of later developments in mathematics from the
sixteenth century to the present day. For example, the generalised nature of
descriptions in symbolic algebra, trigonometry, Cartesian geometry, calculus,
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infinite series, differential equations, complex functions, vectors, nonEuclidean geometries and abstract algebras allows for options in meaning
potential that do not exist in other semiotic modalities.
Numerical notation initially evolved through the need to record discrete
quantities and time intelVals in relation to practical concerns such as the
construction of calendars marking seasonal variations and religious
festivals, recording information concerning economic transactions related to
calculations for trade, agricultural and commercial activities. In other '
words, the symbolism was initially developed for functional purposes. The
first records are simple tally marks of prehistoric times as found, for
example, as markings on bones by the Ishango of Africa Goseph, 1991).
These were followed by written number systems consisting of pictorial
representations (for example Egyptian hieroglyphics) and finally symbolic
systems (for example, Egyptian hieratics, Babylonian, Hindu, Roman
systems). Concrete realisations of number systems also were found. These
include devices such as the Incan quipu, a collection of coloured cords
whereby quantities were recorded in decimal base notation through the
placement of knots and the early Chinese system consisting of vertically and
horizontally spatially placed bamboo rods. This Chinese system retained its
form upon developing into a written number system and contributed to the
irutovation of new mathematical methods through its form.
4.122 Extension and Condensation of Experiential Meaning
Using Halliday's system of TRANSITIVITY, I believe that semantic
extensions in mathematical symbolism initially took place experientially
with the development of symbolic numerical systems in one or more of
three ways; firstly, through the introduction of new participants, secondly, in
the nature of the processes afforded by the numerical systems or, thirdly,
through the development of new processes and participants.
In the first case, the numerical systems resulted in new combinations of

symbols for previously unconceived quantities as in the case of extremely
small or extremely large numbers, and intermediate integer and fractional
quantities. The second case refers to a new process type called 'Operative'
processes in which the semantics of Material processes of combining and
increasing, decreasing and sharing physical objects were replaced with
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arithmetical notions of adding and multiplying, subtracting, and dividing
respectively. Operative processes are actions performed by human Agents
on or between the mathematical objects such as numbers and later, variable
and 'abstract' quantities. Operative processes therefore include the four
arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
and later mathematical operations such as those concerned with roots,
limits, vector algebra and binary operations in group theory and so forth.
The human Agent is uniformly deleted in contemporary mathematical
symbolism and may only exist in the surrounding verbal discourse. For
example, the verbal command 'add seven' involves the Operative process
'add' and the implicit Agent I you',
Although these Operative processes may be classified as the metaphorical
realisation of existing processes, my analyses have demonstrated that the
contextual interpretation resulted in shifts between congruent interpretation
of a Material process (a process of doing) to a Mental process (a process of
thinking). These differing interpretations are not problematical, yet I feel
that neither of these categories seem to exactly describe the nature of the
mathematical processes which I perceive to be located in a position askew
from these two poles. Most importantly, however, through my analyses I
found Operative processes to be grammatically different from other
processes described in Halliday's (1985a) system of TRANSmvITY. That is,
there may be multiple Mediums connected with Operative processes as
opposed to a single Medium found in other process types. Halliday (1985a)
describes a Medium as being central to a process:
Every process has associated with it one participant that is the key
figure in that process: this is the one through which the process is
actualised, and without which there would be no process at all. Let us
call this element the MEDIUM, since it is the entity through the
medium of which the process comes into existence (p. 146).
For illustrative purposes, we may consider the mathematical statement,
E =mc2
This statement realises a Relational Identifying process through the symbol
'=' with Token (Agent) 'E' and Value (Medium) Ime2 ' . However, the right
hand side of the equation is rankshifted through the implicitly realised
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Operative process of multiplication between 'm' and 'c2 '.

Alternative

symbolic representations, for example,
E = m.c2 orE =mxc2,
would explicitly realise this Operative process. Further to this, 'e2 ' is also
rankshifted through the Operative process of multiplication between Ie' and
itself. In any case, unlike other processes in Halliday's (1985) descriptive
categories of TRANSITIVITY, there are two Mediums with equivalent
participant functions. That is, 'm' and 'e' are Mediums which are both
central to the Operative process and w ithout which the process would not
occur. This brings into focus the nature of mathematical reality as
constructed through mathematical symbolic notation and above all,
highlights the need for further investigation. With the development of a
comprehensive lexicogrammar of mathematical symbolism, the nature of
Operative processes and their accompanying participant functions will be
fully explored.
What may be seen from the above example, however, is that modern
mathematical symbolism operates through strategies of condensation which
include the implicitness and rankshifting of Operative processes. That is,
the grammar of mathematical symbolism allows for a technically
unrestricted range of embedding of Operative processes by virtue of making
them participants. Even in elementary mathematics, the participants in
mathematical sentences are usually the result of rankshift.
The
condensatory nature of the realisation of complex processes through
embedding is in part pOSSible because of the conventions regarding the order
of operations (the sequential order of brackets, powers, and
multiplication / division and addition / subtraction respectively). Further to
this, the symbolism allows for ,ellipsis of the operative process of
multiplication. In addition, condensation is achieved through the nature of
the components; there is maximum lexical density as each unit in a
mathematical sentence is either a lexical item or a pronoun.
As I have mentioned, the range of Operative processes which initially
occurred in early number systems paralleled existing Material processes.
That is, Operative processes of adding, multiplying, subtracting and dividing
symbolic numbers paralleled existing Material processes of combining,
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increasing, decreasing and sharing physical objects. However, the
complexity of the corresponding Material processes which could be
undertaken by human participants in a physical world had practical
limitations and intuitive expectations which did not necessarily extend to
Operative processes performed using symbolic notation. That is, it became
possible to perform complex combinations of Operative processes that were
not feasible or even conceivable in material form and to obtain results
unlike those previously expected. An example of this type of semantic
extension occurs in the case of multiplication where, in the case of fractions,
the product is less than the numbers which are multiplied. Cajori (1974)
mentions the problems associated with this type of extension which I see as
essentially a power conflict between opposing schools of thought in religion
and science. That 'multiply' means 'increase' is proved by Pacioli (1494 1523) through quotations from the Bible. "Be fruitful and multiply, and
replenish the earth" (Genesis. i: 28). "I will multiply thy seed as the stars of
heaven" (Genesis: xxii: 17) (Cajori, 1974, p. 182). As Cajori remarks:
This dispute is ... a curious example of the embarrassment arlsmg
when a term, restricted in meaning, is applied to a general operation,
the interpretation of which depends upon the kinds of quantities
involved. The difficulty which is encountered in multiplication
arises also in the process of division of fractions, for the quotient is
larger than the dividend (p. 182 - 183).
The limits of performance of Operative processes within early numerical
system were, however, dependent upon parameters such as the base of the
system, possible ambiguity in relation to the absence of place value,
inclusion of a symbol for zero, a means of separating integral and fractional
components together with the intricacy and number of symbols.
When
calculations became too complex to be handled within the written system,
material computational devices based on the number systems were
employed. These included such devices as counting boards, table reckoners
and the abacus which paralleled the structure of the numerical systems.
The third extension occurring with the development of numerical systems
involves the new participants and processes that resulted from the new
Operative processes. These include new Operative processes such ·as the
square root and new participants such as negative numbers. Centuries later,
the notion of complex numbers arose from extensions involving the square
root of negative one.
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Although the development of symbolic notation allowed semantic
extensions, as discussed in section 4.31, "The Contributions of Mathematical
Symbolism, Visual Display and Language", I believe that when symbolic
notation was finally linked to the description of curves in the seventeenth
century and the goals of science, the general descriptions of patterns of
continuous co-variation, described by Lemke (forthcoming) became possible.

4.123 Contraction of Experiential and Interpersonal Meaning
From these numerical relations and operations, the genres of 'rhetorical
algebra' in Babylonian, Egyptian, Chinese and Indian mathematics emerged.
That is, algebraic rules were expressed in the form of verbal algorithms. 1his
consisted of detailed instructions about what was to be done to obtain the
solution to a problem (Cajori, 1974: Joseph, 1991: Kline, 19720). Thus
Operative processes were not actually symbolised until a much later date. In
time, the prose form of rhetorical algebra gave way to the use of
abbreviations for recurring quantities and operations, heralding the
appearance of 'syncopated algebra' in the work of Diophantus, AD 250 and
Indian and Arab mathematics in the first thousand years AD. Geometrical
representations either accompanied these forms or were developed as a
separate discipline as in the case of the Greek tradition. Transformation to
'symbolic algebra' occurred after the development of positional notation in
which numbers could be expressed precisely and operations carried out
efficiently. This occurred in the European adoption of the Hindu-Arabic
number system together with the absorption of earlier mathematical
traditions and resulted in the establishment of an algebraic inter-disciplinary
approach.
Mathematical symbolism thus developed as a semiotic modality in which
selected functional capabilities multiplied while nevertheless remaining
embedded in verbal and often graphical co-text. I believe there are several
reasons for this. As mathematical symbolism developed from language and
pictorial representations, only selected options within the meaning potential
of both systems were encoded. The contraction of options meant that
eventually maximal structural condensation could occur unambiguously.
One important aspect of this process of symbolism is the options from
language that were selected for symbolisation. In combination with the
impenetrability of mathematical symbolism to the uninitiated, I believe that
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this is a key to understanding of the operation of mathematics as a 'regime
of truth'.
I believe the contraction of meaning potential largely occurred in terms of
interpersonal and experiential meaning. In mathematics, the realm of
experiential meaning as described by Halliday's system of lRANSmVITY of
the English language is dramatically delineated. That is, mathematics is
concerned with descriptive statements involving a restricted variety of
processes (Relational, Existential and Operative) and, as a direct result, fewer
participant functions (such as Token and Value, Carrier and Attribute,
Existent and Operative participants). It is therefore no longer necessary to
indicate the functional descriptive category in mathematical symbolism
through the use of prepositions, as, for example, in terms of prepositions
'for' to indicate Beneficiary.
The functional consistency of the participants and processes also leads to the
narrowing of options of circumstantial elements which are expressed
symbolically as illustrated in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1

Restricted selection of experiential functional units in
mathematical symbolism

PROCESS

Relational:
Identifying

PARTICIPANTS
Medium

Value

Agent

Token

Ra"".

CIRCUMSTANCE
Extent:
Duration/Distance
Location:
Temporal/Spatial
O,cco!l!ll!niment
Conunitation/
Addition

Operative

Relational:
Attributive

•
Participants
Xl Xl .... Xn

Carrier

Attribute
May be realised within partiCipant and process structures

0

As mathematics is concerned with descriptive Relational, Existential and
Operative processes as opposed to explanatory statements, Halliday's
circumstantial elements of Manner (realised through prepositions such as
~ The functional participants in operative processes have not as yet been categorically
described. This important step is to be undertaken with the development of a comprehensive
grammar of mathematical symbolism
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'with', 'by', 'like'), Role (realised through the preposition 'as') and Cause

(realised through prepositions such as 'through' and 'for') are not usually
relevant.
In contrast to embedded prepositional phrases in natural languages like

English, circumstantial elements of Extent, Location and Accompaniment
are realised in mathematical symbolic statements within the participant and
process structures. For example, the circumstantial element of a temporal
Location 'at a time of three hours' may be represented by the dependent
relational statement 'if t = 3', The circumstantial element of Extent may be
realised in the participant structure. For example, the circumstantial 'after
three seconds' in 'the position is x after three seconds' may be represented by
the participant '5(3)' in '5(3) = x'. Extent may also be represented within
process and participant structures: for example, 'the displacement in the first
three seconds' may be realised through the Operative process 'subtract' with
the participants realising the position at times zero and three. That is, 's(3) s(O)'. This may then function as an embedded participant within a
Relational process: for example, 'the displacement in the first three seconds
is ten metres ' may be represented by '5(3) - 5(0) = 10'. Circumstantial
prepositional phrases and adverbial groups may occur, however, in the
verbal co-text within which the mathematical statements are embedded.
In addition, there is a restricted range of experiential components in the
nominal group. That is, there is an absence of the system of DEIXIS and
experiential (and interpersonal) epithets.
Also, the Thing is often
represented by conventionalised symbols. For example, 'x' for the
independent variable, 'G' for group, and 'a' to represent an angle.
At the discourse semantics level, I propose that experiential meaning is
realised through lexical relations in a similar manner to language. These are
concerned with taxonomic relations, nuclear relations or activity sequences.
The discourse structures realising lexical relations are covariate structures
captured through the construction of lexical strings. One major point of
departure from language is that the construction of the strings is aided by
positional notation as discussed in section 4.13, "The Graphology of
Mathematical Symbolism".
That is, mathematical statements are
sequentially positions underneath each other. In addition, syntagmatic
structures are similarly pOSitioned vertically. Further to this as also
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discussed in section 4.13, experiential meaning is realised by spatial
arrangement of symbols in a manner that exceeds the potential of language.
As mathematical symbolism became 'absolute! descriptive statements,
whole areas of interpersonal meaning found in language disappeared. In
combination with the restricted experientiaJ meaning, this means that the
rigorous ordering of fewer components of mathematical symbolism allows
accessible and intelligible conventions.
That is, the English language
realises different speech functions (statement, interrogative, question,
command and so forth) with a range of modalities through a changeable
order and selection of functional units in the Mood srrncture. These areas of
interpersonal meaning do not exist in mathematics. Mathematical
symbolism: is concerned purely with descriptive statements and in a
restricted sense commands. There is no changeable order to realise speech
functions, no equivalent of the Finite to realise tense nor modality, nor
Mood Adjuncts to realise probability, usuality or inclination. Polarity is
realised by the same symbol that represents the 'verbal group' with negative
polarity usually indicated by a slash. Interpersonal meaning in terms of
attitudinal lexis is similarly absent. Using the notion of coreness of lexical
items discussed in Chapter 3, mathematical symbolism consists only of core
items. There are no shades of meaning derived from selection of lexical
items which culturally occupy a non-central position.

At the level of discourse semantics, the mathematical symbolism contains a
series of statements. The Exchange structure is one of a consistent position of
primary knower, or Kl moves and move complexes. This results in the
text's positioning as dominating. As I demonstrate in the analyses of the
mathematics lessons, this position has important repercussions for those
engaged in learning mathematics.
Interpersonal meaning is also communicated through the style of
production and contrasts in scripts and fonts. Given the development of
computer programs devoted solely to mathematical symbolic text, the
conventionalised style of type setting and symbolic representation is
becoming increasingly prevalent. The interpersonal meaning realised
through such stylised texts relates to a dominating position in terms of
power. These texts are 'official documents' circulating as 'regimes of truth'.
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4.124 Mathematical Reasoning as Selected Logical Meaning
In Greek mathematics, reasoning through experience or trial and error,
analogy and induction was replaced with deductive reasoning. This type of
reasoning was thought to guarantee the certainty of the conclusions it
produced. As described in Chapter 1, despite many attempts to the contrary,
"the indeterminancies in mathematical representations, the undecidabilities
in any formal system, signalling the disciplines lack of closure" (Tiles, 1991,
p.174) has been recognised through the contributions of Frege, Hilbert and
Russell and culminating in the incompleteness theorem of Godel. As Tiles
(1991) comments, new technological advances are contributing to this
process: "Computers are in the process of dismantling the very image of
reason which generated themll (p. 169).
Leaving the 'the loss of certainty' (Kline, 1980) aside, temporarily at least,
Azzouni (1994) characterises mathematics as "a collection of algorithmic
systems, where any such system, in general, may have terms in it that corefer with terms in other systems" (p. 79). A system is generated from a
'postulate basis' and includes the set of derivable sentences and the defined
deductive relation. Azzouni (1994) defines a 'postulate basis' as:
A postulate basis has (a) a recursive set of axioms (possibly null) to be
used as premises in derivations and (b) a recursive set of inference
rules to be used in justifying the steps in derivation.. a sentence A is
derivable from a poshllate basis PB ... if there is a derivation of A from
the axioms of PB using the inference rules of PB .... PB also imposes a
deductive structure on the entire language it is couched in (or for the
sake of brevity "PB defines a deductive relation") (p. 81)
1his characterisation broadly agrees with my understanding of mathematics
as a semiotic code consisting of systems which realise metafunctional
diversity. Our use of the term 'system' is different in that Azzouni (1994)
refers to a system as the total of my lexicogrammatical systems. Azzouni
(1994) also differentiates fields of mathematics on the basis of being different
but co-referring systems whereas I do not attempt such a level of delicacy.
In connection with logical meaning, I believe that firstly, with the
development of mathematical symbolism and the restriction of selected
options in the meaning potential of language, the algorithms involved in
the logical steps connecting the mathematical symbolic statements gradually
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became implicitly encoded, and secondly, following Tiles (1991), the image of
mathematics as dealing solely with deductive reasoning is misleading.
In relation to the implicimess of the reasoning, the deductive nature of
mathematical arguments is highlighted by the restricted range of explicit
conjunctive relations with some conjunctions symbolised (for example
'therefore') and others realised through language (for example, 'if', 'then',
'and', 'or', 'but', 'so', 'then', 'since'). However, the explicit statement of the
algorithmic steps involved in solving a problem or the derivation of a result
in rhetorical and syncopated algebras gradually became implicit as the
grammar of the symbolism developed and the results became generalised.
This brings me to my second point. The algorithms became implicit
procedures using established results derived from a recursive set of axioms
and a recursive set of inference rules. In a sense, this means the reasoning
involved in the activity sequences of experiential meaning, in,. for example,
the steps of simplification of an algebraic expression, remain implicit. For
instance, Tiles (1991) gives the following example:
Consider the function f(x) = 4x - 4x2
Since 4x - 4x2 = 4x(l-x), we can easily see that f(x) will take the value 0
when x = 0 and when x=l (p. 34)
As Tiles (1991) explains, this cannot be represented by syllogistic logic which
is deductive inference consisting of two premises and a conclusion, all of
which are categorical propositions:
Algebraic reasoning involves the manipulation of equation and
inequalities and the expression and manipulation of functions. Its
validity often rests on the correct application of procedures for
transfor~.
g expressions. Here it is not a matter of dealing with
relations etween general terms (which can be handled using
syllogisms b
of applying functions or operations to individual
arguments and of establishing relationships between functions by
establishing general relations between their values over a given range
of arguments. It seems that the reasoning concerns particulars and yet
it is used to obtain generally applicable results (p. 34)
Further to this, if I re-represented the above example as a problem and
solution in mathematical notation, the resulting form would be something
like:
Algebraically find the zeroes of f(x) = 4x - 4x2
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Solution
f(x)

o

=4x-4x2
=x(l-x)

x=Oorx=l
i.e.

the zeroes of £(x) = 4x • 4x2 are x = 0 and x

=1

That is, apart from the initial formalisation of the system when the postulate
basis is established, the symbolism realises a mathematical description of the
result after each algorithmic step, but no explicit statement of the algorithm
occurs in the mathematical symbolic text. In the mathematics lessons, the
algorithmic steps are found in the spoken discourse, or in the written
language component in which the symbolism is embedded. As Azzouni
(1994) explains, mathematicians are not concerned so much with the
deductive relations, but more with the mathematical statements which are
derived:
, .. although logicians are traditionally concerned as much with the
sentences derivable from the postulate basis (e.g. the logical truths) as
they are with the deductive relation defined by postulate basis,
mathematicians are usually not concerned with the deductive
relation but only with the sentences so derivable (p. 810)
Further to this, although mathematics involves working with algorithmic
systems, this does not meaning working algorithmically, As Azzouni (1994)
explains:
... working within an algorithmic system is not merely a matter of
mechanically cranking out derivations. It could be if we were
obs tinate enough, had the time and energy, and otherwise were
Unim~tive. What is so fatiguing about this approach, though, is
that
ost all the results would be boring and uninteresting: They
would re variants of the stuff we already know. In practice, one
produces proofs in somewhat the same way as one plays chess. We
don't search out all the possibilities exhaustively; rather we see
patterns, proof patterns, that we then sketch out informally. Seeing
these things is not a mechanical matter. ht other words (peculiar as it
may sound), we do not work within algorithmic systems
algorithmically, or at least we do not do so for the most part (p. 137)
This idea of working non-algorithmically is discussed further in section 4.3,
"Mathematical Symbolism, Visual Display and Language in Mathematical
Texts!!.
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In Chapters 5 to 8, I discuss the problems that arise in an educational context

of the implicitness of the deductive and operative relations in generic steps
in the mathematical symbolic texts. These often result in long implication
chains that have little or no indication of the results, definitions, axioms,
operational properties or la~s that have been used.
4.125 Specification of Texhtal Meaning

The organisation of mathematical symbolism as a message is highly
conventionalised in mathematical notation. As I demonstrate in section
4.13, "The Graphology of Mathematical Symbolism", textual meaning relies
in part on spatial arrangement of sequential mathematical statements. In a
mathematical statement, the notion of a Theme as the point of departure of
a message and Rheme as the part in which the Theme is developed is also
conventionalised. The left hand side and right hand side of an equation
usually involves the conflation of Subject with Theme. The steps in
simplification of a problem may be recognised as marked Themes.
Referential cohesion, the tracking of participants, however, depends on the
implicit deductive and operational relations discussed in the preceding
section. That is, participants are transformed through axiomatic definitions,
derived results, operational properties and repetition of refere nce.
For example, consider the previous problem involving f(x) = 4x. is reproduced below.

4x,2

which

Problem:

~~icaIly find the zeroes of fIx) ;

4x _ 4x2

Solution

; 4x - 4x2
o
;x(l-x)
x=Oorx=l
fIx)

i.e.

the zeroes of fIx) ; 4x - 4x2 are x ; 0 and x ; 1

In the solution, the Theme, 'f(x)', is the left hand side of the equation and
the Rheme, describing the function is the right hand side. In the second
line, the Theme is '0' after 'f(x), is substituted for the value 'zero' according
to definition of the zero of a function. That is, a zero of a function is "a
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value of the argument of a function at which the value of the function is
zero" (Borowski & Borwein, 1989, p. 641). In the second line, the Rheme is
transformed into 'x(1_X)' according to established results for extracting a
'common factor'. Experientially, the positionings help track the altered form
of the participants. In line three, there are two mathematical statements on
the one line. In each case the Theme is 'x', the zero of the function with
values '0' and '1' given as Rheme. As often occurs in mathematical texts,
the fourth line is a hybrid of mathematical symbolism and language where
lexical items are cases of rankshifted mathematical symbolic statements.
4.13

The Graphology of Mathematical Symbolism

In the systemic model of mathematical symbolism, the contraction,
condensation and extension of ideational, interpersonal and textual
meaning of mathematical symbolism is encoded in the graphology at the
level of the language plane. The forms of symbols used in mathematics (see
Table 4.2) include letters of the Roman alphabet with upper and lower case
letters of varying sizes written with varying fonts and scripts, the Greek
alphabet and a limited range of other alphabets and abbreviations. Other
sources include punctuation symbols, brackets, iconic representations and
the invention of new symbols. Mathematical symbolic text is usually
written in italic font when embedded in language co-text.
Table 4.2

ExamPle: : )athematicai symbols

Type of Svrnbol
Roman alphabet

I (upP., o';"L
Roman alphabet
I (lower ca~)
Roman alphabet
I (lowe r case, bold)
Roman alphabet
I (uppe"" "', bold)
Gree k alphabet
Hebrew alphabet
Abbreviations
Punctua lion
Brackets
Brackets
Iconic
New symbols

Example
G

Meaning

group

z

romplex number

u

vector

R

setof real numbers

•

"0

tanA
£' x
3[(8 + 2) - 21
f (0)
l
~
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angle
cardinal infinity
the tangent of A
the d erivative f (x
grouping of terms indicating
changed order of operations
the value of the function at c
is perpendicular to
infinIlL
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As briefly mentioned, I believe that two aspects of the graphology of
mathematical symbolism deserve special mention, (a) positional notion and
(b) the implicit embedding of operative process. With respect to (a),
mathematical symbolism realises meaning through positional notation in a
form that exceeds the scope of language. This includes textual and ideational
meaning in the spatial layout of the entire mathematical text (genre), in the
sequential ordering of statements within that text (discourse semantics), in
the serial ordering of 'components' within a statement (lexicogrammatical)
and - possibly its most significant departure from language - in experiential
meaning as dependent upon spatial positioning. Examples of this include
participants (with expression of classification and qualification), Operative
and Relational processes. The following examples illustrate the use of
positional notation.

J

F"

E

D

Not.,
The central location is cupied by a variable ('x') and a function ('f) surrounded by relative
spatial positions ('A' to 'W'). In order to avoid confusion with the spatial positioning with a
possible preceding symbol, the positions po and H· are not conunonly used in mathematical
notation. On the occasions that this place is utilised, the positioned symbol may function as a
deictic as in the case of a subscript (for example, 'iX' with the 'i' realising the deictic function
of specifying a particular value of x ).
Position
A
B
B
B
B

C
C

Functional Unit
thing

Example
X

operative process
thinlL
classifier
thing
operative process
thing

xY
f'(x)

M'
f' ,
+x
x!

D
E

deictic

X()

thing

X

G
G

operative process
relational process

-x

Figure 4.1

.x

Positional notation examples
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Meaning
the mean [of x)
x raised to the power [of y}
the derivative of f]
the transpose of matrix x
the inverse of function f
add x
x factorial
a specific value of x
vector x
multiplied by x
is equal to x
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Combinations of positional notion can also occur, for example, in the case of
1

the definite integral:

f x2dx.
o

Table 4.3

Examples of serial and spatial positioning

1. Equations and formulae

Cire Qualifier

Partkipants

fil!!=

Participants

2x + 4

•

7

3x

>

y}

AB

•

CD

•

60°

Conj

{ Xj

if

inA ABO
sLA8D
2. Simplification of expressions and formulae

!'ro<.ws

Participant

Participant

7(2x~5(1-X)
=

14x-21-S+Sx

3. Mathematical statements may be combined

Participant

Prore;s

Participant

l'ro<e;s

Participant

-3

<

x

<

2

•

-b-

•

and

2x + 3y = 4

•

s inA
sinB
4. Combinations may occur with certain conjunctions

if

x + 2y = 7

,
sine

As illustrated in Table 4.3, spatial positioning in combination with serial
positioning plays an important role in the semantics of mathematical
symbolism in regards to both experiential and logical meaning. At the
clause level of the lexicogrammar, with the exception of isolated cases (for
example, 'iff', 'and', 'or'), conjunctions usually occur on the left hand side of
a mathematical sentence, slightly separated spatially from the mathematical
sentence. In certain cases, this may also provide links in the surrounding
verbal text. In regards to experiential meanin~ the separation of process and
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participants is spatially and serially marked. It should be noted, however,
that texts do vary in terms of spatial layout and the extent of integration of
language with the symbolism.

In advanced mathematics, the picture is not so straightforward. Many other
possibilities may occur including use of language conjunctions and complete
integration of mathematical statements with text. In these cases, statements
of special interest are spatially separated from the body of the text.
Serial notation within the structure of the nominal group also follows
conventions which can differ from the structure of the nominal group in
language. An example of this type of extension occurs within the decimal
place value system (for example, 3.1415926).
In combination, the types of positional notation allow an economy of
expression that is iIDP:f."ble in language and thus make available an
entirely new meaning pote tial. 1bis is further evidence that mathematical
expression has incorpor ed and built on resources from both language
(sequential and serial positioning) and visual display (spatial positioning).
4.14

A Framework for a Systemic Functional Grammar of Mathematical
Symbolism

Following the systemic functional grammar of language, I propose that the
framework given in Table 4.4 may be used to analyse mathematical symbolic
text. In Chapters 5 to 8, I use this framework to analyse the symbolic
component of the written mathematical texts that are produced in the
lesson.
At the language stratum:
1.

Discourse semantics
Inter-statemental relations

2

Lexicogrammatical level
a.
Statements
Clause complexl clause (II II)
b.
Expressions ([ J )
Rankshifted participants of the clause which are the result of
mathematical operations
c.
Components
'Atoms' which constitute the participants in expressions
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I would like to note that as the level of embedding in mathematical
symbolism is much higher than in language, a single set of square brackets
'[ }' is used to indicate rankshift embedding of nuclear configurations
involving Operative processes. For example,
5x2 + 3 (x - 2) is represented as [[5[x2 JJ + [3 [(x - 2)]]]

Table 4.4

A framework for a systemic functional grammar of
mathematics

INTER-STATEMENTAL RELA nONS
EXPERIENTIAL

LOGICAL

INTERPERSONAL

-Collocation
(lexical relations and
strings through
taxonomies,
definitions, axioms,
theorems and
operations)

• Conjunctions and
cohesive conjunctions
(implication,
generalisation,
definition, axiom,

-Speech function
(statement and
limited forms of
command)

operational
property,
operational law,
doo.uctionand
indUctiOn):21
- Implicit and
explicitcon~ ·on
(external sym-bolic
and language
conjunctive devices;
internal substitution
and operative
properties)
oSequential
placement of
statements
(explicitly marked
when the logical
connection is nonsequential)
• Extension of taxis
into long implication
sequences
- Apposition
• Parenthesis
-Labelling

(move or act)
• Intricacy of
symbolic
representation
-Style of production
(hand written,
computer text)
-Contrasts in font,.
script and size
oAbstractness
(nature of
participants,
processes)
oProduction process
• Discursive links
(using verbal code of
main text within the
mathematical array)
• Labelling

• Nuclear relations
(consisting of
participant and
process only)
• Activity sequences
(progressive steps of
simplification and
solution)
• Positional notation
(indicating
continuations of
strings and activity
sequences)
• Lexis
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• Discourse semantics

TEXTUAL
-Referential
cohesion
(based on definition,
operational
properties with

explicit repetition of
reference)
- Positional notation
(the sequential
downward placement
of statements and
positional placement
functional

components)
-Collocation
(operative sets)
- Dependent clauses
(thematic or
spatia lly
distinguished)
- Ellipsis
(marked by spatial
position)
• Discursive links
(using verbal code of
main text within the
mathematical array)
• Labelling
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STATEMENTS I I

II

EXPERIENTIAL

LOGICAL

• Processes
(relationa l ide ntifying and
attributive /
intensive,
circumstantial and
possessive and
existen tia l)

• ConjllJlCtiorn
(use of symbols and
language)

INTERPERSONAL
• MxxI

TEXTUAL
-Theme
(one symbol for the
(unmarked. choice is
finite and predicate subject of the clause
with marked case
• Orientation
indicates steps in
(consistently high,
implicit objective)
simplification)
· Polarity
• Multiple theme
(presence or absence
(textual element
of a slash through
spatially p laced)
the process symbol)
• Ellipsis
(spatial positioning)
• Intricacy
(embedded processes) • Dependent dauses
-Style of prod uction (thematic or
(hand written,
otherwise spatially
computer text)
separated)
· Contrasts in font.
Importance of spatial
and sequential
script and size
position.
• Abstractness
(nature of
- Conven tional
participants!
spatial presentation
proa!Sses)
oProduction PfO(l!SS

• Participants
(restricted range)
• Circumstantial
features
(minor clauses,
dcpcndcntdauscs or
fused within
participant structure)

EXPRESSIONS (

I

EXPE.RIE.NTIAL
- Operative processes
(rondensation occurs
via high level of
embedding both
within and between
participants
explicit1y expressed
symbolically or
otherwise implicit
through position)
oDegreeof
embeddedness
indicated by
maximal number of
brackets from the
outside to the
innermost embedded

LOGICAL

-Rhe~~,
'tempo
a '
conjunctive relations
realised through
conventionalised.
order of operations

INTERPERSONAL
o Intricacy
(degree and
explicitness of
embedding)
-Degree of
abstractness (nature
of participants and
processes)
oContrasts in font,
script and si7..e

P"""'"

• Participants
(often the result of
embedded operative
processes)
- Circumstantial
elements
(fused with
participant)
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of differing types of
brackets
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COMPONENTS

EXPERIENTIAL

LOGICAL

• Restricted range of
units in the nominal
group (the absence of
d cictics, attitudinal

• Conventionalised
combinatory

practices

and experiential
e pithets)
-Qualifiers
(form part of the

INTERPERSONAL
.Degree of
abstractness
o Degree of
modification
oContrasts in font,
script and size

TEXTUAL
• Function of
constituents
(spatial, serial
position and
brackets)

nomina1 group
without the need for
embedd ing as
phrases)

• Classifiers
oConventionalised
use of specific

,YnIDOI..
(numerals, Roman,
Greek. Hebrew
alphabet variations in the
form of lower/ upper

case, font, scripts,
size, abbreviations,
icons, punctuation,
brackets, designed
symbols and
combinations of
above)

4.2

0

Visual Display

Before presenting the systemic grammar of visual display in mathematics, I

contextualise contemporary practices concerning the use of graphs and
diagrams in mathematics.

4.21

The Status of Visual Display in Mathematics

From earliest times, humans have realised meaning through both verbal
speech and visual images. Kress and van Leeuwen (1990) b elieve that each
has served a particular set of purposes which may be summarised
respectively as "recording/construction of histories, myths, interactions etc;
recording of objects, transactions etc" (p. 7). In western culture, however,
v isual representation became "specialised to function as a means of the
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visual representation of speech" (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1990, p. 7). That is,
the emphasis on visual representation has been in the form of writing. This
may be opposed to other cultures such as Aboriginal culture where
drawings, sand-paintings and carvings hold an equally important place
alongside verbal language as meaning-making practices.
Despite this emphasis, visual display, as the form of art, abstract diagrams
and graphs and so forth, has nevertheless remained a semiotic code
coexisting with language. I believe there are several reasons for this. Firstly,
visual representation is a natural component of meaning making practices.
The act of drawing and writing is inextricably combined as one practice in
childhood (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1990; Lemke, forthcoming). As gesture is
a 'natural' resource for making meaning, so is drawing. It allows meaning
which has been gleaned hom perceptual and motor activities in the material
world to be realised (Lemke, forthcoming).
Secondly, as fully discussed in section 4.31, "The Contributions of
Mathematical Symbolism, Visual Display and Language", visual
representation displays trends and patterns which- are otherwise
indiscernible in symbolically expressed relations. The visual display plays an
important role for intuitive understanding of the 'reality' constructed
through mathematical symbolism.
Shin (1994) however, discusses the traditional prejudice against the use of
visual display amongst mathematicians and philosophers. Diagrams, for
example, are considered as a heuristic tool only and not as a means of
establishing a valid proof. Shin (1994) believes there are two reasons for this;
the first concerns "the limitations in presenting knowledge" and the other,
"possibility of misuse of diagrams" (p. 3) such as can happen with making
unwarranted assumptions in geometry. In relation to Shin's first point, in
for example abstract graphs, visual experiential meaning may be less precise
than that realised through the symbolism which allows for calculation of
exact values, for ~ce. In addition, as discussed in the following sections
dealing with metafunytional meaning of visual display, the trends discerned
in abstracts graphs are incomplete descriptions which vary according to the
domain over which they are plotted. This is such a crucial problem that
critical points and trends of the graphical display are first algebraically
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derived before the graph is constructed.
(forthcoming):

That

i5~

following Lemke

Mathematics is more powerful than visualisation, even though it is
less intuitive, because it can represent patterns that cannot be
visualized, and allow them to be compared, manipulated, combined
(p.1S)

While agreeing that diagrams cannot represent all that is desired, Shin (1994)

nevertheless argues that the negative prejudice against diagrams is not
warranted on the basis of these two arguments. With C.S. Peirce's system of
logical diagrams called 'Existential Graphs' as the point of departure,
(Roberts, 1973), Shin (1994) demonstrates with formalisation of Venn
diagrams as a system, that diagrams can be used for a valid proof and that
inherently diagrams are not misleading. Shin (1994) accomplishes this by
presenting Venn diagrams as "a standard formal representational system
with its own syntax and semantics, and the system is proven to be sound and
complete" (p. 7). In this way, Shin (1994) demonstrates that what is needed
to avoid misleading representations is the "[transformation] rules of the
system that give us permission to perform certain manipulations. The
validity of these rules presupposes the semantics of the system" (p. 185).
Perhaps the prejudice that Shin (1994) is arguing against may be grounded in
western cultural practices which are concerned with emphasis on written
language texts as opposed to visual display as discussed by Kress and van
Leeuwen (1990). I believe, however, that the secondary position delegated to
visual representation may change with the continuing escalation of the
power of computers. While visual representations have been both
traditionally static and time consuming to produce, computer generated
visuals now encode dynamic representations with minimal effort. The
influence of computers is such that they have "given to new branches of
mathematics, such as algorithmic complexity theory, a new world view
which regards the physical world not as a set of geometrical harmonies, nor
as a machine, but as a computational process" (Davies, 1990, p. 23-24). The
visual presentation of data to reveal trends is of paramount importance in
non-linear modelling which attempts to reproduce and predict behaviour of
dynamical systems. As Davies comments, changes in mathematics are now
"technology-driven" (p. 24).
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4.22

A Framework for a Systemic Functional Grammar of Mathematical
Graphs and Diagrams

As a step in formulating a systemic functional grammar of mathematical
graphs and diagrams, following O'Toole's (1994) systems for displayed art, I
propose that mathematical visual display is metafunctionally organised to
realise the 'Modal Function', 'Representational Function' and
'Compositionalt.Function'. These respectively correspond to interpersonal,
ideational and textual functions of language. As for language, systems are
organised according to rank. Following O'Toole's (1994) rank descriptions
for displayed art, 'Diagram/ Graph' is the whole representation resulting
from interactions or Episodes of 'Figures' which are composed of 'Parts'.
These ranks and the associated systems are given in Table 4.5. As for visual
art, the division and subdivision of graphs or diagrams into Episodes is not
always relevant as pictures can contain only one Figure or a single Episode
(O'Toole, 1994).
At this state I would like to note that mathematical graphs and diagrams are
themselves multi-semiotic texts. Language and mathematical symbolism
are used, for example, for Titles and Labels in the visual display. The
functions of each of these components are discussed in the following
sections which deal with each of the metafunctions.
Although there are differences in systems, the applicability of O'Toole's
(1994) framework for displayed art to visual display in mathematics is not
surprising given the genealogy of the two discourse formations. In his study
of the relationships between mathematics and visual art and design, Davis
(1994) attempts to reconcile the contemporary division between the
humanities and sciences in "a programme of muhlal appreciation" (p. 166).
The point Davis (1994) makes is that historically, art and mathematics have
had major engagements with each other inc\Ud~
1.
2.
3.

4.

the reduction or conventionalisation of the human figure
via proportion or other mathematical means;
perspective; and
dehumanized, de-representationalized artistic productions
leaning heavily on geometric constructions or influenced by
emerging geometric theories, e.g., non-Euclidean or higher
dimensional geometries ...
Computer generated, assisted, modulated, or analysed art
(p.167)
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Table 4.5

Functions and systems in spatial representation in mathematics
Functions

Units

DIAGRAM!
GRAPH

EPISODE

FIGURE

PARTS

REPRESENTATION
Representation of:

MODAL
• Accompanying text in

• Perceptual Reality
(for example,
geometrical displays)
• Mathematical
Symbolic Reality
(for example, Venn
diagrams, data graphs)
-Topological
modalities of continuous
co-variations displayed

the form of Caption,
Title and Labelling
which are emphasised
by Size, Positioning,
Underlining and Font
• Colour, Line Width,
Shading, Line
Solidarity, Arrows
-Rhythm
-Curvature

as a Curve or Line
Process types:

• Perspective

oTitle
- Axes, Scale, Arrows
• Labels
• Lines, Curves,
Shading.. Intersection
Points
• Slope of Parts of the
FiltUCc

-Stylisation
• Conventionalisation

COMPOSITIONAL
-Gesta lt:
Framing, Horizontals,
Verticals and
Diagonals
• Positioning

• Perspective (20, 3D)
• Use of Lines and

C"",es
• Inter,onnections
established through

symbolism and language
fm
the labelling of
-Praming
-Scale
Participants and Process
1. Transformational
-Cohesion
-Style of Production
x-> f -> y
2. Relational
• Nature of participants (links in main body of
(graphs of functions
- Modality and the
text)
Degree of Idealisation, - Display of Process
resulting from
(diagram ~es)
Operative processes)
Abstraction,
• intErplay of Episodes Quantification
• Comparisons of
• Metaphorical
patterns of variation
narrative
• Production process
• Intricacy of display
• Directionality
- Interplay of Actions or • Prominence of
• Labelling of Interplay
Interplay
Relations between
Figures
• Labelling of Figures
• Participants
• Prominence of
individual figures
through symbolism,
• Circumstantial
language
features
• Displayed trend of
process (Line, Curve)
- Portrayal of Process
• Portrayal of
covariation associated
between Participants as
Axes and Figure with
with Process as a Curve
relative Positioning and
arline
Size of Figwe and
salient features as
displayed by Lines,
Curves, Colour, Line
Width, Shadings
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• Cohesion
(Parallelism, Contrast,
Rhythm)
- Reference through
language, symbolism)
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These engagements listed above roughly correspond to the following four
periods respectively: ,antiquity to beyond da Vinci, Renaissance art, end of
the nineteenth century to present times blending in with contemporary
computer graphics. Given this interconnectedness between two supposedly
separate 'disciplines', I have used variations of O'Toole's (1994) systems
where the degree of overlap of systemic choices of options in an individual
piece of art and a mathematical display is dependent upon the historical
period in which the works were produced.

Davis' (1994) view of the interrelations between mathematics and art
perhaps lends support to O'Toole's (1994) thesis of 'monofunctional
tendencies'. That is, O'Toole's (1994) engaging analyses of visual works
culminate in the proposal that nparticular schools and tendencies in
particular periods or even in individual styles of painting" reveal "the
dominance of one or other of the functions ll (p. 231). O'Toole (1994)
successfully argues the case for 'monofunctional tendencies' through his
analyses of, for example, the dominance of the Representational function
Andy Warhol's Campbell's Soup Cans, the Modal function in J.M.W.
Turner's Snow Storm and the Compositional Function in Jackson Pollock's
Phosphorescence. O'Toole (1994) therefore maintains that selected options
within particular systems dominate the visual representation. Davies is
basically arguing the same case; namely that at particular times, certain
systems, namely mathematical, were influencing representation in the
visual arts. This also raises the interesting question of the converse
situation, the influence of art on mathematics, and more generally, the
nature of change in discursive formations.
Following O'Toole (1994), the cultural styles of mathematical diagrams and
graphs could be traced historically to reveal metafunctional tendencies
which have resulted in the conventionalised forms of contemporary visual
representation. I hypothesise, that as mathematical symbolism gradually
realised contracted interpersonal meaning, expanded delineated fields of
experiential meaning and 'finetuned' textual meaning, similar trends
occurred in connection with visual representations. In doing so, the
delineated field of experiential meaning became the predominant
metafunction realised in the visual display. Superfluous contextual
information was eliminated. In addition, compositional styles became
conventionalised. Modal meaning did not disappear, but became contracted
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and direct. That is, interpersonal meaning engaging
mathematical visual display does not operate through
more as a direct command, "look here". Once attention
largely dominant in mathematical display is the
experiential reality.

the viewer of the
nuance, but rather
is focused, what is
representation of

In the following discussion, I have found it necessary to differentiate
between abstract graphs, statistical graphs and diagrams. Generally, abstract

graphs refer to graphs showing a functional relationship between two or
more participants by means of a cwve or surface. The points are plotted on a
set of co-ordinate axes and include only those points which satisfy the given
relation. Statistical graphs show the relationship between certain sets of
quantities or numbers by means of a series · of bars, lines or points plotted
with respect to a set of co-ordinate axes. The term diagram is used here in the
broadest sense to include pictorial or graphical representation of entities and
their relations such as Venn diagrams, geometrical figures and other graphs
such as those used in graph theory and topology.
I would also like to note that, given that abstract graphs do not form a
component of the lessons which have been analysed in Chapters 5 to 8, I
discuss theoretical issues associated with these displays in some detail in this
section. These graphs are centrally located in terms of mathematical
descriptions of patterns of covariation and, further to this, employ unique
strategies to encode Representational meaning. Originally, I had intended to
discuss abstract graphs in connection with the teaching of calculus, but due
to constraints this was not possible in this study. However, I envisage that
this is a future research goal. In place of contextual discussion, I consider
theoretical issues relating to the graph of f(x) = 4x - 4x2 which was previously
considered in relation to symbolic notation.
4.221 Modal Meaning
O'Toole's (1994) analysis of Botticelli's Primavera carefully traces how the
viewer is engaged through facets of the Modal function induding the use of
Rhythm, Gaze, Frame, Light and Perspective at the level of the 'Work'. As
O'Toole (1994) emphasises, these facets all intertwine:
The painting has a gentle, undulating rhythm which is in harmony
with the graceful gestures and stance of the figures, with the flow of
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draped clothing, with the placing of huit, flowers and foliage and with
the easily blending colours (p. 7).
In particular, O'Toole's (1994) discusses how the Gaze of Venus engages the
viewer "directly with her eyes" and "even signals a greeting or benediction"

with "the gesture of her right hand, the tilt of her head, and the poise of her
body" (p. 8). O'Toole also discusses the Compositional forces at work, such
as play with concentric Frames and Colour, which contribute to the viewer's
gaze being drawn to the Gaze of Venus. Further to this, at the level of
Episode, the positioning of other Figures, although clearly involved in other
happenings, demarcate the centrality of Venus. Each Episode is made of
figures which are together, with the landscape, made up of Members. As
O'Toole (1994) comments, if the painting is viewed Episode by Episode, there
is an interplay of modalities:
degrees of gaze in our direction, from figure to figure, or Gaze itself
negated; and Rhythm changing from episode to episode as our eye
moves from right to left across the canvas (p. 11)
So what of mathematical diagrams or graphs? In a manner analogous to that
described by O'Toole (1994), I propose that the viewer's gaze is directed to
certain dimensions of mathematical display, or, as Lemke (forthcoming)
phrases it, certain features are foregrounded either by design or convention
or both in mathematical display. In the latter case, as opposed to
individualisation through Stylisation, there is perhaps uniformity through
'Conventionalisation'. This feature is functional as it enables experienced
viewers to apprehend Representational meaning of a display at a glance and
lowers the likelihood of misleading representations.
Several general features of Modal meaning in mathematical visual display
may be noted. Firstly, although there may be minor happenings or subplots
as commonly occur in visual art, contextual information is generally erased
from the mathematical display. That is, usually in abstract diagrams such as
geometrical depictions, contextual Modal meaning as found in art is
removed as if the figure had been traced from a photograph. The context is
realised through the sUITounding verbal text or through overt markers on
the visual display which indicate, for instance, circumstantial features such
as congruent lines and angles in the display. Following O'Toole (1994), if
more than one Figure is involved in the visual display, then the
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'Metaphorical Narrative' may involve, for example, a 'plot' such as the
intersection of a line with plane or intersections between relations. O'Toole
(1994) describes such a narrative in his analysis of Piet Mondrian's
Composition with Red, Yellow and BIlle, a mass of rectangles and squares
marking out white, red yellow and blue coloured rectangles. O'Toole (1994)
argues that
the rich interplay of what are essentially compositional meanings in
this painting can be read as a semiotic narrative where plots and subplots relating sets of characters through position, salience and
congruence produced a highly refined abstraction of Representational
meanings: form becomes action (p. 259)
In such cases in mathematical display, the points of intersection would be
emphatically marked to engage the viewer's attention rather than be left
open as in Mondrian's Composition with Red, Yellow and Blue. This leads
to my second point, that although several features of mathematical displays
work together in directing the viewer's gaze, Modal meaning is not
generally a delicate balance of a variety of unobtrusive strategies working in
harmony as for example, in O'Toole's (1994) descriptions of the Primavera.
Interpersonal meaning tends to be directly realised as in the command
realised through an unmarked imperative.
As with mathematical
symbolism, there is no or little play on variations of Modality associated
with degrees of obligation. With exceptions, such as clines of 'definiteness'
associated with lines (from bold to solid, to dashes to dot-dashes, to dots), the
focus of the viewer's gaze is directed to certain features of the diagram. with
little or no discretion through the use of Labels, Titles and explicitly marked
features.

Another feature of interpersonal meaning of mathematical visual displays is
that the Modal value for the 'truth' or credibility is absolute. As Kress and
van Leeuwen (1990) explain:
... visual modality rests on culturally and historically determined
standards of what is real and what is not. and not on the objective
correspondence of the visual image to a reality defined independently
of it (p. 52).
Although mathematical representations clearly do not correspond to
'material reality', they nevertheless function as 'truth'. As Kress and van
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Leeuwen (1990) further explain, standards of reality are context dependent
In the context of science, 'Galilean reality' underlies visual Modality;

'reality' based on "size, shape, quantity and motion" (quoted in Kress and
van Leeuwen (1990, p. 53) from Mumford (1943, p. 48). Thus:
a technical line drawing, without colour or texture, without light and
shade, and without perspective, can have a higher modality than a
photograph. Naturalism and realism no longer merge here (Kress &
van Leeuwen. 1990, p. 53).

The Modality of the visual display is dialectically related to the modality of
mathematical symbolic notation which. as previously discussed, is absolute
through selections of meaning potential of language which have been
encoded in the symbolism. This Modality is similarly encoded in the
'perfection' of the visual displays through the Degree of Idealisation,
Abstraction, Quantification and the conventionalism of the display. In
combination with the verbal discourse and symbolic statements, the visual
displays function to realise the 'truth' of the discourses of mathematics.
Although under attack as discussed in Chapter }, this image of 'truth' is
maintained in part though the inability of outsiders to penetrate the
semiotic constructions realising the discourse. These points are returned to
in subsequent discussions of the functions of mathematical discourse in the
construction and reconstruction of subject positionings.
The case of abstract graphs deserves special mention. For example, the graph
of f(x) = 4x - 4x2, the function which has previously been considered, is
given in Figure 4.2. Initially, the viewer's attention is immediately drawn by
the set of Axes which is an extreme case of explicit Framing. That is, the
Axes function modally to direct the viewer's gaze to the central part of the
display, the origin of the Axes, where the Figure, the parabola illustrating the
pattern of covariation, is located. If the Figure is located askew from this
central location, the viewer's attention is immediately directed to the Figure,
usually through the opposition between the straight Lines of the Axes and
the Curvature of the Figure.
When the graph is embedded in verbal text as in journal articles, the visual
display is given a Caption to which the viewer is directed through Size,
Underlining, Font and Positioning of the text. In a similar fashion, I have
given the graph a Caption, "Figure 4.2 Abstract Graph". In school texts, these
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f(x)

2
f(x) _ 4x - 4x2

1

-2

-1

2

x

-1

3

Figure 4.2

Abstract graph

Captions often do not appear, but the relation which is displayed visually is
usually Labelled according to the mathematical symbolic description of the
curve as, for example, f(x) = 4x - 4x2. Attention is thus drawn immediately to
the curve through the multiple strategies of Framing, opposition between
the Lines of the Axes and the Curvature of the Figure, and Labelling. The
Axes are also Labelled according to the appropriate variable and function
names with each Axis are calibrated with a numerical Scale. The Arrows on
the end of the Axis give the sense of continuity and limitless expansiveness.
Following the positioning of the Label, the viewers gaze initially rests at the
peak of the curve, which is also modally marked by its departure from the
remaining shape of the curve. On other occasions, the viewer's attention
may directed to salient parts of the curve by additional Labelling of points as
either ordered pairs of the co-ordinates or as an upper case letter. In some
cases, especially with graphs with two or more Figures, both strategies are
used. Although these devices are not used in Figure 4.2, attention is drawn
from the peak of the curve to the intersection of the curve with the x axis by
two dots on zero and one. In relation to the previous discussion, these are
the 'zeroes' of the function. Other devices may used to engage the viewer,
such as Shading to indicate areas and Line Solidarity to indicate 'dominance'
of one line over another.
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•

The shape of the curve, or the Curvature also acts modally in engaging the
viewer. In Figure 4.2, the viewer's gaze is directed downwards through the
shape and the Arrows of the curve. In combination with the perfect
symmetry of the curve, the viewer intuitively senses the unfailing
continuity of the established pattern of covariance. These graphs contribute
to the ideology of perfection associated with mathematical descriptions
although needless to say, all relations do not exhibit such properties.
In mathematical diagrams and statistical graphs, attention is also drawn to

certain parts of the graph through the Title and Labelling of individual
components. The Title of statistical graphs is placed in a prominent position
at the top of the graph and usually marked through Size and Font. For both
mathematical diagrams and statistical graphs, a Caption is usually placed
underneath the visual display in mathematical texts. In addition, attention
is drawn, for example in geometrical figures, to parts of the Figure by
Labelling. Lower or upper case alphabetical labels may be used, or dashes or
marks indicating, for example congruence of sides or angles. Attention is
drawn to prominent parts of the figure through Size or features such as
Colour, Line Width, Shading or Perspective. Through the Perspective of the
diagram, the viewer's gaze is drawn to certain points of the diagram. The
degree of Abstraction and level of Intricacy of the figure also acts modally, as
does the Style of Production, be it hand drawn or computer generated. The
Rhythm achieved through Curvature or lack thereof also acts modally.
In line and bar graphs depicting, for example, statistical data, the viewer is
also engaged directly through certain features in the presentation. This is
indeed the 'art' of presenting information. The bars may be shaded using
different Patterns and ColoUIs and points represented through Size and
Shape. The graphs are always Labelled, as are each axis for Scale and
descriptive category. Misleading graphs are those which present the data in
such a fasmon that the prominence of certain features is attained through
dubious or deceptive strategies which are not warranted on the basis of the
data alone. For example, a line graph may be scaled so that what appears to
be a huge increase in achievement in mathematics marks over a trial period
is in fact marginal.
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4.222 Representational Meaning
In terms of the Representational metafunction.. attention is initially directed
to salient features of the display and to the Title and Labels in order to give
information as to what the diagram or graph is depicting. Once the sharp
short Modal impact subsides, Representational Meaning dominates. That is,
the viewer is engaged with the experiential meaning of the graph or diagram
pre-empted by the Modal function. As previously mentioned, however, the
conventionality of display often allows experienced viewers to digest the
experiential meaning of graphs and diagrams at a glance.
In the case of abstract diagrams, experientially the visual display may be a
representation of 'perceptual reality' as in the case, for example, of
geometrical figures or a representation of 'mathematical symbolic reality', as
in the case of a Venn diagrapl. In a similar vein, statistical graphs realise
visual trends in mathematically expressed symbolic data. In the case of
abstract graphs, as previously discussed, patterns of continuous topological
relations and covariations described by 'mathematical symbolic reality' are
realised as in Figure 4.2. These mathematical symbolic formulations may be
used to describe relations in 'material reality' in scientific formulations of
relations. The symbolic mathematical relations which are realised
graphically occur, for example, in advanced mathematics, Transformational
processes in 'abstract spaces' and, more elementarily, covariation patterns of
Relational processes involving Operative processes. In the case of more
than one Figure, the visual display may realise comparisons between
variation patterns and trends or actions such as the intersection of functions
and objects. If there is only one Figure, experientially the graph realises the
patterns of co-variation as represented in Figure 4.2.
A critical feature of the Representational meaning of abstract graphs is that
they all give only a picture of covariation over a limited domain. That is,
the 'picture' of the covariation changes according to the values of the
independent variable. Although this is not a problem to experienced
viewers, it is potentially misleading to the novice, as the experiential
meaning realised by the graph is dependent on the selection Scales of the
axis. For example, the pattern of covariation realised by Figure 4.2 would be
radically different if the values were only plotted for the negative values of
x. This is a major difference with symbolic representations which are
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complete descriptions of the relations. Visual descriptions are thus
necessarily incomplete as they give partial descriptions. This problem is
discussed further in relation to Compositional Meaning.
The Representational meaning of abstract graphs such as Figure 4.2 relies on
implicit knowledge of the semantics of mathematical visual display. An
inexperienced novice would find it difficult to penetrate or unpack the
experiential meaning encoded in a graph such as f(x) = 4x - 4x2 . This feature
of the grammar of abstract graphs also deserves special mention.
In Figure 4.2, the graph represents the relation or the covariation between
the two sets obtained by the mapping f. x-> 4x - 4x2 .• Formally, it is the set of
ordered pairs (x, f(x». The curve encodes two dimensions of experiential
meaning; firstly, the corresponding values of x and £(x) and secondly, a view
of the rate of change of f(x) with respect to x. In the first case, each value of
'x' displayed in the graph corresponds to a value of f(x). which may be found
by tracing a vertical line to the curve followed by a horizontal line across the
'f(x)' axis. The values may only be read for those values which are plotted
on the graph. The Slope of the CUlVe at a point. or rather the slope of the
tangent at that point. realises the rate of change of f(x) with respect to x. It
can be inferred then, that the positive rate of change (as x increases so does
corresponding value of f(x» gradually decreases as x approaches the value
0.5. When x has the value 0.5, the rate of change is zero. After this point,
the negative rate of change (as x increases f(x) decreases) decreases at
increasing rate. The 'critical value' is therefore at x = 0.5 where the
derivative, or rate of change, is zero.

As can be seen from these observations, interpretation of the information
presented in abstract graphs or construction of the graph relies on implicit
knowledge of the grammar of mathematical visual display and symbolic
notation. Tbis includes, for example, the notion of a graph as a set of points,
the notion of Cartesian co-ordinates whereby each point of the curve
represents an ordered pair (x, f(x» . the graph as the set of all ordered pairs of
the function f(x), the notion of a function as a mapping from x to f(x), the
calculation of f(x) values as realised by the lexicogrammar of 4x - 4x2, the
interpretation of the Slope of the curve as the rate of change of f(x) with
respect to x,. and recognition that the graphical display only gives a partial
picture of the covariation patterns. Further to this, if the problem had
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involved finding graphically the zeroes of the function, f(x) = 4x - 4x', the
viewer must be able to interpret this as meaning the intersection of the
curve and the x-axis; that is, when the value of f(x) is zero.
It appears that. although visual display in mathematics is more intuitive

than the symbolic descriptions, interconnections must be made within and
between the two codes if the Representational meaning of the visual display
is to be appreciated.
4.223 Compositional Meaning
As with language, the tluee metafunctions work together and are only
separated for the convenience of analysis. In his analysis of visual art,
O'Toole (1994) explains:
decisions about the arrangement of forms within the pictorial space,
about line and rhythm and colour relationships, have been made by
the artist in order to convey more effectively and more memorably
the represented subject and to make for a more dynamic modal
relation with the viewer (p. 22)
Thus the 'composition' of mathematics visual display, as with O'Toole's
displayed art, only makes sense with respect to "what is represented" and
"how it is conveyed to the viewer" (p. 23). In this regard, the construction of
visual display in mathematics is concerned with directly engaging the
viewer with unambiguous Representational meaning.

At the level of the whole diagram, following O'Toole (1994), 'Gesta1~ is the
term used "for the complex relations between a whole visual image and its
parts" (p. 23). As O'Toole (1994) explains:
"Gestalt theory" claims that we always have an overall perception of
forms and objects and that when we focus on their parts we perceive
them in relation to the whole (p. 23)
In mathematical visual representations, ~orizontal and vertical alignment is
explicitly realised through the set of Axes. In contrast, diagonal alignment is
associated with the curves realising the patterns of covariation in the case of
abstract diagrams and perspective in geomebical representations. In terms
of bar and line graphs, the diagonal alignments visually trace trends in the
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data. Following O'Toole (1994), the horizontal and vertical Axes "contribute
to stability and harmony, while their relation to the diagonal axes tends to
create energy and dynamism" (p. 23). Nowhere could this be more true than
in mathematical visual representations where perhaps this notion
originated. For example, in abstract and statistical graphs, the participants
are represented as stable elements (the 'x' and 'y' coordinates) while tension
between them is created through the curve as it visually traces their dynamic
relationship.
In connection With the Slope of the diagonalism itself in abstract graphs, the

representation has been conventionalised to correspond to the semiotics of
our physical / psychOlogical perception. In the case of perfect covariation
with changes in 'x' resulting an exact corresponding change in Y, the
relation is depicted as a straight line at forty five degrees to the axes. The
steeper the line, regardless of the direction of the slope, the greater the rate of
change or gradient. That is, a small change in 'x' produces a large positive or
negative change in y. The one problem with this depiction is that as the
diagonal approaches what is perceived to be 'stability' in the form of a
vertical line, in mathematical display, this actually means the greater rate of
change or tension. When the curve is vertical, however, a single value for
'x' produces a range of values of y values. That is, a pattern of covariation
between 'x' and 'y' does not exist because a constant value is 'x' is associated
with fluctuating values of 'y'. The rate of change is non existent. Whether
or not the mathematical interpretation corresponds to our commonsense
notions of 'stability' is perhaps open to question. On the other hand, the
'flatter' the diagonal line, the less the tension as a large variation in 'x'
creates only a small change in 'y' until the rate of change is zero. Changes in
'x' do not produce changes in 'y'. In this case, the tension is resolved and
stability attained in that every value of x produces the same value of 'y'.
There is a direct link betweens between the Composition function and the
Representational function in relation to the Figure in mathematical abstract
graphs. The Positioning of the Figure as a Curve or Line with respect to the
horizontal and vertical Axes is crucial in terms of experiential meaning.
This may be highlighted by considering a single point (x,y) of the curve. Its
placement on the two-dimensional abstract graph is exactly determined
spatially by the intersection of the vertical line through the x co-ordinate
value and the horizontal line through the y co-ordinate value. The
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resulting Curve or Line is the set of all such points. This means that
Positioning of the Figures is controlled by the Scale selection on the axes.
This becomes a critical choice in the appropriate Positioning of the Figure
not only in terms of Compositional meaning, but also as previously
discussed, experientially. Critical features of the patterns of covariation may
be missed by an inappropriate choice of Scale. To counter this problem,
algebraic derivation of critical points and features of the curve such as
turning points and asymptotic behaviour are ascertained before the curve is
sketched. The .Size of the Curve and the Position are dependent on the
domain. This once again illustrates that the need for prior mathematics
knowledge in order not only to apprehend the experiential meaning in the
graph, but also to be able to construct such a graph.
Unfortunately these observations are as yet preliminary as I have not
completed a large scale investigation of the nature of visual display in
mathematics. I believe this to be yet another important research goal if the
construction of mathematical knowledge is to be understood.
4.3

Mathematical Symbolism, Visual Display and Language in
Mathematical Texts

At this stage, features of the lexicogrammar and the meaning potential of
each of the semio~c codes constituting mathematical discourse have been
individually discussed. Although at times pre-empted, the following forms
a discussion of the contributions of each code in realising overall text
meaning and a general description of the methods by which I analyse the
mathematical texts in the classroom lessons.
4.31

The Contributions of Mathematical Symbolism, Visual Display and
Language

In contextualising mathematical meaning with respect to meaning realised
through language, Lemke (forthcoming) invokes the distinction between
typographical and topological descriptions. Lemke's basic argument is that
language primarily realises typographical modalities or categorical
descriptions, while mathematics realises 'topological ' modalities or
descriptions of continuous variations:
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Language is unsurpassed as a tool for the formation of difference and
relationship, for the making of categorical distinction. But it is much
poorer (though hardly bankrupt) in resources for formulating degree,
quantity, graduation, continuous change, continuous co~variation,
non-integer ratio, varying proportionality, complex typological
relations of relative nearness or connectedness, the interpretation of
different dimensionalities, or nonlinear relationships and dynamical
emergence (Lemke, forthcoming, pp. 3-4).
Lemke further explains that mathematics has historically evolved as a
semiotic modality to bridge between the typological and the topological:
Mathematics has its origins in natural language, but everywhere that
natural language was semantically weak for purposes of presenting
the features of material processes of practical interest to our ancestors,
mathematics extended its categories (non-integer numbers and ratios,
quantitative relationships, variables, functions, infinitesimals,
topologies etc.) and made possible the kinds of meanings that could
have one foot in each camp. They could vary continuously like
visual and motor processes and graphical representations, but they
also could be integrated into verbal texts and discourses in ways these
could not (p. 4)
In this statement, Lemke is loosely referring to 'mathematics' as symbolic
mathematics. The issues that Lemke (forthcoming) raises in connection
with the evolution of symbolic notation reqUire clarification. Mathematics,
in the form of mathematical symbolism, can be integrated in verbal texts as
it arose in this type of text and has never been separated from it. As
previously discussed, the expression of mathematical ideas using symbolic
notation was a gradual transition from 'rhetorical algebra' to 'symbolic
algebra' with the latter remaining embedded in language.
Also, I believe that the development of number systems led to semantic
expansions by default. New processes and participants were introduced with
the symbolisation, with the form (base, place value and so forth)
constraining the extensions which were made. However, the motivation for
the generalised description of continuous variation seems to have resulted
from concern with description of curves in the seventeenth century. This
was the result of the 'scientific revolution' (Kuhn, 1970) in which the goals
of science shifted from explanations of physical phenomena to mathematical
descriptions. That is, the impetus for mathematical descriptions of
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continuous patterns of variation arose directly from a paradigmatic shift in
science. As Kline (1972b) reports:
While the Greeks were largely concerned with figures formed by
straight lines and circles ... the seventeenth century advances in
science and technology produced the need to work with many new

configurations (p. 192).
Thus it came to pass that mathematicians such as Descartes and Fermat were
concerned with investigating curves like ellipses, parabolas, and hyperbolas
because they described such phenomena of the physical world as the paths of
planets, comets and projectiles. The curves were important for solving
inunediate problems such as those associated with navigation and strategies
of cannon fire and other practical problems such as the path of light through
the curvature of lenses. In investigating these curves, Descartes and Fermat
developed the idea that: "to each curve there belongs an equation that
uniquely describes the points of that curve and no other points" (Kline,
1972b, p. 198). Thus association of mathematical equation and curve was
achieved and for the first time, and as a result, generalised description of
continuous description of change and covariation was formally developed
with the invention of calculus.
Before this time, algebraic symbolic notation seems to have been in some
state of disarray fulfilling no obvious purposeful activity. For example,
Kline (1972b) reports Descartes as explicitly criticising algebra "because it was
so completely subject to rules and formulas that 'that there results an art full
of confusion and obscurity calculated to embarrass, instead of science fitted to
cultivate the mind'" (p. 193). From Descartes the links of equation to curve,
the calculus or the study of motion and change, was independently
developed by Newton and Leibniz in that same century. This represented a
major extension in mathematical activity as "previous mathematics had
been largely restricted to the static issues of counting, measuring and
describing shape" (Devlin, 1994, p. 2). In a limited way, such as found in
line graphs of data, there is the notion of continuous variation of data, but
this is confined to visual interpretation without generalised description
using mathematical symbolism. That is, the link from text to visual was
achieved with the development of Cartesian geometry and calculus where
the symbolism, or the 'grammatical metaphor' was linked to the abstract
diagrams and graphs, or the 'visual metaphor'.
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Interestingly, the power of the mathematical symbolic and visual systems to
create and direct constructions of 'reality' in the shape of 'scientific reality' is
now being critically examined. Peat (1990), for example, argues that the
dependence of physics on mathematics has directed the development of new
ideas. Further to this, "there are times when mathematics may actually
block the operation of a free, creative imagination in physics" (pp. 1W(161).
That is, as Peat warns, that in viewing mathematics as simply a tool,
physicists ignore "the subtle but very powerful influence it has over the way
they think and how they express their thoughts" (p. 160).
Peat cites the case of the Cartesian co-ordinate system which he considers to
have been blocking progress in physics in terms of efforts to unite quantum
theory -with relativity. The former deals with "discrete, quantitized processes
below the level of the atom" while the other deals with "properties of a
continuous spacetime" (p. 160). He argues that while quantum mechanics
and quantum field theory are truly revolutionary approaches, the
mathematical language in which the ideas are couched dates back to
Descartes.
Peat argues that "the mathematical language in which the
quantum theory is expressed is at odds with what the theory is actually
saying" (p. 160).
For three hundred years, physics has employed the language of coordinates to discuss the movements of objects in space and time.
Later developments like the calculus also rely upon this idea that
space can be represented by a grid of co-ordinates. But this is the same
mathematical language that is at odds with the revolutionary insights
of quantum theory. Cartesian co-ordinates imply continuity, as well
as the notion of space as a backdrop against which objects move. So
whatever insights physics may have in this area, they are still being
expressed in an inappropriate language. This, I believe, represents a
major block to thinking about space and quantum processes in
radically new ways (p. 160)
Peat's arguments echo sentiments expressed by Whorf (1956) in his notion of
covert grammatical categories whereby language functions to construct a
particular view of reality.
Returning to the co-deployment of resources in mathematical text, the
mathematical symbolism is powerful as it contains complete descriptions
which also allow for manipulation and calculation. Despite its limitations of
presenting partial descriptions and the possibility of being potentially
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misleading, visual display has nevertheless remained a constituent code of
mathematics. The major reason is that it allows patterns to be identified that
are not obvious in either symbolic expression or language. As Lemke
(forthcoming) comments:
Visual semiotics begin to allow us to see "trends" and "functional
dependencies" in the data, which no textualisation of it as
information would lend itself to so directly. We apprehend the
"patterns" in the data when displayed as a graph differently than we
do when it is displayed as a text (p. 16)
If one assumes that mathematics involves working with algorithmic

systems in a fashion that is not algorithmic, as Azzouni (1994) claims, but

instead is like a game of chess whereby moves are made strategically on the
basis of patterns, it is not surprising that mathematics enlists visual display
for mathematical reasoning and description. TItis also occurs in the field of
science as (Lemke, forthcoming) explains:
In scientific theory, patterns are generated from assumptions. Initially

these are verbal-semantic statements, then they are mathematical
expressions and/or graphical images or imagined or displayed
dynamical simulations, but always primarily of quantitative patterns
and covariations, the very things language has not evolved to present
very well. So, in addition to mathematical expressions, scientific
practice makes use of abstract graphs which only show conceptual
relations, and not actual data (p. 16)
In discussing the evolution of the visual display of data, Lemke
(forthcoming) provides an interesting account on the transitions from
verbal text to tables and graphs. Lemke (forthcoming) views tables as
"textualizable visual displays" (p. 13) which evolved from written text. In
tables, "textual ellipsis" is carried "to its greatest extreme, using visual
organisational resources to enable meaning relations to be recovered from
bare thematic elements in the absence of grammatical constructions" (p. 13).
From this, Lemke links historically "tables with numerical or repeated
symbol, entries" to the production of "a primitive bar graph and from there
to a line graph" (p. 16). He also proposes that Cartesian line graphs may be
read in a similar manner to a table. That is "when x has the value ..., y will
have the value" (p. 16).
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With respect to the role of language, I propose that verbal text, and in some
cases the visual display, function to realise the larger context for the
mathematical statements. The systemic options in language allow for
ideational, interpersonal and textual meaning which is beyond the scope of
mathematical symbolism. As previously discussed, the limited functionality
of mathematical symbolism means that it requires embedding in language.

At this stage I would like to note that I have identified a phenomenon
which I have called 'semiotic metaphor' in the analyses of the mathematics
lessons documented in Chapters 5 to 8. This process is similar to
grammatical metaphor in that a shift in the functions of elements occur, but
in this case, these shifts take place as a result of movements between
semiotic codes. That is, semiotic metaphor is concerned with shifts in
functions and the introduction of new elements which occur as the result of
choices in differing lexicogrammatical systems.
I believe that identification of this phenomena is significant for several
reasons. Firstly, the notion of semiotic metaphor may provide the means
through which the contributions and limitations of each code may be more
fully appreciated. I describe one such case in the analysis of the first lesson in
Chapter 5, specifically in section 5.253, "The Mathematical Text". Briefly, in
this particular case the movement from verbal description to visual display
results in a shift of functions from process to participant for particular
elements with the ultimate result that a new entity in the form of a triangle
is introduced. This means that the participants (the angles and Sides) are
now configured as parts of a whole (the triangle). The next movement from
the visual display to mathematical symbolism means that descriptions of the
relations between the' parts of this triangle are now possible through the
introduction of new entities (in this case, the tangent ratio) and Operative
processes. Further to this, in Chapters 5 and 6, I suggest that the evolution of
grammatical metaphor in language is perhaps a response to the semantic
expansions which occur through semiotic metaphor and the use of
mathematical symbolism and visual display for the construction of a
scientific view of the world.
The phenomena of semiotic metaphor may also help identify slippages
between realisations in different semiotic codes which may otherwise
remain unnoticed. This may have significant implications for the teaching
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and learning of mathematics. As a simple example, we may consider the
written mathematical symbolic expression "3y T!. Through the grammar of
mathematical symbolism, this expression realises a nuclear configuration
consisting of the participants "3" and "y" and the Operative process of
multiplication which is implicitly realised. However, in much the same
way as one considers "three yabbies", the verbalisation "three ylt may be seen
to realise an entity in the form of a nominal group with "three" and "ylt
functioning respectively as Numerative and Thing. The problems arising
from such a formulation become more apparent if one considers the written
mathematical expression IIxy" where the numerical value "3" has been
substituted by the variable "x". Once again, through the grammar of
mathematical symbolism, this realises a similar nuclear configuration
consisting of participants !Ix" and "y" and the Operative process
multiplication. The verbalisation "xy", however, may be interpreted as a
Thing. I discuss a more complex example which arises from oral linguistic
realisations of mathematical symbolic statements in the analysis of the
mathematics lesson in section 6.251 in Chapter 6. I also consider an example
where a linguistically realised problem is expressed in mathematical
symbolism in section 6.253.
I shall now tum to the meaning of the mathematics text as the sum of the
interwoven contributions of language, symbolism and visual display.
4.32

The Joint Construction of Meaning in Mathematical Texts

Meaning is realised as systemic choices of options available in the systems
constituting each semiotic, as well as through jOint constructions of
meaning between the codes. As Lemke (forthcoming) states:
As with all abstractions we learn how to construct relations and
connections among these different semiotic acts and their traces; we
learn how to count them as the same for some restricted purposes.
But insofar as their meanings are not determined entirely by these
correspondences with one another, but also by their relations to other
forms within their own semiotic (picture to picture, and work to work;
ct. Saussure's valeur principle), even what they mean within these
correspondences adds specificity of meaning in each semiotic modality
beyond the common meaning shared across modalities (p. 23)
i
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To aid meaning making, the mathematical text contain explicit discursive
links between each of the codes. The verbal text often contains lexical items
and statements which are symbolically expressed. These may reappear in the
mathematical symbolic text which has been spatially separated from the
main body of the verbal text and as labels in the visual displays. In addition,
in the verbal text, reference is explicitly made to relevant diagrams or graphs
and mathematical statements. The visual display may be referred to by title
or caption. Captions are often accompanied by verbal text which is separated
from the main body of the text. In the visual display, both the participants
and the relations are symbolically labelled. Mathematical symbolic
statements are numerically numbered for ease of recursive reference. In
addition, as mathematical symbolic statements form the basis for the
description of relations, they are usually spatially separated from the main
body of the verbal text. Prominence of the symbolic notation is also
achieved through the use of italics.
In mathematical texts, as for scientific texts (Lemke, forthcoming), the
'reading path' is non-sequential. That is, mathematical symbolic statements,
worked examples and visual displays usually are the initial and primary
focus. If clarification is required, then the main body of the verbal text may
be consulted. Further to this, I believe that mathematical textbooks in
general are not read by students. There may be several reasons for this.
Firstly, textbook reading typically does not form a constituent part of any
microgenres of mathematics lessons which are predominantly organised
around teacher demonstration of the new content and practice examples. In
this context, the textbook is largely a resource for examples. Student
difficulties tend to be resolved tluough spoken discourse and by persistence.
With limited experience and no explicit directions, the students find the text
difficult to penetrate or unpack. In addition, apart from 'projects' which
tend to be given in less 'academic' and more 'practical' mathematics
subjects, the construction of mathematical texts tends to focus on problems
which require symbolically expressed solutions. In secondary high school,
students largely are not required to construct mathematical texts as found in
journal articles or text books. Thus construction of mathematical meaning
usually entails immersion in mathematical symbolic notation which may be
contextualised through visual representations. The difficulties students
experience in constructing mathematical meaning are more specifically
examined in Chapters 5 to 9.
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4.33

The Analysis of Written Texts in the Mathematics Lessons

In conjunction with the analysis of spoken discourse, I analyse the
mathematical texts which are produced by the teacher on the blackboard or
overhead projector. Given the practical constraints, unfortunately I have
not attempted to analyse the texts which the students produce. For the
analyses I use a computer generated copy of the videotape image of the
blackboard texts. This ensures that all relevant features of the visual display
are captured exactly as they occur in the context of the lesson.
4.331 Ideology

In conjunction with the spoken discourse, the synoptic and dynamic
perspectives of the ideology of the mathematical texts produced in the
classroom lessons are discussed. These conceptions of ideology follow those
outlined in Chapters 1 and 2. That is, selection of options in the systems of
language, mathematical symbolism and visual display in the mathematical
text realise the particular ideological positioning of the text. As I
demonstrate, despite the conventionalisations associated with mathematical
texts, disparate texts are produced in classroom lessons. These texts realise
differential ideological positions which largely reflect the context in which
they are produced. That is, the ideology of the mathematical texts conflate
with the discursive practices in which they are constructed. With this in
mind, I demonstrate how both spoken and written discourse function in
tandem to create differential subject positionings according to class and
gender. In terms of the dynamic view of ideology, the role of mathematical
texts as dominant discourses in the operation of power is discussed with
respect to the construction and reconstruction of subject positions. The
apparent lack of contestation of the 'regimes of truth' of mathematics is also
linked to the nature of its semiotic constructions. This is discussed in terms
of the dominated and dominating in Chapter 9.
4.332 Genres

Martin's (1993c) descriptive categories of the genres of science provide the
point of departure for the following classification of mathematical genres.
Beyond these general descriptions given below, I have made no attempt to
describe the structure potential of the genres of written mathematical .texts.
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1.

Solving Problems

a.

Mathematical problems
The predominant genre in mathematics is the problem which is
realised through the co-deployment of language, mathematical
symbolism and visual display.

h.

Mathematical solutions
The problem is followed by the solution which is most often realised
through mathematical symbolism and visual display. Solutions are
found using Simplification procedures, generic solutions, proofs and
graphical displays. The setting out of the solutions follows strict
generic conventions.

2.

Storing Information

a.

Report
The function of a report, as exemplified by a mathematical textbook, is
to organise information about mathematical concepts and
relationships. This is achieved by way of definitions, classifications,
descriptions, and the listing of properties. These are contained in
smaller reports broken down by chapters, headings and subheadings.
Information is organised generically through the use of semiotic codes
of language, visual display (graphs, diagrams and tables) and
mathematical symbolism.

b.

Explanations
These are similar to reports except that the focus is on processes which
are organised in a logical sequence to explain the concepts.

3.

Exemplifying and Testing Facts

a.

Experiments, Investigations and Practical Activities
Mathematical activities are designed to exemplify certain relationships
and mathematical concepts. Accordingly, the mathematical textbooks
contain experiments, investigations and practical activities which may
be conducted.
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4.

Other Genres

a.

Exposition
This genre is used to present arguments in favour of a position. This
may occur in connection with the solutions to mathematical
problems in which a decision is made based on the mathematical
results.

b.

Biography
This genre is used to view the history of mathematics by focusing on
the work of an individual or the evolution of mathematical concepts.
It is more likely to occur in a mathematics textbook than in texts
produced by the students or teacher.

The dominant written genres of high school mathematics are "1. Solving
Problems" and "2. Storing Information". Given the visual cues of generic

structure through spatial layout of these mathematical texts, I propose that
students do not experience the same level of difficulty in identifying the
schematic structure as perhaps they do with language texts. In fact, I believe
that most students construct their texts through mimicry of the structure of
type examples given in the lesson. On the other hand, I believe that the
majority of students do not understand the grammar and the semantics of
the mathematical symbolism and as a result, have limited success in
constructing texts which follow worked examples. These same students
have even less success in solving problems which require any degree of
extrapolation. The problem, therefore, is not one of constructing an
appropriate text to realise a pre-conceived position as for language texts, but
rather is double-edged in that it involves constructing an appropriate text to
realise a position which is not generally perceived or understood by the
student. That is, working down through the communication planes, the
generic structure is visible, but at the register and language planes, the
semantics which function to produce the text, are somehow largely
undeveloped.
4.333 Register
As for the spoken discourse, the texts produced in the lessons are described
according to register selections for field, tenor and mode. These descriptions
are contextualised with respect to the spoken discourse through which they
are constructed.
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4.334

Language, Symbolism, and Visual Display

I discuss the contributions of the language, symbolic and visual components
through the appropriate systemic framework. In this way, the options which
have been selected in each of the systems for each code reveal
meta functionally the meaning of the parts of the texts. Explicit and implicit
connections between the codes as realised in the classroom discourse are
discussed in an attempt to capture overall text meaning for particular
segments of the lesson. This includes tracing the fluctuating Ioles of
different semiotic codes as the primary code. Most importantly, this
methodology means that the construction of meaning of the mathematical
text is traced dynamically and intertextually through the threads of the
spoken discourse. Because of practical constraints, however, the text is
largely examined synoptically as an independent text.
Amongst other insights, this focus on the nature of mathematical discourse
means that the analyses of the mathematics lessons in Chapters 5 to 8 shed
light on the difficulties that students face in constructing mathematical texts.
I attempt to explain the reasons why mathematics is more problematic for
some students rather than others in the concluding chapter.
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Teacher
Student
Teacher

It's very easy to criticise but come up with something
better. Why don't you think that would be a good
idea?
It 's going to be more than ten metres high. It 's ...
Well I think that's a logical answer there

Extract from Lesson A
The lesson analysed in this chapter took place in a male private elite school
which I refer to as 'School A', In Chapter 6, the female private elite school is
referred to as 'School W and in Chapters 7 and 8, the low socio-economic coeducational government school is referred to as 'School C. The four Year
Ten mathematics lessons which have been examined are respectively
labelled as 'Lesson A', 'Lesson B' and 'Lesson el' and 'Lesson C2'. Year Ten

is the third year of compulsory general education in Western Australian
secondary schools and the average age of the students is fifteen years.
Students who continue secondary education in Years Eleven and Twelve
select subjects according to their interests, or more commonly, according to
university entrance requirements.
Before I discuss the analysis of Lesson A, I contextualise the school with
respect to performance of the Year Twelve students in mathematics in the
1995 Tertiary Entrance Examination (TEE) in three mathematics subjects,
'Applicable Mathematics', 'Calculus' and 'Discrete Mathematics'. These
1995 results include the scores for the students who were involved in this
study.
Students may select to study one mathematics subject, a combination of
Applicable Mathematics and Calculus or none of these subjects. The score in
each subject contributes to a single overall Tertiary Entrance Score (TES)
which determines access to university and, more specifically, to particular
courses. Further to this, Applicable Mathematics, and in some cases
Calculus, is a prerequisite for courses in mathematics, computer and
mathematical sciences, the physical sciences and engineering at Western
Australia's most prestigious university, the University of Western
Australia. With the exception of the TEE subjects of Physics and Chemistry,
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at the University of Western Australia all course prerequisites involve some
combination of these three TEE mathematics subjects. With the added
exceptions of Biology and Human Biology, this trend extends to Murdoch
University and Curtin University. The only other Western Australian
university, Edith Cowan University, has more liberal course prerequisites.
These requirements highlight the importance of performance in
mathematics in determining access to tertiary study. In addition, although
not explored in this thesis, there is the added effect of the scaling of
Applicable Mathematics and Calculus scores relative to scores in other
subjects for the calculation of the TES. These features are indications of the
status of mathematics in the education system and society in general.
5.1

Contextualisation of School A

The filled columns in the graphs in Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 below display the
results for students from School A in Applicable Mathematics, Calculus and
Discrete Mathematics respectively in the 1995 Tertiary Entrance Examination
(TEE). These graphs are repeated in Chapters 6 and 7 to highlight the results
for students from Schools B and C respectively.
As may be seen from Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, the gross number of students
who complete TEE mathematics subjects in School A exceeds that found in
Schools Band C, though the relative percentages for the school populations
have not been calculated. Further to this, the average scores of the students
from School A are higher than those for Schools B and C and the state
average as displayed below in Table 5.1. This serves to illustrate the point
that of the three schools in this study, the male students in School A
demonstrate the greatest level of success in the discourse of secondary school
TEE mathematics.
Table 5.1

Mean scores for the 1995 Tertiary Entrance Examinations in
mathematics
School A

School B

School C

State

Applicable Mathematics

67.0

64.4

57.4

60."

Calculus

71.9

66.9

54.4

65.7

Discrete Mathematics

56."

52.9

43.6

51.1

TEESubicct
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5.2

Lesson A

Lesson A is initially contextualised with respect to the curriculum

macrogenre, the lesson genre and the constituent microgenres. Following
this, I discuss the register selections of Tenor, Mode and Field respectively
through examination of the linguistic patterns of Lesson A. This necessarily
incorporates an analysis of the diagrammatic and symbolic board text as it
unfolds in the context the lesson. As I demonstrate, each semiotic code
makes a unique contribution in realising the goals of the lesson. This is the
result of the meaning potential inherent in each code and a process I have
called semiotic metaphor. Finally, I discuss the texture and ideology of
Lesson A.
The full transcript of Lesson A with the microgenres and board texts is given
in Appendix 2(i}. In brief, Lesson A is a trigonometry lesson in which the
teacher presents a 'real life' problem to the students. The problem involves
finding the height of a cliff 'h' and width of a river 'r' using an angle
measuring device and a ten metre rope. As seen from the nature of these
participants, the problem does not involve finding a specific solution with
numerical values, but rather, a generalised result which may be applied to
any number of cases.
The linguistic problem is represented diagrammatically where it is
established that the solution to the problem involves taking two angle
measurements 'a' and '8' from differing heights on the cliff face, locating
pairs of congruent alternate angles and finding the tangent ratios for the two
right triangles that are formed. The mathematical relationship that the
tangent of an angle in a right triangle is equal to the ratio of the opposite side
to the adjacent side results in two symbolically expressed ' mathematical
statements. From these statements, the required expressions for 'h' and 'r'
are derived. In the concluding segment of the lesson, the teacher gives a
specific example of the problem and the students are required to calculate the
solution.
This particular lesson was selected because each of the semiotic codes of
language, mathematical symbolism and diagrammatic representation playa
constitutive role in the solution to the problem.
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5.21

The Curriculum Macrogenre and the Lesson Geme

Lesson A is the stage of 'Curriculum Application' with respect to the
curriculum macrogerue sequence presented in Chapter 2, section 2.221, "The
Curriculum Macrogenre and the Lesson Genre". For convenience, the stages
of the curriculum macrogenre have been reproduced below in Table 5.2
together with the constituent lesson genres. The classifications for Lesson A
are highlighted in bold.
Lesson A thus follows the Curriculum
Development stage in which the essential concepts for applications are

taught
Table 5.2

The stages of the curriculum macrogenre and the constituent
lesson genres
STAGES

LESSON GENRE

CurricuJum Initiation

Revie w Lesson

Cur riculum Development

Theory Lesson
Theory I Practice Lesson
Practice Lesson
Practical Lesson
(Review Lesson)

Cunicu1um Application

Theory AppliQtions Lesson
Theory / Practice Applications Lesson
Practice Applications Lesson
Practical Applications Lesson
@~view Lesson)

Curriculum Review

Unit Review Lesson

Curriculum Evaluation

Test / Examination
Test/Examination FoUowup

As displayed in Table 5.2, the lesson genre is a 'Theory Applications Lesson'.
In this case, the 'theory' is developed through demonstration of the solution
to a tTIgonometric problem on the board. The forty minute length of the
lesson means that shldents do not attempt an example individually. H this
had occurred, the lesson would have been classified as a 'Theory/ Practice
Applications Lesson' which is perhaps more typical of mathematics lessons.
In this particular case, however, the shldents are given a sheet of similar
prOblems for homework.
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In terms of the overall curriculum organisation of mathematics, at present
the 'Unit Curriculum' determines subject curriculums in Years 8 to 10 in
government and a restricted range of private schools in Western Australia.
Within the Unit Curriculum organisation, the mathematics curriculum is
composed of a series of six units as displayed in Figure 5.4. I propose that the
stages of the curriculum macrogenre may be used to describe the sequence of
lessons which realise the mathematics units.

Figure 5.4

The Unit Curriculum map for lower secondary school
mathematics

As each of the classes analysed in this study consist of students described as
'more able', the typical pathway of units completed by these students have
been displayed with double line borders in Figure 5.4. These students
typically complete two Mathematical Development units each year with
Stages 5 and 6 being completed in Year 10.

The Mathematical Development units consist of two streams which are
divided into 'strands'.
Measurement:,. Space and Inference Strand
(Arithmetic, Geometry, Trigonometry and Probability and Statistics)
Units: 2.3 - > 3.3 --> 4.3 - > 5.3 --> 6.3

,

Number and Function Strand
(Arithmetic and Algebra)
Units: 2.4 ---> 3.4 -> 4.4 -> 5.4 -> 6.4
For a variety of reasons, School A and the major private schools do not
embrace the organisation of the mathematics units as found in the Unit
Curriculum. School A organises its curriculum according to the model
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found under the Achievement Certificate which operated in Years 8 to 10
prior to the introduction of the Unit Curriculum in 1988. That is,
mathematics is divided into separate areas of Algebra, Arithmetic, Geometry
and Trigonometry whereas in the Unit Curriculum, a spiral approach to
curriculum based on the work of Bruner (1977) organises the content of
courses according to the strands given above. The discrepancy of curriculum
organisations across schools is the result of a political agenda dating back to
the late 19805.
A t this time, the political climate had demanded
demonstration of 'activity' within education and the Unit Curriculum had
been hurriedly introduced in Years 8 to 10 in Western Australian
government schools without a comprehensive evaluation (O'Halloran,
1991). Within the private school system, there were mixed responses to the
new proposals. Most of the large private schools did not adopt the new
courses associated with the Unit Curriculum while others reverted to
former courses after relatively short trial periods. At the same time as these
changes were introduced in Western Australia, international studies
(McKnight, Crosswhite, Dossey, Kifer, Swafford, Travers, et al., 1987)
specifically report the detrimental effects on mathematics achievement of
this same spiral curriculum organisation in the United States of America.
The results of these findings were supported in a study of mathematics
achievement in algebra in Western Australian government schools in 1991
(O'Halloran, 1991). Given the stance of the private school sector, one
feasible conclusion is that the changes associated with the Unit Curriculum
further supported an educational hegemony.
Despite these discrepancies in the curriculum organisation between
government and a range of private schools, I believe that the curriculum
sequence of the stages of the curriculum macrogenre is sufficiently general to
account for the sequencing of lessons in the mathematics curriculum in each
of the sectors, especially since in the case of government schools,
mathematics courses have slowly changed in response to the difficulties
inherent in the Unit Curriculum organisation. In addition, although School
A doeS not subscribe to the Unit Curriculum. Lesson A can be contextualised
with respect to the objectives within that model. These are located in the
Mathematical Development Unit 5.3. in the Measurement strand. The
appropriate objective is:
M5.4 Solve trigonometriC problems in two and three dimensions,
using trigonometric ratios (Curriculum Directorate, 1988, p ."17)
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The corresponding Curriculum Development stage of the curriculum
macrogenre consists of lessons realising the objective "MS.2" which is
"determining the sine and cosine of an angle ll (Curriculum Directorate, 1988,
p. 7) and objective "MS.2", "using the sine and cosine ratios to solve right
triangles" (Curriculum Directorate, 1988, p. 13). These objectives are
developed from "Objective M4.2" from the previous unit, Mathematical
Development 4.3, which involves using the tangent ratio to solve right
triangles (Curriculum Directorate, 1988, p. 7).
At this stage I would like to note that the lessons analysed in this study
represent different stages of the curriculum macrogenre in combination
with different lesson genres. Thus there are inherent differences in the
discourse which would be expected given the discrepant nature of the

activities realising each lesson. Although this makes a direct comparison of
the lessons problematic, I nevertheless demonstrate that there are significant
differences which cannot be accounted for by the nature of the activities
alone. Ideally, a corpus of lessons realising each stage of the curriculum
macrogenre would be examined for each school type. Instead, given the
constraints of this study, a cross-section of lessons has been chosen.
5.22

The Microgenres

The dynamic unfolding of Lesson A as described by the microgenres given in
section 2.223, "The Dynamic Unfolding of the Lesson Genre" in Chapter 2 is
displayed in Figure 5.5. For convenience, the numbered microgenres
occurring in Lesson A in order of appearance are given below.
2.

Settling into Work (SIW)

17.

Classroom Business (CB)

PRE-LESSON GENRE

PREUMINARY GENRE

18.

Homework Collection (HCo)
PREUMINARY GENRE

28.

Copying Notes (CN)
<T

MAIN LESSON GENRE

32.

Teacher Narrative (TN)

34.

Board Demonstration (BO)

9.

Student Interruption (SI)

33.

Teacher Exposition (TE)

MAIN LESSON GENRE
MAIN LESSON GENRE
INfERPOLA TED DlSRUITIVE GENRE
MAIN LESSON GENRE
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13.

Teacher-Student Private-Public Interaction (TSPPI)

31.

Teacher Summary (fS)

INTERPOLATED GENRE

MAIN LESSON GENRE

23.

Diagnostic Activity (DA)
MAIN LESSON GENRE

35.

Seat Work (SW)

46.

Closure (C)

8.

Teacher Disciplinary Interruption (TOI)

MAIN LESSON GENRE

END OF LESSON GENRE
INTERPOLATED DISRUI'ITVE GENRE

As seen in Figure 5.5, apart from the Interpolated Disruptive Genres of
Student Interruption (clauses 391 - 411), Teacher Disciplinary Interruption
(clause 702) and the Interpolated Genre of Teacher-Student Public-Private
Interaction (clause 523), the lesson progresses in an orderly fashion through
the Preliminary Genres of Classroom Business and Homework Collection to
movements between the Main Lesson Genres of Copying Notes, Teacher
Narrative, Board Demonsrration, Teacher Exposition, Teacher Summary,
Seatwork, Seatwork Discussion and Closure.
In tenns of disruption to the sequence of Main Lesson Genres, only the

Student Interruption suspends the lesson in real terms. The TeacherStudent Public-Private Interaction occurs as a minor indistinct exchange as
one student leaves the room. Given the brevity of the exchange, the teacher
presumably understands beforehand the reasons for the student's departure
or alternatively, does not perceive the student's actions to be potentially
disruptive. The second Interpolated Disruptive Genre, the Teacher
Disciplinary Intenuption consists of a single clause "Craig, excuse me"
(clause 702). In giving this command, the teacher is directing the student to
pay attention. This interruption occurs at the end of the lesson after the bell
has rung. In essence, this is the sole disciplinary action that the teacher takes
for the d~ation of the lesson. Apart from these minor exceptions, Lesson A
does not consist of microgenres that realise surges of interpersonal
meaning, such as found in those when disciplinary is undertaken or
students deliberately thwart the progress of the lesson.
The Shldent Interruption occurs when an uninvited challenge concerning
the merit of the teacher'S proposed method for the solution of the problem
is advanced by one of the students. An important aspect relating to this
episode is that the lesson is interrupted on the initiative of a student who is
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actually challenging the teacher with respect to the field of mathematics. As
will be seen in the linguistic analysis of this microgenre, this is
representative of the implicit equal power position of the students despite
the unequal tenor relations which are explicitly manifested through the
structure of the exchanges. As reflected in the steady sequencing of the
microgenres, I demonstrate that a consistent realm of interpersonal meaning
is manifested throughout the entire lesson. This allows ideational meaning
to be foregrounded in Lesson A.
The microgenre transition matrix for Lesson A is given in Figure 5.6. As
may be seen, the constant value of one indicates that the transitions from
one microgeneric state to another occur only once. This highlights the
steadfast nature of the dynamic unfolding of the lesson as one perhaps
according with the teacher's preconceived plan of the lesson structure. The
microgeneric state of Board Demonstration predominates with six.
transitions into this state.
The limited range of the three dimensional location of the microgenres of
the Lesson A is illustrated in Figure 5.7. The Field, Tenor and Mode
selections rarely deviate from the mathematics course content, overt
unequal tenor relations and oral mode with accompanying visual text
respectively. With the tenor relations, however, a more delicate analysis
reveals that student choices invoke reciprocity and thus realise tendencies of
equality in the tenor relations d~spite the dominating position of the teacher
in the structure of the classroom exchanges. This point is further pursued
in the following section concerned with the interpersonal meaning of
Lesson A.
5.23

Interpersonal Meaning

The interpersonal meaning realised in the oral discourse of Lesson A is
inter~persed with comments directly pertaining to the Board Demonstration
microgenre. Furthermore, comparisons with the patterns found in Lesson
B, Cl and C2 are made from selected vantage points. In section 5.233, ~The
Mathematical Text~ I examine the interpersonal meaning of the board text.
This format is repeated in sections 5.24. 5.25 and 5.26 dealing with textual,
experiential and logical meaning respectively.
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5.231 General Lexicogrammatical Patterns, NEGOTIA nON and
Interpersonal Metaphor
As shown in Table 5.3 below, the average length of the exchanges in Lesson

A is 3.54 clauses. This is the longest average length for the exchange
struchlre in the four lessons under consideration. Further to this, if the
interactive Board Demonstration microgenre realised in clauses 63 to 493 is
considered as a separate entity, the average length of the exchange is 4.17
clauses. This indicates that in Lesson A, the teacher and the students engage
in longer interactions when the field of the discourse is the mathematics
course content. This is largely the result of paratactic and hypotactic clause
complex relations as shown in section 5.26 "Logical Meaning", together with
a proliferation of Dynamic Moves.
The ratio of teacher clauses to student clauses for the entire lesson is
approximately four to one as given in Table 5.2. That is, as for each lesson.
the teacher contribution forms the major component of the discourse under
analysis. For the Board Demonstration microgenre realised in clauses 63 to
493 in Lesson A~ however, the ratio of teacher clauses to student clauses is
approximately three to one student clause indicating that students
contributions to the discourse are more numerous in this microgenre than
in the lesson as a whole.
Table 5.3

Exchange Structure
NATURE OF EXCHANGES

200
3.54dauses
198
2
1:0.24

Number of ExChall£CS
Average Length of Exchange
Teacher Initiated Exchanges
Student Initiated Exchanges
Ratio of reacher dauses: Student clauses

Apart from two isolated cases occurring when a student expresses
uncertainty about his answer (clause 238) and the commencement of the
Student Interruption microgenre (clause 391), the exchanges in Lesson A are
initiated by the teacher. With the exception of the Student Interruption, this
indicates that the teacher's power to initiate and control the exchanges
remains largely uncontested by the students. This is reflected in the dynamiC
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patterning of the microgemes previously displayed in the graph in Figure
5.5.
The dominating position of the teacher is also evident from his speech role
of primary knower (dKl, KI and KIf) and secondary actor (A2) as displayed
in Table 5.4. The overt position of the students is one of deference indicated
by the speech role of secondary knower (K2 and K2f) and Primary Actor (AI)
with the latter largely realised by non-verbal behaviour.
Table 5.4

Speech roles of teacher and students

Ranking Clauses:
SPEECH ROLES (n • 708)

Teacher

Student

Total

Percentage
(1 d .p.)

Total

Knowledge

446

63.0

139

Primary Knower (dKl, KI , KIf)
Secondary Knowe r (K2, K2t)
Secondarv Knower (i<n
~

440

138
0

Action

122

62.1
0.8
0
17.2

26
96

3.7
13.6

6
0

Primary Actor (dAl, AI, AU)

Seconda!LActo~JA2,

It_~

1

1
1
0

Percentage
. (1 d.-J'.)
19.6
0.1
19.5
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0

Unlike each of the other lessons examined in this study, chorus responses
indicated by the speech role 'Kn' do not occur in Lesson A. Students
respond publicly as individuals and as may be seen in Appendix 2(i), there
are no private interactions which would have been indicated by a projection
of ".... ". Further to this, clause 523 is the only case of a 'private public'
interaction indicated by a projection of """. This occurs when the student
leaves the room. The students are positioned to accept full responsibility as
individuals for their contributions to the classroom interactions and the
teacher does not engage in the technique of control whereby one student is
'privately' addressed so that the whole class may hear. These facets of the
lesson differ from those found in the other lessons analysed where students
•
commonly respond in chorus and there are many occurrences of private and
'private public' interactions. Further to this, on several occasions the
teacher backtracks to students in order to substantiate the position which has
subsequently been adopted. This realises a rhetorical structure of 'Balance'
whereby proposition and counter-proposition are given credence and
synthesised into discursive counterpoise as the basis for argumentation.
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Once again, despite the contrived nature of classroom discourse, individual
student responses are acknowledged as real contributions as opposed to
mandatory facets of an empty pseudo-dialogue which on many occasions
parades as pedagogical discourse.
As shown in Table 5.5, the SPEECH FUNCTIONS are predominantly
concerned with knowledge in the form of Propositions and Dynamic Moves.

Following these, Proposals realising action moves are the most prolific.
Compared with Propositions, these are less likely to be associated with
Dynamic Moves. TIlls pattern is reflected in the teacher contributions while,
with the exception of one action move, the students' contributions are
confined to Propositions and Dynamic Moves associated with knowledge.

There are no instances of Reacting which are associated with amplification
and surges of interpersonal meaning.
Table 5.5

Selections of SPEECH FUNCTION
The Lesson

Ranking Clauses;
SPEECH FUNCflON

Total

Pe rcent-

Total

585

.

Percent19.8

age

100

568

80.2

82.6

446

63.0

139

19.6

26
290
1J5
15
0
122

3.7

2.1
9
17.2

0
89
50
0
0
1

0.0
12.6
7.1
0.0
0.0
0.1

104
17
\
0

14.7
2.4
0.1
0

1
0
0
0

0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

166
15
0
123

3.7
53.4
23.4
2.1
0.0
17.4

Proposals
Dynamic Moves
Follow-up
Reacting

105
17
\
0

14.8
2.4
0.\
0.0

26

Total
140

Calls
Propositions
Dynamic Moves
Follow-up
Reacting
Action

378

Percent-

Student
Contribution

.g.

'g,
708

Knowledge

Teacher
Contribution

41.0

16.2

~

The SPEECH FUNCTIONS and MOOD selections for each ranking clause in
the lesson are given in Table 5.6. The results given in Table 5.6 are more
delicately displayed in Tables 2(ii).1 to 2(ii).8 in Appendix 2(ii). In these
tables, the MOOD and SPEECH FUNCTIONS are given separately for the
teacher and shldents according to speech role (dKl, Kl and Klf, K2 and K2f,
A 1 and AIf, A2 and A2f) and the stage of the exchange structure (nK_" or
!fA_" Initiation, Request, Response, Continuation, 'x', Closure). I would like
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Table 5.6

SPEECH FUNCTION and MOOD: Teacher and student
contributions
ACTION

KNOWLEDGE

TOTAL
Declarative
497

Call

2

Prop- Dyn. Foll* Rea ositrl Move Up cling

297

127

6

432

70.2%
Teache r
Student
YN·

Total

Prop- Dyn·
osal Move

55

10

224
73

82
45

11

7

6

Rea<ting

Total

65

U1:

61.0%
2

Foil
·Up

55

10

3

2

interrog
1

19

5

24
~

0.7%

M%.
Teacher
Student
WHo

interrog
41

1

1

4
3

24

17

10

3

5.8%

Teacher

24

16
1

22

11

Student

Imperative
85

4

Teache r
Stud ent

41

0

~

0.0%

37

~

2

46

2

.u11.
7
15

10
1

6.8%

46

4

48

2

Exclamative
0

0

0

!1Q%.

!1Q%.

0.0%

•

Teacher
Student
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Paralinguistic
0

0

0

0.0 %

0.0%

0.0 %

Teacher
Student
Minor

Clause
61

23

25

3

5

56

1

3

1

5

z.2.%

M.%
Teacher
Student

23

708

>J;

25

3

0.7%

5

3

1

17

1

1

379

165

15

0

585
~

JJl@

105

0

123
17.4%

to note that the division of moves into these stages of exchange means that,
for example, declarative MOOD structures are associated with action moves
and imperative MOOD structures associated with knowledge moves as seen
in TabJe 5.6. This occurs as a direct result of the theoretical framework used
for categorising moves in the exchanges. That is, if for instance the teacher
(K1) realises a knowledge move in the form of a dK1 question, the student
(K2) responds with what has to be a K-Response. This response, however,
may have an imperative MOOD as illustrated in the example below.
In the excerpt given in Table 5.7, the dialogue is classified as a single
exchange. As I explained in Chapter 3, the basis for this decision rests on
logko-semantic and interdependency relations which give rise to move
complexes. In this example, clause 270 is cohesively linked to clause 269
through the implicitly realised cohesive tie, "that is". Clause 271 is
paratactically linked to this clause through the explicitly realised conjunction
"and". That is, clauses 269, 270 and 271 comprise the student Response to a
dK1 question that the teacher had previously posed to the whole class.
Further to this, the teacher probes the student response to the original
question through the Dynamic 'Checking' Move in clause 272. The teacher
clarifies this K-Request move in clauses 273, 274 and 275. These are clause
complex hypotactic relations involving PROJECTION. The student responds
with a contradiction in clause 276. The teacher further clarifies his question
in clauses 277, 278 and 279. These clauses once again are hypotactically
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related and are cases of PROJECTION. The teacher then replays the Dynamic
Move of clause 272. This extract is an illustration of the extended
interactions that occur in the Board Demonstration microgenre.
Table 5.7

Moves, stages of exchange structure, SPEECH FUNCTION,
MOOD selections

N°/
Speaker r>JO

Clause

ummm

MOVE. SPEECH

STRUCTURE,

answer,

you

could use the horizontal [as a line

K1,
K-x, clarification,.

Taking this phenomenon into account, with minor exceptions the MOOD
selections for the SPEECH FUNCTIONS realise interpersonal congruence in
Lesson A. That is, as shown in Tables 2(ii).l to 2(ii).4 in Appendix 2(ii), the
majority of knowledge moves are statements realised by untagged
dec!laratives. The tagged dedaratives which occur in Lesson A are given in
Table 5.8. As may be seen, only twelve of the total number of declaratives in
the lesson are tagged. This is the lowest percentage of MOOD TAGS in the
four lessons under examination. Interestingly enough, the Subject of the
Mood Tag is most often the students or the collective tt we". This perhaps
indicates a form of power playas agreement to the statements is coerced
through personal commitment. With minor exceptions, in this lesson
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unlike the others, statements having a mathematical Subject do not require
such coercive play.

Table 5.8

Mood Tags

QauseNO /
MOOD TAGS

Speaker
144 And
Z19T
27'>T
385T
451 T
467T
502T
513T
5WT
628T
640T
694T

/ I well you can hold both ends can't you
/ / OK he 's obviously now looking at triangles isn't he
II (we want) to talk [about just angles theta and alpha don't we
/ I 'h' ofrourse already appears in the nwnerator doesn't it
II OK obviousJy YOE 've g~t to .~ 'r' {~yjlse~don't YOU
/ / ultimately down here we want to write [['r' e uaJs]J don't we
/ / (you'd know what to do there wouldn't you
/ I which then leads to fractions doesn't it
/ / subtract the three x [from both sides] wouldn't it be doing
/ I you are dividiml:: [by a small number] aren't you
/ / OK well you Ire talking [about hundreds of metres] aren't you
/ I you Ire giving it [to two decimal places weren't you

As given in Table 2(ii).1 in Appendix 2(ii), with the exception of three
declaratives, teacher dKl initiating moves are realised by WH interrogatives
and polar interrogatives. This illustration of interpersonal congruence as
opposed to metaphor with respect to MOOD and SPEECH FUNCTION
corresponds to selections made for commands realised by the teacher and the
student responses to questions. These particular cases of interpersonal
congruence are explored in detail below.

The unmarked MOOD structure for commands is imperative. Given an
imperative MOOD structure, I have noted the occurrence of a Subject or
Finite to a lesser degree as marked. Interpersonal metaphor occurs with
commands realised through a declarative or modulated interrogative
MOOD or, alternatively, through some play of modulation. As may be seen
in Table 5.6 above, the MOOD selections for proposals are fifty five
declarative, three polar interrogative and forty six imperative and one
minar clause, the latter being a student clause. At first glance, it may appear
that there is a high incidence of interpersonal metaphor occurring with the
number of declaratives. However, the majority of these declaratives realise
the SPEECH FUNCTION of offer, or alternatively, are K-Continuation or K-x
stages in the exchange structure. That is, as displayed in Table 2(ii).5 in
Appendix 2(ii), nineteen of the proposals are stages of offer realised by
eighteen declaratives and one polar interrogative. Interestingly, this is one
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case of marked realisation as teacher offers are realised non-congruently
through modulated declaratives as opposed to modulated WHinterrogatives. This is perhaps a technique of dominance as the teacher does
not give the students the option of non-acceptance. Of the remaining thirty
seven declaratives realising proposals, there are twenty eight AContinuation or A-x moves realising the SPEECH FUNCTION of command.
As shown in Table 2(ii).6 in Appendix 2(ii)1 there are nine cases of
declarative being the initiating moves for a command. The two cases of
polar interrogatives realising a command are given below. Of these only
one is an initiating move with the second being a dependent hypotactic A-x
l

move.
A2, A-Initiation. command
A2, A-x, command

228T
229T

II but can anyone think
/ / is there an easy way

In short, commands are congruently realised by the forty six cases of
imperative MOOD, thirty seven of which are initiating moves. This degree
of interpersonal congruence of MOOD and SPEECH FUNCTION is not
found in the other three lessons.
Table 5.9
Gause NO/
Speaker
liT
12 T
I06T
lO7T
l2l T
lOOT
172T
177T
118T
l8ST
190T
314T
319Tl'
434T
58IT
584T
636T

Imperative commands with MOOD structure
Subject

have
let's
let's
let 's
let's
let's
let's
le t's
let 's
let's
let's
let's
let 's

that homework handed up
take justa minimum of fuss ([to do this]]
do that
dear up any sources <ideas:> ((that we have to work outJ

"some
"some

let's
let's
let's
don't

I "'"

Residue

add that [to oW' diagram]

I "'"

?On
710T

Finite

ay some other pOint here
call this point / ah C
call it alpha
·ust detail flwhat we have donell
now go about looking at them l~ each of those triangles
take the tangent
add ten
just suppose
nOW5Uppose
think [about it
think

""
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The cases where a Subject or Finite has been selected in an imperative are
displayed in Table 5.9. As may be seen, the majority are second order
imperatives with Subject "let's". There are only two cases of the Subject
"you" where interpersonal amplification occurs. The teacher adopts the
strategy whereby he identifies with the students in an effort to soften the
command and create a sense of unity in the classroom. The technique of
control being role-modelled by the teacher in Lesson A is one that may be
practised by those in a position of power. As will be seen, this strategy is not
the same as those practised in the lessons of working class and female
shldents. In these lessons, the techniques of control and the promotion of a
'communal spirit' generally realise a deferential as opposed to dominating
position.
In terms of interpersonal congruence of the SPEECH FUNCTION and
MOOD realised by the students, as may be seen in Table 2(ii).4 in Appendix
2(ii), the thirty four student answers to questions realise only one disclaimer
with twenty four and nine selecting for declarative and imperative MOOD
respectively. Of these, a further twenty four are Continuation and eight K-x
moves indicating that students answers reflect the teacher practice of
extended as opposed to single clause contributions. As may be seen in the
same table, there are also two cases of student contradictions to teacher
statements.
As listed in Table 2(ii).4 in Appendix 2(ii), students initiate Dynamic Moves
of Check, Clarification and Replay on ten occasions. Students, however,
more often respond to Dynamic Moves initiated by the teacher. As seen in
Table 2(ii).l, the most common Dynamic Move realised by the teacher is
Clarification followed by Replay, Challenge and Check, and Confirmation
respectively. Backchannel has not been included as occurrences are difficult
to ascertain given the muted or non-verbal realisation. The teacher probes
and extends student answers with fourteen occasions of Requests for
Clarification and three occasions of Requests for Check.

•

Minor clauses account for 8.6% of the total number of clauses as shown in
Table 5.6 above. Although this is the highest percentage of minor clauses in
the four lessons, it is comparable to the number found in Lessons B and CI.
A large number of these clauses consist of Vocatives which realise the move
of Summons or response to Bids from students. Although minor clauses
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realise 'involved' contact, as I will demonstrate, this is tempered by the
predominance of major clauses and other lexicogrammatical patterns. In
particular, I demonstrate that the lexical choices in Lesson A lean to
formality in contrast to degrees of intimacy which are manifested in the
other lessons.
Unlike the other lessons, there are no occasions of paralinguistic behaviour
realising a constitutive move in exchange structures as displayed in Table 5.6
above. In addition, there are no exclamatives to realise amplification or
surges of interpersonal meaning. The tone of the discourse is steadfastly
regular and covertly emulates equal power relations despite the explicit
authority of the teacher.
The practice of power dominating relations is reflected in minimal ellipsis of
clauses. As seen in Table 5.10, ellipsed clauses constitute 10.3% of the total
clauses. This is the lowest percentage of ellipSis found in any of the four
lessons under consideration. If the contribution of the teacher and students
in Lesson A are considered separately as displayed in Table 5.11, it may be
seen that proportionally, there are three times more student ellipsed clauses
than teacher ellipsed clauses. As student contributions tend to be responses
to questions, the rate of ellipsis is greater than for the teacher. However,
comparisons with the other lessons reveal that the percentage of ellipsed
student clauses is under half those found in the other lessons. This is
another facet of Lesson A that contributes to the trend of equal tenor
relations. These patterns are not found in Lesson B, C1 or C2.
Table 5.10

Clausal analysis
Total

Percentage
(! d.p.~

CLASSIFIED CLAUSES

70S

100

MAJOR CLAUSES

647

91.4

EIHpsed
Abandoned

542
73
32

76.6
10.3
4.5

MINOR CLAUSES

61

S.6

•
Complete

NON-CLASSIFIED/ UNKNOWN CLAUSES

2
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Table 5.11

Clausal analysis: Teacher and student contributions
Teacher

Student

Total
568

% (1 d .p;

Total
140

% 1 d.p.)

80.2

RELATIVE PERCENTAGES

568

100

140

100

MAJOR CLAUSES

508
447
41

20

89.4
78.7
7.2
3.5

139
95
32
12

99.3
67.9
22.9
8.6

MINOR CLAUSES

60

10.6

1

0.7

NON.CLASSIFIED/ UNKNOWN
CLAUSES

2

CLASSIFIED CLAUSES (Total 701!)

Complete
Ellipsed
Abandoned.

19.8

0

The modality and modulation classificatory types, values and orientation are
recorded for each ranking and rankshifted clause in Lesson A. Modality and
modulation of ellipsed clauses have not been tabled unless explicitly
realised.
As indicated in Table 5.12 below" the majority of clauses, or 81.2%, are
concerned with modality where the type of modality is exclusively
probability. On the other hand, modulation is largely concerned with
obligation and to a lesser extent inclination and potentiality.

Table 5.12

Modality and Modulation

(n = 591)

To tals

P~rce~:fe
1 d. .

MODALITY

480

81.2

Probability
Usuality

480

MODULATION

111

Obli~ation

89
17
5

•

Inclination
Potentiality

0
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The modality values and orientation for ranking and ranking shifted clauses
are given in Table 5.13. In 71.2% of the cases, there is no realisation of
modality resulting in absolute certainty. This trend is reflected in the other
lessons, especially in Lesson Cl in which 87.1% cases realise absolute
certainty. It appears that discourses of secondary school mathematics are
imbued with a sense of surety through modal congruence.
Table 5.13

Modality values for Probability

ORIENTATION I

Objective

VALUE

(n = ~)

Maximal

High

Implicit

Explicit

342
(71.2%)
17

5
(1.0%)
1
LO.2%)

(3 . 5 ~ )

Median

Subjective

1
(0.2%)

Implicit

22

(4.6%)
3
~0 .6 % )

51
(10.6%)
37
(7.7%)

Low

Explicit

1
. (0.2 ~

Where modality is metaphorically realised, the power dominating relations
are reflected in the explicit absolute values and the high implicit and explicit
values.
The cases of explicit modality realising probability are listed in Table 5.14
where it may be seen that the subjective explicit absolute value derives from
"1 think". Ironically this manifests a level of uncertainty and negotiation.
The most common occurrence of this type of modality is found in Lesson B.
On the other hand, the high values of modality reflect trends in Lesson B but
are not as marked in Lessons CI and C2. In other words, students from
working class backgrounds do not learn to m etaphorically colour
interpersonal meaning to create what paradoxically amounts to some level
of uncertainty.

•

The relatively frequent expression of subjective implicit median values for
probability are largely realised through "will". This selection indicates some
uncertainty about the future. The low subjective implicit orientation is
largely realised through "can".
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Table 5,14 Probability: Explicit realisation of modality
Clause

Value and orientation

II want

ll beyM,x l

fI .hh,

,65 T
.thi~

79T
85T

, Anton I think
' it • ve",

88T
90T
94 T
96T
99T
104'
UOT

<Tony> [(that you

subjective

U4T
199

200

/ / and then using the fact [[that these are

maximal, absolute, objective

II

285T

I 310T

, an II think

Iiso

d.ht

:we ,

I; ~
~
'so [from .
I 424T
467T

/I

I 49'JT

I: ~f <if> ;~!"u.w.nt the

5U '
, 629T

/I so that! think
I/so

~T

"tthe two

> we want
, want'
: 1[,,'

subjective

, Iwith

,be the hc;ght 'h' ;s , h;gh,

There are five cases of potentiality realised by "can". This results in low
subjective implicit values of modulation. However~ the high modulation
•
values of obligation and inclination given in Tables 5.14 and 5.15

respectively indicate that commands and offers do not leave room for
neg otiation but are directly requested or offered. This is once again
indicative of a position of power as opposed to deference.
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Table 5.15

Obligation: Modulation

ORIENT AnON I

Explicit

Implicit

(n = 89)

Subjective

Objective

VALUE

Maximal

Implicit

Explicit

82
(92.9 %)

1
(1.1 %)

High
Medium

6
(6.7%)

Low

Table 5.16

Inclination: Modulation
Subjective

Objective

ORIENTATION/

VALUE

(n = 17)

Maximal

Implicit

Explicit

Implicit

2

2

(11.8 %)

(11.8%)

Hig h

10
(58.8%)

Explicit

3
(17.6%)

Medium

Low

The frequency of Mood. Adjuncts according to category is given in Table 5.17.
The ratio of Mood Adjuncts per ranking clause in Lesson A is comparable to
that of Lesson 8 but well exceeds that of Lesson CI and C2. However, in
Lesson A the students contribute 22.2% of the total number of Mood
Adjuncts. This is well beyond the student contributions in other lessons and
indicates that these students once again are consciously or unconsciously
capable of flavouring interpersonal meaning.

•

As for the other lessons, the category of Mood Adjunct which predominates
is a low level of 'intensity' realised largely through the selection of "just". It
appears that the teacher and, in some cases, the students perceive the level of
difficulty of the discourse and choose Mood Adjuncts designed to downplay
this intensity. However in Lesson A, unlike other lessons, there are a large
number of Mood Adjuncts associated with a high level of presumption.
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These include adjuncts such as "of course" and "obviously", Interpersonally
it appears that although the intensity of the discourse is tempered, an
atmosphere is created whereby there is a high level of expectation that the
students follow the arguments presented in the lesson. This atmosphere
and level of expectation does not occur in the other three lessons. In Lesson
B excuses are explicitly made by both the teacher and the students for
difficulties with the mathematical content. In Lesson Cl teacher choices
tend to be sardonic and function covertly to undermine student confidence
while in Lesson C2 the teacher overtly expresses surprise and pleasure that
the shldents seem to be coping adequately with the work

Table 5.17

Mood Adjuncts
Total
90

42.2

E~

3.3
15.•

~

~":"'~\

(~

21
12
2

-%3
'.3
2.2

87
3

%.7
3.3

~ = o.n

>~

: Mood

17

18.9

22_

_22.~

Mood Adjuncts concerned with time and probability also feature in Lesson
A. In the first case, these choices arise from the need to remind students of
time restrictions, as for example in the case of "quickly" or, alternatively, to
emphasise stages reached in the solution to the problem as for example in
selections of "already" and "still". Apart from a few exceptions, the category
of probability realises low values, for example, "maybe" and "probably".
These are perhaps included as a counter to the high modality of the
discourse and introduce some measure of uncertainty which is open to
negotiation and change. These do not occur as frequently in the Lessons Cl
and C2.
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As listed in Table 5.17, 18.9% of these Mood Adjuncts are thematic Modal
Adjuncts. Although this is the lowest percentage of thematic Mood
Adjuncts, it is comparable to Lessons Cl and C2. This trend reflects the
number of choices in the category of intensity and time which do not tend to
be thematic and also the backstaging of interpersonal meaning. In. Lesson H,
a greater number of Mood Adjuncts are given thematic status thus

foregrounding interpersonal meaning as the point of departure for the
message.
In the entire Lesson A, one Comment Adjunct, "anywayU, is selected. A
similar trend is found in Lessons Cl and C2. In Lesson H, however,
interpersonal meaning is amplified through selection of these adjuncts.

The polarity is overwhelming positive in each of the four lessons. This may
be partly a function of being politically correct in the face of the video
camera. Contemporary pedagogic practices promote positiveness and
avoidance of overt criticism and negativity. The analyses of Lessons B, Cl
and C2 indicate that covert practices operate interpersonally to create a
positive atmosphere.
Table 5.18

Polarity

POLARIlY

Total

Percentage
(1.

Total

d.pJ

100

Positive

592
580

98.0

Negative

12

2.0

Close scrutiny of the lexical choices is instructive for examination of the
tenor dimensions of affect and contact. The lexical items consist of forms of
address, fixed expressions, colloquialisms, slang terms, anaphoric nouns and
attributes, attitudinal lexis, amplification and other lexical items realising
interpersonal meaning. The orientation of these items are summarised in
Table 5.19.
In Lesson A, the majority of lexical choices are neutral with only nine items
functioning as overtly positive or negative and fourteen items functioning
covertly. Of the covert items, nine of these are the vocative "people". As
the vast majority of the lexical items function from a neutral standpOint, a
power position with minimal realisation of affect is realised. The overt
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positive items are realised contextually through direct comments such as
"good" and "well done".
Table 5.19

Orientation of lexical items

LEXICAL ITEMS

102

Percentage
(1. d.p.)
100

NEUTRAL

79

77.5

OVERT

9

8.8

Positive

7
7

Total

elined
laudatory
Negative
elined
condes"mding
critical

2
2

COVERT

14

Euphemism

12
12

straight-euphemism
dysphemic -euphemism
Dysphemism
straight-d ysphemism
euphemistic -dysphemi"m

13.7

2
1
1

A summary of the categories of lexical items involving intensification is
displayed in Table 5.20.
Table 5.20

Amplification of general lexical items and register specific items
Total

AMPUAEDLE~CALITEMS

10
9

Intensification

Percen~fe
(I. d.p.
100
90.0

9

straight intensification

hyperl:5ble
understatement

Iteration

I

10.0

VARIETY

7

70.0

Standard
Colloquial

7

REGISTER - mathematics

3

214

30.0
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The paucity of items which involve intensification or iteration contribute to
minimal realisation of affect in Lesson A. With the exception of "it's very
easy to criticise" (clause 88), "in doubt, grave doubt" (clause 646) and "too
hard" (clause 638), the lexical items of intensification and repetition directly
refer to some aspect of mathematical content or method. As revealed in
other grammatical patterns, affect does not play a Significant part in
interpersonal meaning in Lesson A.
The six attitudinal lexical items realised in Lesson A include "it's very easy
to criticise" (clause 88), "it's very well to drop it over" (clause 96), "happy"
(clause 404), "good" (clause 259 and 262), and "well done" (clause 493).
Surges of interpersonal meaning directly realising feelings are minimal.
They generally function in a more indirect fashion. For example, those
items realising an overt positive or negative stance tend to be realised as
anaphoric nouns rather than direct expressions of feeling. As a consequence,
items such as "a good suggestion" (clause 237) as opposed to the more direct
expression "good" are found in Lesson A. As will be seen, this contrasts
sharply with the direct expression of a different range of attitudes which are
realised in Lesson B.
As for each of the lessons, selection from the system of Vocatives realises
involved contact. The forms of the fifty one Vocatives selected in Lesson A
are summarised in Table 5.21 below. The number of Vocatives realised in
Lesson A is equivalent to Lessons B and C1 but the difference is that
proportionally more are thematically foregrounded. That is, forty four
Vocatives are thematic and only seven are Vocative Adjuncts in Lesson A.
This is one manifestation of the tendency towards personal responsibility
and individuality which underlies interpersonal relations in Lesson A.
Further to this, the proportion of 'real name' Vocatives is the highest found
in all four lessons. There are, however, no instances of colloquial forms of
address. This tends to reflect involved but not intimate contact as the
majority of vocatives are the full given names of the students. No affect is
realised through diminutives. This level of familiarity positions the teacher
as more powerful with the formal term "sir" (clause 22) explicitly realising
the status of the teacher.
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Table 5.21

Forms of address
Total

Percentage

Total
Standard

51
51

100
100

CollOQuial

0

0

REAL NAME

38

74.5

given

38

ADDRESS

n d.p.)

sutnam)

full-name
hypocorism
nick-name
NON-NAME

13

25.5

P"""'"
title
formal

1

kin-term

solidarity
lea ders hip
general noun
occupational
clie nt

11

group

1

attitudinal

The vocative "people" is the most common 'non-name' vocative used by
the teacher to address the students. This is an interesting choice when
considered as an alternative to "hoys" which is selected once in the first
clause. By choosing "people". the teacher avoids reference to both the sex
and the level of maturity of the students with perhaps the underlying
assumption that the 'hoys' are 'young men'. This avoidance of reference to
the sex of the students is also found in Lesson B. In Lesson A, the term
Itpeople" also carries connotations such as 'democracy' and 'equality'. As
well as creating a particular classroom climate, this rhetoric is perhaps
approJirlate for those who will occupy a future position of power. This form
of address is not found in other lessons.
The formality of the lesson is construed in part from the absence of
colloquial expressions. Of the thirteen expressions, nine selections are
teacher choices and four are student choices. Needless to say, there are no
instances of slang expressions found in Lesson A. It appears that the
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interpersonal dimensions of Lesson A mirror those found in institutions
which function as sites of power.

Table 5.22

Colloquial expressions

Nature of Co Uoquial
Expression

FIXED EXPRESSIONS
Discoursal - social formula

Total

(I

13
3

Catch phrase

1
1
1

VARIABLE EXPRESSIONS

\0

General

10

Discoursal - structuring

Percentage

d.D.)

100
23.1

76.9

As summarised in Table 5.23, only seven fixed expressions occur. These are
on the whole conservative choices such as "by all means" (clause 4(6),
"sorry" (clauses 441 and 615), "a matter for debate" (clause 664) and so forth
which are only fixed expressions in the broadest sense of the word. This too
is interesting. The teacher does not resort to prefabricated expressions in
order to construct meaning. On the contrary, meaning is created through
selection of individual words. The most striking use of fixed expressions is
found in Lesson Ct.

Table 5.23

Fixed Expressions

Nature of Fixed Expression
VARJETY

Standard
Colloquial
Slang

Total
7

4
3
0

CATEGORY

1. catch~phrase
z. cliche
3. idiom
4. pfuverb
5. quotation
6. discoursal
social formula
structuring
commmt adjunct
gambit
stylistic fo rm
s tereotype

3
1

2

1
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Partly as a consequence of indirect expression of attitude, the occurrence of
anaphoric nouns is most common in Lesson A. These are listed in Table
5.24 below. Anaphoric nouns realise interpersonal meaning through
inflecting some type of judgement on some aspect of the preceding dialogue.
In general these function in Lesson A to pass positive judgement on the
suggestions made by the students. These are not found to the same extent in
any of the other lessons.
Table 5.24
Clause

No!

Speaker
BOT
84T
91 T
95T
237T
390T
422T
482T
483T
675T

Anaphoric Nouns
Clause

/ I that's <ah> a good suggestion
1/ that that is a good Idea
II that would be a good id.ea
/ / that 's a logical answer there

II right
e8tion
/ I 'h' [as the subjec!J is a betlerchoice
/ / is often a / a good way ([to goll

/ I OK that's a possibility
/ I that 's a better suggestion
/ f OK well dearly that is the important one

The seven anaphoric attributes realised in Lesson A tend to be associated
with ease, efficiency and preciseness. These items include "a lot easier or a
whole lot quicker" (clause 243), "easier" (clause 290) "easiest" (clause 557),
"efficient" (clause 516), "very small" (clause 620), "too hard" (clause 648) and
"exactly" (clause 661). As these are connected to the mathematical content,
these selections offer insight into the attributes which are promoted in terms
of solutions to problems in mathematics in Lesson A.
In the lexical items which do not fall into the categories of fixed expressions
or variable expressions, forms of address, attitudinal lexis or anaphoric
nouns or attributes there exist overtones relating to ease and simplicity and
"a minimum of fuss" (clause 12). What is striking, however, is that the
•
number
of these items is minimal compared with the other three lessons.
One explanation is the lack of colloquial expressions realised in Lesson A
together with the lack of lexical items that are in some way interpersonally
coloured. From this point onwards, the analysis of the mathematical
register items for experiential meaning sheds further light on lexical choice
and the consequent nature of the meanings which permeate Lesson A.
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Examples of grammatical metaphor realising interpersonal meaning in
Lesson A are listed in Table 5.25. These represent cases where a process
realises an event and a low value of modality is transformed into an entity.
As seen in section 5.25, "Experiential Meaning" the majority of cases of
grammatical metaphor are related to experiential meaning.

Table 5.25

Grammatical metaphor and interpersonal meaning

RANK AND METAFUNCTION

Clause:
INTERPERSONAL
pro<e"

----->

GRAMMATICAL MlITAPHOR

entity
(nominal group)

sugg<st

SOT

can l cou1d / may / will

482T

II that 's <ah> a good suggestion
1/ OK that 's a possibility

5.232 Tenor

The discourse selections and lexicogrammatical patterns of Lesson A realise
the following tenor relations. Unequal status exists between the teacher and
students through differential selections in the system of NEGOTIATION.
The teacher's position of power is realised through initiation and control of
the exchange structures and a speech role of primary knower and secondary
actor. Similarly, student choices realise patterns of deference through the
speech role of secondary knower and primary actor. The students respond to
teacher initiations, respect turn-taking and elaborate the chains and strings
which have largely been initiated by the teacher. At the level of the
lexicogrammar, the student choices involve ellipsis and respectful vocation.
This overt positioning is reflected by material features of the context of the
situation. This includes the uniform of the students which identifies them
as a collective group and physical features of the room such as the student
seating arrangements and the teacher's unrestricted movements and
•
location on a raised platform.
However, one of the striking aspects of Lesson A is that the students do not
solely participate in patterns of deference. That is, on a more delicate level,
patterns of dominance are practised by both the teacher and the students.
This is demonstrated through linguistic patterns such as interpersonal
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congruence as opposed to interpersonal metaphor in the systems of SPEECH
FUNCTION and MOOD. The teacher and the students interact on a direct
basis as opposed to the covert manipulation found in other lessons. Further
to this, there is a case where a student does speak out of tum to challenge the
teacher with respect to the mathematical method which has been adopted in
the solution to the problem. In doing so, the student presents an uninvited
comment on the content of the lesson. Although students do speak out of
turn in the other lessons, their motives as revealed in the register selections
differ markedly. When one student in Lesson Cl does question the teacher
with respect to the board work, interpersonal metaphor as opposed to
interpersonal congruence is realised.
Although student contributions realise a higher rate of ellipsis than for the
teacher, proportionally the incidence is considerably less than for the
students in the other lessons. Further to this, student answers mirror
teacher contributions which are extended through clause complex relations
of EXPANSION and the inclusion of Dynamic Moves. Constituent moves
in the exchanges of Lesson A do not include group responses and
paralinguistic behaviour. In Lesson A the students respond on an
individual basis. The high values for modalisation and modulation and the
neutrality of the lexical items realise dominating relations. Nonetheless,
selections of Mood Adjuncts colour interpersonal meaning to promote a
high level of presumption and a low level of intensity.
It appears that in combination with learning mathematics, the students are
also learning strategies of dominance. Beneath the more obvious unequal
tenor relations, equal status is covertly realised between the teacher and the
students.

Although the tenor dimension of affect at the discourse semantics level is
realised through selections such as challenging moves, predominantly the
volume is kept constant with minimal variation. With the exception of a
single clause, "Craig, excuse me" (clause 702), microgenres such as Student
Disruption, Student Confrontation and Teacher Disciplinary Interruption
which realise extreme values of Tenor volume do not occur in Lesson A.
The paucity of amplification through intensification and repetition of lexical
items means that surges of interpersonal meaning generally do not occur.
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The lack of attitudinallexis, displays of mental affection and the absence of
exclamatives and paralinguistic behaviour means that the tone is controlled,
steady, serious" assured and minimally expressive in terms of emotion.
Apart from comments such as "good", generally personal attitude is not
manifested. With minor exceptions, such as the deliberate closure of the
Student Interruption with the clause "let's get going" (clause 411) and "it's
very easy to criticise but come up with something better" (clauses 88-89)
interpersonal affective meaning is quietly controlled with comments being
reserved for the mathematical content of the lesson. Apart from the Student

Interruption, there is no evidence of antagonism in the interpersonal
relations. Perhaps the majority of students understand their future role as
potentially being one of a position of power. As such, the students have no
need to enter into serious interpersonal conflicts with the teacher who is a
mentor for that ascendancy. Indeed, as I demonstrate in the final chapter, for
the majority of the students in Lesson A, the social status of the teacher is
lower than the one that they will most likely attain for themselves as, for
example, future doctors, lawyers and politicians.
Involved contact is realised through dialogue as opposed to monologue,
choices of Vocation, presence of minor clauses and the specialised and
technical lexis. However, although the contact is involved, it is not
intimate. The lack of colloquial expressions in combination with minimal
realisation of affect realise formal and reserved relations. We may also note
that at the level of discourse semantics, the dialogue more typically realised
in classroom discourse is quasi-dialogue as opposed to real dialogue. That is,
the teacher's role is that of delayed primary knower (dKl). As such,
questions are not asked because of the teacher's need to gain information
concerning the experiential content of the interrogative. On the contrary,
the teacher asks questions for a variety of reasons which extend from the
need to maintain interpersonal dominance and distance to needs of
ascertaining and correcting student constructions of experiential meaning.
At its most extreme, the dialogue is disguised monologue which is more
• of uninvolved contact. In the classroom, the teacher is the primary
typical
knower (Kl) who is giving information to the students whose role is that of
secondary knower (K2). However, in Lesson A, in a sense 'real' dialogue
does take place on several occasions. Linguistic choices reveal that the
student responses do at times direct subsequent activities. For instance,
when the student volunteers the suggestion that "we will have to write
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down some assumptions first" (clause 102), the teacher acts upon the
studentls suggestion. It is not clear that the teacher had actually intended
taking this path of action. In a similar fashion, the Student Interruption
(clauses 391-411) is an example of real dialogue in that the student genuinely
puts forth a case as to why an alternative route to the solution is equally
acceptable. I believe this is one other manifestation of equal power relations
between the teacher and the students. Further to this, the teacher returns to
student answers in order to substantiate the direction which has
subsequently been chosen. What is in essence quasi-dialogue is at times real
dialogue. The result is a situation within which the students learn to
interact while at the same time keeping interlocutors at a social distance.
I believe that the lack of variation and amplification in interpersonal
meaning allows the ideational meaning of the lesson and the mathematical
content itself to be the focus of the lesson. As I demonstrate, this same
monofunctional tendency does not occur in the other lessons. Further to
this, as seen in section 5.233, "The Mathematical Text", the interpersonal
meaning realised in the oral discourse mirrors that found in the
mathematical board text. Significantly there is a certain harmony between
the pedagogical discourse and the mathematical discourse which resonates
across all dimensions of meaning in Lesson A.
The selections for the three dimensions of tenor in Lesson A are displayed in
Figure 5.8. As may be seen, the choices position Lesson A in terms of
patterns of dominance, involved but not intimate contact and minimal
affect As I demonstrate in Chapters 6, 7 and 8, the tenor dimensions are not
consistent across all lessons.
5.233 The Mathematical Text
The mathematical board text is construed tluough language, mathematical
symbolism and visual display. As suggested in the stages of the board text as
•
it unfolds
in the context of the lesson as displayed in Appendix 2(i), the
diagram forms a crucial component in terms of the derivation of the
solution to the problem which is expressed in mathematical symbolism.
I propose that the interpersonal meaning realised in the discourse of Lesson
A replicates that found in the mathematical symbolic text and the visual
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display. In other words, the students are interpersonally positioned to
participate in the discourse of mathematics. Before I substantiate these
claims through detailed analysis of the interpersonal meaning of the board
text, several general features of the board display deserve immediate
mention. These features are captured in the computer generated clips of the
video recording of Lesson A in Scenes 5.1 to 5.5 below.
In Lesson A the medium on which the text is written is a whiteboard as
opposed to a blackboard in Lessons Cl and C2 and an overhead projector in
Lesson B. lhis suggests that the facilities are such that at this time, students
from low socio-economic backgrounds are taught mathematics using

literally 'chalk and talk' while others are exposed to the benefits of more
advanced technology. Although the case of white boards versus blackboards
may be a trivial example, the significance of the unequal distribution of
computer facilities cannot be overestimated.
As seen in Scene 5.1, the teacher uses a ruler and a black pen to construct the
diagram. This results in visual display with features replicating those found
in a mathematics textbook or a journal. These features are dearly displayed
in the view of the diagram is given in Scene 5.2.

Scene 5.1

The board text - View 1
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Scene 5.2

The board text - View 2

Although not discernible in these representations of the board work, a
feature of the display is the teacher's use of colour. The diagram and the
visual linguistic component realising the context of the problem and the
question which is to be answered are written in black. The teacher later uses
red pen to highlight two angles of elevation in the diagram. The visual
linguistic text realising the 'assumptions' is green, the 'method' is red and
the mathematical symbolic text is blue. This use of colour interpersonally
acts to create links between the diagram and the linguistic problem, sets aside
the assumptions and highlights the method. A balance is struck through the
colour dark blue for the symbolic solution.
The use of the ruler, colour and the style of writing and the spatial setting
out of the solution combine to mirror a textbook representation. That is,
through immaculate presentation, the visual text replicates the generic form
of mathematical texts. As may be seen in Scene 5.3, the teacher even uses a
ruler to draw fraction lines which occur in the symbolic text. The students
letm to construct meaning through the gerues of mathematics in Lesson A.
The importance of the contribution of non-verbal semiotics, in particular
gesture, is considerable. Meaning is not restricted to the relations between
the classroom discourse and the written text. This is illustrated, for example,
by clauses 273 to 274 where the constitutive semiotic alternates between the
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Scene 5.3

The board text ~ View 3

spoken ("see if you Ire saying"), the visual ("oh that's alpha") and the
gestural ("there").

The importance of the role of gesture in is captured in Scenes 5.4 and 5.5
below. Here the pointing finger or pen and the hand movements realise
interpersonal meaning as for the linguistically realised command, "look
here". The teacher's arm and the tip of the finger or pen direct the student's
line of sight to a particular point on the visual or symbolic display. Gesture,
and indeed other physical acts, provide an intermediatory semiotic link to
connect oral discourse to the written visual display. For example, in the top
right hand view in Scene 5.5, the teacher is addressing the students verbally
while engaging the students modally with his eyes. The students' line of
sight is also directed by the teacher's arm and finger to the visual display on
the board. On occasions, an additional strategy involves tapping the finger
or pen on the board for extra emphasis or hand movements between
particular points to indicate angles or distances. Once attention is directed to
certain parts of the visual display and symbolic text, ideational and textual
m/anings dominate. The point at which the teacher chooses to switch
between semiotic codes becomes a central concern. This is explored in the
sections 5.25 and 5.26 which are concerned with experiential and logical
meaning respectively.
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Scene 5.4

The board text - View 4

Scene 5.S

The board text - View 5
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I have reproduced the drawing of the complete board text from Appendix
2(i) in Figure 5.9 below. The main text is labelled "#B" and #c. According to
the classifications given in Chapter 4, these texts are 'solving problems'
genres and consist of a mathematical problem and solution. I shall now
examine the interpersonal meaning of this text.
#A

Ex. 1H NO 5, 9, 11, 12, 13

#B
HOW HIGH and HOW WIDE ?

Cliff

i

fare

h

,

h -10

1

B

..

R

river

r

#C
A man is at point A (on the
cliff face) with a 10m rope
and a device that measures
angles.
How can the man determine
the:

•

i.

height of the cliff at A

ii.

width of the river

Assume:

1.

Cliff face is at right angles
tg the river.
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2.

Error of measuring angles is

±O.5"
Method:

Take 2 successive angles of depression"
from a known distance apart

In right IJ. CBR:
h -10

tan a =

(1)

r

In right IJ. ABR:
tan S

=

h

(2)

r

Algebraically obtain ONE variable
as the subject of EACH equation:
From (1):

(2):

h-10

=

r(tana)

.·.h=

10+

r(tana)

h=

r (tanS)

Equate expressions for h :
./

10 +r (tana)

•

=

../

r( tan6)

10

= r(tanS) -r( tan a )

10

=

r ( tanS - tan a)

... r

=

10
(tanS - tan a)

Substitute r into eq!! (2) :
h

=

10 (tanS)

(tanS - tan a)
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e =64.5 0

Suppose

a= 63 0

Estimate

h »r

r = 40 -> 400

h=
h

=400 -> 500

r = 74.6

h = 166.44

Figure 5.9

The board text

Modally, the title "HOW HIGH AND HOW WIDE" is prominent through
underlining and the use of capitalised letters. It serves as both a general
heading for the problem and a caption for the diagram. It is used initially to
focus attention in the earliest stage of the lesson.
The diagram contains both symbolic elements (for example, Ita", "0" and "h10") and linguistic components ("river" and "cliff face"). In this way, the
visual display serves to integrate the problem which is expressed
linguistically and the solution which is expressed symbolically. The multisemiotic codes of the visual display are one manifestation of its central role
as the vehicle for translating an everyday verbal problem into mathematical
symbolic description and ultimate solution. That is, from the initial
linguistic description of the problem, the diagram is constructed dynamically
in the initial stages of the Board Demonstration microgenre. Once the
diagram is complete and the -method of solution established, the focus of the
oral discourse is directed towards the symbolic derivation of the solution.
The diagram retains links to the oral discourse and the visual linguistic text,
and the symbolic discourse. The strategies of semiotic metaphor and
•
differing ranges of options in experiential meaning potential explain the
constituent roles for each code in the stages of the Board Demonstration
microgenre. This is explored in section 5.253 which is concerned with the
experiential meaning of the board text
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The diagram is composed of straight Line segments which form two
embedded triangular Figures. The triangles feature through Line Solidarity
as opposed to the dashed Lines realising the horizontal line of sight at the
apex of the triangles. The points of intersection of the line segments, or the
vertices of the triangle, are given prominence through black dots which are
labelled with capital letters. The Labels "river" and "cliff face" create an
experiential interface for the symbolic Labels which are attached to the sides
of the triangle. The Shading on the vertical side of the triangle acts modally
to create an experiential link between the perceptual reality of a cliff face and
the diagrammatic representation. The angles are labelled with arrows
pointing downwards for 'angles of depression' and upwards for 'angles of
elevation', The direction of these arrows thus link experientially perceptual
reality to the diagrammatic representation. In addition to the arrows, the
angles are also labelled with the symbols Ita" and "Olt.
A significant feature of the diagram is the hypotenuse of each triangle which
realises the line of sight. The use of arrows and the meeting of these two
line segments acts modally to direct the viewers gaze to down point R. This
is crucial as the solution to the problem is derived through first establishing
that the pairs of alternate angles at A and R are congruent and then using
these angles to form the tangent ratios in the two triangles.
The use of variables as opposed to numerical values for the width, height
and angle size serve to make the problem general. That is, the problem is
not a specific example with actual measurements, but rather is the general
case where the solution may be used for any number of examples. Though
constitutive of mathematical practice, this abstractness of the participants
separates the problem from everyday experience and may act modally to
marginalise some students. It certainly has repercussions for the algebraic
derivation of the solution.
Modally the Figures, the two triangles and the Parts, the vertices, the sides
•
and the angles, are marked through Labels, Line Solidarity and Arrows. As
will be seen, these are the major participants of the symbolic text. The style
of production, the generalised nature of the participants and the absence of
CUlVature creates an aura of precision and dominating relations.
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The visual linguistic and symbolic text realise" dominating power relations,
no affect and involved contact. The written linguistic text consists of a noomodalised declarative and a WH interrogative with a low value of modality
realised through "can", This is followed by a heading which realises the
command "assume", The SPEECH FUNCTION of each line of the symbolic
text is non-modalised statement. The symbolic notation is interspersed with
linguistic text realising the SPEECH FUNCTION of command through
imperative MOOD. Modal prominence is realised through capitalisation of
nONE" and "EACH". The linguistic text provides discursive links to the
symbolic text where, for example, the commands are undertaken.
Discursive links are also established through labelling the two equations (1)
and (2). These Labels act modally to direct attention to these two important
equations. In contrast, the spatial positioning of the equations involving 'x'
on the right hand side indicate their minor status. These equations are only
used for purposes of analogy and do not form part of the main body of the
text
The style and spatial arrangement of the symbolic text replicates exactly the
generic style and structure of mathematical texts. The only feature of the
board text which is perhaps atypical is the ticks which have been placed
above 'r' in the line following "Equate expressions for h:". These ticks act
modally to signal 'r' as a common member of each term.
The teacher's style of production positions the text as one that is
professionally produced. This dominating position is reinforced through
the use of symbols "a" and "0" as opposed to particular values for angle size.
This results in an entirely 'abstract' text which is more difficult to penetrate.
Modally, all features harmonise to position the text in a dominant position
with respect to the viewer. Given the nature of the interpersonal meaning
of the oral discourse, this resonates with the position of the interlocutors.
5.24 to Textual Meaning
Given the multi-modal nature of Lesson A, the discussion of the oral
discourse incorporates the constituent and ancillary roles of each of the
semiotic codes at different stages of the lesson. lhis is further developed in
section 5.25, "Experiential Meaning". The macro-Theme and the hyperThemes are examined in section 5.3.
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5.241 General Lexicogrammatical Patterns, IDENTIFICAnON and Textual
Metaphor
Table 5.26 Classification and components of Theme selections
Total
708

Percentage
100

413
78
35
5
54

123

58.3
11.0
4.9
0.7
7.6
17.4

CLASSIFlCATlON OF THEME

Unmarked
Marked
Dependent

Embedded
Ellipsed
No themummor clause or dependent Non-finite clause
NATURE OF TIlEME

No Thematic components
Ellipsed topic
Minor clause and Non-finite dependent clauses
Single Theme
Ideational only

37
73

5.2
10.3

242

34.2

Multiple Theme

356

50.3

1. Ideational component

(289)

Ideational / Textual
Ideationai / Textualx2
Ideational/Textualx3
Ideationa I/ Textualx4
Ideationai / Textualx5
Idea tional / lnte cpersonal
Ideational /Textual / Interpersonal
Idea tionall Textua 1x2/ Interpersonal
Ideational /Textual / Interpersonal x2

203
52
5
2
1
11
9
6
0

2. No Ideational Component

a. Ellipse<! Topic

(17)

Textual
Textual / Textual
Interpersonal
Textual/Interpersonal

11
3
1
2
(50)

b. Minor /Non·finite Dependent Clause

20
6
22
1
1

Textua l
Textual/Textua l
Interpersonal
Textual / Interpersonal
Textual / Interpersonal / Interpersonal
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The nature of the Theme selections in Lesson A is summarised above in
Table 5.26.
Lesson A has the highest number of marked Themes and with Lesson Cl the
lowest percentage of unmarked Themes. While the occurrence of
rankshifted Themes is uniformly low across all lessons, the number of
ellipsed Themes is substantially lower in Lesson A. Given the number of

minor clauses and non-Finite hypotactically related clauses, Lesson A has
the highest percentage of clauses that do not have a Theme.
The combination of the relatively high incidence of marked Themes and
low incidence of ellipsed Themes tends to align the oral discourse of Lesson
A with written discourse. That is, the choice of Theme as the point of
departure for the message shows variation and operates as a strategy to
foreground selected meanings. The low occurrence of ellipsis is one
manifestation of the more formal basis of the spoken discourse. Further to
this, Lesson A has the highest percentage of multiple Themes. That is, in
addition to the ideational meaning realised through the Topic, interpersonal
and textual components occur more often in Lesson A compared with
Lessons Cl and C2. Lesson A is similar to Lesson B in this respect with the
major difference being that Lesson A has a larger percentage of textual
components than Lesson B. Once again, this reflects the high level of textual
organisation of the oral discourse of Lesson A.
I have categorised the field of the topical Theme as being the interlocutors
(the teacher, the students, the collective group), mathematics (a
mathematical lexical item, a WH-item, lH-item, a pronoun or related to the
mathematical content), student work. an action and 'others' as displayed in
Table 5.27.
The majority of topics are connected to the mathematical content, with
16 !~% actually being mathematical lexical items.
This is the highest
incidence of such items as the topical Theme in the foW" lessons. In Lesson
A, the teacher, the students or both form the second ' most common point of
departure for the message. This trend is replicated in Lesson C2 and is
marginally reversed in Lesson B. In Lesson CI, there is almost an equal
distribution between the two fields. What differs markedly, however, is the
interlocutor who forms the topic. In Lesson A, the teacher and the students
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Table 5.27

Field of theme
Total

FIELD

p~;cen~fe

531

1 d.p;
100

52
68
7B

9.8
12.8
14.7

TOTAL

198

37,3

Mathematical lexical item
Mathematics
(WH-irem)

88
40

16.6
7.5

Mathematics

48

9.0

Teacher
Students
Teacher and students

(TH-item)

Maths

21

'.0

(pronoun)
Related to Mathematical class work

39

7.3

TOTAL

236

Student work
Action
Other

42

5
50

....
0.9
7.9
9.'

feature in almost equal proportions with the most common topic being the
group. However, in each of the other lessons, across all categories, the
students most commonly feature as the topic. Experientially, in Lessons B,
CI and C 4 the oral discourse centres around the students as opposed to the
teacher, the group, or the mathematical participants. That is, given the lack
of marked Themes, in the majority of cases the students are the Subjects
with respect to MOOD. The discourse functions in Lessons B, Cl and C2 in
such a way that although interpersonally the teacher holds the dominating
position, the responsibility, and ultimately failure, implicitly rests more
often with the students.
Tht! percentage of rankshifted clausal elements per ranking clause for Lesson
A is displayed in Tables 5.27 and 5.28. Comparatively, although comparable
to Lesson B, Lesson A is second to Lesson Cl with respect to the incidence of
these elements. However, if the teacher and student contributions are
considered separately, then student clauses in Lesson A are substantially
more likely to contain rankshifted clauses. The high percentage of rankshift
in Lesson Cl may be explained by the field of the discourse which is algebraic
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expressions. When these symbolic expressions are verbalised, as they are
Lesson el, multiple rankshifted elements occur. Levels of rankshifted
-clausal elements, as seen in section 5.25, "Experiential Meaning", is a feature
of mathematical discourse.
Table 5.28

Clausal and phrasal rankshift
Total

p~;c"n~r
1 d.p.

CLASSIFIED CLAUSES

708

100

Rankshifted Clausal Element Total)
Rankshifted Gause and Phrase Elements
Rankshifted Phrase Only

72
37
179

10.2
5.2
25.3

Table 5.29

Clausal and
contributions

phrasal rankshift:

Teacher and student

Teacher

Total
568

CLASSIFIED CLAUSES (lotal 708)

Student

~'UI

d .p .]
80.2

Total

% Id.p.

141

19.8

RELATIVE PERCENTAGE

568

100

141

100

Rankshiftcd Clausal Element - Tota)
Rankshifted Clause and Phrase Elements
Rankshiftcd Phrase Only

60
30
137

10.6
5.3
24.1

12
7

8.5
5.0

42

29.8

In Lessons A and Lesson e2, there is a greater proportion of rankshifted
phrases. This is perhaps due to the central role of the diagrammatic
representation in these two lessons. This visual representation means that
prepositional phrases realising circumstantial feahLres such as spatial
Location are more often realised linguistically.
At the discourse semantics stratum, the tracking of participants realised
through the system of IDENTIFICA nON is complex. This is partly the
result of movements between both the constituent modes and the semiotic
codes. The reference patterns which I discuss below pertain to the Board
Demonstration microgenre with the constituent and ancillary modes
alternating between the oral and the visual. I would like to note that fue
following discussion is orientated towards general observations as opposed
to comprehensive analysis as completed for other dimensions.
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A part from the teacher and the students, the major participants in the oral
discourse are the mathematical entities which are foregrounded
interpersonally in the diagrammatic representation of the problem. That is,
the triangles and vertices; tlAtI, "B", "R" and "C", and "~ABR" and "L1CBR",
the heights associated with the cliff face; "h", "10" and "h_lO", the width of
the river; IIr", the angles "a" and "0", and the tangents of those angles;
"tana" and "tano". With the two significant exceptions of "tana ll and
"tano", all of these participants appear in the diagram, the oral and visual
linguistic text and the symbolic text. The range of participants, processes and
the resultant nuclear configurations provide the focus for the discussion of
the limits of experiential meaning in each code and semiotic metaphor in
section 5.253, "The Mathematical Text".
After the major mathematical participants have been linguistically or
diagrammatically presented, the teacher shifts from initial reference to the
diagram to reference to the symbolic text which is the code used in the
derivation of the solution. The students most likely experience little
difficulty with phoric selections given contextual factors such as physical
movements of the teacher and the role of gesture in making explicit the
connections which are linguistically realised. However, I propose that the
students do experience difficulty in tracking participants in both the oral
discourse surrounding the symbolic text and within the symbolic discourse
itself. The inherent difficulties of tracking participants through reference
patterns in the oral discourse is best illustrated through examination of an
excerpt from Lesson A as given in Figure 5.10. As may be seen, I have not
classified or indicated with arrows the nature of the phoric reference, but
rather linked the major participants by clause and inserted the symbolic text
as it is constructed in the context of the lesson. This suffices to make the
following observations with respect to linguistic reference patterns and
symbolic text The phoric reference patterns for the symbolic text is displayed
in Figure 5.11 in section 5.243, "The Mathematical Text".
Firstly, the constitutive and ancillary modes and codes alternate between
oral/visual and linguistic/symbolic respectively within the space of a few
clauses. It should be recalled that the visual code of gesture plays an
important role as previously mentioned. Reasons for the crucial status of
gesture become apparent in the discussion below.
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10 +
lO +r(tana) :: r(tane)
CONSTITUENT MODE: Aural (linguistic)
ANCILLARY MODE: Visual (symbolic)
444 T / I you've then got [[one expression [for 'h') equal
[to the otherlll
445 T 1/ we're now solving [for 'r'}
446 T 1/ so looking at this
447 T 1/ how do we go about solving [for 'r'] now

h

r (tan a)

r (tane)

I

one
expression

lfu'~

the
other

11

~

CONSTITUENT MODE: Aural (linguistic)
ANCILLARY MODE: Visual (symbolic)

s:

448 T I I Tony
449 Ton II ahh make 'r' the s ubject [from the equation]
450 Ton II from
451 T II OK obviously you've got to get 'r' {by itself] don't you
452 T II how do you do that
453 Ton I I well you already know
454 Ton / I you alread y know
455 Ton I I know
4S6 Ton I I what the tan [of alpha and them ] arc
457T I I OK so we know those values
458 Ton II we'd have to just assume
459 Ton I I just make some thing up
460 To n I I what it could be
461 Ton 1/ or we could just [eave it [as an express ion (for 'r'1I
462 Ton 1/ but either way you could work o ut the form (of that]
463 Ton 1/ what l ummi 'r' is
464 Ton / / once you have 'r' (as the subject}
465 T I I yes I agree
466 T I I but see
467T I I ulti mately down here we want to write I['r' equals ll
don't we
468 T II and know the answer
469 T I I but I 'm saying
470 T / I how do we get to that s tep {[of having 'r'
las the s ubiectJII

~

~

the
e:<Jua~

~.
'"

I
,

\'

bon

tan [of
alpha
and theta]
I

thooe
values
it
I
the

form
of that

,
I
r

~

I

r

,
I

it

f

<t.

&l

[

f

n

471 T 1/ Derek
472 Der 1/ umm you l ahhl divide that <both sides>

that
<both

[by tan theta]
473 T / / and the n you still have 'r' Ion this side]

sides> r,

i
r
f

tan
theta

l<'

r

474T //see
475 T / I that would give you 'r' [by itself\ there
476 T / I but you 'd still have a term {{involving 'r'll here
477 T II so that wouldn't isolate 'r'
478 T II Brian
479 Bri 1/ divide both sides (by 'r'J

I

r

r

both

sides

rV
I

'"

[[[[ten [over 'r'] tan
theta
plus

tan l umm I

480 8ri / / then you'd have [([[ten (over 'r') plus tan l umm I
alpha]) is equal to tan thetal)
481 Bri / / and you then could just get r' [by itself]
482 T / 1 0K that 's a possibility
483 T / / tha t 's a better suggestion

alpha]]
r

I

~

N

~.

8-

484 T / I there is <maybe> others
485 T / / 1 'II come back
486 T / I if we don't get anything else
r~

487T / I divide both s ides [by 'r')

488 T / / lUya
489 1II 1/ ahh since <since> you know like tan of « you know »
theta l ummi theta and alpha
490 III I / right well you go IUl'r ' tan [of theta} take 'r '
tan [of alphalll equals ten1]
491 III / 10K so therefore [l'r ' {{tan (of theta) take tan
[of alphallll equals ten
492 III / / and 'r' equals [([(ten on [(tan (of theta} take tan
[of alphaJlll]
493 T / I OK well do ne

rl

l'r' tan (of
thetal

~take

tenon
[[tan [of

ten

thetaJ
take tan (of
alpha]]

j ' r' tan[Of
alpha]

'r' lltan (of
theta]
toke
tan [of alpha]]

r

Figure S.lD An example of the major reference chains in the aural discourse
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In Figure 5.10, the major participants of the oral discourse are the
participants in the symbolic text. "h", "r" and "ten", for example, are
exophorically assumed as the participants in the symbolic text. These
reference selections are also anaphoric as they relate to participants in the
preceding oral text. As illustrated in Figure 5.10, the oral participant chains,
intertwining with and directly referring to the participants in the visual
symbolic text are densely packed with a high incidence of repetition. For
example, "htl, "r" and "ten" are constantly repeated both in the linguistic and

symbolic discourse. Although repetition acts as a direct aid for tracking the
participants, confusion may arise as these major participants are initially
involved in the following two mathematical relationships which are
symbolically expressed.
tan ex =

tan

e =

h-l0

(1)

r

h

(2)

r

Initially, two different reference chains result from these two relationships.
That is, "h" is reconfigured with respect to the participants in the first
statement and then separately configured with respect to the participants in
the second statemenL In addition to geshlre, the labelling of the equations
"(1)' and "(2)" compensates for this duplicity. However, tracking problems
may arise as selections from the system of DEIXlS of the nominal group are
minimal or nonexistent with respect to particular participants. The oral
discourse does not contain nominal groups such as "this h" or "that h". On
most occasions it is simply "hll. In this way, the variables may be seen to
function as a class of pronouns.
I believe, however, that the Significant feahlre of the patterns of reference
that causes most of the problems for students is the cojoining and splitting of
chains. In Lesson A, the symbolic solution to the problem involves
recombining the participants through mathematical Operative processes
into new nuclear configurations.
Initially distinct participants become
blended into single participants and composite participants are split into
separate participants and then recombined with others. For example, "htl
and "ten" combine to become IIh-IO". This participant is split into IIh" and
"10 + r (tana)" which is then reconfigured on several more occasions. This
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perhaps explains one difficulty students face in constructing and engaging
with mathematical discourse, especially mathematical symbolic discourse.
Participants intertwine and combine according to Operative processes which
are not always explicitly marked in the symbolic text. The systems
constituting the lexicogrammar of mathematical symbolism is such that in
certain contexts, the process of multiplication, for example, is not explicitly
marked. Difficulties may arise in identifying certain nuclear configurations
as consisting of two participants and a process. Certainly the logical basis for
making these connections in the form of mathematical definitions and
algebraic properties are not explicit in the visual discourse as seen in section
5.263, liThe Mathematical Text". What serves to exacerbate the problem,
however, is that these participants are largely rankshifted nuclear
configurations. As seen in section 5.253, "The Mathematical Text", there are
usually multiple levels of embedding. This splitting and conjoining of
participants in multiple rankshifted nuclear configurations is illustrated in
the extract given in Figure 5.10. For example, participants "r" and "tana"
combine to create the participant "'r' times the tangent (of alpha]" in clause
433 and "rll, "tan a", "tan8" combine to construct the participant "'r' tan of
theta take 'r' tan of alpha' in clause 491.
In summary, although repetition and the use of gesture compensate for the
absence of DElXIS and act to simplify reference patterns, the embedded
nature of the reconfigurations of participants and the resultant cojoining
and splitting of chains seIVe to make tracking complex.

The four types of textual metaphor occur more frequently in Lesson A than
in the other three lessons. Firstly, the 'meta~message relations' realised as
anaphoric nouns are listed in section 5.231, "General Lexicogrammatical
Patterns, NEGOTIATION and interpersonal Metaphor". Secondly, examples
of text reference also occur, for example, in reference to the problem which
has been outlined, student answers and the procedure which is to be
followed.
66
80
84

91
95
100
106

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

// how we can solve this
II that's <ah> a good suggestion
/ 1 that that is a good. idea
I I that would be a good idea
// that 's a logical answer there
/ /1 don't think that would be a suggestion
1/ OK Ict's do that
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Thirdly, 'negotiating texture' which exploits monologic text as dialogic
occurs with the frequent use of "let's". As seen in section 5.261, "General
Lexicogrammatical Patterns, CONJUNCTION & CONTINUITY and Logical
Metaphor" internal conjunction which orchestrates text organisation is most
common in Lesson A. In combination with other lexicogrammatical and
discourse patterns, this aligns the oral discourse of Lesson A more closely
with written discourse than any of the other lessons. I propose that this is
representative of Bernstein's (1971; 1973; 1977; 1990) notion of an elaborated
code rather than a restricted code, I fully explore Bernstein's notion of
coding orientations in Chapter 9.
5.242 Mode

With the exception of Homework Collection, Copying Notes and Seatwork,
the constituent mode of the microgenres alternates between the oral and
visual modes. Particularly in the case of the Board Demonstration
microgenre, the two modes are involved in a dynamic interplay in terms of
their role as accompanying and constituting the social process. For example,
when the teacher questions the students, the spoken mode is constitutive
and involves 'construction' and 'generalisation' according to Martin's
modes of abstraction given in Figure 2.11. At other times, for example when
the teacher is writing the board solution, the spoken mode is accompanying
the social process and may be classified as 'commentary' and 'co-observing'
while the written mode is constitutive of the social process. According to
Martin's mode systems given in section 2.232 in Chapter 4 the oral discourse
is 'two-way', 'turn restricted', 'turn controlled', 'quasi dialogue'. The visual
display is 'public', 'general', 'documentation' and 'teaching'.
The spoken mode pervades the whole of the Board Demonstration
microgenre, but plays a dynamic role in terms of its role in construction of
the total message. The spoken mode is used to introduce the problem
linguistically and support its translation into a written visual mode in the
form of a diagrammatic representation. Backed by the oral discourse, the
visual diagram becomes the mode through which the problem is translated
into visual symbolic notation for the. derivation of the solution. The
diagram thus serves as an intermediatory step for the symbolic encoding of
the mathematical relationships which are necessary for the solution of the
problem. In this case, the mathematical relationship that forms the basis for
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the solution of the problem is the relationship between the angles of the
right triangle and the lengths of the sides. Once this relationship is
symbolically expressed through the aid of the visual representation, the
symbolic text and spoken language become the constituent modes and codes
for construction of the message. In other words, the constituent mode
through which meanings are made is a function of the stage reached in the
solution to the problem and the meaning potential inherent in each of the
semiotic codes.
5.243 The Mathematical Text
The diagram, reproduced in Figure 5.9 in section 5.233, is implicitly framed
through its spatial separation from the linguistic and symbolic text and its
central position on the left hand board. It is composed of horizontal and
vertical line segments with the diagonal line segment forming the lines of
sight These mark the process of looking down through the use of arrows.
The angles of depression are linked to this process of looking down through
the use of curved arrows to mark the angle size. The alternative angles
which are congruent are the two angles of depression which are marked
with upward angles to mark the size of the angles of elevation. The two
dimensional representation of a three dimensional reality is established
through the labels "Cliff face" and "riverll together with arrows indicating
the height "h" and the width "r". The diagram is thus referentially linked to
the oral and visual linguistic description of the problem, perceptual reality
and the mathematical symbolic text. These referential links to the symbolic
description are also established through labelling of the vertices. The textual
links are functional in symbolically expressing the mathematical
relationship through which the problem is solved. This is pursued in the
section dealing with the experiential meaning.
The reference chains realised in the symbolic text bear dose scrutiny. As
displayed in Figure 5.11 and reflected in the oral discourse, the reference
chains are intricate through patterns of cojoining and splitting. In the visual
symbolic text, this often results in spatial crisscrossing of chains. We should
note that the spatial positioning of the mathematical statements realises
textual meaning. That is, each consecutive statement appears on a new line
spatially positioned directly underneath the previous one as an aid in
tracking of participants. Despite this strategy, however, as can be seen by the
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In right "CBR:

h-l

(1)

r

In right "AB

~=
--

(2)

,

AlgebraicallY'_ ob . ,ONE v~~
as the subject of E "H equation

-

From (1):

-, ,'

,

,~

=

rl=i;r;?:=~

(tan 9 - tan a )
Figure 5.11

Major reference chains in symbolic text
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patterns of anaphoric reference in Figure 5.11, the chains are nevertheless
complex. As for the oral discourse, tracking is complicated as the real action
occurs within rankshifted nuclear configurations of Operative processes and
participants. Further to this, there are multiple levels of rankshift as
indicated by the rectangular boxes in Figure 5.11. That is, there is no problem
identifying the participants in the ranking clauses, but these participants
must be unpacked in order to come to grips with how these participants are
related to the previous nuclear configurations. As mentioned, the difficulty
concerns the algebraic properties on which the new configurations are based
and the implicitness of the grammar of mathematical symbolism.
In Lesson A the teacher uses two strategies as aids for tracking. Firstly, the

teacher labels the two mathematical statements "(1)" and 11(2)" and then uses
these labels explicitly as an aid for reference. Secondly, the teacher uses
headings realising commands "Algebraically obtain ONE variable as the
subject of EACH equation", "Equate expressions for h:" and "Substitute r into
eq!l (2):". Although this text is a running commentary on the procedures
that are performed to arrive at each result and as a consequence realises
ideational meaning, it also aids the tracking of the participants. The two
strategies of explicit labelling and linguistic commentary compensate for the
lack of selections from the system of DEIXIS and the implicit results which
have been used in each step of the solution. It is near impossible to track or
even identify participants without prior knowledge of the grammar of
mathematical symbolism and the mathematical results which have been
used to combine or split the embedded participants.
5.25

Experiential Meaning

The following analysis of experiential meaning of the oral discourse
includes process and participant selections from the system of
TRANSITIVITY, the lexical choice with emphasis on the mathematical
register items and examples of grammatical metaphor. Following this, the
contributions of the diagrammatic representation and the symbolic text are
examined together with examples of semiotic metaphor.
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5.251 General Lexicogrammatical Patterns, IDEAnON and Experiential
Metaphor
A summary of the processes realised in the oral text of Lesson A according to
the descriptive categories of the system of TRANSITIVITY is given in Table
5.30 below. In these tables, a rank of greater than or equal to "(2)" indicates
that the nuclear configuration is rankshifted and those marked with an "a"
are metaphorical processes. There is a lower number of processes compared

to major clauses because only processes that are explicitly realised are
categorised.

Table 5.30

TRANSITNfIY: Process selections
Majm

Total

Proces""

~,,~.

Cognition
Perception

ATTRIBUTIVE
Intensive
Circumstantial
Possessive

IDENTIFYING
Intensive

5:

al

L A ' " L" unL

-

-

Tot."
Total

Percenta ••

Total

6IJ5

100

83

100

688

100

158

26.1

17

20.5

175

25.4

124

20.5

10

120

135

19.6

81
33
10
160

9

68

81

i~

~
26.4

26

11.2

9
5
12
7

77
32
51

age

a..

31.3

186

27.0

8 .4

86
37
63
7.

10.8

73

67
I
0
27

7
0
0
4.5

20

24.1

46

6.7

56

9.3

2

2.4

58

8.4

1

0.2

0

0.0

1

0.1

11

1.8

1

1.2

12

1.7

1
1

As may be _seen in Table 5.30, the most common process type is Relational or,
in another words, processes of 'being'. More specifically, the dominant
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process type is Relational Attributive. Within the category of Relational, the
Intensive Attributive and Intensive Identifying processes are the most
commonly realised process. Material processes, or 'processes of doing', occur
in nearly equal proportions to the Relational Attributive processes. Given
the field structured nature of the discourse, this is not surprising. Also
featured are Mental processes with the major type being Cognitive. It
appears that in Lesson A, the experiential meanings are concerned with
being, doing and thinking with the major participants being mathematical
participants, the teacher and the students. Given the constraints of this
study, I do not discuss in detail the participants and circumstantial elements
of each process type but instead focus on specific features of the discourse.
In Table 5.30, one pattern that emerges in the separation of rankshifted

clauses from ranJdng clauses is the predominance of embedded Operative
processes. From 4.5% of the total number of processes in ranking clauses,
Operative processes rise to 24.1% of processes in rankshifted clauses. This is
a clear indication that participants in mathematical discourse are often
rankshifted nuclear configurations of Operative processes and mathematical
participants. This trend is found in both the oral and symbolic discourse.
As seen in Table 5.31, the Voice of the majority of clauses is 'middle' as
opposed to 'effective'. This may be explained by the large number of
Attributive processes which do not have an Agent, and the Material
processes which involve one participant (the Medium) with the process
being performed over a certain domain, the Range.
Table 5.31

Voice

CLAUSES1. Acti~~v"
Agent
Ellipsed Agent
2. Passive

Medium
Ellipsed Medium
3.NO'

age

,~:~:~

100

81

Percent-

¥
~

16.2

78
6
6

;:

Total

Percent-

63!!

•••
100

7.4

96

15.0

6
0
0

65.2

54
54
0

66.7

417

65.'

18,7

21

26.2

125

19,6

7
104

:

Percent-
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The incidence of metaphorical processes in Lesson A is summarised in Table
5.32. Metaphorically realised processes include lexical metaphor whereby a
Mental process is metaphorically realised as a Material process as illustrated
in Table 5.33.
Table 5.32

Metaphorical processes

Cognition

2

24

8
4

Table 5.33

Examples of metaphorical Mental processes

Clause NO /
Speaker

Rank

56T
64 T
70 Bri

(2.)
2.
(1.)

Process
Cognition
:ogrutio n
Cognition

Proc<ss

S<nse,

lito measure
have to findll

Phenomenon

angles))

llwe

try and find

the heig ht {of the

eHffl
129 And
132 And
216 And
246T
462 50n

1.
1a

1.
1.
1.

Perception
Perception

measures
measures

C~tion

take / umm

::ognition
Cognition

could "'"

could work out

he

I you
we

I , "U

the angle
the angle
the / urn tan rof theta
what e lse
the form [of that]

Of interest are metaphorical realisations of Operative processes. These are
listed in Table 5.34 below. In the majority of cases these are cases of
metaphor whereby a Circumstance realised by a prepositional phrase
metaphorically realises an Operative process. For example, the circumstance
"over" congruently realises spatial Location. In the example below, "over"
metaphorically realises the Operative process of division. I contextualise
this type of metaphor after the discussion of the grammatical metaphors
which realise experiential meaning.
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Table 5.34
Clause NO/
Speaker

Metaphorical realisation of Operative processes
Rank

Participants

Pnxess

217 And

(4.)

[over

218 And

(4a)

[over

325 Bre

(1.

334T
346 R",

(1.)

over
over and

(1.)

[m

350T
437T

(1.)

480 Bri

(2.)
(4<)

's [over
by
_ [ovcr

492 III

(3.)

<Xl

522T

(2.)

by

X2_ theta III
XI = 'r'
X2= 'h')))
Xl - (['h '
X2=ten)])
Xl ::: 'r'
X2= (['h' ta"" "m)))
Xl. I'h' ta"" ten)]
Xl-:J(the adjacent is 'r'1
XI = 'h'
)(2= 'r')
Xl_ it
Xl-: Hr'
Xl [[[[ten
X2= ','j
Xl - [[[[ten
X2 .-iltan [of theta] """ tan [of .lpha)))]]

Xl - ['e'
X2= the tangent! of .lph.)]

In Table 5.34, "by" congruently realises either circumstantial Manner or the
participant function of Agent. With respect to Operative processes,
however, the Agent is the person who is performing the operation. In this
case, the participant function realised through !thy" remains as yet to be
categorised. Nonetheless, in the example below "hytt metaphorically realises
the ellipsed Operative process of multiplication.

Examples of grammatical metaphor which realise experiential meaning are
listed in Table 5.35. In these examples, the grammatical metaphor involves
a shift from process to entity. That is, the processes of 'suggesting',
'possessing', 'informing', 'assuming', 'differing', 'extending', 'expressing',
'equating', 'fracturing' and 'appreciating' become entities that can enter
relations with other entities. In the above examples, these function as the
Thing, as the Thing in the Qualifier and the Thing in a prepositional phrase.
Further to this, by virtue of the meaning potential of the semiotic codes of
visual diagrammatic display and symbolism, new entities such as
"equations" and "fractions" arise as do new qualities of entities such as
"angles of elevation and depression".
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Table 5.35

Grammatical metaphors realising experiential meaning
G~TICALMrnTAPHOR

RANK AND
METAFUNCll0N

Clause:

EXPERIENTIAL
process

>

entity
1.

Woe' in nominal poup

'ugge;t

1'32 II and iithere 's a number of suggestions ([that l aharisel1

...ume

102 Ton 1/ we will have to write down some assumptions

differ

179T I I such that we have a ten metre difference [in height] here

inform

209T / / right so we have got three pieces of information Iithat
areknownlJ

extend

u,oT I / so you are making extensions [to diagrams J

equate

420T / I we've got two equations

fracture

513 T II which then leads to fractions doesn't it

appreciate

583T 1/ to get an appreciation [of ahh/ some of our data)

deduce

601T II OK you would make a quick deduction [on the size [of itll
[from the diagram)

2. Thing' in OuaJifler of nominal P'OYP
elevate, depress

BT / I the problems [with cakulating angles (of elevation and
depression lJ

express

371 T / I so a strategy would be <in other words> would be
[(algebraically obillin 'r' [as a subject (of each expression)]]]

equate

414T / / you choose one variable las the subject (of each equation]]

-

3. 'Thing' in prevosjtionai phrase

infonn

6IT II so (with this information] [[he has a ten metre rope and a
device ([that meas ures anglesJll ] we are asking the question

express

363 And II so we will get both of them (in expression [of 'r']]

54 T II the man has two things [in his possession]
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Given the multi-semiotic nature of the construction of meaning in Lesson
A, experiential metaphor is not confined to lexical and grammatical
metaphor. As I proposed in Chapter 4, the shifts in semiotic codes result in a
phenomenon which I have called semiotic metaphor. Conceptually this is
related to the shifts found in grammatical metaphor. What is a process or
circumstance in one semiotic modality, tor example, becomes a participant
in another modality. Semiotic metaphor is not grammatical metaphor,
however, as the shift in codes also result in shifts in lexicogrammatical
systems.

I demonstrate a striking example of semiotic metaphor which occurs in the
visual representation of the linguistic problem in section 5.253, "The
Mathematical Text". I propose that the impetus for the evolution of
grammatical metaphor in language is in part explained by the phenomenon
of semiotic metaphor which arose in tandem with the development and
increased dependence on mathematical representations. Concurrently,
language assumed the role of metadiscourse for the semantic extensions
made possible through the semiotic codes of mathematical symbolism and
visual display.
Semiotic metaphor also occurs in the verbalisation of the symbolic text as
illustrated by the examples listed in Table 5.36 below.
Table 5.36

Semiotic metaphor in the oral discourse

PROCESS

CIRCUMSTANCE

(divide)

217 And / / take ({tan [of [(ninety take theta]]]
equals umm 'r' (over 'h']]]
325 Brc / / [I 'h' take tenll over 'r'
346 Rns / / 'h' Ion 'r']

492 ill / / and. 'r' equals ([[[lEn on [{tan [of
theta] take tan (of aiphalJJJ1

In this case, division is realised symbolically through spatially positioning
one participant over another with a line in between as found in the
common fraction. However, when this symbolic statement is translated into
language, the process of division is metaphorically realised. That is, a
prepositional phrase congruently realising circumstance in language
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becomes a metaphorical realisation for the Operative process of division in
the symbolic text. This occurs as a direct consequence of the grammar of
mathematical symbolism which has meaning potential not found in
language.
The nature of the mathematical lexical items is summarised in Table 5.37.
There are a higher number of "Elements!! that have been tabulated as what
has been classified as one lexical item on occasions consists of more than a
single word group as, for example, in the case of "over ten metres or under
ten metres or ten metres" in clause 78. These are analysed separately as
'Elements'.
Table 5.37

Classification of mathematical register items
Total

Percentage
(I d.p.l

CLASSIFICATION

532

100

Technical

439

82.5

)"""n

3.
54

10.2

ELEMENTS

554·

100

Clausal
Nominal
Group
Thing
cllipsed Thing
Deictic
Epithet
Numerative
Classifier
Qualifier
Verba l
Group
Event
Finite
Polarity
Auxiliary
Phrase
Event
Finite
Polarity
Auxiliary
Prepositional
~
Phra§e
Adverbial
Attribute

27
326

58.8

Non-technical

7.3

4.'

304
22

169
17
44

27
78

67
67
67
21

12.1

I

115

20.8

0
115

5
14

255
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The highest percentage of technical expressions is found in Lesson A with
the percentage of jargon terms second only to Lesson Ct. The lexical choice
for mathematical register items thus positions the oral discourse of Lesson A
closer to formal mathematical discourse than any of the other lessons.
The majority of mathematical lexical items are realised as nominal groups.
In Lesson A, as a result of the use of diagrammatic representation, there is
also a large number prepositional phrases. The structure of the nominal
groups given in Table 5.37 gives only the gross number of components
which appear and not the combinations in which they appear. It may be
seen, however, that in only approximately half the cases or less, there is a
deictic and in one quarter of the cases or less, there is a qualifier. The absence
of selections from the system of DEIXIS, as previously mentioned, can cause
tracking problems.
One phenomenon that does occur, especially in Lesson C2, is ellipsis of the
"Thing". Examples from Lesson A are given below with the ellipsed
element highlighted by brackets and bold print
143T
169 And
235 Kar

exact1y half (the length)
five (metres)
(cotan) [of either angle)

As displayed in Table 5.38, there are very few register items in Lesson A t:hat
are not mathematical. The field does not often stray from the mathematical
content.
Table 5.38

Other register items

REGISTER ITEMS
Educational
• technical
• jargon
• non-technical
Officialese
X-ese
Academic
Youth Culture
Other
Surveying

Total
16
11
11
0
0
0
0
4
4
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The majority of 'other' register items selected in Lesson A are educational.
These include items such as "the mental skills work" (clause 3) and "that
homework" (clause 11). The items which are classified as 'Other' refer in
some way to "the line of sight" which is perhaps now an established
mathematical expression as well as a register item specific to SUlVeying.
A non-exhaustive selection of the taxonomies of things and actions for the
discourse system of IDEATION for the Board Microgenre is given in Table
5.39.
Table 5.39

Taxonomic relations of major participants and processes

Field

1. Triangle
{subclass of class:
geometrical figure)

Oral Linguistic Text

• triangle
• the right triangle ,
the two separate right
triangles (sub-class)
o CBR. ABR, triangle

Symbolic Text (with Visual Te xt
language text)
(.. indicates
representation in the
visual display)
AABR- ACBR (cohyponymy

•

ABR

,(oo-hyponymy,
2. Parts of
Geometrical Figure
(me,"nymy)

o. vertices of the
triangle
(co-mcronymy)

b. sides of a triangle
(oo-meronymy)

o position A

o point A

•

or',
"h',
o'h_l0'
-\0

•

-R
- POint C
o the width of the
river, 'r' , the adjacent
side (synonymy)
o the height of this
cliff face, 'h'
(synonymy)
- ren

o 'h' take ten, BC, the
opposite side,
(synonymy)
o the line of sight. the
hypotenuse, the length
of the point here A
<the line of sight>
down to the vertex R ,
the adjacent
I (,yno,,"ymy)
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d. angles of a triangle
(co-meronymy)

• the angles in the
triangle
°a right angle
(subclass)
angle alpha
• theta
• alpha, angle eRB

°a

•

oe,

(synonymy)

• ninetY de~es

3. The relations
between the sides and
angles of a right
triangle expressed as
the tangent ratio
(subclass of class:
trigonometric ratios)

• tan. tangent

• lana,

(synonymy)

• tan 0

• tan of alpha, tan
alpha, the tangent of
alpha (synonymy)
• tan of theta, tan
theta, the tangent [of
theta I (synonymy)
• cotan , cotangent
(synonymy and co-

meronVrnv)

4. Arithmetic
Operations
(subclass of class:
Operative Processes)

• add
• subtract. the
difference· multiply,
multiplying
• divide, dividing,
over,on

5. Expression of
relation

• statement,
expression, equation

0+

o_
• (indicated by
brackets or implicit)
• (indicated by
fraction line)

• sub;n (meronymy)

From these examples it may be seen that taxonomic relations play an
important role in text cohesion. The mathematical register items are related
to each other either through classification or composition. That is, the major
participants and Operative processes are related either through class or
similarity or through compositional relations. With respect to similarity, as
previously discussed in connection with reference chains, repetition plays a
significant role. Further to this, expectancy relations also realise lexical
relations. The field of Lesson A is trigonometry, so expectancy relations exist
between the linguistically realised problem and trigonometric entities such
as triangles, angles, sides, and trigonometric ratios as the means for solution
of the problem.
The lexical relations realised in the oral discourse are interconnected with
those found in the visual display. Significantly the cohesion of the oral
discourse is dependent on contextual factors, specifically the diagram and the
symbolic text The oral discourse thus plays a constitutive and ancillary role
in realising experiential meaning. This point is further pursued in section
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5.253 where the experiential meaning of the board text is investigated to
ascertain the contributions of each semiotic code. With this in mind, the
nuclear relations in the oral discourse which realise the configuration of the
participants, processes and circumstances deserve special attention. I believe
that this is one area that operates to make the text at times almost
impenetrable. This is best illustrated through examination of an excerpt
from Lesson A as given in Table 5.40 below.
In the segment under examination, three students respond to a teacher

question involving the next step in the algebraic solution to the problem.
The third student. mya, gives a suitable answer. In order to contextualise the
student answers, I have given the symbolic text that would result if the
suggested steps were completed. This illustrates that the spoken discourse
lacks coherence without the visual display. Although the teacher does not
write down the symbolic expression which would result if the first two
student suggestions were accepted, the teacher gestures to indicate what the
results would be. As the teacher perceives the difficulties associated with the
third student answer, he develops the steps slowly rather than immediately
writing it down.
There are two features of the nuclear relations that are discernible in Table
5.40. Firstly, the student or the teacher are often the major participants or
the 'Nucleus' in the oral discourse. That is, the Agent and Medium are
frequently either the teacher or the students. Secondly, there is a range of
processes which constitute the 'Centre'. However, in the symbolic text the
teacher and students are ellipsed and the processes are either Relational
Identifying or Operative processes. This indicates that differing nuclear
configurations of the ranking clauses are found in the oral and symbolic
texts. This is not surprising given the differing functions of each code in this
excerpt. However, although the spoken discourse is indispensable for
contexualising the actions which are performed or the result which is
obtained, the levels of embedding for the symbolic participants and processes
are nevertheless increased with inclusion of teacher and student
participants. For example, in clauses 480 and 490, the entire symbolic
expression is rankshifted. Even when the teacher and students are not
realised as participants, the packing of lexical items is dense as displayed in
clauses 491 and 492. Devices for simplification of the complexity of the
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lexical items in the oral discourse include, for example, exophoric references
such as "that" for the participants in the symbolic text
Table 5.40

Nuclear relations
The symbolic board text:

lO+r(tana} = t(tanS)

Cia....

Cen...

MMgm

Nucleus

PROCESS
=

+ Medium
+Range: entity

x Circum+Agent
+Beneficiary stance

• that <both
sides>
• by tan theta

--

Range:
process

471 T

/ I Derek

472Der

I I unun _ lohhl
divide that <both
sides> [by_tan

divide

Periphery

theta)

Note: If this step was completed, the symbolic text would
be,

lO+r(tana) = ,(tanS)
lO+r(tana)

tanS
lO+r(tana)

tanS
473T

474T

1/ and then you still have
have 'r' [on this
side]

I I see

475T

/ / that would give
you 't' [by itself]
there
476T
/ / but you'd still
have a term
I Hinvoivi!1g 'r'n here
477T
II so that wouldn't
isolate 'r'
478T
I I Brian
479 Bri 1/ divide both sides
480 Bri

481 Bri

(bv ','1
1/ then you'd have
([[[ten (over 'r') pl~
tan l ummI alpha)]
is equal to tan
theta])
I I and you then
could just get 'r' [by
itself]

"'.
would give
'd still
have

-,

r ( tane)
unS

- }UU

• on this

• 'r'

side

-(vou)

• that

• 'r'

• by itself
• there

- ;UU

• here

- }UU

I

°a term
[[involving

rn

wouldn't
isolate

• 'r'

• that

divide

• both sides
• by'r'

-(you)

'd have

- ;UU

• [[[[ten lover 'r']
plus tan l ummI
alphall is equal
to tan theta 11
then could

- }Uu

j~tget

• 'r'
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,the,

, Note: If this step was
be:

: text would

lO+r(tana) = r(tanI:J)

- 10

,

/I OK,hat 's a

's

·a

483T

"

's

·a bette,

484T

" there ~ othe"

is

• othe"

1485T
I 486T

" I'll come bo,k

1 482T
1

1

487T

~~I

that's a bette,

/I if we " e~~6'

I comebo,k
, 6'

• that

.J
• we

eise
• (you)

: by,

' DIva
I ahhsince
<since> you know
like tan of « you
know» theta

I krow

• you

• like tan of «

you know »
theta

~=' theta and
490 III

tanO

• that

"

•

~:y ~:;ide both sides

-

+ !an a

" tr;;::t
~~'~rl

l ummi

theta and alpha

~;' ::~_~:, tan

~

tan [of

tan (of

• (you)

(of
I equal' te';jj

( eq';'is tenll

10+r(tana) = r(tanO)
r(tanal-r(tana) = 10

491 III

I equals

[('r' litan [of thetaj

.,11',' II~ (of
theta ] take

take tan [of

tan [of

I_I

• ten

leouals ren
,', r(tanO-lan a) =

492 III

,_,_and "',~u".",
(IIItenon lltan (of

, ~;~!(~~e

~(~:(Of

I equais

(of

tan (of

,
493T

10

10
(tana - tan a)

=

/ I OK well done
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One difficulty that arises in penetrating mathematical discourse is the levels
of rankshift which occur in the oral discourse and, as seen in section 5.253,
"The Mathematical Text", in the symbolic text. The participants in the
ranking clause are the result of multiple levels ·of rankshift. One difficulty is
unpacking the levels of nuclear relations which form each of the
participants in the ranking- and non-ranking clauses. A second difficulty is
in reorganising these nuclear configurations as participants in the ranking
clause. The configurations recombine according to mathematical results
which are usually implicitly assumed. That is, the logical postulate base
through which operations are performed and nuclear relations configured
or reorganised are implicit. So not only is the action embedded and
submerged, it is also based on results which are implicit As will be seen in
the discussion of logical meaning, the basis for the implication chains may
be difficult to grasp, Further to this, as a repercussion of translating symbolic
text into verbal discourse, in some cases the Operative processes are either
metaphorical or otherwise not explicitly realised in the oral discourse. This
occurs as a result of the grammar of mathematical symbolism in the cases of,
for example, the Operative process of division and multiplication
respectively, The implicitness of Operative processes perhaps causes more
difficulties as ambiguities may arise in the verbal discourse. There is no
ambiguity in the symbolic text due to the systems constituting the
lexicogrammar, but the verbal realisation of a mathematical statement may
be interpreted in one of several ways, For example, the student pauses after
'r' to indicate: (1) the two participants are "rIO and "tan of theta take tan of
alpha" configured through the implicitly realised Operative process of
multiplication and not (2) "r tan of theta" and "tan of alpha" configured
through the process of subtraction,

The two possible interpretations are

given below.
491 Dl II OK so therefore [{'r' [(tan (of theta) take tan (of alpha))]) equals ten

(1)
(2)

,', r(tanO·tana)
,', rtane·tana) =

:>

10
10

In summary, the difficulties inherent in accessing the experiential meaning
of the oral discourse of Lesson A include grammatical metaphor, the
expansiveness and preciseness of taxonomic relations, the intertwining of
the lexical relations with those realised in the diagram and symbolic texts,
the levels of rankshifted nuclear configurations of the mathematical
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processes and participants and their consequent reconfiguration according to
implicit mathematical definitions and properties. The oral discourse may
function to further submerge the nuclear configurations which are realised
in the symbolic text. As the discourse lacks coherence without the visual
diagrammatic and symbolic texts, a prerequisite for participation in

pedagogical mathematical discourse is knowledge of the grammar of
mathematical symbolism and diagrammatic display. Further to this, the
linguistic translation of symbolic text may also result in semiotic metaphor
and ambiguities as· evidenced in the example above.
5.252 Field

Given the selection of microgeneric choices for Lesson A, apart from the
single clauses realising the Teacher Disciplinary Interruption and the
Teacher-Student Public-Private mteractiofl, the field of the lesson is confined
to some dimension of the activity sequence of teaching and learning
trigonometry. The fields of the microgenres are the course content, the
homework, tests, student performance on a set task or a narrative associated
with the specific problem under consideration. The teacher and students are
thus fully engaged with the activity sequence of learning and teaching to the
exclusion of any other activity. The monofunctional tendency (O'Toole,
1994) of the lesson is orientated towards ideational meaning. Interpersonal
and to a lesser degree, textual meaning remain in the background while the
ideational content of the lesson is foregrounded. That is, in the Board
Demonstration microgenre which dominates the lesson, the interplay
between the teacher and the students has as its focus the development of the
solution to the problem. The strategies that the teacher employs such as
narrative, questioning and analogy are aimed at developing the
mathematical content as opposed to controlling the student mass.
5.253 The Mathematical Text
I propose that the diagram and the symbolic text constituting the visual
display realise experiential meanings which are not possible with language.
In this section I argue that the shift to each of these codes realises the
phenomenon which I have called semiotic metaphor. In this section I also
argue that semiotic metaphor in part accounts for the evolution of
grammatical metaphor in language.
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As I discussed in section 5.243, the linguistic and symbolic elements of the
diagram realise textual links to both the verbal problem and the symbolic
description of the mathematical relations. This suggests that the diagram is
the vehicle by which the verbal problem is translated into mathematical
description for its ultimate solution. There are several explanations for this
central role of the diagram.
Firstly, diagrammatic representation
corresponds to our physical and physiological perceptions, and as such
enlists knowledge of the material world which is not construed through
language alone. Secondly, the diagram expands experiential meaning
through semiotic 'metaphor and the introduction of new participants which
previously did not exist. This allows the mathematical symbolic relations
realised in the diagrammatic representation to be expressed. These facets of
the visual display are respectively examined below.
The accompanying labels and the direct correspondence between the
diagrammatic visual display and physical perceptual reality mean that the
experiential meaning of the diagram corresponds to our intuitive
understanding of the world and as such is more accessible than the symboliC
text and certain segments of the oral discourse. That is, the vertical line
segment together with its shading and the horizontal line correspond to
perceptions of a cliff and a river respectively. These participants are also
clearly labelled linguistically as "Cliff face" and !lriver" and the height as "h"
and the width as "r" with arrows explicitly marking the respective distances.
The diagrammatic representation of the linguistic problem realises semiotic
metaphor. This process may be highlighted through examination of a
segment of the oral discourse given below.
46

47
48

49
50
51
52
53

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

I I a man is actually [at this point] here
I I he is climbing a cliff
II and l ahhdoesn'tknow
I I how high up he is
I I and he looks down of course
I I and looks at the river
I I and doesn't know
II how wide the river is

In this segment of the oral discourse, experiential meaning is congruently
realised. However, in the semiotic shift to visual display, the verbal process
of looking down is transformed into an entity in the diagram. That is, the
process of looking down is represented by a diagonal line segment. 'Th.is new
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entity is introduced in the verbal discourse as lithe line of sight".

It is

dynamically marked in the diagram with downward arrows indicating the
process of looking down. The process of taking an angle measurement
becomes the participants "(1 n and "0 " with arrows marking the direction
through which the angles are measured and the dashed line representing
the horizontal line of sight. In a similar manner, the circumstance of "how
high" and "how wide" realising Extent (spatial distance) is transformed into
participants "h" and later "h-IO" which are marked with arrows indicating
the relative distances.
Significantly the introduction of these new participants, in particular the
line of sight, the width of the river and the height of the cliff mean that a

new participant that is not conceived in the linguistic problem is introduced.
That is, the Figure of the right triangle appears with the line of sight forming
the hypotenuse. From this point, congruency of the angles of depression
and the angles of elevation is established in the visual display and is realised
through these same labels ua It and "8 with the arrows pointing upwards.
It

This introduction of new participants in the form of the triangles and the
congruent angles forms a crucial step in the solution of the problem as from
this vantage point the problem is translated into mathematical symbolic
representation. That is, through semiotic metaphor and the consequent
introduction of new participants, the diagrammatic display becomes the
point of deparhlre for the expression of the mathematical relationship
which exists between the sides and angles of a right triangle in the form of
the tangent ratio. This relationship, that the tangent of an angle in a right
triangle is equal to the ratio of the opposite side to the adjacent side forms
the basis for the symbolic solution to the problem. Unless visualised in
some shape or form, it is impossible to proceed directly from the linguistic
description to the mathematical symbolic statement of this relationship.
The shift to the semiotic modality of mathematical symbolism also involves
semiotic metaphor. In this case, new entities that previously did not exist
are created. In the case of Lesson A, these new participants include "tana"
and "tanS". These are initially introduced in the verbal discourse although
this may be considered as merely a linguistic translation of what is to appear
in the symbolic text. These new participants are numerical values for the
ratio of the sides of the triangle according to angle size. That is, the length of
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the sides of a right triangle and the angle size vary proportionally. The
tangent value is the numerical value of the ratio of the opposite side to the
adjacent side according to angle size. Now although the nuclear
configurations realising the tangent ratios are derived from the diagram by
identifying the opposite and adjacent side with the respective angles, these
new participants, the constant values of "tana " and "tana" are not realised
diagrammatically. Further to this, the rankshifted symbolic participants
which result from the process of dividing the opposite side by the adjacent
side similarly are not realised in the visual display. The diagrammatic
representation has limits in terms of its meaning potential. Through the
symbolism, the newly constructed Figure of the triangle is decomposed and
the proportional relationship of the relative size of its Parts is exactly stated.
Visually one gains an idea of the relative sizes of these Parts, but not the
numerical values which are realised through the symbolism.
These observations reveal the circumscribed functionality of each of the
semiotic codes in Lesson A. Firstly, a 'real life' problem is realised
linguistically.
Secondly, this problem is translated into a visual
representation whereby shifts that I have described as semiotic metaphor
result in the creation of entities from linguistically realised processes and
rucumstance. These entities combine to create new participants which have
no counterpart in the verbal discourse. In particular, the Figure of the
triangle emerges as the sum of the participants 'h', 'r', '10'.. 'a' and '8'. This
means that these participants may be now viewed as a connected whole
rather than as isolated entities. Mathematical symbolism allows the
description of the proportional relationship that exists between these parts of
the connected whole. From this relationship, the pattern of variation that
exists between the angles and the sides of a right triangle.. the solution to the
problem is symbolically derived. That is, verbal discourse functions to
describe commonsense reality, visual display connects our physiological
perceptions to this reality and in combination with metaphorical shifts,
creates new entities which are intuitively accessible. Mathematical
symbolism allows exact and generalised descriptions of the relations existing
between the parts of the new entities. These descriptions create new entities
which may be configured through Operative processes.
Given that the verbal discourse acts as metadiscourse for each stage in the
derivation of the solution, linguistic choices must function to describe not
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only commonsense 'reality', but also scientific and mathematical 'reality'.
That is, language has evolved to account for the extensions of meaning
realised by visual display and mathematical symbolic description. Apart
from semantic drifts in existing linguistic choices and the creation of new
register specific items, new participants are introduced in language through
the process of grammatical metaphor. That is, grammatical metaphor has
evolved in part as a response to the extensions of meaning which have
occurred in other semiotic codes induding those resulting from the process
of semiotic metaphor. In reaction to this expanded meaning potential, new
participants such as "the angle of elevation" and "angles of depression" have
thus come to function as paradigmatic choices in language.
Particular facets of the discourse systems and lexicogrammar of the
symbolism realising experiential meaning deserve special mention. As
displayed in Table 5.41, the nuclear relations of the symbolic text pose special
difficulty due to the depth of the embedding, the implicitness of the
operations and the mathematical results on which the reorganisation of the
configurations of participants and processes are based. The mathematical
results and consequent reasoning on which each step of the solution is
based is considered in section 5.26, ilLogical Meaning".
Nuclear relations in symbolic text

Table 5.41

Qause

Centre

Nucleus

+ Medium
ESS '" +Range: entity
Range:

PROC

1.

tan ( l

'"

II Ifh·, 1011 n

Periphery

+Agent
+Beneficiary

stance

x Circum-

• tan ( l

In right

P"""'"

Rankl

.!!h - 1011

,

Rank 2

Mugin

•

A CBR

• [[h-lOlI

• 'r'
• 'h'

Rank 3

• 10
2.

tanO

=

!!~
,
• tan 0

Rankl

In right
A ABR

Rank 2

+

• 'h'

• 'r'
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3.

Algebrai.cally obtai.n ONE
variable as the subject of
EACH equation

obtain

• ONE variable

• (you)

algebraica

lIy
• as the
subject of

EACH
equation

4.
IIh - 1011 • II' (tan a)]]
Rank I
Rank 2{i)

-

·1I' (tana)]

x

• 'r'

Rank 2(1i)

-

• tan a
• 'h'
• 10

... h - [[10 +[[, (Ian a 1]1ll
Rank I
Rank 2

+

Rank 3

x

-

• [ 10 +11' (lana)]1ll
·10
• [[d tana))]

7.

Rank I
Rank 2

x

-

• II' (Ian8)]]
• 'r'

Equate expressions for h :

equate

• expressions for h

Rank 1

-

• II' (tan8)]]

Rank. 2(i)

+

Rank 2(ii)

x

• 'h'

• (you)

1110 +11' (tan a )]]D

ii, (lanOlll

Rank 3

• [[10 +[[,
I (tana)]ii]

-10
• [I' (tam,)]]
• Ir'

x

• 'r'

• lana

10
[[(I' (tan8)]] - II' (Ian a)lll]

Rank 1

• [[[I' (Ian8)11II' (Ian a)lll]

Rank 2

-

Rank 3(i)

x

• 'r'

Rank 3 (ii)

x

• 'r'
• tana

10 • II, II( tan8 - tan a)lll]
Rank 1
Rank 2

• II' (lan8)11
tana

·1I, [[(tan8 - tana)]111

x

"10

• IT, (tan ~jlll
o

9.

From

2)

tana

h -II' (tan8) II

• tana
8.

1)

• 'h'

• tana

6.

From

• 'r'
o

5.

• [[h - 1011

• 'r'

• [[I tanO - Ian a)]l
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-

Rank 3

• tanS
• lana

10.

II.

10
, ; [[ [[(tane _ tan alii D

Rank 1

-

Rank 2

•

-10

Rank 3

-

Substitute r into eqn (2) :

substitute

• tanO
• tan 0.
o 'r'
, eq!! (2)

h

12.

10
- II U(tane _ lana))]]]

• 'r'

, II( lane - Ian aJl]

;

1I10! tanem
U[[(tane _ tan a lii D
Rank I

-

Rank 2

•

Rank 3(i)

x

Rank 3(i)

-

1110 ! lanelll
, [[[[(•• ne _ Ian a) 1111

• 'h'

' [[10( lane JI]
, ii(tane - tan aJ]]

'10
• tanO
• tanO
'lana

As seen in Table 5.41, there are up to three levels of rankshift whereby
participants in the ranking clause are themselves the product of nuclear

configurations.

In many cases, the embedded Operative process of

multiplication is implicitly realised through the grammar of mathematical
symbolism which mayor may not involve the use of brackets. Similarly,
the Operative process of division is realised by spatial positioning and use of
the fraction line. At the deepest level of embedding, it may be seen that the
participants are "r", "h", "10", "tana " and "tanO". The difficulty involves,
however combining and rearranging these participants and Operative
Processes and then expressing the configuration according to the
lexicogrammar of mathematical symbolism. I believe that in combination
with the mathematical definitions and algebraic properties which are used to
obtain each line of the solution, the implicit grammar and the levels of
rankshift make the text parncularly difficult to construct and penetrate.
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5.26

Logical Meaning

5.261 General Lexicogrammatical Patterns,
CONTINUITY and Logical Metaphor

CONJUNCTION

&

The logico-semantic relations realised through the clause complexes of
Lesson A are displayed in Table 5.42. In nearly fifty percent of cases, the
relations involve EXPANSION whereby a secondary expands a primary
clause while PROJECTION accounts for only ten percent of the total
relations. lbis is the highest occurrence of EXPANSION found in any of the
four lessons.
Table 5.42

Logico-semantic relations

NATURE OF RELATION

Total
708

Percentage
(1 d.p.)
100

Expansion

330

46.6

Proje<:tion

73

10.3

No relation

305

43.1

If the clause complex relations realised by the teacher and student are

considered separately as given in Table 5.43, we may see that the proportions
are roughly equivalent to that of teacher clauses to student clauses. That is,
the students engage equally in constructing logical relations.
Table 5.43 Logico-semantic relations: Teacher and student contributions
NATURE OF RELATION

Total

Percentage
(1 d.p.)

270
60

81.8
18.2

61
12

83.6
16.4

Expamion (n _ 330)
Teacher
Students
Projection (n _ 73)
Teacher
Students
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The category of PROJECTION which has the highest incidence in Lesson A
as displayed Table 5.44 is hypotactic relations of Idea typically realised by "I
think" . This is followed by hypotactic relations of Locution. It is, however,
the nature of the relations involved in EXPANSION that dominate this
discussion.
Table 5.44

Interdependency and PROJECTION

PROJECTION

Idea

Locution

n = 73

Paratactic

Hypotactic

1.4%
(1)

98.6%

~~
~~

71.2%
(52)
27.4%
(20)

(72)

The description of clause complex relations for EXPANSION are given in
Table 5.45. From these results we may see that the predominant type of
relation is para tactic while the most common category of EXPANSION is
Enhancement. These two categories intersect to give the predominant
category of clause complex relations found in Lesson A. We may note that if
the student contributions are considered as displayed in Table 5.46, a
somewhat different pattern emerges. Although paratactic, the predominant
relations involve Extension as opposed to Enhancement. This difference is
not marked as overall there are only three more Extension relations than
Enhancement relations. There are however, Significantly more paratactic
Enhancement relations than any other category. This indicates that student
logical connections are perhaps more field orientated as realised through the
conjunction "and II.
Returning to Table 5.45, it may be seen that the majority of relations are
external and are thus orientated to experiential meaning as opposed to
rhetorical meaning. However, we may note selections realising internal
relations are most frequent in Lesson A. The oral discourse of Lesson A has
a greater level of rhetorical organisation than any of the other lessons. This
position resonates with the nature of logical relations realised in symbolic
mathematical texts.
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Table 5.45

Interdependency and EXPANSION

EXPANSION

n = 330

Cphesive
7.6%
(25)

Paratactic
64.2 %
(212)

Hypotactic
28.2 %
(93)

4.5 %
(15)

6.7%
(22)

4.6 %
(15)

1.5 %

21.5%

(5)

(71)

2.1%
(7)

1.5%
(5)

36.1 %
(119)

21.5 %
(71)

ElabomtioQ
15.8 %
(52)
Extensipn
25.2%
(83)
Enhancement;

59.1%
(195)
External
(283)

Interna l
16

In::=,'

External
9

Internal
26

Externa l
186

Internal

External

5

88

47)

Explicit

Ex

1m

Ex

1m

Ex

1m

Ex

1m

Ex

1m

Ex

1m

(244)

2

14

8

1

4

22

164

22

3

2

63

25

5
8

2

2
7

2
3

Implicit
(86)
Elucidative

(52)

opposition
clarification
Addition

g:~

addition
alternation
Comparative

%7

(18)

similarity
contrast

gh

TemponI

(25)

P"'P"'"

rna......

1
1

(65)

s imultaneous
(~i)
(21
s ucassive
Consequential (170)

condition
conoequence
roncession

19
2

(13)
(37)
(107)

1

3

2

1

1

1

3

1

~

43
5

7

8

5

1

12

1

6
84
6

1
1

1
4

1
1

3
6

1
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7

1

2
24
10
1
1

10
2
3
4
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Table 5.46

Interdependency and EXPANSION: Student contributions

EXPANSION

n =60
Cohesive

Paratactjc

HWQlictic

10.0%
(6)

63.3 %
(38)

53.3%
(16)

10.0%

8.3%
(5)

0%
(0)

0%
(0)

38.3 %

(23)

5.0 %
(3)

0%
(0)

16.7 %

21.7%

(10)

(13)

Elaboration
18.3%
(11)

(6)

Extension
43.3%

(26)

Enhancement
38.3%
(23)

As displayed in Table 5.45, the most common types of logical relations are
paratactic 'Consequential: consequence' relations realised by "solt and
paratactic 'Additive: addition' relations realised by "and ll , Given the field
structured nature of the discourse, the occurrence of additive relations in
such high numbers is not surprising. Also featured are hypotactic
'Consequential: condition' relations realised by "if", 'Temporal: successive'
relations are commonly realised by "then" and 'Elucidative: opposition'
relations are realised implicitly by "that isn • This points to the nature of the
logical relations that dominate mathematical discourse. One other type of
logical relation which occurs on several occasions is hypotactic
'Consequential: consequence' realised by "because". Implicitly realised
'Consequential: purpose' include "so as" and "so that".
Apart from the discourse system of CONJUNCTION realised by the clause
complex relations, the system of CONTINUITY also features in the oral
discourse with thematic Continuatives such as "OK", "well", "right". In
Lesson A, there one hundred and nine clauses with one Continuative,
thirteen with two Continuatives and one clause with three Continuatives.
This total of one hundred and thirty eight Continuatives per seven hundred
and eight ranking clauses results means that in 19.5% of clauses, a
Continuative is selected. TItis indicates that the logical meaning in the oral
discourse coheres to a greater extent than any other lesson.
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Table 5.47

Grammatical metaphor realising logical meaning

RANK AND MEfAFUNC1l0N

GRAMMATICAL METAPHOR

Clause complex:
LOGICAL

relator

'"relaID,

----->

entity
T 286 / / you can see [by the same rea

->

'0

l""""'5
313T 1/ it means {{we have to look at the two
separate angles {in two separate
triangles]]J

574T 1/ that means ([(in the numerator] you
can just wrire [[the tangent (of thetal
multiplied [by·t.nllJll

In Lesson A, logical relations tend to be realised congruently. As displayed
in Table 5.47, exceptions include the use of "means" and "by the same
reasoningTl for "SOli. Apart from this, logical relations are realised through
Conjunctions, Conjunctive Adjuncts and Continuatives.
5.262 Mathematical Reasoning
The high incidence of 'Consequential' relations result in long implication
chains of reasoning in the oral discourse of Lesson A. Although conjunctive
reticula are not given for the spoken discourse, the presence of these chains
is evident from the number of thematic Conjunctions. This raises the
question of the conditions which give rise to the multiple occurrences of
consequential relations through which the chains of reasoning are
constructed and the rhetorical organisation within the discourse. This
question is explored in the following section through analysis of the
symbolic text.
5.263 The Mathematical Text
The diagram is the forum for making the log~cal connections between the
linguistic version of the problem and the mathematical relationships which
are symbolically expressed. This includes logically connecting the angles
resulting from the lines of sight, the height of the cliff face, the length of the
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In right t;. CBR:
1.

h-10

tana =

(1)

r

In right t;. ABR:

h

[

[
[

(2)

2.

tane

3.

Algebraically obtain ONE variable
as the subject of EACH equation:

4.

From (1):

5.

.·. h

6.

(2) :

=

r

h-IO

=

r

(tana)

10 + r(tana)

=

h

=r

(tane)

7.

Equate expressions for h :

8.

./
../
1O+r(tana) = r(tane)

9.

10

10.

10

=

11.

,', r

=

12.

Substitute r into eq !! (2) :

13.

h

= r(tane) -r(tana)

(tane - tana)

r

10
(tan e - tan a)

10

(tane)

=

(tane -tana)

Figure 5.12 Logical relations in the symbolic text
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rope and the width of the river to the formation of the two triangles. From
this, the symbolically expressed tangent ratios provide the basis for the
solution of the problem. That is, once the statements involving the tangent
ratios are established, the logical relations are extended only to those realised
in the symbolic text. Once the problem is solved, however, the diagram
plays an important role in establishing the relative size of the angles in the
example which follows. The logical relations realised in the symbolic text
are the focus of attention in the ensuing discussion.
The conjunctive reticula are displayed for symbolic text in Figure 5.12.
Several features of the logical relations become apparent. Foremost, the
logical relations are internal and organise semiotic reality as opposed to
material reality. The relations most conclusively organise a rhetorical
argument and the text as such is genre-structured as opposed to fieldstructured. In Lesson A, the oral discourse realises the greatest degree of
internal organisation which once again indicates that the students are
positioned to participate in the discourse of mathematics.
Next, apart from "... " realising the !Consequential: consequence! cohesive
logical relation of "therefore" in Lines 5 and 11, the logical relations remain
implicit. This explains why the teacher includes linguistic commands and
the labels (1) and (2). The implicit relations of the mathematical text are
!Consequential: condition! realised by "so". I believe, however, that
difficulties arise not because the logical relations are implicit, but rather the
conditions on which the logical relations are made are implicit.
Mathematical symbolic discourse generically realises the consequential
logical relations, so the rhetorical structure comes as no surprise. What does
vary is the postulate basis or the properties, definitions and results through
which these logical connections are made.
The mathematical definitions and properties which have been assumed in
the consequential relations of the above symbolic text are given below
according to each line.
1.

Definition:
The tangent of an angle in a right mangle is equal to the ratio of
the opposite s ide over the adjacent side

2.

As for 1.
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4.a

Multiplication Property of Equality:
If
a_b
then
ac = be

4.b

Definition of Multiplicative inverse:

1
a x - =1

•

5.

As for 4.

6.

Equality Prope rty
If
a = band b=c
then
a =c

7.

As for 6.

8.

Addition Property of Equality and the Definition of Subtraction
If
then
Le.

9.

a+b : c
a + b + (-b) : c+(-b)
a =c-b

Distributive Property of Multiplication Over Addition
ax + ay _ a (x+y)

10.

As for 4.

11.

Algebraic process of substitution based on the Equality Property

Although these definitions and properties are not explicitly stated, the oral
linguistic discourse serves to contextualise the logical relations and
reasoning behind each step. In particular, the teacher discusses the logical
reasoning behind 'Line 9.' in some detail by both marking with arrows
"tana" and "tanS" and demonstrating an analogous algebraic example on
the side of the board.
This narure of the logical relations highlights the need for not only the
unpacking the experiential meaning realised by grammar of mathematical
symbolism, but the mathematical definitions and properties on which the
logical relations are derived. These conditions are instrumental in
constructing arguments realised by mathematical symbolism.
5.3

The Texture and Ideology of Lesson A

Detailed analyses of patterns of interaction across strata are not completed in
this study although the method of development is explored below.
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The complete Board Demonstration microgenre is an example of the 'Stack'
in which macro-Themes and hypo-Themes are followed by amplifying
comments which are rounded off in summary. The macro-Theme concerns
the solution of the problem which is explicitly stated in the beginning as the
goal of the lesson.
24

T

/ 10K people, we are now going to consider a problem

Hyper-themes punctuate the development of the lesson. These include the
diagrammatic representation of the problem, the approach to solving the
problem, obtaining the height and width as the subject of the expressions,
and although not included in the extracts below, an example of the problem
in which actual values are given.
25

T

/ / What I'll do first of all is put part of a diagram on the board and then
I'll pose the question presently

61

T

/ Iso with this information [[he has a ten metre rope and a device ([that
measures angles]])) we are asking the question

62

T

li how can the man determine firstly the height [of the cliff [at point A]]
and secondly the width [of the river]

355

T

II the question is now [[how are we going to get the values [of 'h ' and 'r' j
(from these two statements JJJ

In a summary, the teacher explicitly concludes this section of the Board
Demonstration microgenre with an acknowledgment that the goals of the
lesson have been achieved.
577

T

578
579

T
T

580

T

I I so there you have a pair of values [{that is written now [in terms [of the
three quantitiesllil
II the known ten and the two known angles [ofdeprcssionJ
II so in another words it can be done
I ( we have solved. it

The 'Step' realises the sequence of activity structures such as writing down
the problem, drawing the diagram, expressing the mathematical relations
symbolically, solving the problem and attempting an example. Although
some overlap occurs, these are discrete steps which are necessary for the
solution to the problem. However, in each one of these steps, a 'Chain' like
scaffolding is realised. That is, the sequences constituting one step tend to be
exploratory as opposed to predictive. In the main, this is evidenced by the
teacher's questions where the Balance is also realised. That is, the teacher
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explores possible avenues, then constructs arguments for the best possible
mode of approach. This approach is explicit with the teacher returning to
previous student answers to clarify the position which has been
subsequently adopted as illustrated below.
96

<n
98
99

100
293

294
295
296

382
383

384
385
386
387
388
389
390

II so Brian it 's very well to drop it over
/ I but if it doesn't reach

T
T
T
T
T

/ / what then
/ / OK so I don't think
/ / that would be a suggestion

T
T
T
T

/ / ah Shane you could have used. the extension
/ / but this is saying
/ I you ve got parallel horizontals
1/ so the parallel lines axiom

T
T
T
T
T
T
T

II so Andrew your choice of variable
1/ you 've got to say
/ / w ell what algebraically would be simpler
II 'h' of course already appears (in the numerator] doesn't it
/ I so it could mean [[just multI multiplying both [by 'r']]]
II we 'll get almost here 'h' [as the subject}
/ I and we will certainly get 'h' [as the subject] there
II OK! think
/ / 'h' [as the subjectj is a better choice

T

T

The thematic strategies for development include the narrative to introduce
the problem, explicit analogy to clarify algebraic steps in the derivation of the
solution, reference to established mathematical results for establishing.. for
example the congruence of the angles and constant reference to goals of ease
and efficiency.
A significant feature of the oral text of Lesson A is the splitting, cojoining
and interweaving of chains and strings that create a tightly knit texture that
is difficult to penetrate. Given the absences of surges of interpersonal
meaning, the terrain is flat but dense. As such, energy is not wasted
surmounting peaks, but rather cutting a path through the levels of
submerged meaning. Not only is the texture closely knit, but it also has
interwoven patterns resulting from the use of multiple semiotic codes. The
contributions of the visual and symbolic codes, each with their own
syntagmatic and paradigmatic axes realised through specific discourse and
lexicogrammatical systems, require unpacking before integration into the
whole.
Compounding this is the strength of the fibres of the chains and
strings both in the oral and symbolic text. That is, the multiple levels of
embedding resulting from nuclear configurations of Operative processes and
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the implicit conditions which form the basis for logical relations result in
chains and strings of unusual thickness.

The oral and symbolic text realise non-affective, involved, formal and power
dominating tenor relations. TItis reinforces the fabric of the discourse as one
that is not easily dismantled nor frayed. Further to this, each dimension of
the oral pedagogical discourse in Lesson A resonates the visual symbolic and
diagrammatic mathematical discourse.
The interpersonal, textual,
experiential and logical meanings realised in each semiotic code harmonise
into a highly cohesive discourse.
I have titled this chapter "Learning mathematics and masculinityll, The
teacher in Lesson A and nearly every member of the teaching staff at School
A are male. Being a student at School A has two prerequisites. Firstly, you
must be male and, secondly, you must come from a wealthy family. Once
granted entrance to this enclave, the rules for conduct are as strict as the
texture of the lesson is tight. Interpersonally, power dominating relations
prevaiL Ellipsis is minimal and the stance is overt and objective with high
values of modality and modulation. The speech role modelled is one of
primary knower and secondary actor who initiates and controls the
exchanges and dispenses the commands. Interpersonal congruence means
that this role is modelled by the teacher and adopted by the students. The
students respond on an individual basis with what are often extended
contributions. Thus, in addition to the construction of logically connected
arguments, personal responsibility and individualism is promoted. Displays
of emotion and affection are discouraged. Contact is involved but not
intimate or familiar. Interpersonally, Mood Adjuncts are useful for shading
meaning according to desire.
In Lesson A, learning mathematics is learning the gemes of mathematics.
Diagrams and mathematical symbolic texts adhere to generic specifications.
The style of production is immaculate and reflects that found in
professionally produced mathematical texts. The oral discourse realises a
high level of textual organisation and the mathematical register items are
predominantly technicaL The oral discourse selVes to successfully integrate
meanings realised by each of the semiotic codes. Further to this, there is no
room for deviation in fulfilling the social purpose of Lesson A. The lesson
is a series of smooth transitions between microgemes which realise the goals
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of the lesson. The Field and Tenor selections are consistent while choice of
Mode is dependent upon the stage of the Lesson.
There are no cross purposes nor differing ideologies which conflict in Lesson
A. The ideology of Lesson A is the ideology of the powerful. It is also the
ideology of mathematics. Rationality and reasoned arguments prevail. The
world consists of specific problems to which the optimal solution must be
found using appropriate procedures. There is little room for hesitation,
doubt or questioning of the problems which are deemed to be important or
the procedures which have been developed to solve the problems. The
emotional realm is relegated to a backstage position in this dream of an
ordered and rational universe which extends to self. Of all the possibilities
for meaning that humans are capable of, a circumscribed range have been
accorded value.
In conclusion to this chapter I should like to make two comments. As will
become obvious, the texture, the register selections, the microgenres and the
ideology differ dramatically from those realised in the lessons with· female
and low socia-economic students. Secondly, the social goal of Lesson A is to
learn mathematical discourse. This goal is achieved through the
monofunctional tendency orientated towards ideational meaning and the
maintenance of specific interpersonal relations. The dimensions of
meaning across modes and semiotic codes resonate into one.
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